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ABSTRACT

TEACHERS’ INTERPRETATIONS OF A REFLECTIVE PRACTICE SCHOOL
REFORM INITIATIVE: AN EXISTENTIAL ANALYSIS
FEBRUARY 2004
ELIZABETH DOLLY PEDEVILLANO, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Allan Feldman

Title: Teachers Interpretations of a Reflective Practice School Reform Initiative: An
Existential Analysis

The human side of school reform implementation and analysis is often
marginalized in favor of an emphasis on rationality, student outcomes or formal
structures. The perspective of the Teacher-as-Being, which is grounded in existential
philosophy is a conceptual framework that acknowledges the human condition, our
situated existence and the lived world of teachers. Teachers interpretations of their
experiences on problem solving service teams will be analyzed from this perspective.
The tenets of existential philosophy, with an eye toward issues common to our existence
as human beings, can serve to build a deep and humane framework for explaining the
role of individual teacher’s meaning making, interpretation and contextual experiences
in the implementation of a reflective practice school reform initiative.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Overview
This study is an exploration, from an existential lens, of teachers’ interpretations
of the experience of being on reflective practice problem solving teams in an urban
public school system. To analyze data collected on this initiative, I have used the tenets
derived from Existential Philosophy to build an explanation for the concerns and salient
issues that emerge out Reflective Practice of teachers’ experience of working on service
teams. These tenets have built upon the teacher-as-being perspective (Stengel, 1996;
Feldman, 1997; Hultgren,1989) which is grounded in existentialism. By centering this
exploration on teacher’s interpretations of their experience as team members, I have
illuminated the role that the individual teachers’ meaning making, interpretation and
contextual experiences play in the implementation of a reflective practice school reform
initiative.
Through the voices of the various players and stakeholders in this initiative, a
complex picture of the ways teachers make meaning of the experience of service team
membership and consequent implications for their work as teachers has emerged. A
particular focus will be on the existential themes of choice, freedom and responsibility.
The research question that I began my study with was the following: How can
derived tenets of existential philosophy serve to build an explanation for and illuminate
the role of individual teachers’ meaning making, interpretation, and contextual
experiences in the implementation of this reflective practice school reform initiative?
Other questions emerged as the study evolved: What was the nature of teachers’
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explanations and meaning making within this school reform initiative? Did teachers and
others in fact use existential concepts in their decision making? In what ways did
individuals use existential constructs as underlying meaning making tools? Can we
understand through an existential lens, teachers’ reasoning for not supporting well
intentioned and comprehensive school reform initiatives?
Starting from the standpoint of the teacher-as-being, a concept that I found was
pertinent to issues in student teacher’s as well as experienced teacher’s lives, I was
able to locate reasons for choices made and actions taken by educators within an
existential framework. My experience in this city as a program evaluator led me to get
to know the superintendent and a group of administrators. However the most pertinent
information and in-depth interview data was gathered from the teachers,
teacher/facilitators and two of the Shoretown team consultants. I had spent several
months of attending once a week service team meetings at one school where I was the
silent note taking observer. It wasn’t until I began to conduct in-depth interviews with
the members of this team that the context began to deepen and make sense to me. As I
began to understand certain aspects that comprise the culture of the school for example:
the history of these teachers as colleagues, their relationship with the principal, their
experience with previous school reform initiatives and their current relationships with
parents and families of students, I began to develop an appreciation for the struggles
and dilemmas they face as beings-who-teach not just as a roomful of teachers at a
meeting about a student.
My “high personal interest, (called bias in traditional research)” (Marshall &
Rossman,1995, p. 61) in this teacher-as-being perspective grounded in existentialism
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kept me open to the investment and context of each individual teacher’s lived
experience on these teams and within this initiative. My instincts were telling me that it
is at the level of teacher as person that choices are made and actions taken that impact
and influence the educational realm in which they work, and in turn influence the
education of the students they teach. I collected data and interviewed teachers and
administrators with this in mind. I was searching for the stories that would show the
influence of their personal existential questions and dilemmas.
The data has been collected from in-depth interviews with members of the
service teams, extensive field notes taken at the service team meetings, and collection of
related artifacts from team meetings, such as forms and action plans. Information about
the history of this project, as well as the philosophical underpinnings has been obtained
from interviews with the director and assistant director of Shoretown Consultants. The
director and assistant director were responsible for training teachers and facilitators in
this problem solving method. Interviews were also done with the superintendent of
schools and the head of the local teacher’s union in this urban setting.
A teacher’s way-of-being, grounded in existentialism, described as a
combination of approach, disposition, set of intentional states, talents, interests and
visions (Stengel, 1997; Feldman, 1996) serves as the collective “being” that drives an
individual teacher’s actions in the classroom. By using the lens of existentialism I will
locate teachers’ ways-of-being as the place where the philosophical underpinnings of a
reflective practice reform effort can take hold and become meaningful.
In the following introduction I will explain how I came to this topic through my
experience with reflective practice activities as a supervisor of student teachers. The
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tenets of existentialism will then be elaborated on and connected to educational methods
and the work of teachers. I will explore more fully the purpose and significance of this
study at the close of this section.
Reflective practice has become an accepted term in many teacher education
programs, it has entered the vocabulary of teacher educators, and novice and student
teachers have become aware that they are expected to become reflective practitioners
(Shon, 1983). I began to think about this concept more deeply, and begin to formulate
some questions while working with student teachers. A couple of years ago while in the
role of student teaching supervisor, I attended a final grading meeting, and a
conversation from that meeting has stayed with me. We were comparing students’ work
for a final grade. One student teacher’s journal was discussed. The student teaching
supervisor and faculty member both deemed the journal “not reflective enough”. This
caused me to begin to think about our expectations for student teachers, and to ask the
following questions:
•

What does it mean to be reflective?

•

How do we encourage reflective practice in student teachers?

•

What does it take to be able to reflect on practice?

•

What are the goals teacher educators have for students in this process?

•

What are the starting points for reflection?

My research on reflective practice in teaching led me through a large amount of
literature with varying definitions of reflective teaching and reflective practice in
education. Although educators use similar terms for reflective practice, there is little
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agreement on what characterizes and defines reflective practice (Valli, 1997).One way
that reflective practice techniques can be used, for example is to develop and refine the
technical skills of teaching. In 1983 Donald Shon published The Reflective Practitioner
and reflection as a characteristic of good teaching became a significant goal in the field
of teacher education. Shon contrasted reflection-in, and reflection-on-practice with the
‘‘technical rationality” that was the basis of most professional education. Technical
rationality can be seen as an over-reliance on the use of techniques and scientific
methods to solve problems.
Conceiving their practice in this limited manner, teachers could see students’
learning as a technical problem to solve and unconsciously operate from unspoken and
unquestioned tacit knowledge as their underlying theoretical base. The result could be
seeing teaching as a set of technical skills, neglecting the teachers-as-people who bring
themselves including their skills, dispositions and values, whether stated or unstated,
into their daily teaching practice. This way of thinking can marginalize the personhood
of the teacher and encourage functioning at the level of obedient technician (Giroux
1985). A perspective that describes teaching as a way-of-being (Denton, 1974;
Stengel, 1996; Feldman, 1997; Hultgren, 1989) taps into a deeper potential for
understanding the realities of the teaching experience. Seeing teaching as a way of
being human, with all that entails, allows for an understanding in which teachers believe
themselves to be beings-who-teach and can relate to their students in a way that also
takes into account the humanity of the learner. The teaching as a way-of-being
perspective is grounded in existential philosophy.
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In this study I will be using an existential view to explain teachers’
interpretations of their experiences in a reflective practice team based problem solving
initiative. It is important to begin to discuss existentialism. Existentialism is not easy to
define because rather than being a clearly set out theory, it is a body of literature
produced by a wide variety of thinkers, some of whom did not even refer to the term.
What they had in common was a concern with the problematic nature of existence or
being, and in particular, the being of human beings. VanCleeve Morris describes
existentialism:
Existentialism is not a philosophy in the conventional sense. It is not a body of
thought about the nature of world and man, It’s message is far simpler and at the
same time more profound, viz. Existentialism wishes merely to establish the
starting place for the philosophical enterprise itself, the place from which all
thought about the meaning of life must set out. This place is the human self
(Morris, 1966 p.134)
Existential Tenets
Maxine Greene has long called on educators to apply existential thinking to
educational practices. (Greene, 1967). The following are basic tenets of existential
thinking that Maxine Greene and others who have sought to incorporate into the
practice of teaching. They are 1) The interpretation of our situated existence, 2)
Existence precedes essence, 3) Living in bad faith or living inauthentically, 4) Choice,
freedom and responsibility (Denton, 1974; Greene, 1967; Hunter, 1993; Lieberman,
1985; Stengel,1996; Feldman, 1997).
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The Interpretation of Our Situated Existence
The following passage explains how deeply we are situated in our environing
worlds. The existentialist would say that we find ourselves in the world, and then seek
to make meaning of our experiences:
Interpretation is human being, our mode of existence in the world. That is,
hermeneutics does not come into play only when intersubjective understanding
fails...interpretation constitutes the world in which we exist. We always find ourselves
in the midst of interpretations carried by our language and our culture...We are caught
up in history to a degree that we cannot hope to grasp or control fully. Because human
being is being in time. “It”, what we try to objectify in scientific studies of language,
culture, history or tradition- is actually what “we” supposedly neutral onlookers or
subjects-are. (Crusius, 1991 p. 12)
Interpretation of our existence comprises the reality of our lives. The recognition
that people are immersed in situations allows us to become aware of what Greene calls
the existing being—the person being in the situation with all of its shifting moods,
feelings and impulses (Greene, 1967). Almost everything that occurs in the teaching
situation is affected by the teacher’s past and present, presence, moods and gestures,
expectations, intentions and the students with whom she is continually engaged
(Greene, 1967). In order to actively choose, it is necessary to be conscious, interested
and committed, rather than mechanical and routine (Greene, 1978). If a teacher does not
attend to the situation then reflection on what is mechanical and routine will remain so.
This type of attention and validation of the nuances important to the teaching situation
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has enabled me to formulate an existential lens from which to study this school reform
initiative.

Existence Precedes Essence
Sartre, writing in Existentialism and Human Emotions, explains the importance
of the concept of existence preceding essence: “Man exists, turns up, appears on the
scene, and only afterwards defines himself’ (Sartre 1957 p.15). Sartre explains that in
the creation of a manufactured object, it is essence that precedes existence. For people
to create something, they must have a plan. The uses of the product are considered, and
the outcome preordained. The person involved in the creation of the object knows
exactly what the finished product will look like, and how it will be used. The product is
guided towards that exact end in the process of creating it. In this sense the ends are
determined. This is described by Sartre as a technical view of the world where essence
precedes existence. Sartre uses this description of a preordained view of the world
against which to pit his concept that in the case of human beings, existence precedes
essence. Man is not seen to have a preordained end, but instead creates his life as he
lives it through a process of interpreting and reinterpreting experience.
In the field of education the student teacher can be seen as having a technical
view of the role of the teacher. If student teachers have a rigid preconceived notion of
what a teacher is and does, they may be less apt to become aware of, and to build upon,
their own strengths as a human being and reflectively become a teacher. A more
technical view might cause a student teacher to merely copy behavior of experienced
teachers. This situation echoes Sartre’s description of a waiter who goes through the
motions of acting like a waiter but is actually imitating a waiter. (1957) In Sartre’s
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novels there is a theme of impersonation, the man who impersonates himself. In The
Age of Reason the character, Mathieu observes “a barman impersonating a barman”
and reflects on this saying: “perhaps one has to choose between being nothing at all or
impersonating what one is” (1961, p.173)
For student teachers this might mean feeling that they are simply imitating
teachers. Van Manen wrote about a technical view of teaching echoing Sartre:
As the teacher is expected to treat the job of teaching more and more
technically, the teacher is less and less able to reflect on the meaning, purpose, and
significance of the educational experiences of students whom the school and curriculum
are supposed to serve. (VanManen, 1991)
If one believes that there is a process for becoming a teacher, and is given the
appropriate environmental support, a student or novice teacher might be less apt to
imitate a teacher, and allow time to become a teacher. If the technical aspects of
teaching are privileged over meaning and purpose of education, teachers will tend
toward mastering a way of teaching that does not tap into the potential web of
possibilities for learning, and tend toward a more simplified, less reflective and more
easily standardized way of thinking.

Living in Bad Faith Versus Living Authentically
One result of our situated existence is to become in Sartre’s term- “submerged in
the given”. This describes a loss of essence. If a person is not able to see the given for
what it is, the possibilities for freedom and choice are narrowed. There are many social
forces that serve to structure our lives and societies. Sartre refers to the “Crowd” or the
“They” to describe people outside of ourselves as a group, not having individual
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identities. We feel the forces of the “They” when we conform our behavior to
standards that come from outside of ourselves which we perceive as necessary to
conform to. At the same time, the “They” can be seen as a constant that people can take
comfort in. In a sense the “They” is immortal. Our ultimate separateness and aloneness
causes fear and anxiety, another fact of our existence, so we take comfort in the group,
in doing what the group seems to advocate. And for the moment we belong to
something beyond ourselves, and our aloneness is not as apparent. At the other end of
the pole is transcendence according to Sartre (1957) where the facticity of a situation is
ignored.
Another approach to this is to accept that death is an ever present possibility.
Then according to the existentialist one can take stock and see that “one’s ownmost
potentiality for being” can be realized. Angst in the face of death is Dasein’s (Being-inthe-world) sense of “being towards it’s end” (Cooper 1990). We then can review our
lives, and integrate the facticity of our existence by making the most of the time that
constitutes one life. Yalom, an existential psychotherapist, describes this
acknowledgement when he states that “death whirs continuously beneath the membrane
of life” (Yalom 1998 p.29). To fully and deeply understand life in all its complexity,
death must become a presence, a given in life.
Questions are considered such as the meaning of death in relation to the way we
have chosen to live our lives. The existentialist makes a distinction between people who
build their lives by identifying beliefs, values, their own interpretations and the shape
of their own lives and one who simply takes a bundle of these opinions and values on
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board with minimal reflection (Cooper 1995). The second person is seen as failing to
make his life his own, and this life is therefore inauthentic.
Choice and Responsibility
What existentialism attempts to do is to help people to acknowledge that they
have the freedom to choose, and that their choices affect the situations in which they are
immersed and define who they are. The characteristics of existentialism - situatedness,
interpretation and reinterpretation, living in bad faith and freedom - are related to a
variety of existential concerns such as being and not-being, isolation, meaninglessness,
self-estrangement, anxiety, angst and fear (Sartre, 1956; Yalom,1998). Angst is defined
as the disturbing and uncanny mood which summons a person to reflect on his/her
individual existence with both it’s responsibilities and possibilities. Fear (outside
forces) and anxiety (one’s own actions) and the facticity of our existence are considered
along with temporality and spatiality. The existentialist is concerned with the primacy
of experience, having this in common with phenomenologists:
It is by being unrestrictedly and unreservedly what I am at present that I have a
chance of moving forward; it is by living my time that I am able to understand other
times, by plunging into the present and the world, by taking on deliberately what I am
fortuitously, by willing what I will and doing what I do that I can go further (MerleauPonty 1962 p.vii).
Connecting these concepts from existentialism to education can be done through
the view that teaching can be thought of as a way-of-being human (Stengel, 1996;
Feldman, 1997), which is a result of the sum total of one’s experience, and the set of
intentional states—dispositions, talents, interests, fears, and visions—that locate the
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person and point him or her in one direction or another. This perspective begins with the
assumption that to understand teachers and teaching, we must take into account the
“human realm of subjectivity, of the lived experience of the teacher as human being
...[who] actively describes, seeks wholeness, eludes measurement, pursues freedom
(Cunningham, 1979).” It contains “not only what we are doing in the moment, but the
possibilities of the moment, the negations and affirmations in the moment which open
us to projections beyond the moment” (Denton, 1974).
The idea that the philosopher is involved in a kind of withdrawal that is also a
movement of freedom is an important theme in existentialism (Merleau-Ponty,1962).
The separation of thought from the self in order to objectively look at oneself is a
paradox. An existential view is precarious, it seems to be about the ability to keep
jumping back and refraining what we have just claimed. It is the view of view-taking,
the seeing of ways of seeing. Exploring and elucidating ways of being leads to an
underpinning that is ever moving, that defies being pinned down, because of the ever
changing, dialectical nature of human existence. The human condition is not a fixed or
finished type of theoretical base. Its movement and shifting make our very existence
problematic.
Tillich refers to the state of being in conflict with nonbeing (Tillich, 1952). We
cannot help but live somehow with the fear of non-being, as it is a fact of our existence.
We have a sense of ourselves as beings. The existentialist would distinguish between
fear and anxiety, both being characteristics of existentialism. Fear concerns itself with
forces outside of oneself. Sartre describes the difference in a metaphor of walking on an
extremely narrow path over a steep ravine. There is fear that a rock will move as you
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walk, and you will fall into the ravine. But there is also anxiety that one will somehow
give in to the force that is pulling you down, that somehow you will give in and let
yourself fall, or even jump down to end the feeling. Anxiety comes from concern about
our own performance in the world. Actions taken and choices made by individuals
reflects the extent to which a person will stand against their own being (May, 1983).
Acknowledging duality as a fact of our existence is to embrace uncertainty. It is not so
much that we need uncertainty, but instead a wisdom of uncertainty (Kundera, 1986).
These tenets of existential thought will be used to help build an explanation for
the interpreted experience of teachers taking part in a reflective practice school reform
initiative. The recognition of the deeper issues influencing teachers lives can begin to
build what Argyris (1977) calls internal commitment. Rather then behaving like an
obedient servant following tasks defined by others outside of oneself teachers can
develop internal commitment by taking part in defining methods themselves, retaining a
stake in what they are doing and how they are going about doing it. Paying attention to
existential issues such as meaning vs. meaninglessness or freedom and choice might
contribute to a deeper level of commitment. Building on core values, talents,
inspirations, care, compassion, morals, hopes and interests could serve to connect the
work to the person, so that there is more alignment between the being of the teacher,
and the solutions and actions that are agreed upon and put forward.
Grappling with issues of meaning and existence can lead to a more critical
understanding of ourselves as human beings in our lived worlds. To understand that our
lives are situated is the understanding that we are beings-in-the-world. We become
beings in the world through the process of being in the world, in other words our
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existence by definition is that very being, which is always trying to make meaning of
our situations- an active, reaching out process. We are forever enmeshed in the “soil of
the sensible for our lives and our bodies” (Merleau-Ponty, 1963). We cannot separate
ourselves from this, and at the same time we constantly try to separate ourselves in
hopes of defining our individual existence. Who am I and what am I that is not “them”?
We ask ourselves. We discover our values when we come across someone with
different ones. We cannot see ourselves from above, but instead we are stuck in a
viewpoint that sets us in one direction or another. We rattle against the container of our
existence, the parameters of being human. We are homo-sapiens. We have bodies that
get sick and will die. We are stuck inside these bodies. We are these bodies. The who of
who we are, our consciousness seeks to complete itself in some way, is ever moving
forward, outward. Yet we remain stuck and limited in our viewpoints, our eyesight, our
hearts pumping or not pumping so well anymore. We grapple with the fact that we end,
that we want to make our mark and work against that end and at once make peace with
that end. We all live with these existential dualities.
We seek work and relationships that satisfy those deeper questions that bring
satisfaction in life. When possible, people seek alignment with the work that they have
been able to do, or wish to do, and the values they cherish.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to explore teachers’ interpretations of their
experiences on reflective problem solving teams as part of a school reform initiative.
The goal has been to build explanations through an existential lens and to bring to the
forefront issues that are often marginalized in favor of student outcomes or other
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standardized measures of success and failure. I have examined how particular issues
and concerns identified by teachers can be named as existential - as issues common to
the human condition.
This study will help those working on school reform efforts by illuminating and
expanding the complex role that the individual teachers’ meaning making, interpretation
and contextual experiences play in the school reform implementation process. My
premise in this study is that by considering and analyzing existentially the complexity
of the lived experience of teachers in a school reform initiative, more authentic and
context specific directions can be identified as starting points towards the understanding
and eventual improvement of the implementation of school based initiatives. The lived
world of schooling for both teachers and students is the place where meaning is made of
the reform efforts as they are implemented.
In a time of increasing pressure for standardization, organizing a viewpoint
through the lens of existentialism and issues of the human condition, can serve to
model respect for individuality and the complexity of the dialectic of human beings
with their teaching work, opening up potential freedoms, and new ways of imagining
future possibilities in education as well as building a new definition of responsibility in
educational endeavors. Understanding as broadly and deeply as possible the present
world of teachers and taking an accurate and insightful view of the current situation can
lay the groundwork for creative ideas and unimagined possibilities to come forward in
the future.
Professional practice, according to Shon (1983; 1987) must make room to
incorporate personal insight and artistry that is guided by thoughtful reflection in and on
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practice. Reflecting on my work with both student teachers and experienced teachers it
became apparent to me that the more complex concerns and questions teachers had
about their practice were not to be found in literature on reflective practice in education.
This body of research did not take into account the complexity of the human being who
teaches. These teachers-as-beings were bringing to the task of teaching the complexity
of their lives and upon reflection were uncovering the conflicts that were at the crux of
the most common, yet difficult struggles in teaching. These were deep existential issues:
finding meaning in their work, hoping not to lose original, personal goals and visions
and the struggle for authenticity. These are the common issues of human beings and are
found in the struggles in every career or project we choose or find ourselves in the midst
of. When roles and behaviors for particular professions have been rigidly defined or
interpreted there is a danger of leaving the deepness, complexity, and spirit out of the
image and work of the professional. For education this could mean a more narrowly
defined, technical view of teaching.
I have found that existentialism, by definition taking our existence and our being
into account, gives us a language and framework that brings us beyond the current,
dominant, technical view of teaching and teacher education (Pedevillano & Feldman,
2000). An existential viewpoint and from it the teacher-as-being perspective are more
encompassing and affirming ways to move forward phenomenologically in reflective
practice, taking into account the aesthetics of meaning, and all that the narratives of our
lives contain.
Maxine Greene asks us how we can incorporate existential thinking in the work
of teaching (1967). The study of existential thought has been emancipatory for me, as it
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has illuminated the possibilities of freedom for my direction of study. Further along in
this document I will elaborate on the characteristics of existential thought, but for now I
will define my situation and work in researching this topic as one of angst: “a mood that
is not an intimation of freedom, but of the hidden forces that preclude freedom”
(Cooper, 1999 p.132). For teachers there is no getting away from affecting the
atmosphere of the classroom with who they are as people:
Teachers continually build context for education in their classrooms. Almost
everything that occurs in the teaching situation is affected by the teachers past and
present, moods and gestures, expectations, intentions, dispositions and talents. (Greene,
1967).
Recently researchers have made an important distinction between research on
teaching and teacher research (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). The former is research
with a focus on outside experts, and on less individual and more generalizable
knowledge. It asks teachers to adjust their practice according to this type of knowledge,
deemed more important because of the ability to standardize it.
More recently teachers have begun to do research on their own practice, in their
own classrooms, and with peers in groups of teachers.( Feldman, 1996; Altricher,et.al
1993; Hollingsworth, 1994). In this way they are building context specific knowledge
and constructing research that is more immediately usable.
The examination of one’s own teaching practice in specific ways is in keeping
with the existential concept of our situated existence. Maxine Greene reminds us that
“Each person’s reality must be understood to be interpreted experience, and that the
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mode of interpretation depends on his or her situation and location in the world”
(Greene 1973)
The realization that each person’s life is interpreted reality can have implications
for the way that teachers can begin to understand more clearly the meaning making
processes of the students they teach. Grounding an interpretation of teaching in the
existential might mean a rejection of traditional research paradigms. The meaning will
be obtained from “the teacher in their world with others” (Denton 1974 p.102)
Heidegger reminds us that our social context is our existence, we do not exist separately
from the world, but understand comes through living it.
Human existence is intelligible only in terms of an engagement with the world.
What the standard account ignores is the degree to which our world is a human one
whose structure, articulation and very existence are functions of human agency. (1962)
To be fully aware of the context of learning in an existential way would include
an awareness of time. Existential thinking would reject the idea that structuring time is a
natural activity, but might be concerned that humans were becoming more like clocks or
calendars, being controlled by outside forces that do not take the non-linear fact of
human lives into account. (Troutner,1974).
The existential educator knows that life in classrooms is not just defined as a
series of new moments. A full understanding of a situation will include both past and
present while at the same time incorporating a reaching towards the fUture. This type of
understanding of the lived world of the classroom can give a deeper grounding of the
present leading to an opening up of unforeseen possibilities in the social and dialectical
world of the classroom.
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My talk of teaching must consist of symbols, metaphors which signify in a
plurality of ways not only what we are doing in the moment, but the possibilities of the
moment, the negations and affirmations in the moment, which open us to projections
beyond the moment (Denton 1974 p.124)
Teachers are not traditionally called upon within the confines of their jobs to
apply themselves consciously and intellectually to the task of teaching. (Greene, 1967).
They are not expected to think deeply about their own biographies (Pinar,1994) values,
or their ‘being-as-teachers’ and apply this to their work. Just as it is true for students in
many classrooms, this leaves a vast amount of untapped potential for solving problems
and growing as competent, caring, critically thinking professionals. Teachers must not
be looked upon as obedient technicians (Giroux, 1985), obeying the dictates of the latest
politically motivated movement in education. In order for a different kind of
contribution from teachers to happen, teachers need to believe that there is value in their
thoughts, feelings, passion for teaching and innovative ideas. In other words they need
to be validated in their ways-of-being teachers.
Background of the Study
During the process of research and study of existentialism and education, I
began an evaluation study of a public school reform effort in an urban setting as a
graduate research assistant. My task originally was to attend these service team
meetings, and take down in field notes as much dialogue as possible, and observe how
the team members were implementing, under the consultants watch, a particular step by
step problem solving process. At the same time I was researching the field of reflective
practice in education and had become intrigued with the small body of research on the
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Teacher-as-Being (Denton,1974; Cunningham, 1979; Stengel,1996; Hultgren,1989;
Feldman, 1997) perspective which is grounded in existentialism.
As I spent more and more time immersing myself in this public school reform
initiative and increasing my scope by interviewing service team members, attending
training and consultant’s meetings and investigating other topics emerging in this
project, I began to see issues related to existentialism emerge. The issues that
experienced teachers were struggling with turned out be the same types of obstacles
identified by student teachers. Issues of meaninglessness, authenticity, loss of original
personal goals and visions, and issues of choice and freedom were having a direct effect
on teaching. These issues were to come up within the service team initiative. In the
following section I will describe the events leading up to the implementation of the
service team initiative.
The Service Team Initiative
Cove Island was chosen as one of 54 communities around the country to
participate in a federal initiative called Safe Schools / Healthy Students. This federal
initiative was developed in response to mounting gun violence in schools and the
purpose was to develop effective violence prevention programs and services. The effort
also proposed to link community and state agencies directly to the schools. This
initiative seeks to “provide students, schools and communities the benefits of enhanced
comprehensive educational, mental health, social service, law enforcement, and as
appropriate, juvenile system services that can promote healthy childhood development
and prevent violence and alcohol and other drug abuse.” [Federal Register/vol.64, no.62
April 1999/Notices]
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As this initiative was being developed by the Clinton administration, the Cove
Island School system was already in the process of beginning to implement the service
team model. The history of service team implementation dates back to1996 when the
state Department of Education’s Office of Civil Rights found that minority students
were over-represented in SPED referrals and identifications. The over-representation of
minority students in SPED referrals and identifications constituted non-compliance with
current Civil Rights laws. The external consulting agency ,Shoretown Consultants, had
presented ideas to the central office administrators that would address this noncompliance. One of these ideas was the creation of service teams in all the schools. At
this point in time the acting superintendent in the district supported further study of this
initiative. After lengthy negotiations with the local teachers union there was agreement
to begin implementation in the schools.
The service team model is a specific problem solving technique and process for
teachers to address individual student problems and improve individual student success.
The model is being implemented by Shoretown Consultants, a division of a private non¬
profit organization based in a large northeastern city.
In 1999, the City of Cove Island became an official recipient of a Safe Schools,
Healthy Students grant. The implementation process of the service team model was
subsequently folded into the specific goals of the Safe Schools Healthy Students
Initiative as it is being implemented in Cove Island. This allowed for a much faster and
more extensive service team implementation process than had been originally planned.
The service team initiative was a comprehensive plan that covered all levels of
school administration and would serve to support the implementation of action plans
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that would be designed and implemented by teachers for individual students in their
schools.
Service teams are weekly meetings in which teachers and other professionals
meet to discuss students who are exhibiting academic, social and/or behavioral
problems that are preventing academic success. A major underlying belief and
organizing principle of this model is that every individual child has the right to succeed
in school. Teachers would be able to draw on each others’ resources and expertise to
find ways to improve individual student success.
One of the goals of the service team implementation process is to include a
Child Guidance clinician on each team. The Child Guidance professional is a mental
health clinician who serves as a team member who can provide insight into and
resources on mental health and behavioral aspects of students’ issues. In addition each
team has a Shoretown consultant who works closely with the teacher/facilitator to coach
her/him in this specific problem solving methodology during the implementation
process. This process was slated to take 5 years.
The service team model includes 2 other tiers in addition to the service team
meetings. These are the School Management Group meetings and the District Policy
meetings. The School Management Group meetings occur monthly at each service
team school. The intention is for facilitators from each service team to bring issues that
need institutional support in order for action plans to be implemented. An example of
this would be restructuring a paraprofessional position to have more time for one to one
work with a child. The District Policy meetings were held monthly. The members of
this meeting include principals from all service team schools, the superintendent,
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representatives from participating agencies such as Child Guidance and Department of
Youth Services, as well as the director and assistant director of Shoretown Consultants
who are implementing the service team model. The District Policy meeting is designed
to problem solve around school district issues brought to its attention by specific School
Management Groups. An example of an issue that might come to this level would be
how to grade a student who is from Jamaica and still has not mastered enough of the
English language to write or take tests in English.
The service team methodology offers a systematic problem solving model which
is designed to guide discussions towards problem solving in an organized and logical
manner. This problem solving model consists of 5 logical steps which include
identifying a concern, defining a specific problem, developing a measurable objective,
and brainstorming to find appropriate actions to take. Teacher/facilitators guide the
team in this process. Team members also spend time assessing the success of previous
interventions and revisiting the problem solving process as needed in order to ensure
eventual student success. One of the underlying goals of this process is to encourage
team members to come up with out-of-the-box ideas for the use of resources inside and
outside of the school to help generate and implement new solutions to problems.
The order of problem solving contains the following steps: Identify and describe
the concern, define the specific problem, formulate an objective that can be measured,
brainstorm interventions and choose realistic interventions. The service team structure
technically involves three levels of problem solving before students are sent for special
education evaluation. The first level of problem solving includes strategies teachers
have used with students already in the classrooms. Level 2 problem solving is the
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problem solving that is undertaken within the service team meeting when Level 1
problem solving has not been effective. Level 3 problem solving involves calling in an
outside expert to help the group come up with appropriate actions when Level 1 and 2
problem solving have proven ineffective. When the problem solving at the level of
individual teacher, service team, and service team with expert input, fails to generate
improvement the service team can then refer a student for evaluation and possible
special education services.
The specific function of the Shoretown team consultants is to guide teams
during the implementation phase of the service team model. The consultants have
expertise in the areas of counseling or education. Some have been teachers or have
worked with children or adolescents in educational or social service settings. Each team
has a Shoretown consultant who attends every other team meeting. These consultants
who are designated to teams are not participatory team members. They are present in
order to make sure that the team understands and follows the specific problem solving
methods of the service team model. Their comments during the meetings would be
largely about the process and structure of the meetings, rather than commenting on
specific student problems. They consult with the teacher/facilitator outside of the
meetings as well.
The expectations of the district were that more students would achieve success
in their classrooms without referrals out for special education services. The external
consultants have instituted a program in which teachers form service teams for the
purpose of identifying and addressing the needs and challenges of students by using the
structured problem solving process. In the service team meetings students are discussed
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and action plans are developed on an individual case-by-case basis. In this way the
previous systems have been challenged, and teachers who have been used to getting
help for students outside of the regular classroom, are being asked to collaboratively
find ways to help them succeed in regular education settings.
Collaborative Practices
There is a current trend in education for teachers to come together in a
collaborative way to solve problems for students and work to improve practice
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Calhoun,1994; Hollingsworth, 1994; Oja & Smilyan,
1989). Lave and Wenger defined these groups as communities of practice (1991,1998).
Communities of practice are based on the premise that adults learn through problem
solving and collaborative dialogue (Kagan, 2001; Billett,1998; Schmoker,1996; Issacs,
1999). In communities of practice development and learning take place through
collaborative problem solving activities. The service teams are based on the premise
that over time teams of teachers have potential to become much more than simple
problem solvers. The group of facilitators together with the principal who make up the
school management group are positioned to make school wide decisions and policy
changes. When individual teachers are restricted to routine activities they have less of a
chance to develop expertise in a particular area (Billett, 1998; Argyris,1991).
Just as teachers have learned to build upon the expertise of their particular
students in more constructivist models, the larger framework within which teachers
could develop their own expertise has been neglected. The ability to work
collaboratively, like other skills, needs a supportive atmosphere and practical
experience in order to become effective. The ability to develop collaborative skills is
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considered to be a crucial component of effective learning organizations (Senge,2000).
By implementing the service team initiative in the Cove Island schools the hope is that
service team members will develop collaborative skills and experience becoming
effective learning organizations.
The traditional model of schooling does not exhibit characteristics that align
with those identified in effective learning organizations (Senge, 2000). In order for
schools to become learning organizations both structure and outlook need to change. A
teacher’s time is often constrained by long hours, isolation and many tasks outside of
the classroom. In order for conditions to be created for communication and
collaborative work to be at the forefront teachers will have to believe that collective
research and collaborative ways of working can have positive and lasting impact on
their school communities. Teacher’s values and deeply held cultural beliefs can
mitigate against a collaborative and inclusive orientation to teaching. (Henderson &
Hawthorne 1995) Teachers who begin collaborative work in their schools might go
further and examine underlying beliefs about the way things have always been done in
the systems where they teach. In this way they may come to understand how these
values shape our culture and institutions of schooling. This recognition is important in
making lasting changes. To take part in the service team initiative is to take part in
working in ways that are seen contrary to the ways that teachers have traditionally
viewed their responsibilities as teachers. In this way membership on service teams
could turn out to be a transformative experience for teachers who have not taken part in
a close examination of the philosophical underpinnings of the public school system or
an examination of the ways that they have chosen to teach and be collegial. This type of
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critical look at teaching might reveal to teachers that they will continually be involved
in struggles that involve issues of competition, individualism, patriarchy, racism and
ageism that are present in schools as they represent the larger culture (Aronowitz &
Giroux,1993). This is not to say that in order to be a part of the service team initiative
one has to be fully cognizant of this view of schooling. However teachers on teams have
recognized that there is potential for empowerment to open up freedom and choice
when they make decisions as a group and begin to question previously unquestioned
systems.
The Context of Individual Schools
Seen from a theoretical perspective, out of context as it were, there is every
reason to believe that students would thrive under such an individualized program. But
when seen and evaluated within the complex contexts of individual school cultures,
service team members’ reasons for accepting or rejecting this initiative emerge. In the
gap between the theoretical construct of this team based approach and its actual
documented successes is the gray area- the standpoints of individual teachers within the
lived reality of their own particular school communities. It is this gray area that I hope
to address in the following study. It is important to look at both the standpoints of
individual teachers and the sea in which they swim.
The rich context of each school and its history, as well as beliefs and lived
experiences of individual teachers contribute to the potential embracing of or rejection
of particular reform efforts. The social context of each teachers experience in their
individual schools holds insights into some of the complex reasons why teachers
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support or do not support the expansion of this reflective practice school reform
initiative in their schools.
This exploratory study will start with background information that will include
philosophical and pedagogical standpoints and beliefs about school reform
implementation from the perspectives of the union president, the superintendent and the
external consultant. This will set the stage for the initiative and will serve to give
context to their actions and decisions as the initiative moves forward. In the next section
the service team vision will be interpreted by the consultants who work directly with the
teams. Their voices will bring out the lived reality of struggling with implementing a
vision within the day to day realities of teachers environing worlds.
The actual experiences of teachers on teams will be brought out through
observational and interview data. The data will include documentation of the work that
membership on teams requires, the nature of discussions, adherence to the problem
solving model through the team’s work with consultants and other factors that
contribute to the emerging picture of the implementation of this initiative. Additionally
two case studies; one of a middle school team and one of an elementary school service
team will be analyzed according to existential tenets. Data will describe the way the
teams conceive their work, the obstacles they face in this work and the ways they make
meaning of their experiences on teams. The attitudes they have developed toward both
their teaching and the ways this initiative impacts their lives and their student’s
experiences in school will be explained through interviews and observations of their
service team meetings. Other data that will inform this explanation will be observations
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of training sessions for teacher/facilitators the second tier school management team
meetings and interviews with principals and members of other service teams.
Themes from all of the interviews with service team members will bring out
emergent issues common to service team members involved with the implementation
This experience provided a forum for a reflective process even in schools where
teachers were not interested in the initiative, but still attending the meetings. In the time
allotted for these meetings they were able to express thoughts and opinions about school
policy, administrative decisions, families and other areas of concern within their
schools. The choice of whether or not to embrace this initiative was discussed and in
these discussions a description of the culture of the school was often revealed. Issues
such as freedom, trust, confidentiality, competition, fear, teacher identity, responsibility
and other topics came up during the course of these meetings. In this way the service
team meetings served to make explicit the inner workings of schools. All of this
information will contribute to building explanations for the choices teachers make about
this school reform initiative.
The observations and consequent existential analyses stemming from this study
may be used for insights into future initiatives. The data does however, represent a
small percentage of participants in the service team initiative and their views and
experiences are not necessarily representative of the larger population. The themes and
issues that have emerged were drawn from participants’ in depth interviews. Through
the in-depth nature of this analysis and the efforts to capture complexity, the
participant’s meaning making experiences are seen as emblematic of other’s complex
experiences with implementation across the initiative. This use of a qualitative approach
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that is open to nuance, and allows a willingness to explore unexpected puzzles has led
to interesting findings. The conclusions that identify the salient constructs of the
“standard account”, the “collective teacher” and the “shadow system” can be used in
future analysis of school reform programs.
This reform effort is described as a team based, collaborative approach to
reflective practice. As I continued to interview participants I began to see that this
particular reform effort, with its philosophy of developing an action plan for individual
children through team brainstorming and discussion, seemed to have the potential for
uncovering the ways in which the existential teacher-as-being operates within particular
schools. By taking part in this problem solving process, teachers’ ways-of-being are
revealed. The teachers moods, goals for children, teaching philosophies, particular
talents, interests, values, biases, ability to give ideas and admit mistakes, among many
other aspects come to light in the service team discussions. As I was attending these
team meetings, I realized that something was happening in this process of problem
solving. The service team method was transparent in a sense and it served to illuminate
the inner workings of the school and the complex dialectical relationship of teachers to
their school settings. Tacit assumptions, goals for students, personal values, biases,
expectations of colleagues - in short a teacher’s way-of-being a teacher was brought to
the forefront as they went through the steps of this problem solving process. As I
became immersed in the setting it became apparent that existentialism was a good fit as
a lens to understand the implementation of this reform effort.
One of the steps of this particular problem solving process is brainstorming.
Teachers are asked to think “outside the box” for curriculum ideas and approaches to
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behavioral challenges. Here formerly hidden beliefs and values may be brought to the
forefront. These meeting discussions became a window into the process of reflection for
groups of teachers in these school settings. I was able to listen to the ways teachers
think about the students and their problems. I observed the subtle yet powerful ways
that individual teachers in groups influence and learn from each other through the
discussion and the process of trying new curriculum ideas with support.
In this urban public school setting, teachers are presented with students whose
lives contain many obstacles to success in school. It has become necessary for teachers
to grapple with challenging issues as they make their way to an action plan in this
process. As team members consider students individually, teachers might be compelled
to confront their own implicit values around race, class, gender, and issues of morality
to give a few examples. As I had previously discovered teachers-as-beings grapple with
common issues of human existence in the most important decisions they make in their
work. These issues include meaning vs. meaninglessness, authenticity, recognition of
our situated existence, freedom and choice.
Grounding this study in the existential view of teaching has provided a lens from
which to examine reflective practice initiatives. Although Maxine Greene and others
have written and explored the connection of existentialism to education, very little
research has been done from an existential framework. The tenets of existentialism will
serve to give language to what is not yet in the brainstorming and problem solving of
teachers in the reflective practice initiative that I will be observing and analyzing.
Denton gives voice to this idea:
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New descriptive terms, in opening new possibilities of meaning, provide the
opportunity to raise additional questions regarding the objects of consciousness, aspects
of the lived world. They free us from frozen categories of perception and conception,
making possible a return to the richness, and variety and anguish of our lives...(Denton
1974 p.124)
This reform effort does not rely on a pre-packaged curriculum for problem
students. This process instead depends on teachers ability and willingness to discuss
and strategize plans of their own devising for individual students who are struggling
with many obstacles. Students individual lives, strengths, weaknesses, learning styles,
talents, and possibilities are discussed with the hope of making positive changes
towards a successful educational experience.
The goal set forth by the Shoretown Consultants was empowerment of teachers
emphasizing freedom and choice. Preliminary data collection had shown the possibility
that teachers were being asked to act as beings-who-teach and call upon their own care,
creativity, talents, insights, goals, knowledge about culture and values and apply
themselves consciously and intellectually to the needs of struggling students. The theory
behind this reform effort can be seen as existential in that it allows teachers a degree of
authenticity, by using their own ideas, and it encourages creative or unconventional
thinking. However the data will show that despite the fact that this initiative contains all
the best ingredients, it was not widely received during the implementation process. It is
also important to keep in mind that the context of each teacher’s situation constrains a
team’s ability to work in an authentic and autonomous manner. As it turns out the
nature of the interactions between individuals on teams and the power struggles
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between service team members and administrators had an important impact on whether
or not the goals of the service teams were realized.
I believe that bringing issues of human existence to the forefront in an
educational study can broaden the way that teachers see students and their problems.
Issues of the commonality of humanity can serve to bridge differences across culture,
race and gender, and through this bridging personal blockages of bias can be brought to
light and new ways of understanding difference can emerge. Traditional educational
approaches have proven to be limited in moving change forward particularly in regards
to issues of inclusion, culture and race. In research by Dillard and Ransom (1996)
underlying assumptions of traditional education are compared with those of “culturally
engaged” education. The narrow assumptions of the traditional approach relate directly
to the standard account of Heidegger (Cooper 1995) in existentialism, or the technical
rationality (Shon, 1983) and Giroux’s (1985) description of teachers as obedient
technicians.
In the standard account, and the traditional approach in education, inclusion of
the self is seen as being problematic, not objective while culturally engaged education
begins with the fact that “understanding of the self as culturally constructed being”
(Dillard & Ransom 1996) is essential. This is the situated being: the teacher as being-inthe-world. This examination of culturally engaged education can be seen as reflecting
existential concerns. Seen in this way, existential education is multicultural in that it
seeks an underlying commonality of humanity that will challenge notions of
preconceived ideas about particular students or groups of students, while at the same
time holding the importance of acknowledging multiple ways of knowing and being.
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Multicultural education, cultural competence, and other recent catchwords
describing issues of equity in education can be seen to begin with existential issues of
the human condition. All human beings struggle with the issues of being and not being,
meaninglessness, the facticity of our existence: birth and death, and authenticity.
Existentialism starts with the human self, and acknowledges that people continually
makes meaning of their situated existence in the world. A more examined
understanding of what constitutes the situated existence for cultures other than the
dominant one in a society opens up possibilities for more equitable learning
environments.
Acknowledgement of the self as being created through our reflective, meaning
making experiences broadens our view and loosens our hold on our own ways of being.
Existential thinking can help us to see these ideas from the outside as it always posits
itself against the given, or standard way of viewing the world.
My premise in this study is that by considering and analyzing existentially the
complexity of the interpreted experience of teachers in a school reform initiative, more
authentic directions can be identified and used to work towards improvements in the
lived world of schooling for both teachers and students. By making explicit teachers
ways of being and identifying characteristics as existential issues of the human
condition will be brought to the forefront rather than being marginalized out of the
professional life of a teacher.
Significance of the Study
Teachers and student teachers traditionally have little professional opportunity
to practice paying attention to the self, the being who teaches. The feelings,
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dispositions, and tendencies of teachers have perhaps been put in the category of
personality, and therefore not available for learning, growth, and transformation. Real
feelings and perceptions of situations and passions, whether positive or negative, are
often not expressed in the context of the professional teaching milieu. The self of the
teacher has been marginalized in favor of managing the behavior of students, and
preparing them for standardized tests. Questions and concerns that have been disclosed
by passions and feelings become lessened in status because of the very fact that they
come from our vulnerable, human core. We live as if we need to turn our backs on
ourselves, the places where we are vulnerable, because we have learned to stay with the
safety of the pack, the “They” that existentialists refer to (Cooper 1995). The fact that
feelings and passions as part of human existence influence the development of values
and intellectual stances is often ignored or seen as soft ideas in an increasingly hard
world. The fact that this birthplace of the self contains feeling and passion as a basic
ingredient should not diminish those standards and core values that spring from this
place, but instead deepen our understandings of our situated existences.
The insistence on rationality, and the technical view of teaching has resurfaced
strongly, and existential validation can remind us of the importance of: “a return to the
site, the soil of the sensible and opened world such as it is in our life and for our body”
(Merleau-Ponty 1962 p.vii) We all are driven by some particular theory, but often
people exist as if this were not true, unconsciously hiding behind the given, resisting the
uncovering of tacit beliefs, despite the angst one may feel.
What makes the difference in choosing learning and ongoing development over
complacency is the ability to understand the shaky ground of the given “the pavement
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over the abyss” (Woolf, 1985 entry from Oct. 1920) as such. Herein lies the existential
dilemma of living in bad faith (Cooper 1995). Living in bad faith, or living
inauthentically is to ignore that inner voice telling us that something is not right.
Springing from this we can begin to understand that our viewpoints have been
socially constructed. Logic would then tell us that the next person’s viewpoints have
been socially constructed as well. There is an intimation of the precariousness of life,
delicate, malleable, not given, or predetermined, and at the same time (the good news)intimations of equality and freedom. How much easier to think that in our core self are
those stone tablets containing all that any person should know or ever need to know.
Developing the confidence in an ability to reflect existentially, to identify and unpack
our implicit values about educating that have been constructed from our being-in-theworld, and learning to appreciate feeling and passion as part of the human experience
opens up possibilities of transformation. Development of the human being who
teaches, with opportunities to learn from the developing self, taking into consideration
talents, dispositions, interests, values, and instincts, will become more difficult if
attention is not given to the human qualities of the teacher, who has in Maxine Greene’s
words has “chosen themselves to teach”:
It must be a personal life that is to be changed, not professional attitudes or
orientations. The teacher or teacher to be who pays heed must acknowledge somehow
that his effectiveness, like his authenticity depends to some degree upon the nature of
his personal commitment. He must acknowledge that he cannot live in two domains,
private and professional. If he has chosen himself to teach, then teaching must become
his fundamental project, his means of creating himself. (Greene 1967 p. 156)
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The writing of Maxine Greene and others have turned my attention to the body
of research on existentialism and education. Hultgren (1987a) used the dialogue journal
as a phenomenological way of practicing reflection with student teachers, she describes
this reflective process as: “a personal search for meaning, wherein the central question
for you will be: What in my existence as a person, in my relations with others, in my
work as a teacher, is of real concern to me, and what sense can I make of it?” (Hultgren,
1987a).
Central to this view is the importance of the individual person, the Being-in-theWord who dynamically creates the very world one is in, through the dialectical nature
of life and the web of relationships, tasks and projects through which we express
ourselves. This constitutes our situated existence. This standpoint seeks to see the
teacher as a situated being immersed in relationship building and tasks and projects
which comprise the environing world of teaching. This outline of human being in the
world helps to identify, locate and orient each person as they create themselves through
meaning making.
It has become easy for teachers to fall prey to the idea that there is no time for
reflective practice. From within there is increasing pressure the demands of
standardized testing. From without, there is a pressure for consumerism and velocity of
life that has been unsurpassed in history. Rarely is there time set aside to reevaluate
relationships within educational contexts, values, and discovering what really matters to
teachers and those they teach.
Teachers are in a very important position to influence students. The kinds of
lives teachers lead, the questions they pose, the stances they choose to speak from make
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up the lived world of the classrooms. This is not always a conscious process. Teachers
in the field have become overwhelmed with the task of preparing increasingly younger
students to take and pass standardized tests, sometimes with their jobs at risk if they
fail. This situation can turn teachers away from their original goals and passion for
teaching, and it has become more challenging for student teachers to see what connects
the teacher as a person to the work of teaching itself. Nel Noddings explains the futile
search to find meaning in the ways standards are defined:
This is not to say that there are no skills that should be universally possessed at
some level of proficiency, but it is not clear which ones should be specified, and
whatever is specified for all is likely to be pathetically puny in contrast to what
could be suggested if relevant differences in talents, plans, affiliations, and
interests were taken into account. Any set of standards rich enough for a
particular student will contain items unnecessary for many, and any set designed
realistically for all will, paradoxically be inadequate for anyone considered
individually (Noddings 1997)
By analyzing teacher’s interpretations of their experiences I hope to contribute
to the understanding that just as teachers have interpreted experience, so their students
have their own interpretations of their situated realities. There is not a static bottom line,
but rather the emphasis should be on building something new together. We must not
learn to just be duplicators of the status quo, as obedient deliverers of curriculum, but
instead be teachers who can incorporate their humanity and intelligence into their
teaching. Teachers should be encouraged to apply themselves in a conscious and
deliberate way to their teaching, to care more about building learning communities for
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those real live human beings that they teach, and less about the diluting of curriculum to
meet standards that don’t fit real people. Existential tenets can serve to uncover
authenticity and meaning in teachers lives.
If a teacher can start with the recognition of the common human condition: that
here in front of me is another human being with the same worries and concerns and
desires and needs that I have, who is seeking to satisfy them within their situations, just
like I am, what would that mean for the way classrooms are run? How would this type
of understanding as a starting point change the way teachers teach, what they choose to
teach, and how and what they prioritize and label as education or curriculum?
General Research Question
The following question will guide this study:
How can selected tenets of existential philosophy serve to build an explanation
for individual teachers interpretations of their experience on reflective practice problem
solving teams?
I will use this question to guide my analysis of teachers’ interpretations of this
reflective practice school reform initiative. I will look next to three fields of study in the
following review of the literature. The first is the field of Reflective Practice, the second
Existentialism and Education and the third looks at Communities of Practice.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The focus of this study began with an examination of reflective practices in
education. I will begin with a review of the literature in that area. My study of reflective
practice led to uncovering the research on teaching as a way-of-being (Stengel, 1996;
Hultgren, 1989; Feldman, 1997). Since this concept is derived from existential
philosophy an examination of that body of knowledge and it’s implications for
education will follow. From an identification of existential tenets, I will draw three
constructs to use as a framework for locating and explaining teacher’s meaning making
processes within the service team initiative.
The third area I will review is collaborative practices, in particular defining
communities of practice. The service team initiative has been based on this literature.
The goals of learning communities and communities of practice served to underpin the
problem solving model that has been presented to teachers and that which they find
themselves immersed in, making meaning of and making choices about that will
ultimately impact ways of defining identity and responsibility in their lives as teachers.

Reflective Practice
How has reflective practice been defined in the field of Education? I will
examine reflective practice techniques in light of existential concerns. Taking an
existential viewpoint, I will show how the inclusion of existential concerns in reflective
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practice gives language to issues that both student teachers and experienced teachers
grapple with in their everyday lives as educators.
I will first give an overview of categorizations of reflective practice techniques.
Next I will examine theoretical bases of reflective practice including the
cognitive/psychological model, and give examples of the ways that using existentialism
as a theoretical base opens up teachers’ ability to imagine possibilities for the future in
unique ways. The German Didaktik method is discussed as an example of a method that
incorporates existential insights into the construction of curriculum, taking reflection to
a new working level. Following this will be an example of how existential reflection
would work in a teacher education program.
Reflection does not withdraw from the world towards the unity of consciousness
as the world’s basis; it steps back to watch the forms of transcendence fly up
like sparks from a fire, it slackens the intentional threads which attach us to the
world and thus brings them to our notice, it alone is consciousness of the world
because it reveals that world as strange and paradoxical (Eugene Fink in
Merleau-Ponty 1962 p.xiii).
The idea that reflective practice is a necessary part of effective teaching has been
with us since Dewey. John Dewey defined reflective thought in the following way:
The function of reflective thought is therefore to transform a situation in which
there is experienced obscurity, doubt, conflict, disturbance of some sort into a
situation that is clear, coherent, settled harmonious.. .demand for the solution of
a perplexity is the steadying and guiding factor in the entire process of
reflection. (Dewey 1933)
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John Dewey stressed the ideas of wholeheartedness, responsibility and open
mindedness (1933) in applying oneself to the task of teaching. This definition has
served as the groundwork for reflective practice programs that were to follow. An
increase in the varied ways reflective practice or reflective teaching have been
implemented followed the introduction of the concept of the “reflective practitioner” by
Donald Shon (1983). Shon corroborated and expanded Dewey’s philosophies and
observations on reflective thinking, and applied these to professional settings. Since the
publication of The Reflective Practitioner (Shon, 1983) teacher educators have
developed ways to both define and incorporate reflective practice into teacher education
(Zeichner, 1981-82; Grimmett,1990; Valli,1990; and others.) The following quote from
Maxine Greene turns us in an existential direction, a direction back to the self of the
teacher, making this a viewpoint from the standpoint of the individual teacher, creating
an existential lens:
No matter how deliberately, how rationally the teacher guides what happens in
his classroom, he personally is involved in it; and almost everything that occurs
is affected by his presence there, by his moods and gestures, his expectations
and explanations, his responses to those who are trying to learn. A true reliable
account of a teaching situation is the one presented from that vantage point,
since it is the only one that can take attention into account- the intention of the
living individual who is making choices, guiding discoveries, identifying
possibilities. (Greene 1967 p. 129)
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involvement in teaching, their ways of being a teacher, they must get beyond seeing
teaching through a technical-rational lens (Van Manen,1991) This is perceived as an
over reliance the scientific method to solve problems in education. There are certainly
drawbacks to seeing teaching in terms of concentrating on technical skills, neglecting
the teachers as people who brings themselves, including their morals and values,
whether stated or unstated into their teaching practice. Neglect of personhood
encourages teachers to stay at the level of obedient technician (Giroux, 1988) and to
minimize their own ways-of-being teachers including their ways of relating to the
human beings they teach. Teachers and others working in education will increasingly
need to ask themselves what their goals and aims are, as they are often assumed by
others to be concerned with management and standardization.
In a technological society how much is produced in terms of student
achievement scores is assumed to be the primary aim of education making
reflection on more hidden implications of practice appear less important...
within this limited role a good teacher is primarily involved with finding ways
to satisfy experts and the demands of society, not necessarily with
education...the teachers role is often limited to finding effective ways to meet
established ends rather than considering the legitimacy of those ends. (Gitlin &
Goldstein 1987)
There are implications for the classroom when teachers follow a more technical
approach. The way a teacher comes to see the task of teaching and learning will affect
the lifeworld of the classroom. The ways that they choose curriculum materials, set up
discussions, and support the directions of students’ learning in their classes will be
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impacted. It becomes more challenging for teachers to experiment with new research in
education, such as constructivist approaches and taking different intelligences (Gardner
1995) into account, when they are not supported through these kinds of changes. The
way the current public school system sets a structure for a teacher’s responsibilities
leaves little time for working on improving practice within their work day. With the
increasing responsibilities put upon teachers that can include anything ranging from
reporting abusive situations to making sure children have had breakfast, the challenge is
to continue to work as professionals.
Teaching can be seen as a moral responsibility rather than a technical skill
(Tom, 1984; Noddings,1998). From this standpoint, how can we ignore the need to
develop reflective skills that could be applied to the multidimensional lived world of the
classrooms in which we find teachers making difficult decisions each day?
Administrators and others supervising teachers should be thinking of ways to encourage
the conditions and cultures necessary for teachers to enter into a dialogue aimed toward
understanding (Gitlin,1987)
Personal insights and artistry, Shon felt, must be incorporated into reflective
practice (1983,1987). These themes could serve to influence reflective practice
initiatives that would encourage the interruption of technical rationality in teaching and
allow for the cultivation of a way of seeing these more technical processes as
problematic. The concepts of personal insights and artistry coming into this process, as
Shon suggested, would in turn encourage teachers to begin to incorporate themselves,
who they are as beings who teach, with their own talents and dispositions into this
dialectical reflective process, and in turn making it a more existential practice.
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The field of reflective practice is growing, changing and adapting. There are
similarities with the way scientific concepts enter that field. Susanne Langer (1942)
describes scientific concepts as ‘exploding on the scene’ when they are new. The next
step is being received, studied and applied as they become a part of a given context.
Only then can the parts that cannot be realized be discarded. Eventually these new
concepts become incorporated into a culture or rejected.
Reflective practice is now in the literature less than it was after the
preponderance of reflective practice initiatives just after the publishing of The
Reflective Practitioner in 1983. There were many who felt a need for novice teachers to
learn to be reflective practitioners (Tom, 1984; Berliner, 1986; Shulman, 1987; Valli,
1991; and others). The practice of reflection has become a given in teacher education
programs but now it is beginning to be more defined, the underpinnings are investigated
and it is becoming differentiated. Researchers have begun to look at the practice of
teaching and reflecting in a more definitive manner. Research has begun on models of
cognition and reflective practice as well as theoretical bases of reflective practice
(Reiman, 1999). I am interested in defining an existential form of reflective practice.
Although teacher educators use similar terms for reflective practice there are
many different interpretations and little agreement on what characterizes and defines
reflective practice. Schools of education have increasingly becoming convinced of the
importance of helping teachers and prospective teachers to reflect on their individual
teaching situations.(Valli,1997). The techniques of reflection are many and varied
including: journal writing (Valli, 1990; Hultgren, 1987) collaborative action research
(Feldman 1998) reflective conversations (Shon,1983) studying cases (Shulman &
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Colbert, 1988), reflective practice groups and modeling reflective practice (Loghran
1987) to name a few.
All of these programs have the goal of developing a way of teaching that
emphasizes the conscious and careful application of thought and judgments to teaching
situations. There is an expectation that when teachers “correctly” reflect on their
practice there is a tendency towards more democracy, equity, care or constructivist
practice. This normative aspect of reflection requires that questions of the purpose,
content, or quality of reflective activities remain central in order for reflection to
become a tool that will eventually empower teachers to improve schools and
educational policy (Valli, 1997).
Classifications of Reflective Practice
Linda Valli divides reflective teaching into five types: technical, rational,
reflection in and on action, deliberative reflection, personalistic reflection and critical
reflection (1997). Many others have classified types of reflection in teaching (Grimmett
& Erickson, 1988; Rearick & Feldman, 1999; Zeichner & Liston, 1996; Henderson, 1989;
VanManen,1991; Valli,1997). Their definitions of reflective practice will be elaborated
on below. Grimmett (1990) divides the research on reflection in teacher education into
three areas: reflection as instrumental mediation of action, reflection as deliberating
among competing views of teaching, and reflecting as reconstructing experience.
Included in this last category is the “self as teacher”- this is described as
“insights into adults who share a lived reality with children” (Hultgren, 1990) These
concepts of self as teacher, and teacher-as-being (Denton, 1974; Hultgren, 1989;
Stengel,1996; Feldman,!997) are grounded in existentialism. Taking an existential view
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of reflective practice allows us to explore freedom and possibility for teachers who are
working towards illumination of their ways-of-being teachers.
As a way of classifying theories and methods of reflective practice found in the
literature, I turn to Jurgen Habermas (1987) and his theory of critical social science.
Habermas sought a theory of critical social science that was between philosophy and
science. His theory of knowledge constitutive interests situates the source of knowledge
as springing from everyday concerns, out of the natural needs of the human species
(1987). This echoes one of the characteristics of existentialism: situatedness (Greene
1973), and the Dasien, or Being-in-the-world of Heidegger (1962). Habermas has
delineated three modes of thought or knowledge constitutive interests. They are the
technical, the practical and the emancipatory.
Technical Reflection
This first category is explained as knowledge that will facilitate technical control
over natural objects. Under this category we find:

•

Reflection as instrumental mediation of action (Grimmett, 1990)

•

Technical Rationality (Shon,1983) problems defined at the outset, then
solutions are sought

•

Reflective Teaching (Crukshank, 1985) -To make sure one’s practice
conforms to what authorities outside the system have found to be
effective

•

Technical-Rational (V anManenn, 1991)
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•

Teacher as Technician (Zeichner, 1981)- concerned with successful
accomplishment of ends decided by others

•

Social Efficiency Version (Zeichner&Liston, 1987)- stresses the
thoughtful application of particular teaching strategies that have been
suggested by research on teaching

•

Technical Action Research (Grundy 1982)-group of practitioners
implement an innovation according to pre-set specifications

•

Autobiographical Reflection (Rearick&Feldman,1999)- the researcher
engages in introspection to perceive literal meaning, and immediate
reality, a focus on the particulars of lived personal experience

•

The arena of the problematic (Tom, 1990)- that aspect of teaching which
is the object of problematic thinking.

The following words of a student teacher speaking about reflecting through
journal writing also exemplify this technical way of reflecting:
I think it’s taken this, maybe a little more than last semester, like it took me at
least a semester to get into the validity and purpose of reflecting. First semester I
was only in the classroom once a week, and like writing the journal was just not
valid to me. It didn’t serve any purpose. I was just doing it and I was like: ‘This
is stupid, I don’t have anything to say. -Student Teacher interview 1999
This student was not interested in the reflective journal writing required of
student teachers. This reflects a practice that may be at the technical level.
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Practical Reflection
The practical level of reflection is described as the process of comparing one
technique to another, or asking if the teaching work is reflecting previously described
goals.
•

Reflection as deliberating between competing views of teaching
(Grimmett, 1990)- centers on events in context and how different views
of teaching effect learning

•

Practical Action Research (Grundy,1982)- teachers would reflectively
implement an innovation that s/he believes is good and will assist
students.

•

Collaborative Reflection (Rearick&Feldman,1999)- seeking answers
beyond oneself, move beyond subjective experience to incorporate
other’s perspectives on teaching and learning.

•

Explicating and clarifying assumptions and predispositions underlying
practical affairs (VanManen,1991).

•

The craftsperson teacher (Zeichner, 1981) would consider the educational
justification for classroom actions, how well educational goals are being
accomplished

•

A developmental version (Zeichner&Liston,l 987)- prioritizes teaching
that is sensitive to student’s interests, thinking and patterns of
developmental growth

•

The model of inquiry (Tom&Valli,l 990) is the mode of reflection
brought to bear on a particular problem
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The following excerpt from a student teacher is an example of the practical level
of reflection through journal writing:
and then last semester there was so much neat stuff that was going on, there was
tons of stuff to write about, and I wanted ideas. It [journal writing] was a good
way to keep track of everything that was going on, the activities and projects,
without having to take notes all the time that I was in the classroom. -Student
Teacher interview 1999
Here the student teacher begins to gather ideas for teaching. She wants to keep
track and begins an evaluation of those ideas and projects. She begins to understands
the value of documentation.
Critical Reflection
The critical process of reflection shows an ability to look deeper and beyond
what is being done in the here and now. At this stage of reflection more complex
meanings are uncovered, issues of equity and justice are brought to the conversation,
and human needs are considered as goals for the future.
•

Reflection as reconstructing experience (Grimmett, 1990)- this leads to
new understandings of action situations, understanding the self-asteacher, and taken for granted assumptions are illuminated

•

Critical Reflection (VanManen, 1991) -asking which educational goals,
experiences, and activities lead toward forms of life which are mediated
by concerns for justice, equity, asking if current arrangements serve
important human needs
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•

Teacher as moral crafltsperson (Zeichner, 1981)- concern with moral and
ethical implications of particular institutional arrangements

•

Social reconstructivist version (Zeichner&Liston, 1987)-stresses
reflection about the social and political context of schooling, assessment
of classroom actions for equity and social justice

•

Communal Reflection (Rearick&Feldman,1999) - reflecting on the self
expanding to larger contexts, involving ideologies, cultural historical and
institutional contexts, transcend authority through greater understanding

•

Emancipatory Action Research (Grundy, 1982)-practitioners come
together with critical intent, process is of deliberation, and power resides
within the group, not individuals

•

The Ontological Status of educational phenomenon (Tom&Valli,1988)how real, observable and law-like one views the components of
schooling

The student teacher now has a more complex understanding of what is being
reflected upon in her journal writing:
This semester it [reflective practice] has been helpful because it’s about what I
think is appropriate in the classroom or what I think is not appropriate in the
classroom. Or how I would like to see things the same, or how I would do things
different. Like really reflecting on the practice of teaching and not necessarily
on what the activities are. -Student Teacher interview 1999
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This student teacher is considering making those decisions about how to do
things differently, and now focuses on the practice, and the meanings behind the
decisions that are made.
Theoretical Bases of Reflective Practice
Reflective practice techniques and activities within teacher education programs
have been classified according to various criteria (Grimmett,1990; VanManen,1991;
Zeichner,1981;Valli,1990), however many programs promoting reflective practice lack
specific goals or direction, with little thought to content of reflection (Valli,1990).
Many programs have a journal writing component often without an explicit framework
or theoretical base. In the following section I will review reflective practice from a
cognitive/developmental standpoint.
An approach that takes the teacher-as-being into consideration might afford the
novice as well as experienced teacher respect for the complexity that they bring to the
teaching situation. I have found that an understanding of existential issues brings us
more in alignment with the more complex and individual issues that teachers struggle
with in their careers. Theories have limits within the confines of their disciplines.
Although it is important to search for and uphold theoretical underpinnings, it is also
important to know and see the limitations that particular theories hold when human
relationship and teachers as situated beings are considered.
Cognitive Developmental Approach
There are some who suggest that reflective practice is something that a student
or novice teacher is not developmentally ready for, that they perhaps do not have the
necessary distance from or experience with their practice (Crukshank,1985;
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Calderhead,1989). The belief is that both student and novice teachers are not
developmental^ ready for such a process. From a psychological developmental
standpoint the capacity for reflective practice can be seen in terms of stages.
Developmental scales for reflective practice can be useful for an overview of
stages that might be anticipated. Studies that have sorted reflection ability to certain
levels have concluded that “higher” levels of reflection are not usually found in college
students. (Perry, 1968; Kitchener&King,1981). For me the questions become: How do
we define higher level and reflection? Berliner (1988) also supports the notion that
novice teachers might not be ready for reflection, citing the different developmental
stages and needs of novice and expert teachers. Looking at teaching from a strictly
developmental perspective, Berliner felt that teaching skills like decision making and
priority setting are better left until the developmental stage of competence is reached
which is not until the third year of teaching (Berliner 1988). His contention is that the
higher levels cannot be reached without meeting each previously defined need in
chronological order.
There is an assumption about linear thinking here. When this type of structure is
imposed, it serves to limit the scope and thereby misses the complexity that human
beings bring to their lives and to teaching. As seen earlier in the quotations from a
student teacher there is a lack of understanding the value of reflection. This may be true
when working in a milieu of a more psychological developmental approach where one
is told or led to believe in a linear viewpoint.
The comments of Berliner and others above reflects a stance that is missing a
more critical standpoint. There are unspoken assumptions about underlying theory, that
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a more critical and existential view could uncover. Teachers working in classrooms and
teacher education programs that include reflective practice components into the life of
the classroom do not have trouble including novice teachers in this process. In programs
that are based on an inclusive reflective component (Norlander-Case,1999) there is less
stress placed on the importance of developmental stages and meeting particular needs in
a hierarchical order.
The Reggio Emilia Approach to Early Childhood Education
A good example of a documentation based reflective practice program would be
the Reggio Emilia approach to early childhood education (Edwards, et.al.1993). In these
early childhood classrooms children’s conversations are recorded and notebooks are
placed strategically around in classrooms for teachers to take note of children’s
questions and ideas. These are later typed up and discussed in curriculum meetings.
Novice teachers in this program have been included from the start in these
reflective conversations and data collection activities. In contrast if a student teacher is
in a classroom where reflective practice is seen differently or in a less holistic manner
where she might be graded on her journal, for example, it stays in the realm of the
technical rational. In this limited view observations that student teachers make in
classrooms are asked to be backed up with knowledge of cognitive development and
stages.
In turn supervising teachers impose a developmental level on the student
teachers’ reflection process; this in a sense thwarts the very process it might be meant to
encourage. Reflective practice then becomes a goal to strive for, rather than part of the
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fabric of the teaching process. Further along in this paper the German Didaktik theory is
explained in which reflective practice as an essential and deeply ingrained component.
There are many issues affecting the ways that student teachers go about learning
to be teachers. Often this is the first time in their schooling that they are asked to do a
reflection assignment. There is very little in the traditional schooling background of
college students that truly seeks what for example, journal writing in its best sense is
seeking. Unfortunately it can come as a sudden and unexpected assignment to some,
who are used to success in school depending on finding out how to give the right
answers, and what a particular professor is looking for in order to achieve a grade.
Writing as Reflective Practice
For some teacher education programs, the fact that they include a journal writing
assignment is the reason they can call themselves reflective. Student teachers are faced
with the journal writing assignment with little guidance as to how to make this an
effective learning tool. They are left to their own devises and their own implicit
assumptions about writing and learning. There is much evidence that writing can assist
in the learning and reflecting process (Langer&Applebee, 1987; Vygotsky, 1978;
Bolton, 1999). Vygotsky argued that the development of thought in the child is
dependent upon his entering a dialogue and in time that dialogue becomes internalized
(Bruner, 1962). Reflective practice can be said to operate not through writing but as
writing (Bolton, 1999).
Perhaps the inability for student teachers to reflect in teacher education
programs suggests the failure of their past schooling, rather than their low achievement
on the cognitive developmental scale of reflection. This lack of clarity can lead student
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teachers to attempting to write something that seems in line with the perceived
philosophy of the department or program or seminar leader (Francis, 1995)
Another way of seeing becoming a skilled practitioner is to understand that like
any other skill, the ability to reflect takes practice. As existential theory would tell us,
the self emerges from experience, in other words, we become through what we do.
Practices and rituals which we perform on a routine basis shape our consciousness and
in turn our viewpoints. This can set the tone for what we believe is possible (Valli
1990). In this way real learning and becoming goes against a traditional learning
approach.
Another attempt that has been made to address the apparent lack of theory and
philosophical underpinnings for reflective practice in teacher education was developed
by Reiman (1999). Reiman sought a cognitive developmental framework using Piaget’s
developmental stages, the scaffolding concept of Vygotsky (1978) and theories of adult
development to anchor reflective practice techniques.
Reiman felt that professional development programs that sought to promote
greater ethical sensitivity should be tested. He sets about doing this by sorting teachers’
responses according to their cognitive developmental level. There are suggestions given
about how to use language that is meant to address specifically developmental needs
with the goal of increasing reflective practice. Responses to behavior are scripted, and
therefore not authentic. An individual’s ways of responding to a real situation are not
considered. Existentially speaking this process is relieving the teacher or supervisor of
their humanity, not letting them respond as they see fit, in a more authentic way. This
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speaks to the complexity of human being and responding in the teaching situation. I
would apply what Denton says about phenomenology to this situation:
The phenomenological method is valuable to educators not because it will
produce a new consensus, but because it can be employed by each educator in reflecting
upon the educational stream in which he stands. Educational activities are marked by a
common structure and process, but what Education means to each person depends upon
the interpreting subject. Education always involves social relations, but differences of
interpretation and meaning provide the basis for the continual dialogic interaction which
stimulates all levels of educational activity (Denton 1974 p.121)
It appears that Reiman is trying to explain human interaction in terms of higher
levels of complexity. There are many examples of peer support between very young
children where the result has been enhanced growth and autonomy. (Edwards&
Ramsay, 1986). The claim that moral sensitivity has been coupled with cognitive
development lays claim to encompassing emotional development as well. Recently
there has been more research done on in the area of emotional knowledge and
awareness as an intelligence (Goleman, 1995). Connecting emotional development
directly to cognitive development may not give it a complete and full assessment and
ignores the factors that contribute to a person’s ability to respond empathetically. Where
does care fit in? Has the importance of interpersonal relations and reacting from the
heart become fixed to a particular cognitive level? How far do we go in telling teacher
educators how to react, indeed what to say, when to affirm feelings, and when to
challenge?
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A stage driven developmental perspective often does not take into account the
complexity of situated human lives in context, including feminist and cultural
considerations as well as the teacher-as-being viewpoint. These responses are complex
and I suspect have more to do with the ways individual teachers choose to act in their
environing worlds.
An Existential View
The existentialist would see this as a limited view of the way human beings
grow and change in their situations. This psychological, cognitive view understands the
human being to be going through highly simplified stages. The underlying being of the
teacher and the supervisor are excluded from this perspective. I believe there is value in
working toward ethical sensitivity and more tolerance, these are admirable goals, but I
point out the difference between a scripted, dictated approach to these ends and a more
authentic individual response.
The existential view would seek to educate the supervisor by uncovering their
ways-of-being in their work by asking how their values, goals for students, dispositions
towards educational methods and priorities can align with ways that they are being told
to respond for example in this study in a scripted process.
I believe that it is possible to find such alignment with a
cognitive/developmental framework, but only randomly. Perhaps those supervisors that
are most successful in this framework are the ones with alignment of responses to their
ways of being. Therefore they are the ones that would have responded in ways that
further development in those they supervise, even without a scripted procedure. I argue
that attention paid to existentialism in education would encourage studies to begin first
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with the human beings in their lived situations, and to further the goals of greater ethical
sensitivity and tolerating ambiguity by beginning with the needs of the teacher-as-being.
Morals, values, aspirations, feelings, life history, biases, caring, beliefs all come
into play when a teacher educator is asked to respond to a student or novice teacher.
Maxine Greene asks us: “How is it possible for existential insights to be built into the
cognitive structure that the contemporary educator needs?”(Greene,l 967)
There are certainly drawbacks to seeing teaching in terms of concentrating on
technical skills, neglecting the teacher as a person who brings themselves, including
their morals and values, whether stated or unstated into their teaching practice. Neglect
of this fact encourages teachers to stay at the level of “obedient technician” (Giroux
1985), and to down play their own way of teaching, and relating to the human beings
they teach. To see teachers development in that way also might encourage student and
novice teachers to see children’s learning from this perspective as well, planning
curriculum according to stages of development, rather than a more constructivist view
that might take learning styles and different intelligences (Gardner, 1985) into
consideration.
If we see teaching as a moral responsibility rather than a technical skill (Tom
1984), we must not ignore the need to develop reflective skills that could be applied to
the multidimensional lived worlds of the classrooms where we find teachers making
difficult decisions in every day. It is important to remember that an ability to reflect
should not be assumed in teacher education programs. It is vital to remember the
importance of the human condition, the mystery and complexity of human interactions
and relationship building as important in the education process. There is much to be
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gained from the cognitive perspective on growth and development. I believe that
educators can ‘promote development’ but there must be spaces created in respect for the
paths that might be taken that we haven’t planned for. A more existentially reflective
approach might turn a teacher’s attention toward building relationships that respect the
situated existence of students.
One way that reflective practice can be encouraged at the college level would be
to have professors also take part in:
extensive, deliberative problem solving about what schools are and what they
might become, the bravery to examine their own biases, assumptions, practices,
and images, and the courage to confront the power holders and nay
Sayers...(some) professional and collaborative cultures (studied) ...have the
capacity to continuously examine how they conduct their practice and why, to
create a vision of how they will collaborate.. .and to continue to grow
themselves. (Leiberman& Miller, 1990 p. 14)

Transformative Reflective Practices
Reflective practice initiatives will continue to feel incomplete and make little
difference when the leadership is not taken for making the kind of transformative
changes towards more democratic, collaborative schooling that need to continue and
expand. Maxine Greene reminds us of the power that teaching for change can have:
I would like to think of teachers moving the young into their own interpretations
of their lives and their lived worlds, opening wider and wider perspectives as
they do... encouraging multiple readings of written texts, and readings of the
world...such a project demands the capacity to unveil and disclose...it demands
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the exercise of the imagination.. .perhaps we can invent ways of freeing people
to feel and express indignation, to refuse the silences.. .We need to teach in such
a way as to arouse passion now and then.. .(Greene, 1986)
I share these goals for reflective practice. Maxine Greene speaks about doing
philosophy (1986). Borrowing the tenets of existentialism can start to turn reflective
practice towards these transformative goals. One way to begin this is to uncover the
dispositions and values and desired ways of interacting with others that we implicitly
share in school communities. Increasingly it will become necessary to make explicit the
kinds of ideas and values that teachers hope to promote in schools. With the increased
pressure for standardization and more technical measurable knowledge, and the increase
of ‘on line’ and distance learning, it is imperative that we reexamine schooling, and
what role the teacher, and in particular the teacher-as-being can potentially play in this
climate.
Teachers might begin to reflect existentially, to make a distinct connection
between the teacher as being and the lived world of the classroom. Too often journal
assignments and other standard reflective practices are disconnected from the very
teaching that they are meant to enhance, because they lack direction and guidance, a
theoretical underpinning or a focus. Reflecting with an existential focus would be to
make explicit and problematize this very process of when, how and what to reflect
about. It becomes apparent that many current situations in public education in the U.S.
do not support effective reflective practice, as most schools do not foster the social and
cognitive maturation of teachers (Henderson & Hawthorne 1995).
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Reflective practice that centers on the contextual lived world of the teacher can
yield insights into practice. Gore(1983) devised a form of reflective practice based on
the Greek technique of Hypomnenta, used by the ancient Greeks to better understand
themselves.
Hypomnemata were notebooks in which: the point is not to pursue the
indescribable, not to reveal the hidden, not to say the unsaid, but on the contrary, to
collect the already said, to reassemble that which one could hear or read, and this to an
end which is nothing less than the constitution of oneself (Foucault 1983)
Gore (1983) proposes that the practitioners way of reassembling what is already
known can produce a new conception, a revised understanding of our practices: “the
process of collecting and reassembling leaves open the possibility for rupture, for
interrupting our current regimes and practices, perhaps even more so than constant
attempts to innovate beyond what we know.
In the sprit of hypomnemata, professionals select and collect in one place
artifacts from their work (handouts, abstracts, letters, proposals, workshop outlines,
overhead transparencies or video clips which represent the daily conventions of their
practice, and then in the hermeneutic tradition do a close reading or annotation of them.
This method of reflecting on practice can open up new ways of engaging in practice can
lead to a confirmation of current practices. The “interruption” in one’s daily practice by
this inquiry method promotes a deeper understanding of self and of the meaning of
particular practices.
Professionals who are able to answer particular questions can then gain another
way of seeing their practice. This method of reading the conventions of one’s livelihood
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is intended simply to provide an ongoing procedure that helps professionals develop
better understandings of self in practice.
There are an increasing number of methods that focus on the development of
self in practice. These studies of reflective practice include literacy portfolios, in-depth
phenomenological interviewing (Seidman,1998), the use of narratives as research
(Witherall & Noddings,1991), teacher research (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993) among
others. Other techniques towards this end appear as part of other general teaching
methods such as Freewriting (Elbow, 1970). There is an effort on the part of the
researchers to seek congruity between the human person who is teaching, the content, as
well as the very act of teaching itself. William Pinar (1994) stresses the importance of
our inner process.
So it is we learn to live in thought tangentially and illogically related to our
biographical situation...it is to look inside ourselves as well as outside and begin
to describe as honestly and concretely as we can what our internal experience is.
(Pinar, 1994)
Parker Palmer has written about the “inner landscape” of teaching. He
encourages teachers to go beyond asking what and how and why to teach, and ask: Who
is the self that teaches?, How does the quality of my selfhood form or deform the way I
relate to my students, my subject, my colleagues, my world?, and How can educational
institutions sustain and deepen the selfhood from which good teaching comes? (Palmer
1990)
These techniques are helpful ways of turning attention toward the self of the
teacher, but do not bring the focus to the actual work of teachers. Understanding on self
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in relation to the work they do would be the next step. How can teachers incorporate
this knowledge of self into the work they do as teacher? I will examine next the German
Didaktic tradition of education. In theory this tradition of education seeks to incorporate
reflective practice into the very fabric of the educational process.
The German Didaktik Tradition
The German didactic tradition of educating and teacher training is an example of
a system where dialectical reasoning is a core belief, and an essential component of
teaching. A brief history of the German system of education vs. the American situation
will begin to explain how a dialectical practice took root in Germany. Although the
American system has it’s roots in German educational philosophers the choice at the
time by Dewey and others was to concentrate on curriculum. This marginalized the
content that was meant to work holistically within a triangular framework of what is
referred to in the Didaktik tradition as agency, student, and subject (Westbury, 2000).
In American education the Tyler Rationale (Tyler 1949) contains the essential
elements of curriculum studies that still comprise the underpinnings of the concepts that
raise curriculum as a major theme in American education. One of the assumptions that
Reid identified was that for American students, the world that education should help to
create is presented as objectified rather than seeing the task of curriculum as presenting
this structure to students to help them determine what place they will occupy in it.
(Westbury, et.al.2000) The idea is that the world can be rendered into facts to be
learned. This assumption might have led to a managerial framework for curriculum
development.
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The work then is turning this into a set of steps to be followed. The assessment
of the needs of the students and society provides the basis and hence the goals of the
school which are then turned into courses with behavioral objectives. The work of
transforming a curriculum into teaching is not seen as problematic. Teachers should be
able to do this, because it has been ‘well developed’ (Westbury, 2000)
The problem of transformation of curriculum into teaching does not emerge for
American educators in this curriculum centered model. In the German Didaktik
tradition, for European students [the world that education should help to create is
presented] as subjectified...there are things to be learned...but students should be
encouraged to ‘plot their own course’. (Westbury 2000) Teachers working within the
Didaktik tradition have a different starting point. Their starting point is this
transformation of areas of content into subject matter for the classroom. This orientation
to teaching can be traced from the history of schooling in Germany.
The German states, during the 18th and early 19th century began to develop a
state prescribed curriculum called the Lehrplan, this was a set of guidelines to regulate
the subjects and topics that were to be taught. These states did not assume responsibility
for directly managing the already existing schools that were administered locally, and
where local administrative units did not have existing curricula. The content of the
Lehrplan has to be ‘given life’ by teachers and the teachers are ‘normatively directed by
the elusive concept of Buildung and by the ways of thinking found in the art of
Didaktik” (Westbury 2000). The concept of buildung is difficult to describe. It seems to
bridge the gap between knowledge such as factual knowledge about something, and a
deeper philosophical understanding, what we might refer to as transformative.
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Neitzsche refers to Bildung as a “deeper and nobler education” (Cooper 1985). German
teachers, particularly at the secondary level had a professional status, and were expected
to interpret the Lehrplan in order to teach. It has been compared to lawyers interpreting
the law. Didaktik analysis has as its task in the preparing of lessons: “to bring out the
substance of the objects of learning” (Westbury 2000).
There are general question areas in Didaktik analysis that are in turn broken
down into sections, focusing on the following three ideas:
•

what wider sense or reality a content may exemplify

•

what significance or meaning it may have for the child’s life and future

•

what body of this knowledge must be retained to be considered acquiredof vital interest for children in specific stages of development.

The following question is considered by teachers using the Didaktik theory:
What facts or states of affairs, phenomenon, situations, experiments,
controversies.. .in other words experiences- are appropriate for exciting in the pupil’s
minds an interest in, and a positive attitude toward, developing questions oriented to
deciphering the structure of the given problem?
Other questions that are asked are: How can I bring the object within the scope
of the child’s ability to question? Roth (1983) also explained it this way:
Child and object interlock when the child or adolescent can sense the object, the
task, the cultural asset in the nearness of this processes of development, it it’s
original situation, from which it has become an ‘object’, ‘task’, ‘cultural
asset’...by analyzing...the object in its genesis, I re-create the original human
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situation with respect to it and thus the vital interest from which it once stemmed
(Westbury, 2000)
This echoes Merleau-Ponty’s original experiencing of the world (1962). The life
of the student is given great consideration in the Didaktik process, in the following
quote from Weniger, one can see that this theory/practice has strong roots in
existentialism:
Posing the problem of selecting and concentrating the contents of education
means...reflecting on the existential concentration in which the human,
historical world is given to us in our life context, from the perspective of the
tasks that arise in our specific and individual situation. For a people, a group or
the individual, as life progresses particular challenges are always present.
(Weniger 1952)
The origins of what became the Didaktik tradition in Germany can be traced
back to the philosophy of Cominus (1638) and Wolfgang Rafke or Ratichius (1612),
who are both credited with the word “Didaktik”. Together with Herbart (1806) who
wrote General Pedagogy Derived from the Purpose of Education. Herbart’s plan
contained the need for continuous interaction between the three areas of agency,
student, and subject. The followers of Herbart, the Herbartians simplified his theory,
however (Westbury, 2000 p.3-5)
Dewey and the American Movement
What G. Stanley Hall and Dewey decided to do with this concept was to take
the educational psychology grounding it, as well as to take these units or divisions of
curriculum and pedagogy and have them be theorized as separate units (Westbury,
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through this didaktik process was lost. The extent to which this dydactic tradition was
carried out in its fullest sense is not clear. The German school system was to go in a
more rigid, militaristic direction as the century progressed. The American school system
does not have this history of incorporating reflective practice, but there is an increasing
understanding of the importance of an intellectually applied approach to teaching.
Barrett (1958) gives us this insight into John Dewey, who was a major influence on the
educational directions America would take.
Dewey places the human person squarely within his biological and social
context, but he never goes past this context into that deepest center of the human
person where fear and trembling start. Any examination of inner experience
would have seemed to Dewey to take the philosopher too far away from the
nature in the direction of the theological. Dewey grew up in a period when
America was still wrestling with it’s frontier and the mood of his writings is
unshaken optimism at the expansion of our technical mastery over nature.
Ultimately the difference between Dewey and the existentialists is the difference
between America and Europe. The philosopher cannot seriously put to himself
questions that his civilization has not lived. (Barrett 1958 p.7)
Looking at the theory of the German Didaktik tradition, there is a natural
starting point for reflective practice and the goal of this is not reflection for the sake of
reflection but with a direct connection to teaching and pedagogy. Although in the U.S.
there have been a proliferation of reflective practice programs and techniques there is
little evidence that preservice teachers reflect in any way that goes beyond the technical
(Valli,1997). Ideas and methods for reflection have inspired interest, however the
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literature includes little evidence on what facilitates reflection in teaching or what
programmatic features would enhance reflectivity (Reichert 1990). Without the depth or
meaning making ability reflection becomes an extra exercise disconnected from the
very work it is supposed to enhance.
Teachers in the U.S. are concerned with method. In the Didaktik tradition there
is a search for a method, but they believed that there is a “natural way of teaching and
learning that is in accord with the nature of content.. .the method is not just a mode of
application, but a crucial factor induced in any level of educational reasoning”
(Westbury, 2000). Here is reflective practice in action in order to induce by educational
reasoning. The teacher then becomes deeply seated in her implementation of the
method/curriculum, because a teacher has reasoned and made decisions and will act on
them in his or her capacity as a licensed professional. In this way, there is little
separation from the conception of an idea and it’s implementation.
Didaktik provides teachers with ways of considering the essential what, how,
and why questions around their teaching of their students in their classrooms. These are
the important components of integrated context specific reflective practice. We can
speculate within constraints about method or lesson, but teachers are not grounded with
decisions that they are free to make for their particular situations when teachers are told
they are to choose from already approved curriculum methods or activity books.
Teachers who are only able to reflect superficially or technically might feel less
invested in teaching, and less able to be willing to engage in the subject matter in
meaningful ways. The description of lesson preparation that follows from the German
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Didaktik tradition also echoes Merleau Ponty’s reference to our “original experiencing
of the world”:
Teachers must be willing to be moved by the subject matter during preparationhonestly and seriously. They can fulfill their task of educating and instructing
their children only if they represent the content that is to be acquired by
education or instruction, if they themselves personify it and credibly reflect it.
The poem the teacher is to present the next day, and which he or she will
interpret with the children and render with the feeling it inspires, this poem must
‘enchant’ anew the teacher herself, shake her up, delight her, affect her.. .the
physics problems that will occupy the next few physics lessons must stimulate
the teacher once again, like an unsolved puzzle, causing wonder, questioning,
experimenting, advance hypothesizing, as a piece of reality with a bearing on
and significance for the common person, for that is what we are outside our own
specialized field of work (Westbury, 2000 p.155)
Non-Western Traditions of Reflective Practice
Rarely do teachers or student teachers in writing about their practice, or even in
beliefs about their practice refer to anything religious or spiritual. This is of course what
we want, but what does it leave out? Do teachers tend to focus on only a portion of the
picture of who they are, and tend to restrict reflections to language already seen as
acceptable in the field of educational research? What depth do we miss? Do we miss
color, excitement, primal experiencing of the world? Perhaps much is left out of the
picture. The question or morality comes into play. Linda Valli explores the concept of
moral reflection (Valli,1990). Without grounding to a focus, like the building of
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curriculum these areas of reflection often seem disconnected to the teaching that
teachers actually do. Current definitions of reflection are strongly influenced by the
Western cultural heritage, which emphasizes analysis and problem solving as opposed
to negotiation, contemplation, or enlightenment. (Clift & Houston, 1990).
Clift and Houston suggest a widening of the ways that reflective practice is
traditionally seen. They suggest an expansion in the direction and ways of thinking
about reflecting on teaching and educational settings. Socrates said that life without
inquiry was not worth living, he also defined the soul as containing both knowledge and
compassion. Existential philosophy suggests the embracing of paradox, upholding of
choice, and engaging in a spirit of complexity. Martin Buber (1964) called this “holy
insecurity”. Robert Tremmel (1993) presents the practice of mindfulness, extracted
from Zen Buddhist meditation techniques, as a method for teachers to begin to notice
their educational environments in a more meaningful way. Tremmel asks student
teachers to center themselves in the situation during classroom observations and focus
on what is happening outside of themselves and their own experience. His own focus is
on discovering how his student’s minds work in order bring their attention to this.
Without explicitly teaching them Zen mindfulness meditation, he uses the concepts to
help broaden their understanding of reflective practice. Charles Taylor describes a
process of locating ourselves in ethical space (Taylor 1995). This presents another non
linear way of thinking about ourselves in relation to the act of teaching. The existential
view of education deepens and broadens our understanding of what it means to reflect
on the teaching as way of being human, and asking us to examine how the human
condition impacts the way we see teaching and learning. In the study of existentialism
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on the teaching as way of being human, and asking us to examine how the human
condition impacts the way we see teaching and learning. In the study of existentialism
and education Maxine Greene (1967) asks us to apply ourselves consciously to
teaching, and to look at consciousness in new ways. The following way of seeing
consciousness and spiritual consciousness turns our attention to looking deeper into our
experience.
My major idea is that we need to change consciousness, we live under the power
of modem consciousness, which means that we are obsessed with progress.
Where ever you are is not good enough. We always want to achieve something,
rather than experience something. The opposite of this is spiritual consciousness,
by that I mean you find enchantment in every action you do rather than just in
the results of your action. Spiritual consciousness is not a particular religion, but
a way of being. (Satish Kamar, 1999)
One of the reasons that student teachers or teachers cannot reflect beyond the
technical (Valli,1991) is that they have not tapped into an underlying passion or reason
for teaching that is deep enough to sustain them through difficult reflective processes.
The groundwork has not been built for this type of reflection in action because in
existential terms the self has not been able to develop. Perhaps enough of their school
experiences have been devoid of meaning, and they have been submerged in the given
(Greene, 1967) and have become part of the crowd the “They” that Sartre speaks about.
The self of the teacher needs to be present to the moments of teaching. Giroux
speaks about the building of student voice, echoing existential concepts:
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privatized life and invest it with meaning and to validate and confirm one’s lived
presence in the world. (Giroux, 1985)
Existential reflection would seek to include biography and rebuild that
privatized life by working with the wisdom and knowledge that we already have, to
confidently look to confirm and construct our ways of being teachers.
Existentialism and Education
Existence is beyond the power of words to define; terms may be used but none
of them is absolute. Rather abide at the center of your being; for the more you
leave it, the less you learn. (Lao Tzu in Tao Te Ching, sixth century B.C)
What is Existentialism?
Existentialism has long been thought of as an obscure philosophy espoused by a
somber fringe obsessed with the idea of death. People associate existentialism with an
“anything goes” philosophy of life. Being true to yourself above all else in any way you
see fit is a stereotypic understanding of existential philosophy. Many of theses
misconceptions came from the heroes of the existential fiction of the day (Cooper
1999). Existentialism can be defined as a body of literature having in common a
concern with issues of human existence.
Taking one of the characteristics of existentialism, the facticity of our existence
or the finite nature of human life, we are asked to consider the ways that this concept
can shape the construction of the self. This type of reflection is a way of deepening our
understanding of the way a particular aspect of life is structured, and to see the ways
that it can be broadened by considering issues of the human condition.
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I hope to show that existential thought and reflection can be a way of becoming
more deeply aware of aspects of life common to all humanity. This awareness can have
implications for the way we live our lives through the choices we make, and the ways
we perceive others. Consequently there can be deepening in an understanding the
individuals we are involved with and the work we do.
Heidegger felt that the concept of care and concern were involved in the work
we choose to do and the people we care for. (Cooper 1999). For teachers there are
implications both for personal and group reflection on work where existential concerns
are highlighted. Building on the existential concept of awareness of our commonality of
experience can serve to built trust in educational settings, for example. For teachers
there are additional implications for a change in the ways that students are seen by
teachers.
Heidegger defines existence as “being-over-there” ahead of itself or standing
outside of itself. He uses the term existence with a hyphen: ex-ist is from the Greek or
Latin for "to stand out from". Seen from this angle existence is reflection. If one is 'in'
the future where he is ever moving towards, then she stands out from the present and
ex-ists. We are meaning makers and reflectors by ex-isting. Heidegger stated that
"philosophy must become phenomenology", and sees philosophy itself as interpretation.
Heidegger connects philosophy as hermeneutics with Hermes, the wing-footed
messenger god, bringing the "message of destiny" (Palmer, 1969). Meaning making is
human existence, in Heidegger's view.(Cooper,1999) Seen in this way, interpreting and
finding meaning in the surrounding world becomes synonymous with our very lives and
existence as human beings.
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finding meaning in the surrounding world becomes synonymous with our very lives and
existence as human beings.
History of Existentialism
To trace the history of this concept we can start with Socrates, who described
the soul as containing both knowledge and compassion, and said that a life without
inquiry was not worth living. Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) a mathematician and inventor
reflected existentially: "Whoso takes this survey of himself will be terrified of the
thought that he is upheld between these two abysses of the infinite and nothing, he will
tremble at the sight of these two mantels" (Pascal). Spinoza, writing in Holland in the
mid seventeenth century wrote about what we now would define as our situated
existence, and reflects roots of Heidegger’s concept of Being-in-the-world or Dasien:
Everything in so far as it is in itself, endeavors to persist in its own being. That
is the endeavor wherewith everything endeavors to persist in its own being, is
nothing but the actual essence of the thing itself. This means that your
essence...is nothing but the endeavor, the effort which he makes to continue to
be a man, not to die. ( Spinoza in Unamuno 1954)
Defining man as the active process of becoming our essence as the work of
"continuing to be a man, not to die", gives a deeper explanation of the ways we have
tried to understand ourselves. One paradox is the necessary separation of ourselves from
thought in order to look at ourselves. But from this vantage point we see the
impossibility of trying to take an objective stance. We cannot separate ourselves from
this moment in history in which we stand, our being-in-time (Heidegger,1958). But we
can see ourselves as meaning makers in our own time. As the scientific study of human
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Husserl (1936-1970) advocated a "return to the things themselves". Husserl felt
that a scientific explanation of human behavior did not go deep enough but could only
describe observable features that tended to be more measurable.
Jean-Paul Sartre is most often associated with the term existentialism. The
characters in his widely read novels defined the existentialist in popular thought. There
was a stress on freedom and angst, as there was presented a new way of looking at the
world as an individual person pitted against the “Crowd or the They” (Sartre 1962).
Heidegger and Karl Jaspers formed the framework of existential thinking central
to those who were to come after. Heidegger and Jaspers were influenced by Soren
Kierkagaard and Freidrich Nietzsche (1844-1908). Kierkagaard and Nietzsche were not
academic philosophers. What was revolutionary in their writing was that they were
creating a philosophy or view of life that did not contain ideas in the way that traditional
philosophy had before. Their ideas did not compose a new contained theory. The focus
became the “unique experience of the single person who chooses to place himself on
trial before the gravest questions of his civilization" (Barrett, 1958 p.4)
Husserl, Heidegger and subsequently Sartre rebelled against objectivism. They
sought to describe and interpret human experience in ways that were more congruent
with the experience itself. The emergence of thought on existentialism, about the
meaning of human existence has come about as a reaction against the dominant theories
of the day. Both Kierkagaard and Jaspers struggled with Christianity as a theme. The
meaning of religion and religious faith was defined from the standpoint of the
individual human being. Kierkagaard tried to answer the question of the "truth of
Christ" in his own life. Nietzsche begins with a sense of spiritual bankruptcy by
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claiming that "God is dead". He was looking at a world where the 'given* of Christianity
no longer held the power that it once had to form people's lives. There is no central
concept in these philosophies but rather there is a picturing of emerging reflection on
individual experience. Although not an existential concept, borrowing from Dewey- the
self is seen as emerging through experience ( Dewey,1916; Greene,1967) while at the
same time becoming measured against the crowd or standard thinking.
Another important influence on existential thought was Henri Bergson (18591941). Bergson stressed the inadequacy of the scientific methods of the time for
capturing the deep inner life of human beings. He spoke about the "richness of
experience" a term that has been used recently to describe what qualitative methods of
research seek to capture.
Heidegger’s work, which built on the ideas of Husserl, is described as a
phenomenological investigation of being (Cooper 1985). Husserl and Heidegger are
credited with beginning to assemble the coherent body of thought that would come to be
known as existentialism. Heidegger wrote extensively about the growing use of
technology, the rise of technocracy to manage society particularly as a way of managing
the natural world. This would result in treating human beings in the same way as
"standing reserve". He was concerned that people were being seen as components in
technological enterprises, and he was becoming increasingly concerned with human
beings being referred to as "human resources", who were putting in "man hours".
(Cooper 1999). This exemplifies the paradox of the human being who Sartre would
describe as "living in bad faith". This concept of living in bad faith, or living
inauthentically, represents the human inner conflict of doing what one perceives of as
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being expected from outside sources, while coping with that inner feeling of angst,
which is described as “the disturbing and uncanny mood which summons a person to
reflect on his/her individual existence and it's possibilities” (Cooper 1999).
This description represents human beings who are caught between the
technological advances of the day and the pull of the human condition seeking to find
meaning in life’s activities. What was emerging was a new way of describing human
life, the sense that we have certain ways of being that are common to all of humanity.
To understand that the self is evolving through experience and the choices we make
describes a being whose fate has not been predetermined. This gave rise to a spirit of
freedom and choice juxtaposed to ways of living that were dictated, fixed and rigid.
Along with these considerations came the anxiety of the unknown, a world that is left
up to the individual more than it had been before. To recognize this type of choice is to
hold at once both freedom and angst. It means a letting go of a view of life that is fixed
and predetermined, with its security and structure. There is exhilaration of new found
freedoms but there is also angst when faced with making actual choices.
The existentialist is concerned with the primacy of experience. Existential
thinking is the process by which we locate ourselves in the infinite world, in both
physical and ethical space. There is no truth or answer to be found. Maxine Greene asks
teachers: How can existential insights be built into the educational experience? (1967)
Existential insights can be seen when teachers look at the ways that students experience
the world, and use this as a starting point for an educational inquiry. There is an
emphasis on the self. The teacher aware of ways to use existential insights, will focus
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on the self of the learner, and allow students to pursue learning in ways that encourage
the growth of each student's essence.
Tenets of Existentialism
The following are basic tenets that have emerged from researchers in Education
who have sought to incorporate existential thinking into the practice of teaching.
(Denton, 1974 Greene 1967, Hunter, 1993, Leiberman 1985, Stengel, Feldman, 1997):
•

People are situated

•

Existence precedes essence

•

Living authentically

•

Living with dualities

In the next section I will explore each of these tenets. Included in this will be the
following ideas that are involved in understanding these tenets. These will be referred to
as existential concerns.
•

Meaninglessness

•

Fear (outside forces)

•

Anxiety (one’s own action or performance)

•

Freedom

•

Choice

•

People are situated

Interpretation is not primarily an art or a science, the special discipline of
priests, lawyers, or professors, interpretation is human being, our mode of
existence in the world. That is, hermeneutics does not come into play only when
intersubjective understanding fails...interpretation constitutes the world in which
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we exist. We always find ourselves in the midst of interpretations carried by our
language and our culture...We are caught up in history to a degree that we
cannot hope to grasp or control fully. Because a human being is being in time.
"It", what we try to objectify in scientific studies of language, culture, history or
tradition- is actually what "we" supposedly neutral onlookers or subjects-are.
(Cooper 1985 p.12)
There is an increasing amount of recent research in Education that stresses the
importance of social context, both in educational settings and as a way of seeing the
circumstances of students lives ( e.g.: Clandinin & Connely,1992; Heath, 1983;
Swadener & Lubeck, 1995). Similar to an existential view, social learning theory takes
into account the dialectical nature of the human condition, seeing the self emerging
through the particular experiences of individual lives.
The situated human being creates themselves as a result of the dialectical
interaction between human beings and the environing worlds they find themselves in.
We express and grow ourselves through involvement with tasks, projects and
relationships that comprise our lives.
Teachers continually build context for education in their classrooms. Almost
everything that occurs in the teaching situation is affected by the teachers past and
present, moods and gestures, expectations, intentions, dispositions and talents. (Maxine
Greene 1967). Recently researchers have made an important distinction between
research on teaching and teacher research.(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). The former
is research with a focus on outside experts, with a focus on less individual and more
generalizable knowledge. It asks teachers to adjust their practice according to this type
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of knowledge, deemed more important because of the ability to standardize it. More
recently teachers have begun to do research on their own practice, in their own
classrooms, and with peers in groups of teachers.( Feldman, 1996; Altricher,1993). In
this way they are building context specific knowledge and constructing research that is
more immediately usable. The examination of one’s own teaching practice in specific
ways is in keeping with the existential concept of our situated existence
The realization that each person's life is interpreted reality (Greene, 1967) can
have implications for the way that teachers can begin to understand more clearly the
meaning making processes of the students they teach. Grounding an interpretation of
teaching in the existential situation we must reject typical scientific explanations. The
meaning will be obtained from the teacher in their world with others (Denton, 1974
p.102)
In the following quote Heidegger reminds us that our social context is our
existence, we do not exist separately from the world, but understand comes through
living it. He explains that “Human existence is intelligible only in terms of an
engagement with the world. What the standard account ignores is the degree to which
our world is a human one whose structure, articulation and very existence are functions
of human agency” (Cooper 1999 p.58)
Existence Precedes Essence
Sartre, writing in Existentialism and Human Emotions, explains the importance
of the concept of existence preceding essence: “Man exists, turns up, appears on the
scene, and only afterwards defines himself’ (Sartre in Cooper 1999). Sartre explains
that in the creation of a manufactured object, it is essence that precedes existence. For a
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person to create something, they must have a plan. The uses of the product are
considered, and the outcome preordained. The person involved in the creation of the
object knows exactly what the finished product will look like, and how it will be used.
The product is guided towards that exact end in the process of creating it. In this sense
the ends are determined. This is described by Sartre as a technical view of the world
where design precedes existence.
Sartre uses this description of a preordained view of the world against which to
pit his concept that in the case of human beings, existence precedes essence. Man is not
seen to have a preordained end, but instead creates his life as he lives it.
In the field of education the student teacher can be seen as having a technical
view of the role of the teacher. If the student teacher has a rigid preconceived notion of
what a teacher is and does, they may be less apt to become aware of and to build upon
their own strengths as a human being and ‘become’ a teacher. A more technical view
might cause a student teacher to merely copy behavior of experienced teachers. To
compare this with Sartre’s words: “ a barman imitating a barman” (Sartre 1962). They
may feel that they are simply imitating a teacher. Taking the emphasis away from the
meaning and purpose of education while emphasizing the more technical aspects of
teaching will create a situation where teachers will become less likely to reflect on the
educational experiences of individual students. (VanManen, 1991)
If one believes that there is a process for becoming a teacher, and is given the
appropriate environmental support, a student or novice teacher might be less apt to
imitate a teacher, and allow time how to become a teacher. If the technical aspects of
teaching are privileged over meaning and purpose of education, teachers will tend
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toward mastering a way of teaching that does not tap into the potential web of
possibilities for learning, and tend toward a more simplified and more easily
standardized way of thinking about the culture of schooling.
Living in Bad Faith or Living Authentically
One result of our situated existence is to become in Sartre’s term- ’’submerged in
the given". This describes a loss of essence. If a person is not able to see the given for
what it is, the possibilities for freedom and choice are narrowed. There are many social
forces that serve to structure our lives and societies. Sartre refers to the ’’Crowd" or the
"They" to describe people outside of ourselves as a group, not having individual
identities. We feel the forces of the "They" when we conform our behavior to a standard
that we perceive as something we need to conform to.
At the same time, the "They" can be seen as a constant that people can take
comfort in. In a sense the "They" is immortal. Our ultimate separateness and aloneness
causes fear and anxiety, another fact of our existence, so we take comfort in the group,
in doing what the group seems to advocate. And for the moment we belong to
something beyond ourselves, and our aloneness is not as apparent.
Questions are considered such as the meaning of death in relation to the way we
have chosen to live our lives. The existentialist makes a distinction between people who
build their lives by identifying beliefs, values, their own interpretations and the shape
of their own lives and one who simply takes a bundle of these (opinions, values, etc.) on
board with minimal reflection (Cooper 1995). The second person is seen as failing to
make his life his own, and this life is therefore inauthentic. Sartre explains this by the
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description of a barman imitating a barman. He is the man who impersonates himself,
by identifying too completely with the role in which others see him (Sartre 1962)
Living with Dualities
The separation of thought from the self in order to objectively look at oneself is
a paradox. An existential view is precarious, it seems to be about the ability to keep
jumping back and reframing what we have just claimed. It is the view of view-taking,
the seeing of ways of seeing. Exploring and elucidating ways of being leads to an
underpinning that is ever moving, that defies being pinned down, because of the ever
changing, dialectical nature of human existence. The human condition is not a fixed or
finished type of theoretical base. Its movement and shifting make our very existence
problematic. Tillich (1952) refers to the state of being in conflict with nonbeing. We
cannot help but live somehow with the fear of non-being, as it is a fact of our existence.
We have a sense of ourselves as beings. The existentialist would distinguish between
fear and anxiety, both being characteristics of existentialism. Fear concerns itself with
forces outside of oneself. Sartre describes the difference in a metaphor of walking on an
extremely narrow path over a steep ravine. There is fear that a rock will move as you
walk, and you will fall into the ravine. But there is also anxiety that one will somehow
give in to the force that is pulling you down, that somehow you will give in and let
yourself fall, or even jump down to end the anxiety. Anxiety arises from a concern
about our own performance in the world. In acknowledging duality as a fact of our
existence is to embrace uncertainty. It is not so much that we need uncertainty but
instead a “wisdom of uncertainty” " (Kundera,1986)
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Existential Psychology
One of the important understandings in the way that the body of knowledge
known as existentialism came about is to remember that it needs a backdrop of a
“standard” way of knowing. Existentialism comes up to point out where issues pertinent
to our existence as human beings has been left out of particular theories and structures
of understanding.
When existential psychology was first proposed, there was resistance to an idea
that was seen as an encroachment of the field of philosophy into psychiatry, which had
been building its credibility by being seen as closely associated with science. This was
not the case with a philosophical concept. Merleau-Ponty has this to say about scientific
knowledge:
All my knowledge of the world, even scientific knowledge is gained from my
own particular point of view, or from some experience of the world without
which the symbols of science would be meaningless. The whole universe of
science is built upon the world as directly experienced, and if we want to subject
science itself to rigorous scrutiny and arrive at a precise assessment of it’s
meaning and scope, we must begin by reawakening the basic experience of the
world in which science is a second order expression (Merleau-Ponty, 1962
p.viii).
Considering this view of scientific knowledge- that of direct experience of the
world being at the forefront, and the explanations and symbols being used to describe
and classify that experience, we can better understand Rollo May’s explanation of the
advent of existential psychology:
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It is well to remember that the existential movement in psychiatry and
psychology arose precisely out of a passion to be not less, but more
empirical... the traditional scientific methods not only did not do justice to the
data ,but actually tended to hide rather than reveal what was going on in the
patient. The existential analysis movement is a protest against the tendency to
see the patient in forms tailored to our own pre-conceptions or to make him over
into the image of our own prelidictions. In this sense existential psychology
stands squarely within the scientific tradition in it’s widest sense. But it
broadens it’s knowledge of man by historical perspective and scholarly depth by
accepting the facts that human beings reveal themselves in art and literature and
philosophy and by profiting from the insights of the particular cultural
movements which express the anxiety and conflicts of contemporary man. (May
1983)
Rollo May explains through the case of a patient how existentialism can help in
understanding the way patients should be treated. He described a woman who was being
seen in therapy for what was described as anxious, tight, closed manner of relating. This
therapist chose to be direct with her and tell her she was "too proper and controlled".
She was immediately insulted, and did not continue to see this therapist. Rollo May
understood the situation in this manner: “technically he was entirely correct,
existentially he was entirely wrong”(1983).
Here again the idea that there is a technical way of doing things emerges.
Existential psychologists felt that this technical view was not effective when applied to
human beings.
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Tenets of Existential Psychology
Rollo May describes the tenets of Existential Psychology:
•

Every existing person is centered in themselves

•

Every existing person has the character of self affirmation, the need to
preserve his own centeredness

•

All existing persons have the need and possibility of going out from their
centered ness to participate in other beings

•

The subjective side of centeredness is awareness

•

Self consciousness is the uniquely human form of awareness

•

Anxiety is the state of the human being in the struggle against what
would destroy his own being. Tillich describes this as “the state of being
in conflict with nonbeing” (May 1983).

Two of the important tenets of existential psychology have implications for
existentialism in education. The first one is that: every existing person is centered in
themselves. This coincides with our situated existence, and the importance of
emphasizing each student’s educational context. The other important tenet is that:
anxiety is that state of the human being in the struggle against what would destroy his
own being. This state of conflict makes existence problematic, while being common to
all of humanity.
A teacher struggles with anxiety when making decisions that will affect the
essence of the students they teach. When teachers are conscious of these existential
concerns they can try to find ways to build on students essences. Teachers may
experience anxiety when the decisions they make diminish a student’s inner life.
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Teachers who can see themselves as beings who teach, understand the importance of
building on their own essences in their work as teachers (Hunter 1993).
The Teacher-as-Being
Self reflection is not conducted by switching on an inner searchlight, but by
observing how one is reflected in that world of tasks which is the image of
myself (Sartre 1957).
One way to help in understanding the concept of Teacher-as-Being is to think of
someone walking down the street. The person can be seen or described as a “walker” or
a “person who walks” (Denton 1974p. 121). When thought of in this way, the walker is a
one dimensional character, a narrow and limiting description. But a person who walks
brings a whole variety of attributes, all of the many and varied ways a person can be are
brought to mind when we think of this solitary figure making his way down the street.
Teaching can be thought of as a way of being human (Stengel, 1996; Hultgren
1989; Feldman, 1997) which is a result of the sum total of one’s experience, and the set
of intentional states-dispositions, talents, interests, fears, and visions that locate the
person and point him in one direction or another. This perspective begins with the
understanding that to understand teachers and teaching, we must take into account the
“human realm of subjectivity, of the lived experience of the teacher as human
being...who actively describes, seeks wholeness, eludes measurement, pursues freedom
(Cunningham 1979). It contains “not only what we are doing in the moment, but the
possibilities of the moment, the negations and affirmations of the moment which open
us to projections beyond the moment (Denton 1974).
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To describe how the teacher-as-being comes into play we can start with a
particular issue that a teacher is driven to explore. A teacher might want to know why
so many minority students are absent each day. There is something about this issue that
causes angst because it goes against an individual’s way of being a teacher. The
outward synthesis of new information about minority students will go through a
personal filter of the values and dispositions that make up a teachers being. Reflecting
on existential concerns will help to illuminate this process and bring to the forefront an
awareness of how incorporating concerns of our existence, making our existence
problematic will deepen and broaden our understanding of the ways that teachers teach,
and students learn.
Existential insights can be made practical when teachers look at the many ways
their students experience the world, and use this as a starting point for educational
inquiry. There is an emphasis on the self, the essence of who we are becoming, in
existential thinking. The teacher who is aware of ways to use existential insights will
focus on the self of the learner, and allow students to pursue educational experiences in
ways that encourage the growth of each student’s essence.
In the following section I will explore the context with which this study takes
place. The literature on communities of practice will help build an understanding of the
rich and complex context where teachers are living and making meaning.
Communities of Practice
I would like to begin with an acknowledgment that the currently many public
schools in the U.S. do not recognize the significance of teacher growth and
transformation, and its subsequent connection to achieving goals for
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students.(Henderson & Hawthorne, 1995). It is considered a difficult and expensive
proposition for teachers to take the time necessary to work towards their own growth as
professionals. (Interview with the president of a teachers union 2001).
With increased pressure for accountability and standardized testing imposed on
teachers, many administrators, bowing to pressure and stresses from various directions
look for solutions that are narrowly defined in order to meet the simplified and narrow
demands of standardized tests. Curriculum then can become rote and simplistic in
places where it had once been rich and complex. (Sergiovanni, 2001; Noddings, 1998;
Kohn, 2000).
As the requirements for curriculum and state standards become defined, and
promoted by those with administrative power, standardization becomes the paradigm
teachers begin to work and think under. Standardization by definition is an
“understandable quantity to be imitated” (Webster’s Dictionary, 2000). There is a
danger that all the varied, creative, nuanced ways of teaching that do not fit the narrow
standard of what schooling based on standardization and imitation will demand,
eventually will be viewed as other, different, extra, radical, unnecessary, or even unAmerican in our current political climate.
A transformative view of education is “more concerned with cultivating a school
experience where the ideals of a democratic community7 can grow, where individual
talents can be discovered, rather than the goal of a productive workforce that is
encouraged to use its professional ingenuity to accomplish uniform national goals”
(Eisner 1995). One hope for a continuation of the ideals of a democratic community is
for teachers to come together in collaborative groups, and fight the isolation and fear
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that pressures for student’s performance on standardized tests can bring. Isolation and
privileging of one facet of teaching, standardized test scores, and making this central to
a schools mission is a mistake when it is not embedded in a school culture that honors
the needs of teachers, and works in ways that are creative, caring and inclusive of all
members of school communities (Fullan 1997, Bolman & Deal 1995 Greene, 1995,
Eisner, 1998)
The work that teachers do in community can vary widely, and many factors
contribute to a successful and productive community of learners. Often teachers work to
define a mission statement, and do so in a rote manner without depth or personal
meaning (Deal & Peterson, 1999). Teachers can learn to trust collaborative processes
and be encouraged to bring their values and their “being” into the teaching process
(Greene 1995).
Leaders might take an existential view and begin by defining the history or
sense of place in a school by asking the question: “Why does this school exist?” This
might begin to uncover tacit understandings and beliefs about how teachers and
administrators really see schooling. One of the first steps for teachers wishing to make
lasting changes in their communities is for tacit knowledge to begin to be uncovered.
Teacher often work to connect new material to what the students already know and to
acknowledge that students will approach learning with complex ways of understanding.
These concepts can apply this to their own learning as well.
The dialectic process of uncovering understandings, providing new or
conflicting information, and then guiding the developing new learning are familiar
concepts to many teachers. Deliberately putting their own tacit understandings on the
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line is a different story however, particularly in a culture where competition rather than
collaboration has grown in many schools.
There is a clear hierarchy and separation between those who learn and those
who teach in a school community. School programs that have goals of transformational
and collaborative learning for both students and teachers become models in working
toward success for all students (Deal & Peterson 1999).
There is a current trend in Education for teachers to come together in a
collaborative way to solve problems for students, work to improve their own practice.
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993; Calhoun, 1994; Hollingsworth, 1994; Feldman, 1996;
Oja & Smulyan, 1989 and many others).
What is a Community of Practice?
Lave and Wenger (1991) advocated a broad social and contextual approach to
understand ways that people work together. They have defined situations where people
construct their experiences together as Communities of Practice. These communities
are:
collections of people who together engage in particular kind of activity.. .who
come to develop and share ways of doing things, ways of talking, beliefs,
values, practices as a result of their joint involvement in that activity (Lave &
Wenger 1991).
Wenger (1998) defined this term within a framework that contained the
following elements: community, identity, meaning, and practice. Each of these is
described as a “way of talking about” an aspect of learning. For example identity is seen
as a way of talking about how learning changes who we are and creates “personal
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histories of becoming” in the context of our communities. Community is defined as a
way of talking about “ the social configurations in which our enterprises are defined as
worth pursuing and our participation is recognizable as competence”.
By this definition schools can be seen as communities of practice. A desire on
the part of teachers and administrators to join together and recognize themselves as
communities of practice is a first step toward cultivating a climate necessary for those
groups of teachers to do productive work together. In order to start working toward a
successful school culture that advocates a more democratic underpinning, an expanded
view of the ways that knowledge is defined and constructed is important. Communities
of practice are based on the premise that adults learn through problem solving and
collaborative dialogue ( Kegan,2001; Billett,1998; Schmoker,1996; Issacs,1999). Others
recognize the need for educational leaders to engage in action research, life long
learning, change agentry, and becoming caring, inquiring and inclusive communities
(Cline & Necochea, 2000; Sergiovanni, 2000)
One way to expand on the way that knowledge is defined is to understand the
extent to which learning is a social activity. (Clandinin & Connoly, 1992). Learning,
when examined reveals a dynamic, dialectical approach. In the traditional structure of
schooling, teachers have not been afforded the opportunity to develop the skills that a
collaborative approach requires, and is often the reason that new collaborative models
fail in schools, and why reflective practice does not often advance beyond a technical
view of teaching (Valli, 1997).
In order for empowerment of teachers to take place, practicing and learning new
approaches in a supportive environment is crucial. In a sense teachers need to be ready
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for change. The traditional theoretical framework underpinning most public schools in
the U.S. positions this type of collaborative work outside the purview of a teacher’s
responsibilities. It is far from being part of the fabric of the educational process. This
can put teachers in a difficult position and in the middle of competing theoretical
approaches.
External and Internal Commitment
Like many other occupations that rely on traditional models of work and power,
teachers tend to have a stronger sense of external rather than internal commitment
(Argyrisl991). With external commitment, a person’s goals and tasks are defined by
others, and the importance of those goals is defined by others. Internal commitment is
fostered when there is joint decision making on tasks, behavior required to meet tasks,
and the individual can define the importance of particular tasks and goals. In the
traditional hierarchy within most educational institutions, internal commitment is
difficult to foster. The challenge of developing necessary skills without contextual
support is expressed by Argyris:
Again and again in my experience prolonged external commitment made
internal commitment unlikely because a sense of empowerment is not innate. It
is something that must be learned, developed, honed.. .for some people,
empowerment is just too much work. (Argyris, 1991 p.3)
School Culture
Another important factor that comes into play in support of a collaborative,
empowering approach to teaching is the influence of the school culture. School culture
is an important aspect of the measure of the schools effectiveness, and has an important
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impact on improvement of student achievement. (Senge,2000; Fullan,1996; Marshall &
Rossman,1999). Some of the ideas and beliefs of schools undergoing positive cultural
change include: sharing responsibility for student’s learning, partnering with families as
friends and colleagues, engaging students as active partners in learning, and creating
places for discussion- i.e. a parent center or parent / teacher discussion groups. (Deal &
Peterson, 1999)
When teachers work together to define goals and develop common values, and
when they feel a personal connection to the values they bring to teaching and the values
the school is trying to live, there is a higher chance that the changes they make together
will last. There is current research that brings out the importance of an underlying moral
purpose and identifying values in the educational process. (Stengel, 1995; Valli,1988;
Bolman & Deal, 1995; Senge,2000; Deal & Peterson,1999). When school reform is
initiated at this level by the actual practitioner, the logistics, scheduling paperwork, and
modifying teaching practices become a much smoother process. They have connected
with the goal pulling you forward that makes all the work worthwhile (Senge, 1999).
The Reggio-Emila Approach
There are many examples of schools and movements in education that do
provide the contextual support necessary to facilitate the development of a true
community of practice. One example of this collaborative type of model is the Reggio
Emilia approach to early childhood education (Edwards, et.al.1993). The spread of the
Reggio Emilia approach in Early Childhood Education exemplifies this social
constructivist underpinning, and is an example of a program that follows a construcivist
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model. This educational model is based on the preschools in the town of Emilia in Italy.
This is a team based reflective practice model.
The core belief is that in small groups meaningful dialogue will be fostered and
collaborative problem solving and productive cognitive conflict can take place
(Abramson,et.al,l995). This cognitive conflict or dissonance that leads to learning can
happen when teachers come together as a team to analyze their collected documentation
of children’s work with the goal of developing new directions for curriculum. These
constructivist assumptions are based on Piaget’s concept of assimilation and
accommodation (1968) and Vygotsky’s concept of scaffolding (1978).
Teachers work on teams, and all decision making at the schools is a
collaborative process. Documentation is a hallmark of this approach. Video and audio
taping and constant note taking with conscious attention paid to the words and actions
of the students are vital to the success of this program. In the process of reading the
documentation of children’s work and words as text, analyses are made and next steps
decided upon collaboratively with the students, fostering a sense of joint ownership for
the directions that learning will take. The teacher’s process of learning about learning is
ubiquitous in this highly collaborative schooling experience. This philosophy has been
able to spread in the U.S. in certain pockets. It has provided early childhood teachers
often the least respected of educators to engage in the craft of teaching in a respectful
and intellectual manner, not often encouraged in U.S. early childhood programs.
Collaborative Methods
The socially constructed nature of learning has been used as a basis for
successful advances in organizational development. They have discovered conditions
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necessary for communication and eventual collaboration, and have recognized the
importance of the working and learning context. The ability to collaborate and the
ability to develop new knowledge collectively have become qualities sought after in
many types of successful organizations. In many cases businesses and other
organizations have surpassed schools in their ability to recognize how to become
learning organizations. In organizations that value knowledge construction,
communities of practice can serve to help develop strategies, transfer best practices and
solve problems, among other things. (Wenger, 2000). Taking this to another level,
Pallas (2001) has suggested using the community of practice concept to prepare
doctoral students for epistemological diversity.
In the traditional public school setting teachers work more often in isolation
from each other, particularly at the elementary level. This has fostered a climate of
competition rather than collaboration. It has become very difficult for teachers who
have found ways to teach in this environment to see the need for collaboration. This
traditional model of isolated teaching does not foster lifelong adult learning, nor open
the door for teacher change and transformation. (Senge, 2000; Fullan & Hargreaves,
1996; Giroux, 1985; Eisner, 1981; Henderson & Hawthorne, 1995)
Collaborative action research (Feldman, 1997a; Calhoun, 1994) through the
process of sharing anecdotes, getting feedback, trying out new ideas, and coming back
to the group to reflect on these practices is a method for developing a new body of
usable research in education. One of the goals of collaborative action research is to use
conversation among teachers as a transformative process, by helping teachers to
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develop relational knowledge by sharing and generating knowledge about the teaching
process (Hollingsworth, 1994).
In the process of negotiating meaning, communities of practice rely on resources
and artifacts that come from the group, rather than outside sources. An important
distinction has been made between research on teaching, imposed from the outside and
teacher research that has been developed in and for their individual school settings.
(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1993). This way of thinking and creating knowledge in a
community can serve to ground a teachers practice in the lifeworld of a school as
explained by Sergiovanni. Putting the needs of the lifeworld ahead of that of the
systemsworld (Sergiovanni,2000). The lifeworld is seen as consisting of the values and
beliefs, expression of needs, sources of meaning and significance for parents, teachers
and students. The systemsworld is described as a world of “instrumentalities, of
efficient means designed to achieve ends...and provides for the development of
management and organizational and financial capital” (Sergiovanni, 2000 p.5).When
the scales are tipped in favor of the lifeworld of the school, then the needs of the school
will drive the actions of the systemsworld. If it is the other way around, then systems
needs dictate directions to the school, this robs the school of it’s ability to strengthen it’s
own culture and character.
In communities of practice development and learning take place through
problem solving activities. When individuals are restricted to routine activities they
have less of a chance to develop expertise in a particular area (Billett, 1998; Argyris,
1991). Just as teachers have learned to build upon the expertise of their particular
students in more constructivist models, the larger framework within which teachers
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could develop their own expertise has been neglected. Working collaboratively, like
other skills, needs a supportive atmosphere and practical experience in order to become
effective.
The traditional model of schooling has not shown the capability of becoming a
learning organization (Senge, 2000) without making changes in both structure and
outlook. The evolving complexity of existence as human inhabitants of this planet
increasingly calls for new ways of moving forward. This more holistic view of life
seeks issues that uncover our common humanity and reminds people of the
interconnectedness of ourselves to the world environment, and ourselves with each
other. This is not a new concept recently invented, but uncovered by those with a vision
about learning that both recognizes where we have been and what we are really doing,
as well as having choices about where we are headed. These concepts while new to the
field of education, are familiar to existential thinking: that learning and human beings
are situated and that existentialism arose against the standard account of the current day
(Cooper, 1995).
There is recognition that we as learners are situated- our very existence is the
life that we create each day. This ecological theory of learning juxtaposes itself with the
narrow way that many U.S. educators define teaching and schooling, and consequently
can be seen as existential. Jan Visser explains her new definition of learning in this
existential description:
As humans we have the ability to choose between being constructive or being
destructive. I thus contend, and explicitly define, that human learning must
include the imperative that our dialogue be a constructive one. To be an
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educated person then means to be able to take charge and give direction to one’s
life; to do so while being fully aware that “one’s life” is inseparably interwoven,
in space and time, with the lives of others; and to enhance our common
humanity through the active dialogue that ensues.(Vissner 2001)
Conversation and Dialogue for Transformational Learning
Dialogue and communication have been given much attention in the field of
organizational management. (Senge, 2000; Issacs,1999). Many organizations have
encouraged a spirit of community to encourage thinking and problem solving in the
workplace. Dialogue is said to be most useful for learning about complexity where no
one person has the answer. The point is not to persuade, but to explore from another
perspective. (Issacs, 1999). The social imperative for learning has been recognized and
built upon in many situations outside of schools. In fact many schools do not take
advantage of much research on learning, while it is being used widely in many areas of
business. Workers come together to work on dialogue in many places where it was
unheard of just one generation ago. (Issacs, 1999; Wenger, 1998).
In the education field, researchers are becoming better able to understand the
importance of dialogue in the learning process, especially for novice teachers. Sandra
Hollingsworth tried an alternative approach for teaching teachers. She met regularly
with novice teachers in a 6 yr. longitudinal study to address the issues and problems that
they were experiencing as new teachers in an urban school setting (Hollingsworth,
1994). Most of these teachers felt unprepared by their teacher education programs, so a
move to a conversational format was developed. The conversation was meant to break
down the power dynamic of professor and student, and for her the challenge was to
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become a “co-learner and creator of evolving expertise through non-evaluative
conversations”. Referring back to the idea that knowledge is socially constructed,
language becomes the natural vehicle for the transmission of this knowledge. Feldman
(1997) refers to this concept as “long and serious conversations”, demonstrating that
conversation “promotes the exchange of knowledge and the generation of understanding
through dialectical meaning making processes”.
It will take a shifting in the way that many in education define their roles and job
expectations in order for work of this type to become a reality. There are examples from
organizational literature about how thinking can shift when there is time, and respect for
this process. (Issacs,1999). Businesses and corporations have learned that the best
creative work is coming from teams, and that teams truly create something new that an
individuals simply cannot create alone. The understanding that dialogue is a dynamic,
learning process has been respected in the business world and increasingly time is set
aside for this purpose.
The profession of teaching is in a period of flux and transition now, as many
seek to define schools in new ways. Concurrently there is a movement to return to more
basic skills by stressing standardization. This movement to simplify will not serve to
create the conditions necessary for fostering a climate of success for an increasingly
diverse student body. We need to create together new ways of ‘doing school’, and look
at some of the givens that underpin schooling. By their very existence and implicit
understanding they hold back a more authentic learning process.
Teachers who come together to discuss ideas to help students become successful
can point out the obstacles that exist as givens in the school systems by focusing on the
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students as individual human beings, coping in particular contexts. In this way teachers
can see how the system has failed students, rather than becoming stuck on a focus that
seeks to change or fit this human being into a given, unquestioned system. Facilitating
dialogue is not only important in this process, it is this process.
As global communication grows and interacting with multiple cultures becomes
more likely, understanding and respect for difference become crucial. Vissner brings up
the important concept of cultural dialogue:
The emerging information society has great potential to create the conditions for
pervasive learning and cultural dialogue. Without pervasive learning and
cultural dialogue humankind is at risk of extinguishing itself as it will no longer
be able to respond creatively to the rate of change it is itself responsible for
creating (Vissner, 2001).
Recently researchers have called for a broader and more comprehensive
definition of human learning, focusing on dialogue and constructive interaction with
change to create frameworks for learning that in turn have been framed by larger
environmental and ecological concerns (Vissner, 2001). These broader visions focus on
learning as a way of life, that is not limited to traditional school settings or to the linear
way that education in schools traditionally takes place.
Visionary researchers are looking for ways to connect the educational process to
global and environmental awareness, encompassing the natural world and our planet.
Educators are asked to consider the present educational system that is feeding into
“industrialism, nationalism, competitive transnationalism, individualism and patriarchy.
(O’Sullivan 1999). We are asked to consider how our consciousness fragments our
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existence, and in what ways we live in a disconnected manner, apart from the realities
of the planet we live on and it’s resources.
The teacher-as-Being perspective (Stengel, 1996; Feldman,1997; Hultgren,1989;
Denton,1974), takes a holistic perspective. Teachers as people are juxtaposed to
curriculum deliverers but seek depth, meaning and value to the work of teaching. It
becomes important to see the need to provide an environment that supports this
thinking.
Our place in the social world has been brought to light in educational research
(Clandin & Connoly,1992). Another condition as important for transformational
learning is an identified need for examination of our place in the physical world
(Saveedra, 1996). Our membership in the human species can be examined and our close
connection with the earth and our natural world. There has been a neglect of the
importance of recognizing the inextricable connection we have with our planet.
Consideration of issues such as our diminishing resources, the history of
industrialization and its connection to schooling, and how to protect ourselves from
extinction can serve to broaden our ability to see ourselves as physical as well as social
beings. When people seek to expand their notions about cultural difference, for example
the way that particular cultures “see” the natural world and it’s relation to every day life
can give us insight into history and policy making. The philosophy of a white European
transplanted to American culture might reflect a more fragmented and disassociated
way of seeing the natural world compared with a Native American philosophy for
example. The pull and tug of ideologies is the very place where transformative learning
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can take place. Transformational learning looks for the soul and sacred, and often takes
place at this level.
Life requires something beyond mechanism, something beyond commercial
worth, life requires inspiration, and presence, and beauty and caring and
community. (O’Sullivan 1999)
Although may people would agree that inspiration, beauty, presence and caring
are vital components of their lives, many would disagree that these qualities belong in
schools. Increasingly, these human qualities are assumed to exist apart from high
academic achievement. This reflects the persistence of a simplified and fragmented
viewpoint, rather than a more holistic and complex way of understanding the
educational process. The history of schooling and its connection currently to the global
marketplace and its power to drive policy are reflecting in the following statement.
During the 90’s the meaning, and purpose of schooling at all levels were
refashioned around the principals of the marketplace, and the logic of rampant
individualism. Ideologically this meant abstracting schools from the language of
democracy and equity while simultaneously organizing educational reform around the
discourse of choice, reprivitazation and individual competition (Aronowitz and Giroux
1999).
The language of democracy is also the language of communities of practice.
Teachers learning together and sharing expertise can work against the individual
competition and empower teachers to question policies that are dictated to them in ways
that are incongruent with collaboration.
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In Feldman’s model of practical, conceptual change, one of the conditions that
lead to conceptual change is that the new method enlightens or illuminates something in
the teacher (Feldman, 2000). This illumination may not be a passive process. Often
risks must be taken and underlying assumptions uncovered, before one can see what
exactly is being illuminated. The process of reflecting-on-action (Shon, 1983) is an
important step for transformational learning. There needs to be a willingness to
acknowledge what is apparent, and then taking steps towards change. In a collaborative
setting, the group can provide the appropriate support and feedback needed to help this
change come about.
In the creation of a critical and social context, teachers must begin to be able to
confront their own cultural, social, and political identities. Transformation is a personal
change. When teachers take part in this process of uncovering their own situated
existence they will be better able to create this type of learning context for their students
(Saveedra 1996).
That which we call the future goes forth from within.. .the future enters into us
in in order to transform itself long before it happens (Rilke 1954).
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN AND RESEARCH METHODS
Overall Approach and Rationale
This study is an exploration of teachers’ interpretations of a team based
reflective practice reform initiative in an urban public school setting. I have been able to
build an explanation for these interpretations from the perspective of the teacher-asbeing, which is grounded in the tenets of existential philosophy.
Teachers’ interpretations of experience can be seen from different angles. The
teacher-as-being viewpoint, grounded in existentialism has been chosen because of its
stress on the human characteristics of teachers and students. It is based on
understanding the common concerns that are part of the human condition. My
contention that has guided me throughout the analysis is that all of the characteristics,
dispositions, talents, intuition and aspirations of teachers in classrooms contribute to the
meaning making process in the implementation of school reform initiatives.
Making teachers’ interpretations of their experience central in the analysis
places this study in the qualitative genre of individual lived experience. The data
collection strategy includes a modified version of In-depth Phenomenological
interviewing (Seidman, 1998) which has been supplemented with observations and field
notes taken at the problem solving team meetings. In order to give larger context to the
individual teacher’s experience from a critical theory viewpoint, and to include my
immersion in the research setting, I have used case study method as a secondary
strategy.
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There is a dialectical process that begins with teachers learning a new reflective
practice initiative, understanding it, and then putting it into practice in their particular
settings within the context of the human beings that constitute their classes. In this study
I have explored the ways that existential tenets can help build an explanation for the
phenomenological process of teacher’s interpretations of this school reform initiative. I
was interested in how teachers come to make meaning of a school reform effort through
the individual lens of the teacher-as-being. I have used the following three tenets of
existential thought: 1) The experience of the individual vs. the Crowd or the They, 2)
Freedom and limitation: including fear, anxiety, and situated freedom and 3)
Authenticity and responsibility: including angst, choice and teacher identity. These
tenets will be elaborated on further along in this paper.
Qualitative research methods were chosen for this research study, being best
suited to the nature of this particular school reform initiative. The teams of teachers in
this program work with an external consultant to implement a step-by-step problem
solving process to address the needs of individual students. Working with this method,
teachers are being asked to consider students as individuals in the context of life both
inside and outside of school. These collaborative groups of teachers consist of
classroom teachers, school counselors, ESL tutors and physical education teachers
among others.
This process can be seen existentially as it asks teachers to think outside the box
and to recognize that things need to be done differently. Existential thinkers posit the
experience of the individual human being against the crowd or standard account of the
day (Cooper 1995). Action plans that are developed in these meetings are tailored to the
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individual, thus placing the humanity of students-as-individuals as central to the
process.
Interviewing teachers about their experience will offer an opportunity to develop
a way of explaining and identifying important connections and events or processes that
have caused them to make connections to this initiative at the level of the Teacher-asBeing. There is an effort behind this initiative to address the fact that teachers are
traditionally encouraged to take the advice of outside experts in making decisions about
the students they teach. Participation in a service team enables teachers to make
decisions, develop curriculum and collaborate on ideas for classroom management
without the reliance on outside experts.
One characteristic of this initiative is the absence of pre-conceived plans for
particular types of students. The creation of action plans for students comes about
through the discussions at the meetings. Information is gathered and provided by the
members based on their knowledge of, and experiences with, the student.
Qualitative Research
The characteristics of qualitative research that will form the basis of my research
design are found in Rossman and Rallis’s (1998) list of characteristics of qualitative
research and researchers: that it is naturalistic, it draws on multiple methods that respect
the humanity of the participants, it is emergent and evolving, and it is interpretive.
I would also like to characterize my research strategy, based on Elliot Eisner’s
(1981) distinction of forms of qualitative research, as an artistic rather than scientific
approach to qualitative research. When research is done artistically, according to Eisner,
the emphasis is not on discovering truth, but instead the focus is on the creation of
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meaning. In more artistic approaches, the form, the location of specific ideas within the
writing, the tone, tempo and sense of voice are considered part of the content of what is
being expressed. By defining research as artistic, it frees the researcher to use the forms
best suited to answering the research questions. There is freedom in feeling able to craft
the research report in ways that are compelling to particular audiences.
It is in a particular way that my study will respect the humanity of the
participants. In fact it will be this very humanity that I hope to unpack in ways that will
remind us of the extent to which our world is a human one (Heidegger, 1962).
Qualitative methods describe a way of doing research that does not dictate
answers, definite generalizations, or come up with sure-fire new tactics. The aim of this
research study is to build an explanation for teachers meaning making, to discover the
way that existential issues come into play in the process of the implementation of this
reflective practice reform initiative. This will be accomplished by focusing on the
voices of the participants as the central data in the study. Another way, done
concurrently is to describe the culture and context of the teachers in their settings as
accurately as possible, thus building a believable and rich context for those voices.
It is important to note that the impact has not been lost in employing a method
that names teacher’s interpretations of their experience as data. In this method the
responsibility for interpreting this research is transferred to the reader. The interviews
will give us a snapshot of this community as it is in the process of implementing this
school reform initiative. The conclusions will not claim to be truth, but rather a
portrayal of the realities of this reform initiative from the individual teachers who are
experiencing membership on these teams, and those administrators and consultants who
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are integral to this process. The reader can then decide to what extent it rings true for
them in their experience. The power lies in its authentic ability to cause someone to
make a shift in their thinking, and to expand understanding of the complexity of the
translation and integration of a reform effort into the lived experience of participating
teachers. This form of research makes the assumption that the readers are interested in
expanding their own knowledge on particular issues rather than looking for definitive
answers to their own issues and dilemmas. The efforts are towards gathering authentic
information in order to have a more complex picture for analysis that includes all the
data that might be significant in work with schools and teachers.
This process does not exclude data that does not seem to fit with an original
thesis, but rather gathers data and authentic voices that will contribute to the eventual
creation of an inclusive thesis that serves to increase breadth and depth of knowledge.
Artistic research, according to Eisner seeks “common, significant, human attributes”,
trying to locate the general in the particular:
The ability to generalize from particulars is one of the ways whereby humans
cope with the world. I know of no one who forms the generalizations that guide
his or her actions through a technically rigorous process of random selection.
(Eisner, 1981 p.7)
Limitations
The observations and consequent analyses stemming from this study can be
considered as hypotheses for further exploration and research. The findings represent
only a small percentage of participants in the service team initiative and their views are
not necessarily representative of the larger population. Since the interview participants
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did not answer close-ended questions, the analysis will not include many comparisons
or responses across the participants. The themes and issues that have emerged were
drawn from participant’s open-ended remarks. However the in-depth nature of this
analysis and within that attempts to capture complexity can serve to show the
participant’s meaning making experiences as emblematic of other’s experiences across
the initiative.
The existential stance can be seen as limiting in one sense due to an apparent
conflict between an “essentialist” viewpoint and a developmental perspective, more
traditionally found in educational analysis. The concept of an essence, or core self that
was meant to be a certain way, and only needs nurturance to grow is defined by the
philosophical theory known as Essentialism. For the existentialist there exists no sense
of fate or “seed” that is destined to develop. The concept of development of the self is
not found in existential thought. Sartre said “existence precedes essence”(1956). In this
view we are not bom with an essence that holds the potential for our future, like a seed
that must be nurtured and then carefully placed in a particular setting. Sartre is saying
that we cannot separate ourselves from our situated existence-that from the start we are
immersed in situations that we continually try to make meaning of. In this way he
distinguishes human existence from the creation of inanimate objects. Creating an
inanimate object involves a plan, materials and a clear notion of the finished product. In
the example of constructing a table essence would precede existence due to the fact that
there is a preordained essence that was meant to be. The complexity of the situated
existence of human beings, and the reality of the human condition are juxtaposed to this
preordained type of existence.

Ill

The existential viewpoint will be helpful in identifying aspects of the human
condition that cannot be separated from our existence. To ask teachers for their original
experience of the service teams in this case, is to use the phenomenological method of
going back and reflecting on the ways that meaning has been made in their personal
experience.
Existential tenets can help name those constructs that are part of all of our
meaning making. It is in this attempt to get to what’s really behind a persons actions,
motivations and thoughts about particular endeavors it can be helpful to name those
feelings, needs, perceptions, vulnerabilities, weaknesses and understandings that are
common to all humanity. In this way an existential viewpoint can help to give a
background analysis to build upon.
The field of educational research has historically been legitimized by a reliance
on the more scientific field of Psychology. Developmental theories of childhood are
defined by stages of maturation, proceeding in a linear, orderly fashion, where one stage
must be completed before the next one shows itself. Piaget’s conservation experiments
are a good example of this. In one experiment children at a particular age are not able to
tell that a container that is shorter than another can have more liquid in it than a taller
one. Inevitably when the child grows older she can look at this in a more sophisticated
manner, and we now can say that she is at the next stage of this developmental
sequence. This theory takes the viewpoint of a deficit model, where children overcome
their previously “defective” thinking and learning proceeds in an orderly manner.
Matthews argues against this with a more encompassing complex philosophical view of
childhood thinking (1994). When cognitive development is defined as following a linear
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progression, expectations for children’s potential for understanding complexity could be
narrowed. Little room would be left for acknowledging the young child’s natural
proclivity for philosophical inquiry, for example, because it does not match their
expected cognitive level (Matthews, 1994). Existential issues - issues of the human
condition cross boundaries of cognitive, emotional and psychological development.
Rather than fitting human beings with all their varied actions and communications into
the starting point of predefined categories existentialism takes the starting point of the
human self Philosophy and existentialism seek to name that which is already there, the
struggles, questions, anxieties, and fears that we share as human beings, as well as to
understand the ways that these human traits come into play in our daily lives. The
existential concepts are not categories in the conventional sense of developmental
stages. Particular existential competencies cannot be reached by certain ages nor do
these correlate to particular growth stages. Children of all ages inquire philosophically
(Matthews, 1994).
Adults often center decisions in their lives that center on existential issues:
remaining true to oneself, authenticity, and freedom, for example. We can better
understand the existence of the “given” in an educational setting by exploring
existential concepts that comprise teachers’ interpretations of educational endeavors.
For a teacher uncovering the ways they have made assumptions about teaching and
learning can free them from the limitations of preconceived notions, narrow categories,
and a rigid, linear way of thinking and analyzing. From this philosophical viewpoint it
is possible to build explanations for language, ways of thinking, acting, seeing and
understanding the world that characterize the infinite possibilities of the human being
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who actively describes, seeks wholeness, eludes measurement, and pursues freedom
(Cunningham, 1979).
General Research Question
My general guiding research question is as follows:
How can the tenets of existential philosophy serve to set the groundwork for
building a phenomenological explanation for individual teacher’s interpretations of their
experience on reflective practice problem solving teams?
I will use derived tenets of existentialism to build the foundation for teacher’s
phenomenological process of interpreting their experiences on teams. This study will be
grounded in the teacher’s and others interpretations of their experience with the service
team initiative. The reason for centering data collection on interpreted experiences is
not to analyze or decide whether or not certain interpretations prove accurate or
inaccurate. Rather the point I hope to make is the important connection between these
interpretations or ways of making meaning and the implementation of this school
reform initiative. I have sought to find out how a teachers way-of-being impacts
interpretation of experience within the implementation of the initiative.
Qualitative analysis can point out inconsistencies and conflicts that can only be
observed and learned about from inside an initiative, this comes about because of the
researcher’s process of becoming immersed in a particular setting. Qualitative methods
can show how even with the most well thought out school reform initiatives, the human
beings who implement them will ultimately have to make them over in some way to fit
the context of their setting or culture, in order for change to become sustainable
(Saveedra,1996).
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The qualitative researcher listens and observes in a holistic manner, open to
nuance, ready to incorporate emergent information, and modify questions to
participants, reflecting this new knowledge in an evolving process. In this way
outcomes will contain complex reasoning that moves far beyond labeling initiatives as
either successes or failures. In this type of a study of the interpretations of teachers,
information can be gained about the “going about” part of the implementation. Issues
important to particular settings (e.g. elementary vs. middle schools) can emerge that can
“make or break” a reform effort but might never have thought to be included in a
quantitative study. The inclusion of emergent data allows the researcher to discover the
questions that will yield the most compelling data as the process moves along.
Qualitative structures position the researcher to be able to account for those less evident
qualities that often become the most important insights. In this study teachers’
interpretations yield important data about the lived reality and consequently the
unfolding of a reform initiative.
Qualitative research contains assumptions that can be interpreted as being like
human beings. Rather than trying to bracket out human qualities because they are
individual or complex, it works towards inclusion of those human qualities. One human
quality that fits with a qualitative method is the concept of movement forward. Just as
our lives move forward (the facticity of our existence) there is a sense of growth and
learning included in the very fabric of qualitative endeavors. Maxine Greene defines
our consciousness not as an inner process, but one of a process of ever reaching outward
and forward (Greene, 1967).
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This movement is exemplified in the collaborative action research approach
(Feldman, 1997a). In this approach the cycle of trying out new ideas, coming back to
the group with information about implementation, and then modifying and trying again
is a recursive process where new knowledge is developed through this repetitive cycle.
Qualitative research contains what might be seen as the stigma that people
matter in human endeavors. Essentially it says: I don’t care how messy and complex
you are, you are still included and need to be considered and respected as a contributor
and stakeholder, and the research and analysis work ahead that needs to be done, needs
to be done together.
Data Collection
In using qualitative data analysis hypothesis generation, data gathering and
hypothesis testing are carried on simultaneously throughout the research process. As
new information is discovered and learning occurs in qualitative research collection,
one can modify categories that may emerge as more suitable to the research questions.
This is the comprehensive and empirical strength of using qualitative methods.
Modifying and reinterpretation of data serves to sharpen the focus. “Only rigor enables
one to change his mind-to conduct genuine fundamental inquiry” (Vandenberg, 1974).
Eisner describes qualitative research as being “closer in character to a hermeneutic
activity than a technological one” (Eisner, 1981 p.60). In addition, the qualitative
researcher can connect motives and beliefs of participants with actual behavior by both
interviewing and observation. Immersion in the field happens through observation, but
more importantly through conversations. Having already completed a formative
evaluation in the school system, where this study will take place, I have a familiarity
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with the culture to guide me. I have relied on the iterative process common to
qualitative research as a guide for interviewing. As new information emerges in the
setting, it can become incorporated into the next set of interview questions and previous
data can be shared with those currently being interviewed. In this way the researcher
becomes more experienced in ways of obtaining information in particular settings, and
often passes new knowledge along to participants during the interview conversations.
Service team members can become influential in the research process, by turning the
researcher’s interests toward particular administrators or assistant superintendents to
interview, for example, or describing the history of relationships within the school or
the political history behind placement of teachers or principals. One challenge for the
researcher is remembering that being present at particular meetings can influence the
ways that people respond, or not respond during the time set aside for sharing
information about students.
By working in collaborative groups school reform efforts may be able to
provide the conditions necessary for a connection to be made be to a teachers deeper
understandings, those at the heart of a teachers way-of-being (Stengel, 1996; Feldman,
1997) a teacher. I hope to show that change, or not perceiving a need for change at the
level of teachers ways of teaching and ways-of-being a teacher will have the effect of
either harnessing the energy that it takes to keep this type of school reform moving
forward (Feldman, 1997a; Calhoun, 1994) or have the effect of teacher’s concluding that
this reform is not going to work in the context of their settings.
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An Existential Viewpoint
Teachers-ways-of-being are often at the crux of the most concerning problems
that come up in the educational process. Teaching can be thought of as a way-of-being
human (Stengel, 1996; Feldman, 1997) which is a result of the sum total of one’s
experience, and the set of intentional states—dispositions, talents, interests, fears, and
visions—that locate the person and point him or her in one direction or another. This
perspective begins with the assumption that to understand teachers and teaching, we
must take into account the “human realm of subjectivity, of the lived experience of the
teacher as human being ...[who] actively describes, seeks wholeness, eludes
measurement, pursues freedom (Cunningham, 1979). It contains “not only what we are
doing in the moment, but the possibilities of the moment, the negations and affirmations
in the moment which open us to projections beyond the moment” (Denton, 1974).
Existential phenomenology, rather than creating a new set of concepts or
parameters to fit educational concerns into, seeks instead to name what is already there.
By bringing to light issues of angst, fear, authenticity, the facticity of our existence, and
the complexity of our situated lives in educational settings creates a strong base for
phenomenological meaning making. By using existential language this study uncovers
and name as such, issues of the human condition that comprise the complex processes
that I hope to show are involved in the actual day to day work of implementing this
school reform initiative.
The existential view has parallels to critical theory. Existentialism is critical in
that it identifies a standard account, an accepted way that educating has been done, and
seeks to point out the deficiency of this account. Just as feminism or racism make
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gender and race problematic, so existentialism makes issues pertaining to our existence
problematic (Pedevillano & Feldman, 2000). The standard account in education then
can be seen as lacking in consideration of the human condition in its approach, leaving
out more elusive qualities that define the teacher-as-being. This includes the talents,
dispositions, interests, fears and visions that locate that person and point him/her in
particular directions (Stengel, 1996; Feldman, 1997; Greene,1967).
This existential view can also be seen as critical in that this work intends
to uncover tacit understandings that dwell in the being of the teacher and open up
spaces for freedom and choice, making this emancipatory. A critical stance understands
that education does not exist apart from the society, somehow above, or apart from the
fray of ideological conflicts between groups and individuals. Traditional forms of
knowledge production are seen as being exclusive by design, marginalizing other forms
of knowing (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Education is instead seen as central to the
passing on of cultural norms and the views of those in power in a particular society
(Carspecken & Apple, 1992). Critical theory point out that certain groups are able to put
forth their ideas and visions while others are not. This view asks us to recognize the
connection of belief to practice, for example if a teacher claims not to be racist, this can
be seen as contradictory if that teacher is unreflectively passing on the view that certain
power structures, containing racist or sexist ideas, should not be questioned.
The concept of choice is central to the way that we create ourselves (Greene,
1967; Cooper, 1999). One existential tenet is recognition of our situated existence, of
our environing experiencing world (Dewey 1938). Elements of both existentialism and
critical theory are reflected in the following quote:
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People have agency, they can be agents of change, of social forces that they
continually create beyond themselves.. .people.. .are embodied as classed, raced and
gendered subjects themselves.. .acting with differential relations of power.. .an
understanding of the meanings they construct in the institutions in which they live-like
schools-also requires a recognition of these embodiments and these relations
(Carspecken & Apple, 1978)
Selection and Access
The research and evaluation institute where I have been working serves as the
outside evaluator for a grant that covers this particular school reform initiative. This
position enabled me to approach teachers on teams with requests for interviews. At the
time I was attending service team meetings once a week. At one of the meetings I
asked for volunteers to be interviewed, and two teachers were interested. This began my
education and immersion into the school system. Through the accounts of these teachers
I developed an understanding of their particular school context and culture.
I have found that most of the time there are teachers on teams who are willing to
talk to an outsider, in one particular school I found teachers practically desperate for
someone to talk to about how restricted and unsupported they are by the administration.
The first team facilitator I approached although initially interested, did not return my
phone calls. I then approached another of the facilitators who was very friendly and
encouraged me to come. When I got through the two sign in books, and one security
guard, and made it up to her room, she said: “Oh, Dolly, I’m so glad you made it up
here, I thought you had gotten stopped by security”. I told her there hadn’t really been a
problem. She then told me that the first facilitator I had approached was told by the
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principal, that “Dolly was not to be allowed in to observe a meeting”. The first
facilitator warned the second one to tell me the same, but she chose not to, having a
long history of power struggles in her relationship with this principal. This principal
acting as gatekeeper had taken steps to stop the research on the reform effort from
taking place in this school. Gatekeepers can be crucial in terms of access (Argyris,
1969).
The facilitator of this team told me that she wanted me to come, and the
principal had not said anything directly to her, so she was just going ahead as if she
hadn’t heard anything. After consulting with my colleagues, I decided not to speak to
the principal about it, but to just keep going and see what happened. Nothing more was
»

said about it, partly due to the fact that the principal was told, by the assistant
superintendent that she had to allow “outsiders” (as she called us) into her school. As it
turns out this has been one of the most interesting schools to collect data in. The
experience of being in this school and has provided me with insights into the complex
relationship between the goals of an external consultant introducing a reform initiative
and the existing power structures in a particular school. There is some evidence that
there is an inverse relationship between aggressive gatekeepers and the willingness of
the members of the institution to accept the research (Klein 1976 p.225).
The history, climate, and culture of individual schools are the land in which
seeds of change hope to grow. Some are already plowed the soil is rich and moist, just
waiting for someone to come along with the seeds. Others are like concrete, and much
needs to be done before the seeds can even be planted.
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This landscape metaphor defines the work of the external consultants. They are
the change agents who will work to develop skills, and open new possibilities for the
teachers on these teams. In this elementary school I have collected data at the service
team meetings and interviewed the team members. Some of the things that I have
observed and heard about at this site, have already sparked me to meet with one of the
assistant superintendents to talk about my concerns for the students and teachers in this
school. So my role there has become more than strictly an outside observer; this has
expanded my role as researcher and blurred the lines of confidentiality. As I got to
know and build trust with people in this setting, my conversations that were not formal
interviews with the assistant superintendent, team facilitators, and others in this school
yielded important historical and cultural information without which certain incidents
would not have had meaning. In this way personal relationships can aid in detecting
subtle and expressive messages in speech and action (Eisner, 1981). The researcher
becomes central to the process, and emotion does not get bracketed out. It “rejects the
view that affect and cognition are independent spheres of human experience” (Eisner
1981). This is precisely the existential view explained in this way by Heidegger:
We could not be creatures of reason and understanding unless we were also ones
of passion, desire, mood, etc. as Heidegger put it, mood is a primordial kind of
being...prior to all cognition...the passions are themselves forms of
understanding through disclosing features of the world and ourselves (Cooper
1999).
Data Gathering Methods
The sources of data have been selected from the following:
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•

In-depth interviews with 16-20 members of the service teams across five
problem solving teams in five separate urban public schools. The
analysis of these narrative transcripts serve as data for the identification
of the selected existential tenets and the emergence of themes.

•

Observation and field notes from the service team meetings covering an
academic year and a half. This is a total of approx. 85 team meetings
attended at five separate schools. Analysis of the discourse on the
problem solving teams, combined with observation notes will serve as
data for making potential connections between, as well as building
explanations for identified existential concerns and the lived reality of
the implementation of this school reform initiative.

•

Elite interviews. Informal interviews (10-12) and conversations
conducted with external consultants, the president of the teachers union,
the assistant superintendent, principals, and other informants serve as
data to build a rich context for the existential concerns and lived
experience of participation in this reform initiative.

•

Research field notes and my own reflective writing and analysis. As the
analysis proceeded I have explored techniques for including the ways
that my thinking and learning about the research questions and data have
shifted as the following factors continued to be impact my analysis 1)
researching the literature review, 2) the process of incorporating new
data and 3) immersion in the field as a program evaluator. I have
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explored ways of documenting insights into my own theoretical
development throughout the course of this data collection.
•

Case Studies of two service teams: one elementary school team and one
middle school team.

My field notes were hand written at the meetings have been sorted by theme into
a data base. These notes are verbatim discussions and some analysis and comments
written at the time of the meetings or right after. I have organized these discussion
topics by existential theme, for example issues having to do with authenticity, original
goals and visions for teaching, and our situated existence. I have found the same themes
in the interviews that were conducted with team members, facilitators, external
consultants, and other relevant school personnel, such as assistant principals and special
education coordinators. Interviews have been taped and transcribed.
I have combined methods of in-depth interviewing, direct observation, and
indirect interviewing of informants, examination of artifacts: (team meeting notes and
problem solving logs for example) and field notes.
One of the main characteristics of qualitative research methods is that of
flexibility (Marshall & Rossman 1999). The design of this study has allowed an
ongoing analysis of data, as well as including the possibility of revising the study
design. The participants knowledge of this initiative and their ways of making meaning
of it have remained at the forefront of importance (Seidman 1998) in the analysis.
Rollo May (1983) speaks of treating patients in therapy where certain therapist’s
treatment of a patient was described as: “technically he was entirely correct,
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existentially he was entirely wrong”. I will remain open to the possibility that there may
be teams whose work can be seen as technically correct but existentially wrong.
Primary and Secondary Data Collection Methods
One of the areas of focus is the step by step problem solving process of the
service teams. I have attended weekly team meetings in three selected schools for eight
months of the school year. One school is elementary serving students from kindergarten
through 6th grade. The other two schools are middle schools, serving students in 6th
through 8th grade. All are large public schools, the middle schools each having over
1000 students. I have attended monthly School Management meetings at the selected
schools and gather field notes. I have attended monthly District Policy Committee
meetings.
These meetings generated candidates for interviews as informants emerged from
my interactions in the schools. Participants were purposely selected for in-depth
interviews in order to shed light on emerging hypotheses. Interviews were held with
individuals who oversee the problem solving teams in their schools: principals, special
ed. coordinators and facilitators for example. This has allowed me to discuss details of
the implementation in a confidential arena. Interviewing done with members at different
points in the implementation process helped to give insights into team development
over time. Interviewing also provided an opportunity for non-committed team members
to share their experiences and concerns about the overall initiative.
I have attended to other issues and individuals who emerge as influential in
setting a course, for example a principal who would like to set the agenda for the
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meetings. The power dynamics within the school structure, it turns out, have influence
on the problem solving conversations in the service team meetings.
Data Analysis Procedures
The initial categories for data coding will be the existential tenets named
previously. I have found narrative representation of these tenets in the in-depth
interview data, and developed a shorthand method of colors or initials to signify which
of the four existential tenets is represented. I have entered these into a computer file
under the particular existentially defined tenet represented.
Analysis of the field notes of the problem solving team meetings started with a
reading and re-reading of the notes. These notes consist of as much verbatim dialogue
as I was able to write down, with my personal observations in brackets either within the
text, or at the end. Themes have been generated and reworked throughout the iterative
process of reading and re-reading. The field notes will be coded for the identified
existential tenets as well. Noting when discussion concerned existential issues and
where these issues fit into the context of the meetings.
Through the reading, re-reading and typing of handwritten notes into a computer
file, I have remained alert for other themes that are emerging. I am aware of the limits
of the existential frame. The salient issues having to do with the human condition will
help explain participants interpretation of the lived experience of being on service
teams.
Biography
By studying an existential view I have been able to seek answers to my own
existential questions. By writing about this I hope to make my mark in the sand. To
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work against that end that we all face, and at once make peace with it through work that
satisfies. By choosing the issues of our human existence as my theoretical base, I seek
alignment with my own ever questioning self. I seek answers to unanswerable
questions. I seek to grab onto a solid theory and test it out, as one does in a dissertation.
I find that I have grabbed onto the “pavement over the abyss” to underpin my work and
make is more solid. But it is really the act of defining that satisfies for me. The act of
being able to describe the “pavement over the abyss” that is my real theoretical base. It
is this seeking itself that defines our existence and defines my search, and perhaps
underpins my dissertation. I am comforted by the solid truth of the existential way of
framing our existence. There is a solidness in the fact that it puts language to what we
already know through experience. Spaces for freedom will open up. Making the
intangible somewhat tangible. To know the “extent to which our world is a human one”
(Heidegger, 1962) and express my desire to become a recognized actor in this human
world that we create ourselves in.
I think that I have always had a tendency to grasp concepts in a holistic manner.
I remember that I had learned to read before I started school. My mother had been a
public school teacher in the 1940’s before a traditional marriage and family. She had
Dick and Jane books, and other school materials around, and I loved learning to read
them. In second grade I remember distinctly how confused I was by phonics. The only
thing that saved me was that I already knew how to read, so I did it backwards, working
from the whole, trying to understand how they were taking it apart.
We all have strategies that work for us, conscious or not. When I was in 8th
grade I took piano lessons. Things were going along fine for nearly a year when I ran
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into a dilemma. My teacher had gone away for a month and she gave me songs ahead in
the book, and for the first time I had to learn songs that she hadn’t played first for me to
hear. As I went to practice, I realized that I had never learned the timing. I didn’t know
how to count the beats per measure, because I never had to. I could hear the song in my
head and aim for that as I practiced. When we approach a new activity, we all sit down
at the piano bench of life and use what works best for us, and often it takes a disruption
to help us more clearly see and understand the way we make our way in the world.
I believe that I approach doing research in a similar way. I feel grounded in a
more open, creative and holistic viewpoint. Existentialism has helped me give a
language to the commonality of human experience in ways that honor our human
dilemma and stress the same boat that we are all in. My strict Italian Catholic
upbringing did everything to have me believe that this was not true. To some extent I
still run things by the part of myself that remembers the stories and the catechism
questions that I still know the answers to that were the core beliefs that I grew up with.
I am white and I acknowledge the privilege that comes with my skin color and
middle class status growing up in America. I know that the extent to which I rebelled
against parents and church and school as an adolescent was made possible by my white
privilege. Because of inequity in our society, I was able to get away with things that,
had I been a black male adolescent, would have landed me in jail. As a woman bom in
the 1950’s and growing up in a male dominated patriarchal family, I can say that I have
felt discrimination. Expectations for me were narrow, a husband and children and a
religious based life were to be my goals. Because things were so extreme, so strict, so
unforgiving, and restricting (for me but not for my brothers), I chose to leave home at
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age 18 and was never given any financial support after that. I paid for my own
education, collected welfare and unemployment, held various jobs including cleaning
houses, and gradually made a workable relationship with my family, despite the fact
that I eventually married a Jewish man. I never stopped reading, however, and seeking
out friends for learning through conversation. For a long time, and still to an extent, I
am more comfortable with less professional people. I like to be on the fringes of life, I
position myself there often. The advantage is that I can always pick out kids and adults
who are there too, those marginalized for whatever reason. I become energized when I
can talk to teachers in this field research who are feeling oppressed, and treated unfairly,
and not respected. I know how that feels, and I am compelled to tell their stories,
because they are my stories too. The extent to which we can see the commonality of our
humanity is a strong goal of mine in my research and writing.
Ethical Considerations
In many ways qualitative field work relies on the researcher’s ability to become
immersed in the setting of the study. The relationships that the researcher develops can
potentially steer the research in one direction or another (McCall & Simmons, 1969).
Getting to know participants in the field can tend to ally researchers with particular
participants who then might suggest interviewing or observing others who feel the same
way they do. The qualitative researcher may also be drawn to particular personalities in
the field for interviews, and conversations due to many different factors including
common interests, language, gender, convenience or happenstance. For these reasons
confidentiality and protecting participant’s vulnerability should be paramount in the
researcher’s mind.
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In this study I have been given permission to attend service team meetings
where students names, grades, and family lives are openly discussed. I take notes at
these meetings, and although I have spoken to the group about the fact that I am
collecting data as an outside evaluator of a grant, I have reminded teachers occasionally
that I am not going to use the names of students or teachers, and that I will not include
individual accounts, but rather that I am looking for trends across the teams I visit and
themes that concern the teachers I speak to.
Teachers or teams will not be identified in this study by name or school, but
might be referred to as a middle school team or elementary school team in the analysis.
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CHAPTER 4
SETTING THE STAGE: THE VISION AND PHILOSOPHICAL DIFFERENCES
Introduction
One of the most important influences on the service team initiative, indeed what
actually built the ultimate day to day realities of what would be the service teams was
the vision for collaborative problem solving put forth by the director and assistant
director of the consulting agency. This initiative from its conception was fully
supported by the superintendent of schools but opposed initially, and consequently
modified through negotiation, by the president of the teacher’s union. In this section I
will trace the vision and framework of the service team initiative developed by the
director of Shoretown Consultants. In the second section the voices of the consultants
who work with the teams will be heard. These consultants are assigned the task of
interpreting the vision and facilitating understanding and interest in this reform
initiative. The third section will be the work of the teams. Two teams were selected for
case study presentation. Along with an understanding of the individuals who make up
these teams and the ways the work they are expected to do together, the standpoints of a
variety of stakeholders will be presented through a case within a case analysis. The
final data presented will examine themes emerging from a variety of voices across this
initiative with the intention of building explanations and understandings of the ways
that the situated contexts of individual teachers along with their personal
understandings, visions, talents in short their being-as-teachers help us to see the ways
they have come to make meaning of this initiative in their lives as teachers.
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The lens through which I will analyze teacher’s experiences within this initiative
is one based in concepts derived from existential philosophy. One way to understand
this lens is to think about someone walking down the street. This person can be referred
to as a “walker” or as a “person who is walking”. A walker, or a superintendent for
example, is a role, a title assigned to a human being that brings to mind a specified set
of limited understandings or expectations. The ‘person who walks’ or the ‘person-assuperintendent’ is the standpoint that I will take as a way of understanding the unfolding
of this initiative. The existential view is concerned with individuals situated in time and
space. The teacher-as-being is understood as one who brings a set of intentional statesgoals, visions, talents, aspirations and visions locating that individual and pointing
them in particular directions. (Stengel 1996). Individual human beings comprise
organizations and serve as leaders within them. A focus on the standpoints and
understandings of the individual human beings who serve as decision makers for this
initiative will be examined first, setting up particular parameters within which the
teachers and consultants are to move forward with their problem solving work. Certain
strands have been selected to exemplify the ways that motives, feelings, beliefs and
personal experiences of the leaders cause them to act in particular ways, and set polices
that effect the development of the service teams within the schools
Building the Vision
The director of Shoretown Consultants presented a plan for service teams that
was a comprehensive vision. The director, whom I will call Gerard, developed this
vision out of his own extensive experience over 30 years in public education. Gerard
researched the field of organizational development and synthesized research from
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educational leaders and visionaries. Gerard spent twelve years as a middle school
principal and went from someone who “was expected to know all the answers” to a
principal with a team of professionals from within and from the community who
worked collectively to solve problems for this challenging group of students. In this
way he came to understand that working as what he referred to as a “lone ranger” was
no longer effectively meeting the needs of students or teachers. Gerard explains how his
vision began to develop:
I was a principal, and I was working in a large urban setting with a very
difficult population .1 had 450 of the most challenging kids in the city
behaviorally, but it turns out they were also in the worst shape from an
academic perspective. They were there because they were the baddest actors
in the system. This was a new school that I was the first principal of. I had a
brand new staff, newly hired by me, and of course I didn’t understand
anything about teaming. I didn’t understand anything about adult
development, I understood some things-1 understood what we did 25 years
ago about these things. What I did know that I had a very challenging
population of kids who were put into the school because they had failed in
other places, so we had to do something different, or else they were going to
fail in our school too. that may be a very essential point of understanding,
that if you expect the kids to do differently, if you expect them to succeed,
you have to act differently. If you keep acting the same way that school
staffs have acted in the life of the kid up to that point, and then you expect a
kid to be doing differently in school, it’s not even logical. If you want your
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house to be cleaner, you vacuum, you don’t just keep walking in and putting
things down, and complaining about it. So that was a very early
development of perspective for us and I find myself having to say that here: I
have to say: “You know if you keep doing it exactly the same way, you
can’t expect any different outcomes. What we said to ourselves back in 1978
when that school was opening was: What do we think was wrong with their
school experience before they came to our school? Everybody was quite
willing at that point to say to each other: ‘I’m not sure I have all the
answers’. It was a new school they were new to the school, and we were
figuring out things together, and we eventually decided that-I remember the
week that we realized that we could organize ourselves into teams. This was
an “aha” experience in the school and it came late fall of our first year. Director, Shoretown Consultants
Gerard describes the factors he feels contributed to the development of the
vision for service teams: teamwork, mental health consultation, problem solving. Two
books in particular were an important influence for him in the development of the
service teams. They were Results by Mike Schmoker and Teaching Troubled Children
by Joe Cambone:
Mike Schmoker wrote a wonderful book called Results for ASCD- the
Association of supervisors and curriculum developers-the supervision
organization for public school people. Great book, chapter 1 is called
teamwork and he says basically that we are not going to get any different
results unless we reorganize into teams. There has been talk about this for a
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decade, but the fact that he wrote this book for ASCD which is widely
recognized by public schools superintendents and principals as their
organization, was an important thing. A less known but equally powerful
book is by Joe Cambone, who is in special education. It’s called Teaching
Troubled Children. It is a very beautiful qualitative study - really an
ethnography of a good teacher. And he talks about the changes that need to
take place in public school to make it possible for troubled kids to be
successful. He says in there that we’ve got to stop with this lone ranger stuff,
it’s got to be team. So the teamwork thing is another piece. The third piece is
the value of mental health consultation to the education of kids. And what
difference it makes. There was a series of articles that came out recently
where the mental health field is looking at its role in the schools. Pretty
powerful stuff about the improved academic outcomes for kids when you
provide mental health consultation to teachers. It wasn’t even improved
mental health for the kids, it was improved academic outcomes, reading and
math scores went up, when the teachers had mental health consultants. The
final piece is what do we know about problem solving. This approach that
we adopted was developed by a group of researchers out in Iowa. It’s not
anything different than what you would find in many problem solving
approaches, you could probably find dozens of approaches, with a lot of
similarities. The point was that for these researchers in the public schools in
Iowa , what seemed to make a difference was that everybody was using the
same approach so that a language of problem solving develops over time.
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People begin to use the term problem solving which is radically different
from the way public schools have normally dealt with challenges.
-Director, Shoretown Consultants
In Gerard’s analysis of the way schools have dealt with students problems was
to try and put the student into a particular category first: If there is a problem, the
question that comes up is: What category does this kid fit into? We then put them into a
category and we treat them categorically. And the problem solving approach is very
different, whether you apply it in a business situation or school or medical situation.
You don’t need to be bound by the categories. -Director, Shoretown Consultants
Gerard explains that another important piece of the vision for the structure of the
service teams includes concepts from organizational management:
I have spent most of my graduate studies looking at theories of leadership,
and structures of organizations, because I always thought that I would
become a superintendent so I wanted to understand how it all works. I don’t
want to be a superintendent any more now because I understand how it
works. I came to understand Peter Senge’s work on successful organizations.
He says that organizations are successful in direct relationship to whether or
not they are problem solving organizations. He really explains what a
learning organization is-if they are a learning organization they solve
problems together. There needs to be levels in the organization, with an
orientation around the problem not the people. He has written a new book,
about schools that leam, and it’s all there, and it’s what we are not doing in
many many schools. -Director, Shoretown Consultants
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With this experience and research behind him, Gerard felt ready to present this
vision to schools systems. The work was started in two cities before the opportunity in
Cove Island arose. When the special education task force in this city was charged with
finding solutions to the large drop out rates and disproportional assignment of minority
students into restricted programs, the presentation of the service teams by Gerard came
at the perfect time. One of the task force members explains the difference between the
systems previous approach to problem solving-STAT (Student Teacher Advisory Team)
teams and the way service teams were introduced and consequently started:
The Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights said that there was
some problems here and I was invited to be on this special education task
force. There was a lot of talk about developing service teams, and what
service teams were about and how they could be beneficial to the schools. I
had been involved in STAT teams and they are vastly different from service
teams as far as I’m concerned, service teams are much more effective. The
idea behind service teams sounded terrific when the director of Shoretown
Consultants first brought it up, it was a great way to lower the numbers of
minority students in restricted programs, to actually get help for these types
of students. I think you have to look at the size of the building...at an
elementary school where you have 350 students maybe the STAT method is
effective, But at a middle school where you have 1150-1170 students and
one STAT team, I don’t think cuts it, not for that number of kids. You also
have to look at the make-up of a STAT team, how effective it is, and what
resources they have available to them. I think that for some STAT team-1
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don’t think it’s a problem solving method as much as it is a listening to
some complaints maybe, much different philosophy. And I don’t think a lot
gets accomplished from a STAT team. I’m sure there are some very
effective STAT teams, but overall, in general I don’t think they can hold a
candle to service teams. -Middle School Administrator
Not many others in Cove Island were initially as enthusiastic as this task force
member was. The next step for the director of Shoretown Consultants was to work with
a school community that was currently functioning under a different structure. Success
for the most disenfranchised students was the shared goal of the assistant
superintendent, the director of Shoretown Consultants, and the president of the Cove
Island Teachers Association. However beliefs on how to go about making changes in
the system are not always shared and this has set the stage for the emergence of issues
pertinent to the implementation process. The following section will highlight the
viewpoints of the superintendent, the director of External consultants and the president
of the local teachers union.
Before service teams were introduced in Cove Island the school system had in
place a “STAT” initiative. These teams existed to help with the special education
referral process. Teachers with questions about students need for academic or
psychological testing were taken to the STAT team. These teams were never fully
funded according to the local teacher’s union president. He explains in the following
excerpt that the STAT teams existed as a resource for teachers to bring their concerns
about students. He goes on to say that this existing structure was not built upon and
funded but instead a new system- the service team initiative was implemented. The
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union president was not in agreement with moving forward on the service team
initiative when it was introduced and this was to have repercussions throughout the
implementation process. The union president in the following excerpt describes STAT
as being the logical place to build from, rather than supporting an entirely new
initiative:
We didn’t even look at where we had effective action happening in the
district, which was frustrating for us. We tried to get that team (STAT)
included and say: ‘Here’s another model, let’s get the STAT teams some
money...we’re giving people stipends now on the service teams, let’s get
them some money and let them continue to function. Where we had effective
STAT teams, they shared their expertise. You had some people who were
good facilitators, some people who were excellent in terms of modifying
curriculum, some people who had a whole bag of tricks in terms of dealing
with behavior. A good principal put together some talented people who
worked together for enough of a period of time that they became a team, and
then became an effective resource. On the elementary level If I’m a third
grade teacher and I’m having a problem with a kid and I go to the STAT
team who might be made up of an adjustment counselor, the SPED teacher,
another teacher who has got some really good skills in handling discipline
problems, whatever was the make up, the principal can put together a good
team. But if I think the kid needs a SPED referral, I would sit down with
them, they would sit down with me, they might sit down with the other
teachers that have this kid, find out what’s happening with this kid, give us
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some suggestions on what to do with this kid, how to deal with this, how to
deal with that. It should be a place for you to go and say: ‘Hey, here’s the
problem I am having with this kid, how can we help him out? It shouldn’t be
all about: ‘Let’s keep these kids out of SPED’. It is supposed to be about
solving problems for kids who are struggling academically. It’s basically
problem solving, it’s the same thing (as the service teams), just a different
format, just a different model to accomplish the same thing.
-President, Cove Island Teachers Association
The following teacher felt that instituting service teams at her school might
speed up the process of obtaining plans of action for students who might not need the
types of interventions that the STAT teams led to.
Starting service teams seemed like a great chance to kind of weed out those
children that don’t necessarily have to go to STAT but that have issues that
need to be addressed. STAT is used when we think that a child is having
some kind of a difficulty, whether it’s academic in terms of speech and
language or their grades are falling behind or they’re below grade level or
they’ve been retained and they’re still not doing well. Then if we’ve tried
everything and we’ve also tried Reading Recovery and early intervention,
and all those kinds of things, it’s brought to a meeting with the principal and
the adjustment counselor and the reading resource teacher. It takes a long
time to get that STAT meeting to happen. And I thought the service teams
might avoid a lot of that.

-Service team member
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Educational programs are complex and context specific. Teachers,
administrators and other school staffs interpretations and actions taken on behalf of the
same initiative can vary depending on many factors, such as level of experience, interest
of staff members and willingness on the part of administrators as well as teachers to
prioritize time for collaborative work. It is important to remember that both of these
opinions express the shared goal of bringing a team of people together to work
collaboratively to solve problems for struggling students.

Philosophical differences
In this section I will highlight excerpts from interviews with the superintendent,
the Director of External Consultants and the president of the teacher’s union.
Uncovering beliefs about teaching and school reform efforts held by these three key
players will help to build an understanding of the events that comprised the
implementation of this initiative. The superintendent held ultimate decision making
power and was instrumental in securing the necessary funds for Shoretown Consultants
to put their team consultants to work in the Cove Island schools. The president of the
local teachers union was not so easily sold on the idea of a program that requires
funding consultants from outside the school system. He went to work on investigating
some of this consulting agency’s claims for success in other school districts with results
that caused him to take action. The union’s perspective influenced the way the service
team initiative was introduced to teachers at individual schools. One of the agreements
was that service team membership be presented as voluntary. This was to have an
impact on the development of teams in individual schools as well as the success of the
overall initiative.
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The president of the Cove Island Teachers Association had questions and
concerns about the service team initiative at the outset. He felt that there should have
been teacher representation and teacher involvement on the original negotiating
committee. This task force met during the school day, making it harder for regular
classroom teachers to be represented. The teacher’s association president’s way of
working is to build consensus and an understanding of the initiative first by hearing
what teachers have to say about it. In the excerpt below he stresses the importance of
making sure that teachers, the ones who will be asked to be members of teams,
understand the initiative and are willing to take on the work it will entail:
They were talking about things that they were expecting teachers to do, and
teachers to implement, that would help teachers with their students but there
were no teachers present, which is a concern I have always had. You need to
give the practitioners a voice from the very beginning if you want them to feel
ownership of a policy and feel like the policy can actually have a positive
impact. You’ve got to give them a voice in the formulation of it. Those of my
union members who are sitting in on this were largely administrators-counselors
and education team leaders- people who don’t deal directly with kids every day.
They are formulating a plan to help people whose shoes they don’t walk in, with
their work. When they brought it to the bargaining table, we had some serious
questions.. .1 know it frustrates administrators because we slow the process
down. But a committee of twelve people and myself are not going to make
decisions that impact 2700 people. You bring a proposal to us, we share it with
people, we reach out, we get input, we hear what they have to say. We are not
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going to jump on board with something before we have a chance to hear from
the people who are being asked to do this, what they think about it. I think the
service teams might have even been embraced more quickly by teachers if we
had been involved from the beginning. - Cove Island Teacher’s Association
President
On the other hand, the superintendent of the Cove Island schools thought that it
would be difficult to: “get 2700 teachers to agree on something” and that waiting for
this kind of agreement would take too long. When asked about this in an interview the
superintendent explained her thinking by comparing the service team initiative to a
different situation where the goal was implementing a plan for professional
development for teachers in this system. In the following quote she describes teacher’s
resistance to the “extended day for professional development” when it was first
implemented in Cove Island:
When we first did the extended day, talk about resistance, they talked about
it as ‘detention for teachers’. They didn’t see the value of having the time to
meet with their colleagues for professional development.. .So in some cases
they ended up doing what they did before, only we paid them extra... We
always did parent conferences, they did one meeting a month for parent
conferences. And faculty meetings, we always had monthly faculty
meetings. They did department meetings at the high school level-we always
had department meetings. The way those days were used needs to be looked
at. With the ingenuity of the principal and the site-based team they could do
a lot of things. Last year they had started talking about using that time for
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service team meetings, some of the schools are talking that way. Especially
in cases where you can’t always include all the teachers if you meet during
the school day- the art teacher and others, so that would be a way. They have
to think about how to do this and convince each other that it is an important
piece. I know in the initial stages of that period [beginning of the extended
day for professional development] some people were really just working in
their rooms. That was not the intent of paying people for an extra 150
minutes. It was meant for them to be working with other colleagues on
commonly established goals. But how do you change people who are doing
what they have always done? They are comfortable. I think the only way is
sometimes you have to force people to do certain things. If they sense
success, then it is going to happen. I think the service teams need to become
institutionalized, that it be the Cove Island public schools organization.
That’s why I think it is important that it be done during the school day. I
don’t know what the union would want but it seems to me that it needs to be
part of the school day or routinely part of an extended day. Superintendent, Cove Island Schools
The experiences and philosophy of the superintendent serve to explain her
standpoint towards this initiative. The conclusion she comes to at the end of this
excerpt is that memberships on service teams should be an expected part of a teacher’s
job. She sees a similarity between the way teachers criticized the plan for collaboration
through the extended day initiative and teacher’s current reluctance to join service
teams. If experience has shown her that teachers initially reject professional
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development, but will do it if it is mandatory, then it follows that in trying this out she
believes they will eventually experience success with membership on service teams.
The director of Shoretown Consultants has a philosophy that is behind his plan
to implement this initiative. His view of professional development is similar to that of
the superintendent in stating that teachers will come to believe in this initiative through
their experience actually working on teams. The philosophical underpinning of the
service team initiative as stated by the director is not in alignment with the view of the
president of the teachers union whose position is to seek wide agreement and consensus
before implementation. The director of Shoretown Consultants argues for teachers to
learn as they go along. The philosophical underpinning is that understanding and
acceptance of the initiative has to be built through the actual work of team problem
solving. The external consultant explains his philosophy in the following excerpt:
Just using the term problem solving is radically different than the way public
schools have dealt with challenges. Once they get it, then other people will
start to see the benefit.. .even one really good facilitator in each school,
that’s enough. ..once we get to that point, identify people and cultivate them,
they become key and we can pull out a little bit.. .and they can focus on
some of the other people. I think that what we found in other districts is that
if there was one, at least one really good facilitator in a school that was
enough to keep things rolling. We were lucky in some of the schools we had
two or three really good facilitators. One school has a great facilitator and a
really great principal. I think once we can start to identify those people what
we try to do- the consultants and myself (director) is try to cultivate that. If
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we can focus more of our energy on those people and they can kind of focus
on some of the other people that, you know, are not going to listen to us. So
in that respect I think it can evolve. - Director, Shoretown Consultants
The “doing differently” is at the heart of the problem solving process. The
brainstorming of ideas is meant to counteract the “standard” way that things have been
done in schools. Teachers are asked to “think outside the box” and come up with
solutions that might not be found in the standard curricular offerings. This vision of
how school was or is, and how it can and should be does not seem to be based on the
particulars of any one teacher’s experiences in a particular school, but rather a
commentary on the collective group of “school staffs”. The lead consultant speaks
about the way that school staffs have acted in the past for particular kids. He is making
assumptions about school staffs in a collective sense. When the external consultants
presented the service team implementation plan to the task force committee and the
superintendent one of the things that they spoke about was the successes they had with
other districts. They mentioned three other cities on the other side of the state where
they had implemented service teams. There was a report from 1999 from one of the
cities stating that they had initiated nineteen teams across five elementary schools, but it
was never stated how many of those teams remained in place after the initial
implementation year. At the outset of the implementation process the union president
became increasingly concerned about the way the consultants were taking steps to
implement the service teams in the schools. He explains it this way:
There were some real miscommunications in the beginning. I mean the
Shoretown Consultants came to us and said: “We’ve got eight different
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buildings with teachers really want to participate in this. We asked them:
“Well what are the eight buildings?” We surveyed the eight buildings and
the teacher’s responses in the eight buildings? - They didn’t even know what
the hell service teams were. So what you had were some administrators who
went to staff and said: We want to get involved in this. So the administrators
are saying, Yeah my teachers are interested in this, but the teachers had no
idea what it was. We mailed the teachers a survey. We asked what schools?
I mean we went to the bargaining table. We said: We’ve got concerns. We
have questions about this. And they said to us: “NO, No, no no, no, no, no,
no. There are eight buildings out there and their staffs have already said they
want to participate in this. And we said: “Which buildings?” So I mean the
bargaining team doesn’t meet every day, once a week, once every couple of
weeks. So when we got the information from them we drafted a survey and
asked people: “Do you know what a service team is? Has it been explained
to you? Are you willing to participate in a service team?” We had about
eight or nine questions and we mailed it to their homes with a self addressed
stamped envelope. Had a great return, and come to find out in the eight
buildings where they said the staff understood it and were ready to go, it
turns out that there wasn’t a clear understanding in any of the eight
buildings. And some people were not enthusiastic about it at all. So it slowed
the process down. You know when this whole process initially started I was
told that they were very successful in New Castle, they were very successful
in West Bay. So I called up the presidents of West Bay and New Castle. In
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West Bay they are working at one school, very small setting. In New Castle,
I talked to the president of the New Castle Education Association, and I
talked to the director of special education. They never even heard of it. The
president of the New Castle Union, she never heard of Shoretown
Consultants And she talked to the director of Special Education, and he
never heard of Shoretown Consultants either. This was two years ago, 2
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years ago. When they came in they were telling us: “We were very
successful here, we were very successful there, I mean that’s what we were
hearing across the bargaining table. So I reached out to my counterpart and
said: Hey, I’m hearing this consultant company is having great success.
What’s going on?” I’m surprised that our administration bought this crap
hook, line, and sinker. And it’s a matter of the tail wagging the dog. You’ve
got a consultant dictating to the district what we ought to be doing. And the
district isn’t even listening to it’s own practitioners. They tried to implement
this without ever talking to the teachers, or the counselors.

-President,

Cove Island Teachers Association
The union president was clearly annoyed that this initiative was taken on under
the circumstances he described. His report on the results of his survey to teachers
proved to him that the consultants were coming from a different starting point, a
different way of defining a school that was deemed ready to go. The belief of
Shoretown Consultants is that if only one or two teachers get it, that’s okay. If they are
good and they understand the initiative then the word will spread in a school. The
director the consultants is not operating under the assumption that they even need
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consensus to begin this work in schools. The superintendent was supportive of their
position on this. The union president’s position is clearly situated in his belief about the
primacy of gaining consensus from teachers before implementing this school reform
initiative. The articulation of this plan as stated by the consultant seems to follow a
logical progression by initiating interest and then moving on to the next school to plant
seeds of interest. However the obstacles to implementation in individual schools and on
individual teams represent the complex contextual environments that comprise the lived
world of teachers. The lead external consultant’s understanding of how the service team
implementation should go is based on his belief that people don’t have to necessarily
buy into the process from the outset in order to be on a team:
They just have to be a member of a team. Let the teams struggle with how
people understand this. One teacher might be saying: ‘Well the problem is
the family’ They are denying that they have any problem,(by saying that) the
problem resides somewhere else. That’s okay. That has to be okay because it
is true. It happens to be the truth out there is this world that you look at
things differently than I do. If we were to say to people: ‘In order to be part
of this process you have to have the following perspectives’ we are going to
close out a whole lot of people. -Director, Shoretown Consultants
The director of Shoretown Consultants has faith in the service teams struggling
to find their way as a team. However every teacher does not share this interest in
developing the teams they are on. There are teachers who go to team meetings not by
their own choosing and state that they are there because they were told by the principal
that they had to be on a team. Other interested teachers have expresses frustration with
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their colleagues who are not invested in the process. These facts are representative of
the lived reality of implementing the external consultant’s philosophy. In some
situations pushing people to work together against their will has caused resentment on
the part of invested team members as seen in the following excerpt:
One teacher doesn’t talk.. .maybe one thing every other meeting, it’s like I’m
working and working and trying to come up with ideas and what’s really
frustrating is that there is this one teacher who just really didn’t want to do it
(be on a service team).. .1 told her it was completely optional and she said:
“Well how can I not do it when everybody else [who is teaching this grade]
is doing it?” So now this person is on it, and does not want to be on it, and
she just complains nonstop and it’s so frustrating. -Service team member
If teachers do not make an investment in the teams how can they be successful
in problem solving for students? The director of Shoretown Consultant sees it this way:
“We need to proceed even when teachers are disenfranchised. Think of the kids
we would lose if we wait for disenfranchised teachers to make personal investments in
the process” (Director, Shoretown Consultants). The external consultants move forward
instituting this initiative in new schools hoping to interest enough teachers to have the
philosophy take root. Meanwhile the work of instituting and supporting the problem
solving process with individual teams is carried out by the team consultants who work
closely with each teacher/facilitator. It is at this level of work with the model where
implementation can take hold through the building of relationships on the team. The
external consultants however were instituting a model that would function ideally with
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full school membership on teams, and as it turned out that was not to be the way teams
were ultimately presented to teachers at the schools.
Part of the mission of the service teams is that they be considered professional
development in action according to the lead consultant. Rather than having a model of
professional development that separates theory from practice, teachers have an
opportunity to learn through guided problem solving. According to the service team
training, the development of action plans requires cooperation and collaboration among
the members of the service team. Teachers are asked to participate in the forming of
action plans. The investment in the team philosophy and agreement with the vision
varies widely from team to team as well as from member to member of the same team.
The director of Shoretown Consultants describes how professional development
happens over time for service team members, and team members can develop an
appreciation for the team approach to problem solving:
One of the philosophical underpinnings of the service teams is a way of
thinking about doing professional development. Do people understand it that
way? No, in fact in my perception from places where we have been doing it
for a number of years it takes them a couple of years to understand that this
is professional development. Until they can begin to feel it, and see how it
happens and then reflect on it they don’t really understand it. I think every
teacher should be on a service team regardless of their outlook, regardless of
their approach. That has to do with another philosophical underpinning that
no single person, no matter how good, no matter how wonderful your
perspective, no matter how great your training, no single person can solve all
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the problems that kids have, or one kid has. There is a whole body of
evidence that supports the teaming approaches as the only way that we are
going to be able to meet the demands, the individual kid demands that we’re
working on.

-Director, Shoretown Consultants

Although the Cove Island Teachers Association president and others
acknowledge the importance of teachers working collaboratively, developing
collegiality and team problem solving skills, this type of skill development is not built
into the system and carries an extra price tag. Schools are now under increased pressure
to meet a great variety of students needs with less support. In the following excerpt the
union president encapsulates the difficult decisions schools will be increasingly faced
with:
It is important for teachers. The structure of the teams when you are meeting
on a weekly basis reinforces that kind of [collaborative] behavior. The
difference with the STAT team is that the only time you went is when you
were having some difficulty. This (service team approach) is creating a team
where you are actually meeting on an ongoing basis, you develop some
collegiality, you develop some team problem solving skills, very positive
thing, very positive because we are now paying people to do it, and we are
not pulling people away from their kids, and overloading other people in
order to do it. Now when the grant money dries up, what concerns me most
of all is that now we are in a situation where: Is it more important for us to
develop a way to educate ourselves as adults so that we can better service the
kids? And in order to accomplish that, overload the people who are in front
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of the kids and make their frustrations for reaching kids higher and higher?
To me the classroom has got to be number one. Class size has got to be
number one. We can’t put ourselves in a position where our education is
more important than the kid’s education. There is an answer, but it is an
expensive answer, so it is unrealistic... Either hire the adults who can be
there, so the teachers can have confidence that the kids are in good hands, or
pay us, give us a longer day, pay us to be there when the kids aren’t there.
I’m not talking about the stipend we are giving them now, I’m talking about
per diem pay. But it’s unrealistic, the money just isn’t there for that.
-President, Cove Island Teachers Association
In the first quote above director of Shoretown Consultants clearly expresses a
vision for teachers and professional development that would be intricately linked to
their work on service teams. This is the view of a visionary leader expressing the
sentiment that he knows what is best for teachers collectively speaking in the long run
even if it takes a couple of years for teachers to realize what is happening. The second
quote from the union president expresses the practical lived reality of the day-to-day life
for teachers in schools. As president of the teacher’s union he takes a standpoint that
supports the concept of more pay for more work and is vigilant around the idea of
anything that would ask teachers to do more than is spelled out in their contracts. He
understands the importance of a collaborative group that would give teachers a chance
to grow as professionals but in his opinion schools systems can’t afford to pay for that
kind of teacher development when there are issues such as class size that he feels should
have priority.
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The standpoints of the superintendent, the union president and the director of the
consulting agency will set the stage for the implementation of the initiative. Their
beliefs about the nature of teaching and learning as well as their understanding of school
reform will continue as important threads as implementation begins throughout the
Cove Island school district.
The team consultants are on the front lines as it were, working directly with the
teacher/facilitators and attending the weekly team meetings. The next section will focus
directly on their work of interpreting the vision.

Interpreting the Vision: Voices of the Team Consultants
The role of the director and assistant director of the consulting agency has been
to develop a vision of the service team initiative. The director of Shoretown Consultants
described their role as “change agents”. The way the director sees it is: “These
organizations are wrongly organized and our job is to move them around to be better
organized”(Interview 2001). One of the important concepts behind the service teams is
trust. Trusting the teachers to make choices about curriculum or pedagogy for
individual students in a collaborative manner is the hallmark of service team work. The
director defends this view as being very different from letting the staffs in schools do
whatever they want. He explains:
It’s not all or nothing, you need to give staffs visionary leadership, but trust
them and give them the organizational support to do the right things, frankly most of the
things that service teams come up with to do for kids are right, these people don’t sit
around the table and plan to do the wrong thing. -
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Director, Shoretown Consultants

The way that change was to take place was through the work of the service
teams. A vision and philosophy need to be transformed into language and action in
order to become more than just a vision and philosophy. The people who are trained in
this vision and philosophy are the team consultants. They are the ones who will use
language and action to persuade teachers to use this particular method in the service of
their students. The Shoretown team consultants are charged with training the
teacher/facilitators in the problem solving method and maintaining a guiding
relationship with them as they gradually withdraw their presence at meetings and lessen
their time for consultation.
During the service team meeting the consultant serves as the process expert,
making sure the facilitator and the team are following the steps of the problem solving
process. They serve to trouble shoot at other times, giving advice to the facilitators on
i ssues such as group dynamics and the delegation of responsibilities. There are
approximately 16 team consultants who work part time in the city of Cove Island. They
are a diverse group as far as ethnicity. Their backgrounds are in both education and
psychology and some work as consultants in other capacities as well. In the following
section I will profile two of the team consultants who exemplify a way of working that
honors the teacher-as-being.
Through their dedication to personal and professional values and aspirations for
the field of education, both Dan and Marita have found ways to align their personal
goals and visions for a more equitable world with the work they do as team consultants.
They have exemplified what Maxine Greene has described as having “chosen
themselves to teach” (1967) in combining the personal with the professional and not
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losing sight of their original goals and visions for teaching and social justice. These
particular consultants were chosen to profile because of the way that they have reflected
existentially (Pedevillano and Feldman 2000), bringing deeper meaning to their work by
incorporating their “being” as teachers.
Dan
The following profile is of Dan McClure who works as a team consultant. Dan
is currently working for this consulting agency part time. He is also a doctoral student in
African American studies, where he teaches college classes as a T.A. Dan is an African
American man in his early thirties and has been teaching in many different arenas. He
has spent summers over the past 12 years co-directing a fresh air fund camp in New
York state, and has worked in jails and alternative schools. Dan is committed to
working for equality and understand particularly where youth are concerned. Previous
to this Dan has worked as a journalist in the music industry and has recently been
researching the hip hop culture and its influence on schooling and learning for his
doctoral dissertation:
I was not meant to sit in an ivory tower. I need to think, talk, and then do
something ...I often found myself doing things like the service teams, less
traditional kinds of work. I went and taught in jail, or did things for less
money but they just added up to what I bring to the classroom. The biggest
influence is certainly me, my individuality, my personality, my approach to
teaching. The most fundamental thing about education to me is that I am
here to leam also. I believe that your authority comes out of respect, it
doesn’t come out of the hammer or force. That’s how I teach and I think that
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certainly influences the way I do this work (as a consultant). After I’ve been
given the tools, as a consultant and shown what I need to do, my beliefs and
philosophy about education influences how I’m able to implement the
service team model.

—Dan, Team Consultant

Before taking the position of consultant Dan had questions about his, and the
agency’s status as outsiders and how this might be perceived by the service team
members. He has thought deeply about the implications of his role as outsider, and
described it this way:
I had done similar things, been in a classroom, so I knew what kind of
questions I wanted to ask about this job before I committed to it, and my first
concern and question for the director was: ‘In this relationship, as you are
coming in as an outsider, how are you going to negotiate that?’ I am very
aware of not wanting to go there as an outsider with some fancy words and
papers behind my name. -Dan
Dan refers to the “model”. This is the way that the step by step problem solving
structure process works to focus and solve student’s problems. Dan refers to the model
as the common language that he shares with the people he serves as consultant for. It is
the common ground that they have agreed to work on:
In the model, in terms of that it’s like anything else you use as a guideline and I
don’t mean that as a roundabout way of saying you bend the rules. It’s like anything
else, it’s a theory, it’s a model, it’s a methodology that you have to understand, and
understand it fully-that it is a means it is not an end. A model is not an end. I think often
people when they are using something for the first time and they are not familiar with it,
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they see it as an end. Once I master the model that is the end of it. That’s only the
beginning that’s the first thing. And I think that the person whether it is the consultant,
facilitator, the teacher, the parent, the student themselves, what the model interpretation
comes down to, the manifestation comes down to them. So where there are limitations
or where there is rigidity, I think it is a reflection on the person. -Dan
Marita
Marita is an African American woman who was the first consultant to train
facilitators and work with service teams in Cove Island Marita grew up in a urban
environment and attended public schools. She is dedicated to improving the lives of
students and cites her own history in school as a motivating factor. When Marita was
young she had been tracked out of the college prep classes in her high school. It was
because of actions taken by Marita’s mother that she was able to complete the necessary
classes she needed to in order to apply for college. Marita does not want to see this
practice continue to happen to other students and she works hard on behalf of students
in urban environments. Much of the success of the service teams in Cove Island has
been due to Marita’s untiring efforts. She has covered more teams than other
consultants and has remained a strong force in decision making for Shoretown
Consultants. She is well liked and well respected both among her colleagues at
Shoretown Consultants and among the teachers in the Cove Island school system.
Marita believes in building relationships as a necessary part of her work as a consultant
to facilitators. Marita started setting up service teams in one alternative high school and
she has been working there for four years. No other school has established and kept
running service teams for this long. As the years went on and there was less money for
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support Marita expressed how important she felt relationship building is for success in
instituting this initiative:
I think it needs to really be reinforced again that either a district is
understands that one of the costs that has to be carried is the ongoing support
to that facilitator. It gets us out faster, when I was working with service
teams at Harbor School, there was a lot more flexibility for the amount of
time I could spend. To the point where I had an hour meeting a week with
Adam, the principal. My relationship there, and my work there and the
service teams work there is absolutely reflective of the foundation that was
able to be built. -Marita
For Marita one of her goals with her team is to have them experience a
successful plan and consequent intervention with a student. She compares the
experience of teachers on teams to that of a student trying to find success in their school
experience:
I think it is the same as with a student who is struggling in a classroom. The
first opportunity that they have for success you help them grab on to that.
There is an example. At Harbor School there is a student that the team was
problem solving around, and quite frankly they were negative, the teachers
on the team were really negative. Even the facilitator, I was hearing the
typical: He’s done, let’s get him out of here, there’s nothing we can do to
help him. I was getting frustrated as a consultant. I started to think: What
can I grab onto? Between myself and the Child Guidance clinician we were
able to ask two really important questions: What is his attendance like? And
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they said: “Well he is here everyday” and I was able to ask them: What is he
good at? Is there anything that he is good at? Anything at all? And the
conclusion that we came to was that he was there every single day. There is
something that he has bought into about the adults in that school that he
can’t find anywhere else. And they needed to hear that. They needed to
really be reminded that they were doing good work even if they didn’t
realize it and that they were changing this child’s life. The second thing was
that he was an artist. Then I had something to latch onto. And I was able
have them think of some things like: If traditionally therapy is not an option,
what about art therapy? And I have just found the quicker you can introduce
that sort of bizarre thought to a team, and then have it actually work, the
better. I wouldn’t have really suggested it with a team if I didn’t know that I
couldn’t get my hands on an art therapist. But for them that was like: There
is no way in the world, where would we possibly fmd an art therapist? I let
them know that the Child Guidance clinician may know of somebody. I
wanted them to know that is what service teams do-they provide you with
the resources you need to help that student be successful. This week we were
able to report back and he has been given permission to have a sketch book
in class, so that he can actually chronicle what he is drawing, An art therapist
was able to come and do an evaluation based on drawings that the teacher
has been able to save, and suggested that they might really understand that
he had been traumatized at some point in his life. They were able to
recognize that his art has changed. In the past four weeks since they started
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problem solving on him, he doesn’t just draw evil characters, now he is
drawing good characters battling evil characters. He has always done it on
the back of his notebook or wherever he could but now he has a sketchbook.
That was my opportunity to sort of take a deep breath and say that this is an
opportunity for success for this team. It’s like with children you almost have
to remind them that: Hey guess what? You guys have really done good
work. And I think that we forget that teachers, especially teachers, especially
teachers in the alternative schools, they have to be reminded that incremental
change is what makes the transformation. The therapist was able to say to
them: He can’t do any academic work right now, stop asking him to, he does
not have the capacity to do it. He is in so much turmoil emotionally that you
are banging your head against the wall, and you are making him more
frustrated, and give him a break. - Marita
In the following excerpt Marita explains that how having gone through the
situation with the artwork, these teachers will have learned what might be possible. She
believes that there would be carryover to other situations with other students. This
reflects one of the tenets of the service team philosophy-the belief that teachers learn by
trying out ideas and reflecting on them in a supported atmosphere. Having had positive
experiences as team members is meant to empower teachers to continue this type of
work when the consultants are no longer working with them:
They were given permission, and it made sense to them. But now the next
time a kid comes up who they’ve had it with, they have a reference point for
latching on to a kind of out of sight idea. It gives them permission to, I hate
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the term but outside of the box, but it does it gives them that permission to
say okay maybe we are dealing with an academic challenge this time. What
if I said I needed a one on one to read with this kid for 45 minutes a day, and
of course the immediate push back is that we don’t have anybody to do that.
Somebody in that team might actually stop and say well, what about Mr.
Ellington, the principal? That’s a crazy idea to think that the principal might
actually do a one on one intervention with a student. They are reinforced all
day that he is an administrator, not because of his behaviors, but the thinking
is that you are not allowed to ask for that. The only way it does get through
is to see it happen, even if it is tiny.

-Marita

The following story told by Marita is an example of the intensity of feeling
among some of the veteran teachers towards someone they perceive as an outsider. In a
sense they are treating her not as a person but as the “collective consultant” They have
made a decision about what Marita represents, the outside agency’s influence that they
don’t need. The challenge one teacher made to her was a challenge to the whole
initiative. In it’s vindictive tone this message gives away a truly disempowered
teacher’s perspective. This is the very type of perspectives this initiative is hoping to
influence in asking teachers to change not only what they do, but who they are as
teachers:
I had one guy who challenged me in the middle of the first service team
meeting by asking me what it was that I was doing that was any different
from what they do all the time everyday anyway. And then the next question
was: ‘Who pays you?’ and ‘Why are you even here?’ He was challenging
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the whole process. He said ‘Well, why don’t you solve the problem?’ and I
was able to say to him: ‘If you are challenging me on the value of the service
teams, we’ll talk about that now. If you are challenging me based on my role
in this district as a system and why I am here, and what brought me here,
then we will have that conversation one on one, but this wouldn’t be the
format for that’. And I said: ‘So which conversation are we having?’
Because if I didn’t do that I would have lost complete footing with that team.
That was the team’s challenge to me. They used him, they knew he was
going to do that. If I didn’t challenge him back the whole team would
become my nightmare team. He got set up in a way. I was furious for days.
Afterwards I stopped and I went up to him and I said: ‘We can have a half
an hour, and you can challenge me on whatever you want to challenge me
on’, and he said: ‘What are you talking about?’ and I said: ‘No, No’, I said
very clearly: ‘You need to understand what it is I’m doing here and what
value I can have to you. As a teacher I would expect that you have much
more input about what is going to make that student successful. So I really
am looking to you to tell me what we are going to try here, I don’t think it
would be very helpful if I give you all these ideas that have been tried
throughout the district. That’s not how kids learn, that’s not how you learn,’
and we hashed it out. I explained to him that there are teachers who have
racist practices in the district, and those racist practices played themselves
out by them demanding that students of color be removed from their
mainstream classrooms, so what we are dealing with now is not a special
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education problem, but a regular education problem, and that service teams
were going to support people like him to find new ways to teach all students.
And there is no denying the fact that the Office for Civil Rights is here, and
there are here for a reason and it is not a nice reason, it is an ugly reason. But
you know what it was really about was the fact that there was a young black
woman in his school, where he had paid his dues, who was an outsider
coming in telling him how to be a better teacher, that’s the way that he was
interpreting all this. Now the next day, I got a huge smile and eye contact he
made a joke with me.. .1 found out later from the administrators in the
building: ‘Oh yea he just wanted you to push back’. I don’t know how else
to do this other than to be really honest. I either say nothing or I try to speak
to the energy that I am feeling and I always leave the door open for
somebody to say I am wrong.-Marita
In this incident Marita was able to both defend herself and empower this teacher
in the same process. Her belief in the work and the ties to her values and being are so
strong that she has combined them in her words and her work. She has aligned her way
of being with the work she does. Dan describes the interplay between his personal
feelings when difficult issues come up, and staying focused on the model:
The director always says to bring things back to the model. If something is
upsetting to me, I acknowledge that, but that is me as an individual, not me
as a consultant. So whenever things happen instead of bringing them back to
my personal feelings, I bring them back to the model, and that’s also the
common language I have with the people I’m working with. If I am talking
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about my personal feelings and emotions, most certainly people don’t have a
common language to speak in, but as far as the model, bring everything back
to that and why we are there, and finding a way to explain those things. If
my emotions come into play that’s fine, but around the model, I try to be
more directed in putting everything there, not reaching outside of the model
for metaphor, but staying more focused on the model. -Dan
Dan goes on to suggest the similarity he sees with trying to do the problem
solving work of the service teams and with his frustration with what he sees as basic
human interactions:
So I would use the same analogy to talk about what we are doing here. I
mean often at the service teams some of the things I am trying to negotiate a)
haven’t had a place to be voiced b) they perceive that they don’t have a place
maybe they do, whatever the case may be. The third thing that strikes me is
professional development. There’s got to be a basic fundamental modicum
of worker conditions etc, and I don’t mean to sound like an organizer here, I
mean I have to have a clean table with silverware on it before we can start
talking about food. It’s not that you put one off for the other, the teachers
concerns are very relevant they just need to be addressed in other arenas.
There are fundamental issues about teaching, that I find myself addressingbasic fundamental things about teaching that they are not understanding and
this comes before any service team work. And a lot of it comes back to basic
tenets of human interaction, and that issue is much larger than what we are
talking about here. That is a societal issue. I mean you know if you don’t
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even know how to talk to human beings, then that’s going to effect your
work on service teams. When I hear certain students brought up and even
when I meet the students myself I am surprised by the way teachers talk
about them. In certain instances it comes down to basic things, not knowing
how to talk to people-a child, a peer or whatever, but that is certainly not the
focus of the service teams and certainly not my responsibility. That’s
something, people are going to have to do their own personal development
and professional development on. -Dan
Dan understands that there are various reasons service team members have for
not supporting this initiative, but most of the teachers he has worked with are interested
in the team process:
The majority of the people I work with are not resistant. They have ups and
downs like anyone else. I would say one quarter, if I had to quantify it. One
quarter of the people on all of my service teams have been resistant. Of that
one quarter they express it in a variety of different ways. Some people might
be resistant because of the pay, it’s strictly monetary for them, that’s why
they are doing it or not doing it. Some people it might be personal, they
might have personal relationships with the principal that have nothing to do
with service teams, and that’s how it manifests itself, it’s a power game. So
I’m saying there are a variety of different ways. Some people are resentful
not of the work but the way it is dictated towards them. I can certainly
understand that. -Dan
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Dan sees that part of a school systems commitment to the service teams should
involve the teachers input into planning the initiative. He disagrees with the director of
the consulting agency in this area:
It comes back to the quick fix solution that we had talked about before
because if a school system is going to be committed to this work of service
teams, then it is pretty obvious that the people that are going to implement
this at the grass roots level the teachers themselves should be involved in the
planning. And you know it’s not for me to comment on or speak to them
about the way (the consulting agency director) went about it, but I mean it’s
just like anything else. If I am getting ready to run a marathon, and I am
wearing shoes that are too small or too tight, it’s not helping me. I might
finish, but you know it’s not helping my cause, so that’s where we’re at.
-Dan
For the most part Dan concentrates on the day to day work he does on teams and
does not get involved in the other levels of the implementation process:
I intentionally avoid the politics of it because the bottom line is that I believe
in the work and I was hired to do the work. It is not always in desirable or
the best conditions. Nevertheless what I am presented with is what I am
going to work with. And again from my understanding at least from my
position, what I am trying to do is help people develop resources to solve
their problems. The school system may be trying to solve these problems or
they may be going through the motions of trying to solve these problems
because they have themselves in a legal problem. I don’t get caught up in
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that. I doubt that I would get a straight answer. For me, being from Boston,
it’s very similar to the big dig. Are we trying to build it or are we trying to
extend it? -Dan
Dan understands that this work of the teams should focus on the students and
has had to guide discussions on his teams in that direction:
All I know is that in my work I’ve certainly learned a lot and I have certainly
helped a lot in terms of getting back to the kids. I think the service team
philosophy is coming in not trying to give an ultimate way of using
resources in a new way. If it’s true that the service teams have been brought
in a top down manner, I think it is more true that changes are being made
from the bottom up. It will take a long time to work up. -Dan
For Dan the focus is on the individual teachers he works with: “I think very
simply what’s the most interesting is the human aspect, the people that I’m involved
with.”

Teachers’ Ways of Thinking
Dan explains some of the complexity in assessing the ways that teachers might
be thinking about processing problems. He describes trying to stretch their thinking in
fundamental ways that may have implications for teaching as well:
But as far as addressing issues, I think all the teachers in our group this
morning are incredibly committed and also incredibly frustrated because
they are facing some big problems. I think that is part of the process, they
have made tremendous progress since a month ago, and there is a long way
to go. Mainly we were able to address it in the sense that there is a problem
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and we don’t have the answer, and that’s not the only axis we operate along
is problem and answer. This way of thinking is ingrained in people and often
it precludes any effective work. And so refraining people’s thought process
is for me a high priority and I see a lot of progress. -Dan
Dan explains one of the ways that the philosophy of the service teams aligns
with his way-of-being a teacher:
My way of incorporating everyone in the meetings relates to the one
problem that we’re facing that brought service teams here in the first place.
The idea that all of us as teachers have lesson plans, and methodologies that
we follow and so we define working on a quote representative or average
student. But when faced with students with other needs the question is
clearly how to implement this lesson plan on U.S. history when this child
hasn’t eaten for a day or two? You have to go beyond that, for me personally
in teaching it’s just something that I’m used to. You don’t talk about it or
look for kudos, that is the only student population that I have ever taught.
-Dan
Another important way that Dan sees alignment with his personal beliefs is in
the area of cultural competence. Dan speaks about the use of this term and the way
people accept and understand this term:
I see some inherent dangers, not in the idea I think the idea and the
commitment behind it are great, but in people’s unthinking acceptance of
this term. Especially in our society we equate things like this. This is not me
speaking, this is generations of my family. We talk about this in America-
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There is a big difference between tolerance and understanding. We talk
about cultural competency as the idea that you create an environment where
people do not make disparaging remarks or are not overtly racist. That’s
great that’s one of those things that you should be able to expect, a basic
assumption clearly in the last 240 years we are still striving for that. But for
me personally that’s not what I am working towards I am working towards
understanding. I think that is very much compatible with the model, talking
about students talking with parents, talking with teachers. It’s all trying to
get a better understanding of what the problem is, who these people are and
working towards it. And for me legal declaration of racial, ethnic, whatever
gender tolerance those are great, but can only be a means to an end. The end
in these positions is trying to get people to understand one another as people
and understand their problems as problems. This might be a lofty ideal but
that’s how I feel about cultural competence. Once we get there we can
reflect and say Oh Wow we learned cultural competence, we’re competent in
other people’s cultures now. I think it’s the difference between showing
someone and telling someone. I tell people so that they are clear in what we
are trying to do, but telling often is a declaration and that’s when you have a
conflict: I’m right or you’re right. Showing how these things can be done
and how we can actually implement them is different. I see this as most
directly compatible with the model as well as with my personal beliefs.
-Dan
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Dan talks about the dangers in quick fixes for changing long held beliefs and the
limits of what a policy of tolerance can be:
This is the age old question someone makes a mistake, someone didn’t do
what they were supposed to do, and the pressure comes down and they want
someone else to clean up their mess, and better yet do it quickly, that’s not
realistic. It will never last, and that’s the same thing with tolerance. I grew
up in a neighborhood that had a lot of racial turmoil and ultimately it became
tolerance, so the thing is people don’t say racial slurs when I’m in the room.
What I’m striving for is that once I leave the room and they are by
themselves they won’t feel the need to say these things anymore.- Dan
Although the service team initiative is presented as new and a different way to
go about working with students, for Dan it, as in other theories and ideas really isn’t
anything new:
For me personally I believe in this model. I’ve seen how it can work and I
am committed to using it. But it is nothing new to me. It’s not that any of
these things contained in the model... There’s nothing new, it’s the same
reason why in getting my advanced degree here, is not necessarily teaching
me anything I don’t already know. It is validating in certain ways, there may
be different ways to articulate things, I struggle with that all the time.
There’s nothing in Derrida that my uncle didn’t say. -Dan
Both Dan and Marita have represented the vision behind the service teams
through their ability to build relationships with the teachers in this district. They are not
in Sartre’s words “living in bad faith”. They do not operate on what someone outside of
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themselves as defined consultant’s work. Instead they have built an authentic way of
working as consultants through the alignment of the service team philosophy and their
ways of being educators. Both Dan and Marita are invested in this work and are
dedicated to working towards a more equitable system for struggling students. Their
strength lies in their belief that teachers should be free to choose ways of working with
students despite the fact that they may be considered unconventional. Both Dan and
Marita are not constrained in their work by perceptions of others but have found ways
to incorporate their belief in both freedom and authenticity in education.
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Chapter 5
EXISTENTIAL REFLECTIONS
Introduction

In this chapter I will revisit the tenets derived from existentialism to identify
three constructs for analysis. The following basic tenets have emerged from researchers
in education who have sought to incorporate existential thinking into the practice of
teaching. (Denton, 1974 Greene 1967, Hunter, 1993, Leiberman 1985, Stengel,
Feldman, 1997): situatedness, authenticity, dualities, meaninglessness, fear (outside
forces), anxiety (one’s own action or performance), freedom, choice and angst. I have
drawn from the above existential tenets to identify the following three constructs that I
will use as a framework for locating and explaining teacher’s meaning making
processes within the service team initiative:
•

The experience of the individual vs. the Crowd, the Public or the They

•

Freedom and Limitation: including fear, anxiety, and situated freedom

•

Authenticity and Responsibility: including angst, choice and teacher identity
The intention is that these tenets serve as categories of description that are

openings of possibility.
The experience of the individual vs. the Crowd, the They or the Public
From becoming and individual, no one at all is excluded, except he who
excludes himself by becoming a crowd. (Kierkagaard, 1939, p. 121)
The “They” in existential thinking is defined as the anonymous public or the
crowd for whom the individual person is pitted against. Kierkagaard (1962) describes
the public as “an abstract void which is everything and nothing”. (1962 p. 121) He was
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concerned that “more and more individuals will aspire to be nothing at all-in order to
become the public”. Jaspers cautioned that individuals must struggle against mass
existence. (1975). Heidegger also felt that it was the inauthentic person that would live
under the “dictatorship of the They”.
This mass crowd exists as a thing, an abstract concept where generalizations
about others are formulated. Virginia Woolf defined the public in Three Guineas. She
was speaking to women who were interested in expressing their own ideas about war
that were different from the men’s ideas that were dominating public opinion. She
explained the “public” in the following manner:
The public, Madam is very like ourselves; it lives in rooms; it walks in
streets... Find out new ways of approaching the public; single it into separate
people instead of messing it into one monster, gross in body, feeble in
mind... (Woolf, 1966 p.3)
We all live with the duality of understanding the “monster” of the public and the
separate individuals that we are. Our viewpoints will always be based in the experience
of “I” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962). The construct of the individual vs. the public can be used
to help understand teachers’ experiences of “I”, the conscious beginning of the meaning
making process within the service team initiative. The pitting of one’s individual
experience with what one perceives as the standard account can be used as a template
for understanding teachers’ situated experiences as they continually build both their
identities as teachers and their understanding of responsibility to the teaching
profession. Following Heidegger’s concept of “thrown projection” (1962) we find
ourselves in situations through the meaning making process that is not only essential to
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our existence but is our existence. Teachers make meaning of their existence by coming
to an understanding of who they are, what sets them apart from others in building an
individual identity in their work. From the standpoint of some teachers’ norms,
standards and rules for student’s behavior can cause angst, that uncanny feeling that
something is not right. This is followed closely by the looming sense of choice and
contemplation of perceived freedoms and limitations. Through the service team
initiative teacher’s ways-of-being are revealed and teachers who engage in this initiative
will be pushed to reveal their beliefs and attitudes, taking the first steps toward change.
The “Collective Teacher”

The philosophical underpinnings of the service team initiative contain
generalizations about teachers-- that they have been unsuccessful with some students
and that they have to change the way they are acting as teachers in order to effect
change for students who have been previously unsuccessful in school. The
generalizations about teachers can be seen as the perceived “standard account” of the
way things have been done in schools. The assumption on the part of Shoretown
Consultants is that things are not working. The director of the agency states that it’s
“not even logical” to expect that kids will do differently when the teachers don’t do
anything differently. The consultants define themselves as “change agents” here to fix a
broken system. They believe that the step-by-step problem solving method will enable
teachers to become empowered to solve student problems. The viewpoint they are
taking of teachers is what I will refer to as the “collective teacher”. The “collective
teacher” is going about it all wrong. The “collective teacher” understands problem
solving as removing students from their classrooms rather than trying to find ways to
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improve the situation for those students struggling within their classrooms. These
“collective teachers” see the students as the problem, taking an I-It standpoint (Buber,
1937) These notions about the “collective teacher” form the underlying assumptions
that drive the development of the Shoretown Consultant’s system for problem solving.
The starting assumption is that teachers in general need this type of change. This serves
to set up the juxtaposition of the individually situated teachers pitted against the “They”
of the collective, poorly performing teacher.
There has been resentment on the part of some teachers about the need for the
outside consultant group to come in and make changes (Teacher interview 2001). Some
of the resentment may come from the extent to which individual teachers feel that they
have been thrown into the pit of the “They” or the collective teacher who has been
labeled as unsuccessful so far. This parallels what the Shoretown Consultants are
claiming that the teachers are doing with their students. This construct can be applied as
a way to see students as well. A teacher may see students in ways that are “collective”
rather than individual. For example a teacher may choose a particular disciplinary
method because the “collective student” needs rigid discipline or their classroom
behavior will get out of control. Curriculum can revolve around teachers notions of the
“collective student” and what they feel students are capable of doing and understanding.
Authenticity and “The Crowd”
In order to be effective the team consultant must be able to negotiate the
territory between the generalized “collective teacher” on which this reform initiative is
based and the individual human teachers-as-beings that they are seeking to influence
and change. The consultant seeks to influence a teacher’s perceptions of service team
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membership where teacher’s have come to see membership as giving in or being part of
the anonymous “Crowd”. From the standpoint of the individual teacher, this represents
the existential dilemma of the recognition of our social nature, our need for validation
acceptance and support in our environing world, while at the same time living with the
fear of becoming one with the “Crowd” and losing our sense of individuality and
authenticity. By taking this type of existential view we can locate our decision making
on this continuum and understand the conflicting forces pulling us in both directions.
Teaching and learning by definition are somewhat at odds with an existential
view and this is where a developmental view comes into play. One of the standard ways
of analyzing school related projects is to look for teacher’s growth and change. We tend
to want to see an endpoint or a feeling of moving beyond, of having left old ways
behind for new ways. Taking an existential view however will not really get us
anywhere in a sense. Although growth and achievement can be seen as a moving
forward, through the lens of this construct there is no goal to achieve. We cannot aspire
to real, complete or 100% authentic behavior that is completely isolated from the
“They”. Life in the “They” is seen as an important part of our existence. Our very
Being-in-the-world involves a constantly negotiated and renegotiated relationship with
others (Heidegger 1962). Heidegger claims that we can both resist and modify our
relationship with the “They”. At the same time an understanding of Heidegger’s
concept of Being-in-the-world encompasses this “fallenness” as a necessary component
of our situated existence. As situated individuals we cannot hope to aspire to a life that
might be considered most authentic because we have fallen less into the life of the
“They” (Heidegger 1962). Life in the “They” is seen as integral to our existence. The
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way we define ourselves is contingent upon some kind of relationship with the society
or those outside of ourselves. We do “care about the distance” (Heidegger 1962 p.129)
between ourselves and others. Even if we choose to live alone and have minimal contact
with other people the very definition of that lifestyle depends on the existence of others
to be alone from. This is our situated existence as human beings. We cannot escape
completely from defining ourselves in relation to others in hopes of a more authentic
life. In a way we will always be negotiating, examining and reexamining our
movements between being subsumed by the “They” and movements towards more
autonomous thinking. This is the area of choice and the burden of freedom.
The I-Thou Relationship
An existential viewpoint will tell us that we can choose the ways that we relate
to others. Buber (1958) described one of the ways of relating to others as the I-it
mentality. He defined this as treating people as things or as objects to be manipulated.
To focus on the individual person, the teacher-as-being, a multi-faceted individual with
particular dispositions, talents and orientations would be to treat people at the level of IThou according to Buber. Dan describes seeing one of the facilitators he works with
building relationships with individual students exemplifying the I-Thou level of
interacting:
I often sit and talk with my facilitators, but at this one school there are no
private offices, just a cubby hole. There are students and people coming in
and out and it can be frustrating when we can’t have a private meeting. But it
can be an incredibly valuable thing seeing this facilitator interacting with the
student we had just been discussing when he showed up. All the intangibles:
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it can be reduced to something as small as the most basic human interaction
like: ‘Hello, how are you doing today?’ So when it comes time to handle
some serious business or have a serious conversation, you already have that
relationship. -Dan
Dan, while describing the I-Thou relationship he sees this facilitator building
with a student is also describing his own efforts to build an I-Thou relationship with his
facilitators. The teacher/facilitator Dan describes is not treating students as if they were
the “collective student” but focuses on the treatment of students as individual human
beings.
Some teachers have never expanded the technical view of teaching and see the
job as a series of discreet tasks and the service team initiative has just given them more
of these tasks. One of the facilitators whom I will call Gloria describes the way teachers
can come to turn away from an I-Thou type of relating to students:
You have a child who is acting up. They think it is fine to say: ‘This kid is a
brat. This kid is a behavior problem. This kid doesn’t belong in my class’
You don’t have ownership of that kid. As soon as you start to say I can do
this and I can try that and I monitor this and I can monitor that, I can write
down how many times a day he does this, Then you become involved in the
child, and it’s work. I think teachers separate themselves from the child and
say: ‘It’s that kid, it’s that behavior’. They are not really involved because
they have already written them off. -Gloria
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In this case an I-Thou relationship is not built, the teacher is choosing the level
of I-It in relating to specific students. Gloria recognized that sometimes this is a survival
mechanism in a school with so many children burdened with social problems:
Some teachers think it is easier because you don’t have an investment in that
child. You can call security: ‘Come get him out of my room’. Teaching is a
hard job. You might have to be 20 different places at the same time. It’s
almost like a self protection. I don’t know what it is like in other schools, but
here there are such intense social and emotional problems and after a while
you can’ t think about it anymore. It’s almost like a self preservation. You
just can’t take on one more kid, you develop a thick skin, or you just become
numb. -Gloria
The previous descriptions give a sense of the challenges to maintaining an IThou relationship with students in the current climate of the teaching profession,
particularly in the urban schools I studied. Not only is developing an I-Thou
relationship with students not rewarded in schools but when it is not present in the
relationship between administrators and teachers it seems to be nearly impossible for
teachers to maintain within their classrooms.
The Teacher’s Dilemma: “Pack Mentality vs. Individuality”
In the following excerpt Ivy, one of the teacher/facilitators describes the
different perceptions she has of her students as individuals and as members of groups,
what she refers to as their “pack mentality”. Ivy began her career in special education
before moving to a middle school math teaching position. She characterized her way-ofbeing a teacher in the following story. In Ivy’s middle school students who were in the
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special education classes were never included in the school dance at the end of the year.
One year some of the girls in Ivy’s class expressed interest in going to the dance. She
went to the administration with this request which was denied, with the caveat that Ivy
would have to attend if she wanted her students to go. Undaunted Ivy went to the dance
that year and her students were very well behaved and had a wonderful time. After
attending for a few years the special education students were able to go to the dances
without Ivy attending. During this time she also took her class to an assembly, which
had never been done before. Ivy describes what came after: “Boy did I catch hell for
that one”. But again Ivy eventually broke down that barrier as well. As a teacher Ivy has
developed an I-Thou relationship with her students as seen in the following excerpt
from our interview:
I think that for me, and I don’t know maybe I’m wrong here, but in order to
do this job you have to really like these children. You have to like children.
You may not like what you are doing in the moment. But you have to
generally like them. And I can honestly say that in all of my years in
teaching, I can’t think of a child that I couldn’t find som ething to like
about. I have one group of kids where I have to keep reminding myself.
They are a tough group of kids, they all know each other, they are very much
alike, once they get going they are very hard to keep on track. They have a
lot of energy, and as a group, they are really a pain. But each one of them
individually or in small groups of two or three kids at a time are delightful.
They have said to me: You don’t really like us, do you? And I said That’s
not true. I do not like your behavior when you get in your pack mentality, I
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don’t like it at all. It makes my job difficult and it makes my day difficult.
But each and every one of you have something neat that you bring here to
the class. And each and every one of you when you sit down with me, just
the two of us, are thoroughly likeable. And even in a small group, you are
fun like after school in a small group. But as a group you don’t make my life
easy and that’s why you catch it from me regularly. And one of the kids said:
Well you know what the problem is? It’s that we really know each other, and
we are all alike and we just get going off of each other, and I said: Yeah, you
do. But the fact that they would even ask me? You know, I felt that I needed
to be honest with them about it. And now they joke about it: They say: Isn’t
it awful having us first thing in the morning? And then the other one says:
Maybe it’s not awful for her because she gets us out of the way early. They
are trying to figure out how I think about it. And I said: ‘Well actually in the
morning first thing you guys aren’t really awake yet, but once you go to
lunch and eat all that sugar, you guys are off the walls- that’s harder than
first thing in the morning’. Now we can kind of joke about it. -Ivy
Ivy had given her middle school students an opportunity to know her and the
way she thinks about them. She has been able to communicate this in an honest and
nonjudgmental way and her students have taken her lead and responded in the same
authentic way. She is modeling an I -Thou way of thinking in the classroom. Ivy
respected the fact that “they would even ask me”. She honestly articulated her feelings
towards them. In her description she was able to separate her students as people from
their behavior in their “pack mentality”. This clarification gave one of her students an
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opportunity to think about this and prompted him to try and explain what happens as a
member of this “pack”. By being able to joke with them about the way they are as a
group she has allowed them to retain their dignity as individuals and within their social
groups. Ivy is respecting one of Rollo May’s tenets: that every existing person has the
character of self affirmation and the need to preserve his own centeredness (May 1983).
Ivy has recognized the importance of memberships in peer groups and social groups
that dominate the lives of middle school students. Ivy has created an atmosphere where
students can ask questions that other teachers might label as inappropriate or
disrespectful. She has provided opportunities for a level of communication that human
beings yearn for, the kind of communication that can open doors of understanding
between people and suspend power structures long enough to meet each other on a level
playing field of conversation. The feeling level is at work here. Ivy and her students are
exemplifying the fact that feelings should not be marginalized, but rather serve us as
means of understanding or disclosing the world to us. (Heidegger 1962). Ivy has made
room for accepting students along with their range of behaviors where they will
continue to both seek to understand and stake a claim (and revisit and move that claim)
between the forces of the “They” and their individuality.
The “They” within the Service Team Initiative
From the standpoint of individuals in this school system, the construct of the
“They” can be applied to some of the teacher/facilitators who are active and interested
in the service team initiative. The ways that these people situate themselves has been as
both outsiders and insiders in a system that they agree needs help and is failing. Gloria
who is a facilitator with a background in special education was able to understand that
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despite the goal of reducing the rate of referrals to special programs, there were times
when the result of service team meeting discussions would be a recommendation for
just such a referral. She understood the plight of the teachers who are:
really overworked and frustrated and they are dealing a lot of social
problems right in our classrooms. The perception always is that you cannot
change too much. The students go home after six hours and go right back
into the same situation, and they come back the next day having dealt with
everything all night long. -Gloria
Rather than feeling hopeless about this situation Gloria was willing to try the
service teams to see if it would help these students. She had confidence in the model:
I think that the teachers do have the resources available to them from the
service team model and they are able to have some support through the
service team. They can say that they have tried A, B or C and it’s still not
working. Then you can say okay we need a referral. This kid needs
something else that we cannot provide. I think if you look at who makes up
your service team, you should have a special ed teacher on the service team,
you should have a general education teacher you should have a counselor
whether it is a school counselor or outside counselor. You should allow
those people to use their expertise and if the special ed. teachers can say that
this kid is just not making it, they should be able to go ahead with the
referral. -Gloria
Although Gloria does not agree with everything about the service team initiative
she is willing to take it on in a reflective and conscious manner. She is seen by other
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teachers as part of the “They” because she has become engaged in it as a facilitator. To
other teachers in this school Gloria is representing an initiative that has been fraught
with controversy in their school.

The “They” as a Useful Construct
One way to begin to think about how this construct can be used is by defining
the “They” as in the eye of the beholder. By uncovering the process of meaning
making, of understanding the world and locating our place in it these constructs emerge
as structures or frameworks for our sense making. The construct of the “Crowd” or the
“They” represents our inherently conflicting relationship with the social groups that we
exist within and without. This construct at the same time is fluid and subject to change.
If a teacher decides to join and work within the service teams and comes to feel a part of
it, the anonymous “They” no longer serves as a useful construct.
Gloria situates herself as both inside the service team initiative that she is a part
of and supports and outside of it to the extent that she has modified the structure to meet
the needs of the many students she feels can use help. In the beginning of the year
Gloria’s team did not problem solve for one student at a time, which is one of the
cornerstones of the step by step process. Gloria grouped the students together by
behavioral issue due to the large number of students teachers had concerns about. The
team would then brainstorm strategies for intervention. Gloria did not ask permission to
do this. She adapted the method to best suit her current educational setting. Although
she is working in and with this initiative in a manner that does not take it on blindly but
rather consciously and deliberately to other teachers in the building not supportive of
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this initiative she has become the “other” and joined the “They” of those who are in
support of the extra work for teachers that this represents to them.
It may take a certain level of expertise and confidence in their own skills as
educators in order to see systems that they are a part of in a negative light. They are able
to see both the “They”, the rules or the way things have been done as it exists and as in
the case of Ivy’s special education students, the experience of the individual being in
context. In this way teachers create their own living educational theories by describing
and explainin their own learning. (Whitehead, 2000)
Maxine Greene (1967) encourages teachers to see possibilities and open up
spaces for freedom and choice in places where perceived constraints serve as
limitations. There seems to be an ability from more reflective teachers to look beyond
political and other extrinsic judgments of themselves and others in educational settings
in order to more closely examine possibilities and to take a deeper and more critical
look at their own situations
The Team Consultant’s Perspective
One of the problems that Dan has identified in his work with the service teams is
the idea of “these dichotomies that people have that they have been trained in through
school and professionally that there has to be one answer, seeing co-existing ideas is
not possible for them” (Interview 2001). In the case of the service teams a complaint
that is often made by teachers is that there is too much paperwork involved with service
team membership and this takes their time away from human interaction. They are
seeing service team membership as first and foremost extra paperwork. Dan feels that
teachers way of thinking is often to prioritize one over the other, rather than seeing how
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they can co-exist and work to serve the same purpose. Dan is working with his service
teams on reframing teacher’s thought processes” by helping them see that the team
might not have the answers to some difficult problems and that “problem and answer is
not the only axis we operate along . In this way Dan’s work can be seen as an ability to
see both the “Crowd” or the “They” and an individual’s existence at the same time. This
is what the existentialist would refer to as one of the dualities of our existence. We are
always both members of groups and individual people within them. An understanding
that there is a way to frame “problem and answer” as not the only “axis” that we can use
moves teachers thinking beyond the standard dualities that exist, and open up new
possibilities for understanding educational situations.
For other teachers whose way-of-being is at a technical level of reflection the
introduction of this initiative was presented as more technical work. To those who
define their work as primarily about obeying outside dictates, the service team
requirements become more of the same type of extrinsically motivated work.
Rejection of the Service Team’s “Collective Teacher” Mentality
The concept of the “They” might also be used to explain why some teachers do
not believe the service teams should be implemented. Since the underlying assumption
behind putting the teams in place is failure on the part of teachers, it is then possible for
teachers to reject membership on teams in order not to implicate themselves as part of
the failing “They”. The “They” would be the collective teachers who are not living up
to what an outside consultant has defined as a teacher’s responsibility.
A middle school administrator spoke with me about how some of the teachers in
his school saw the service team initiative. Their feeling is that as a middle school
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academic team they “already do the same work for kids”. They asked him: “Why
should we have the name (Shoretown Consultants) associated with us? This
administrator felt that some of the teachers saw this as “yet another consultant coming
in” (Interview 2001). This brings up issues of power and ownership over individual
ways of working.
This conflict can be seen as the struggle of the individual teacher or particular
academic team who may already work in some of the same ways the service team
initiative is advocating. There might be a concern about getting lost in the service team
initiative. A team or individual teacher might worry that the identity they have built as
individual teachers or perhaps as a grade level team might be subsumed under the
heading of service team work. Just as a person belonging to a particular religion might
worry that he is losing his independent beliefs by taking part in group practices or
rituals. The concern is about a loss of self, a fear of disappearing or of ceasing to be,
becoming a part of the anonymous crowd. A teacher or a team might wonder: Will the
good collaborative, problem solving student centered work that we already do be
attributed to the influence of the outside consultants coming in? There is a concern for a
loss of authenticity or a loss of the positive approval that these teachers may already
enjoy as part of their existing school communities.
Teacher’s Wavs-of-Being
Teachers on teams can be seen as attached to their ways-of-being teachers or
ways-of-being team members. Whatever one’s starting point, these issues are
underlying for all of us: the building of our identity vs. the consideration of other ways
of thinking. With any potential change there will be the weighing of gains and losses
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that the change will bring. It can become a challenge to find an identity within the
change. We will ask ourselves: Does it align anywhere with my way-of-being? Is there
anything that I can hold onto that is at once one with any of my already established
beliefs? If for example a teacher has always been able to give advice or ideas freely to
others and found suggestions helpful from colleagues then this aspect of the service
teams will reinforce her beliefs and invite her in to feel the comfort of the “They”. But
there has to be more than sameness because sameness can also be a reason for rejection:
“We do this already”. One of the service team members from the Glendale team has
found the service team meetings to be a place to give and get suggestions and support
on a regular basis- a forum for expression of her way-of-being a teacher.
Among the educators interviewed for this study who supported the initiative and
were successful within it, are some facilitators or service team members who see
themselves as outside of mainstream classroom teaching. Two of the other teachers
interviewed have backgrounds in special education and they have experienced being
outside of the standard ways that classroom teachers interact with the school system.
For them the construct of the “Crowd” or the “They” can be used to understand the
ways that they have found to work within the system. Marge taking her special
education class to the school dance and assemblies before it was permitted is an
example of this. These teachers have built identities as teachers that have been
influenced by situations that posit the lived experience of individual students or teachers
against that of the standard account. It is in that dialectical process that they work to
change the given system. The construct of the Crowd or the They vs. the individual
person’s experience is used in ways that help us build an understanding of who we are
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within the systems we are a part of. In this way the construct can be seen as something
being uncovered, a process of naming that which is already there-not a new invention
but a new understanding of how we make meaning and build a sense of responsibility as
situated individuals. It is a way of thinking about the world that helps us develop an
understanding of who we are becoming and what makes us uniquely human. This is the
essence that Spinoza referred to: ‘"the essence is nothing but the endeavor, the effort
which he makes to continue to be a man, not to die” (Unamuno 1954).
Freedom and Limitation: The terror of freedom and choice.
Freedom is the pause between stimulus and response (May 1981).
Sartre said that man is nothing but what he makes of himself (Sartre 1982 p. 28)
An illustration of the parameters and dualities of this construct are in Sartre’s two
meanings of subjectivism. The first is that an individual chooses and makes himself.
The second is that it is impossible for a person to transcend human subjectivity. On one
hand is the facticity of our existence and on the other is transcendence (Sartre 1982).
Within these boundaries exists the burden of freedom and the existence of choice and
possibility. An existential viewpoint attempts to acknowledge that teachers do have
freedom to choose and that their choices affect the situations in which they are
immersed and will continuously define who they are. Freedom is however finite. There
may be multiple possibilities but only one can be chosen “against the background of
necessity” (Greene 1973 p.255). The characteristics of existentialism - situatedness, the
emergence of self, and freedom - are related to a variety of existential concerns such as
being and not-being, freedom, isolation, meaninglessness, living in bad faith, self¬
estrangement, anxiety, angst and fear (Sartre, 1957; Yalom, 1998). Angst is defined as
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the disturbing and uncanny mood which summons a person to reflect on his/her
individual existence and its possibilities. Fear (outside forces) and anxiety (one’s own
actions) and the facticity of our existence are considered along with temporality and
spaciality. The existentialist is concerned with the primacy of experience:
It is by being unrestrictedly and unreservedly what I am at present that I
have a chance of moving forward; it is by living my time that I am able to
understand other times, by plunging into the present and the world, by taking
on deliberately what I am fortuitously, by willing what I will and doing what
I do that I can go further (Merleau-Ponty 1962).
According to Rollo May freedom is : “The perceived capacity for choice within
the natural and self-imposed limitations of living” (Schneider & May, 1995 p. 136).
May describes six intersecting levels of freedom: the physiological, the environmental,
the cognitive, the psychosexual, the interpersonal and the experiential (being). Freedom
at the physiological level can be delineated by such things as one’s physical health,
ancestry, alcohol or drug use, genetic abilities such as reflexes and coordination.
Environmental freedom is explained as conditioned or unconditioned stimuli, or
positive and negative reinforcement for example rewarding ourselves for specific
achievements. Cognitive freedom is influenced by the “extent to which one can identify
maladaptive schemas, change and adopt new schemas by using such strategies as
positive reframing, social modeling and rational restructuring”. (Schneider & May,
1995 p. 138)
The psychosexual area according to May focuses on the relationship between
past psychosexual conflicts and present relationships. For example imbalances either
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toward overgratification or repression are considered compulsive and therefore not free.
Interpersonal freedom would include desires for and frustrations with affection,
nurturance, validation and social or moral direction. This area covers the capacity for
relatedness and separateness. The experiential level of freedom is most concerned with
feelings and is best described by metaphors and works of art. It embraces all the other
levels of freedom.
This ontological freedom underlies the overlapping dimension of “the
immediate, the kinesthetic, the affective, and the profound or cosmic...They
are the context for...the capacities to constrict, expand, and center one’s
energies and experiences” (Schneider & May 1995 p. 138).
For the purposes of this study this explication of freedom gives a deeper context
to the parameters of freedom and limitations. Rather than looking for an ultimate way to
act, or an ultimate freedom to attain this theory emphasizes the dialectical condition of
freedom and limitation and “helps... to find optimal rather than consummate
meanings.” (Schneider & May 1995 p. 141). Maxine Greene describes an aspect of
freedom that helps us see beyond the way things are to 4twhat could be otherwise” and
as making room for possibility. (1967).
Fear according to existentialists is concern about expectations defined by those
outside of ourselves. Anxiety is defined as worry about our own performance in the
world. Teachers are caught between these feelings, having to rely on both expectations
of those outside of themselves: principals, department head or superintendents for
example, and their own personal actions in the classrooms.
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Teacher/facilitators such as Gena in the quote below who see the importance of
the I-Thou relationship in teaching looks to the service team as a place where she can
reinforce this concept as a way of opening up possibilities for freedom and choice with
teachers on her team. She is looking for a home for her way-of-being a teacher, she sees
the importance of focusing on the “self5 in a different way:
We are people who are relating to these children, we’re not curriculum
deliverers which supports the fact that, with a youngster, if he were having a
lot of problems if we pay a little bit more attention to him, maybe if we
design an individual contract, maybe if we reach out and find out a little bit
more about his family, maybe if we have a chance to meet with him five
minutes a day, those are plans of action that uses use of self in a very
different way. Rather than the S&L method, which is slower and louder.
Teachers who can’t think of anything else to do? They repeat it, slower and
louder. That’s not where the kid is at. A majority of them don’t trust the
relationship or the environment. They don’t believe that you are really here
to help them or that you can touch them as human beings. -Gena
The template of individual vs. the Crowd can be used here again as a way of
freeze framing a situation. Here the teacher whom Gena describes as using “the S&L
method” is misinterpreting the students standpoint, or more accurately the teacher does
not consider the student’s standpoint to be relevant. As Gena describes them, these
teachers “can’t think of anything else to do” and cannot see possibility or their own
freedom in the situation. They are not able to get beyond a technical view of teaching.
Teachers who recognize their own being-as-teachers as important to the learning
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process will be more apt to acknowledge the personhood of the individual student and
could turn their attention to creating spaces for freedom and choice. Maxine Greene
(1967) tells us that teachers in search of their own freedom are the only ones who can
point students in the direction of finding freedom and making choices themselves.
This facilitator reminds teachers that they must see beyond the “collective
student” who does not need louder directions but needs to be understood as a person
who does not trust others to be acting in their best interests. An understanding of
student’s standpoints might allow teachers to understand the importance of identifying
and working with their own starting points and assumptions.
Autonomy vs. a Teacher’s Situated Existence
One of the goals of the service team initiative is to give teachers a chance to act
in a more autonomous way. One could say that they are working to give teachers more
freedom. The consultants have worked to build what I have called a “shadow system”.
I refer to this as a shadow system because it is a system that is not officially in place.
External Consultants are hoping to plant the seeds that will grow this initiative. One of
the ways they are doing this is acting as if everything was in place and hoping that
teachers will catch on to their confidence in using these systems. Teachers are asked by
both the directors of the consulting agency and the team consultants to use the various
levels of the initiative when they have concerns coming out of the service team
meetings. This would circumvent the systems already in place at different schools
where the principal and administrators were the problem solvers for the school. One
example of this would be if a teacher/facilitator complained about actions taken by
administrators that impacted their service team work. They would be encouraged to take
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it up the ladder to the School Management Group or further to the District Policy
Committee for a decision. However, most teachers and administrators are going about
business as usual and not incorporating the service team systems that are still being
built. Some teachers and administrators have not fully supported the initiative at all
levels as it is being implemented over a five year period. Increasingly the
superintendent has been requiring teachers to have all staff members form service teams
but at this point in time there is quite a bit of variation. When the director and assistant
director speak to teachers and others they give the impression of a system in place that
teachers are free to use but many are not convinced that this system really exists and
doubt if it is supported by their own administrators. Teachers were told that if they go
through the problem solving process and write an action plan that they all agree would
help a student then their requests will be met. If their school management group does
not approve the changes that they need in order to implement the action plan, they can
take their requests up the ladder to the different levels-the district policy committee
being the highest. Teachers are told that all problems will be resolved there. Teachers
were “promised the sky” in the words of Mary the facilitator of the Douglas team but
when it came time for this team to ask for help find an alternative placement for a
student that had been problem solving on all year, “They never came through”
according to Mary (interview 2001). This team felt as though they were treated like
“collective teachers” and they were seen by the assistant director as not trying hard
enough with this student.
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Larger Goals for Schools
By being a service team member teachers are made to feel that they can and
should take more responsibility for the course their students will take. They are
encouraged to come up with action plans of the team’s devising, based on their own day
to day knowledge of the students. There is a goal of empowerment for teachers in the
service of system changes. The service team members were encouraged to see
possibilities and to go beyond the confines of the “old systems” which too often include
administrators who they can be potentially placed at odds with. They were told in the
Sand Edge training that “legally you don’t need an IEP” to get special education
services for students. Some teachers have found this appealing. They have been able to
directly contact social service agencies and make connections with after school
programs without needing to go through school administrators. Teachers might be seen
as becoming liberated from their previously restricted roles as teachers. Other teachers
understand this as additional, unwanted responsibilities. In this way freedom is seen
within the context of their situated existence. Freedom does not exist without limitations
and responsibilities. At best it can open up a space, not to let go of all restrictions on
behavior but open up small possibilities for change and transformation.
The Team Consultant’s Viewpoint
The Shoretown team consultants who were interviewed, Dan and Marita, have
worked, in Maxine Greene’s words: “to awaken an ethical consciousness, to arouse the
passion that accompanies the belief that things can be otherwise, that everything has not
been done” (Greene 1990 p.72). One of the ways that Marita sees that this work is
important comes through in her statement: “You get a chance to definitely remind the
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teachers that are starting to lose faith in what they chose to do, you get a chance to
remind them that they are truly saving lives”. Robin, a teacher on the Glendale team felt
that the service team discussions were opening up more possibilities for a colleague
whom she felt had “not been so positive”:
I think (the service team) is having an effect on other conversations teachers
have about children, I think it is stopping some of the outside conversations.
Maybe it is helping some of the teachers who are not so positive become
more positive because they have some tools and strategies to use and they
see other people around them who are teaching differently. I have seen a
change in their teaching. Maybe they were just frustrated or disappointed, if
they tried something and it wasn’t working, or they were making the mistake
of personalizing things. Working on the service team does empower you, I
have seen changes. Teachers who were negative towards problem solving,
negative towards students before are more patient with their students, trying
new things, being less judgmental, opening up to others, which has been real
nice. I think they feel a trust, they trust us, if they can’t go any further with a
student, now they know that they can ask and we can help each other. -Robin
In this teacher’s assessment membership on the service team has provided the
way for teachers to see that there are other possibilities, other ways-of-being teachers.
She states that trust is important in building the kind of environment where positive
learning experiences can occur. These are the same essential building blocks that
teachers need in classrooms with students and that team consultants find important in
their work with teachers. Taking into account existential concerns such as: fear, anxiety.
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authenticity, meaning and responsibility gives context to the behavior of the teacher
who is “not so positive” . Rollo May (1983 ) describes three of the basic tenets of
existential psychology as
•

Every existing person is centered in themselves.

•

Every existing person has the character of self affirmation and the need to
preserve his own centeredness and

•

all human beings have the ability to go out from their centeredness to participate
in other beings
The teacher who has shown the ability to try new strategies in the classroom,

make choices that she has not made before, and not be so judgmental has been able to
come out from her centeredness and feel empowered to make choices the way she has
seen others on her team doing. In this way success for this teacher, and this team has
come about by paying attention to issues of the human condition and setting the stage
for a broader way of defining who we are as beings-who-teach including perceptions of
freedom and limitations.
Authenticity and Responsibility: including angst, choice and teacher identity
The standard account ignores the degree to which the world is a human one
whose structure, articulation and very existence are functions of human
agency. (Heidegger (1962)
One of the ways that authenticity has been represented in existential literature is
through Sartre’s concept of “living in bad faith”. He gives the example of a waiter
impersonating a waiter (1957). Sartre points out the difference between a person who is
playing a role or acting authentically. A person might be imitating actions taken that fit
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stereotypical notions of what a waiter is and does, or what a teacher is and does. A
student teacher I know who was struggling with authenticity and responsibility in her
assigned classroom told me that she felt like she was “slipping into teacher skin”
(Pedevillano & Feldman 2000) when working under a particular supervising teacher.
The student teacher who wishes to become a teacher and goes about it by imitating what
she perceives as “teacher behavior” may be passing up a chance to become a teacher,
through reflective behavior and conscious actions. There are first of all the technical
tasks involved in teaching, as in all occupations there are tasks involved that do not
require deep reflection. Increasingly we are asked to see teaching as a technical task, a
simplified process of finding strategies and techniques for enabling students to pass
state mandated standardized tests.
With increasing shortages of teachers there has been an increase in programs
that seek to hire teachers purely for their technical skill, particularly in math or science.
(Mint Program in Massachusetts) At the same time there are pockets of teachers who
work with students in districts where standardized scores are the lowest who feel that
for some struggling students it will take more and not less attention paid to their
underlying existential needs before they can master such tests. One principal of an
alternative high school shared with me some of what she felt were important strategies
for increasing passing rates on state mandated standardized tests. Along with practicing
test-type questions and math tutoring she told me that it is important that these students
feel relaxed and comfortable. She told me that: “We tell them that the teachers here will
care about them just as much after they get their scores as before”, and she reminds
them that their scores “will not diminish who they are as people”(Interview 2003). At
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this alternative high school the students practice relaxation and meditation exercises
before starting the exams, and most recently teachers have gotten permission to cook
breakfast for students at school on the days when testing takes place. This principal also
shared with me that she compares the test with something like a driving test and tells
them that “this is just a hoop that you have to pass through in order to get what you
want”. She is attempting to both protect and to separate the core being of the students
whose scores will be compared to those in other schools and other towns, from who
they are as individual human beings in the world. The student-as-being is considered in
the actions she chooses to take in order to build what she feels is the necessary
atmosphere and foundation for successful experiences for her students. This principal
has expanded on the traditional way responsibility to students is viewed by connecting
what she knows to be true of students in their individual situated existence. Through
this process important starting points for learning are identified. This principal is brave
enough to act in ways that in her own words: will not ‘diminish who they are as
people’. By speaking and acting on behalf of ‘who we are as people’ takes
responsibility to a level both beyond the standard account and at the same time deeply
grounded in our environing worlds. One might describe this principal’s actions as being
true to herself. To be authentic from an existential view is not to seek an inner true self
that can be uncovered and measured against but rather a realization that consciousness
is a reaching out into the world, a constant striving (Greene 1973). In speaking about
the concept of being true to oneself Nietzsche wrote: “Your true nature lies not
concealed deep within you, but immeasurably high above you or at least above that
which you usually take yourself to be” (Nietzsche 1983 p.129).
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Seen this way the true or authentic self will be found in the world through the
tasks and projects we choose- the world that is our human construction. It is not
separate from ourselves but inextricably linked with our definition of ourselves.
Heidegger’s concept of Dasein (1962) or Being-in-the-world exemplifies this concept.
Our meaning making builds ways of understanding our world.
An existential view differs from a search for the true self or a search to uncover
values or goals or even our inner selves. The existential view is not a way of seeing the
world that is fixed and rigid, it does not expect to find the answer, the goal, the self, the
end, or the measurable. Kierkegaard has said that “an individual is constantly in the
process of becoming” (1974 p.79). An existential viewpoint is meant to explore human
relationships with the world and to understand the world to consist of our constructions
and reconstructions of meaning. Authenticity is not a goal to be achieved but more of a
direction away from becoming subsumed by the “They” and a reaching toward that
which will open up possibilities for freedom. Authentic behavior can be recognized in
ourselves when we can characterize what Merleau-Ponty referred to as: “a return to the
site, the soil of the sensible and opened world such as it is in our life for and for our
body” (1962). Authentic behavior or communication, when it “rings true” become the
light of the possible enabling us to imagine how to move forward. It is more like an
original experiencing of the world as opposed to a way of acting that is dictated by
others and understood to be acted upon according to those dictates.
A person can be moved to behave authentically when spaces for freedom and
choice have been opened up. It is the opposite of what Maxine Greene refers to as being
submerged in the given (Greene 1967). There is a sense of opening up to new
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possibility that is a feature of authentic thinking. What is a teachers responsibility? How
does a teacher build a sense of responsibility to the profession? Maxine Greene tells us
that one must:
Plunge into action and relate himself reflectively to the situations making his
life in time. He must create values and indeed create himself, by choosing
the kind of person he is moment by moment, year by year. His essence that
which he really is, turns out to be the identity he defines for himself as he
lives. (Greene 1967, p.8).
In this way teachers can be seen as being responsible for their own development
as teachers and as human beings. The choices a teacher makes continually contribute to
the person they are ever becoming, if teaching has become a conscious and deliberate
way of life, and not a rote and mechanical task. Marge describes her job as a teacher in
the following manner:
There are teachers who know their contracts like they know their social
security number. That necessarily is not me. I really don’t look at my job and
say: Well my contract says that I don’t have to do this, so I am not going to
do it. There are many teachers for whom this is a job. I’ll sound a little like
Pollyanna here, but for me teaching is not a job. It’s my vocation, it’s what I
was meant to do It’s where I want to be. And the day I don’t want to be here
anymore, I will leave. Because at that point in time I’m not going to be
effective, not really. You know what I am saying? It’s not me. -Ivy
The reflections that teachers make in interviews-- the stories that they choose as
important-give insight into their understandings of the ways that their sense of identity
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and responsibility have been built. Ivy was ultimately successful when she bucked the
system with her special needs students when she based her actions on her understanding
of the experiences of individual students pitted against the standard ways that things had
been done at their school. These experiences serve to reinforce her feeling of
authenticity as a teacher. The way Ivy sees it is that:
It’s a choice. You can choose to be open and receptive, or choose to be
closed and negative. I personally feel that it takes so much more energy to be
closed. I can’t be bothered with that kind of negative energy. I don’t have
energy to waste, it could be put to good use. -Ivy
In keeping with her way-of-being a teacher, Ivy will agree to go along with the
service team initiative, but she will not do it blindly. She does not see the service team
method as something she has to obey as an outside of herself thing or as an empty
method. Ivy does not stay focused only on the technical aspects of teaching and
following this she takes on her service team in the same way that she went about
building her sense of responsibility as a teacher. Ivy’s way-of-being is to use structures
in the service of students. She is always looking beyond the technical level of teaching
and reflecting. On service teams the technical level could be seen as following the steps
for the sake of the steps and filling out forms correctly in order to be paid. The technical
level of teaching can be seen as aligned with the standard account or what teachers
believe to be the public’s perception and expectation of what a teacher should be doing.
The focus of energy, thought and action stays primarily at this technical level for some
teachers. Other teachers or service team members who reflect in a deeper, more
existential manner can move beyond the technical level. They have considered issues of
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existence such as authenticity and meaning and through their actions, their ways-ofbeing teachers show that they have freedom to make choices and open up possibilities.
Ivy describes the balance between retaining the ‘"teacher persona” and reacting
authentically in her classroom:
I think that there are people and I have been in the business a long time,
there are people who do not let, or infrequently let children be the human
beings that they are. They have the persona that is the teacher thing, and I
think it’s not easy to find a balance. For example one child did something
one day and it was really hysterical, it was out of the groove, it wasn’t quite
the thing that you should be doing at that moment, but it was the funniest
thing that I had seen in ages. There was total silence, the whole class looked
at me to see how I would respond. And I had to laugh, I just had to laugh, it
was too much. And I think they were relieved that I wasn’t going to be angry
and that I had a sense of humor. Do you know how much energy it would
take to maintain the teacher persona in this instance, in that space 6 hours a
day? I would be exhausted. -Ivy
In this situation Ivy is choosing how she will react to her students. She is aware
of the “teacher persona” and how to find a balance between maintaining order and
letting go of the order that teachers are often constrained by. Ivy is not a teacher in the
sense of a “barman imitating a barman” but rather teaches from an authentic
perspective. Teachers who have never let down their guard in the classroom for fear of
losing control find themselves constrained by this belief. They are denying themselves
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the freedom that Ivy has to make a space for reconceptualizing authenticity and
responsibility in her classroom.
The Team Consultant’s Perspective
In his consulting work Dan sees the problem solving model as a means and not
an end. He feels that some teachers are satisfied with mastering the model as an end
rather than as a starting point, keeping the process at the technical level. Dan feels that
the “interpretation of the model comes down to them, where there are limitations or
rigidity it is reflection on the person” (Interview 2001).
Some teachers interpreting the service team initiative are able to see the step-bystep problem solving method as a structure within which they can work to solve
student’s problems. To them it is a tool to learn and use. To other teachers it is a rigid
method that must be followed, and consequently for teachers with a more technical
view, following the steps and filling in the forms in order to be paid could be
understood as the essence of the work of the teams.
The teacher’s voices in this section speak about the importance of building
relationships and honoring the students-as-beings in their work. It is through a
grounding in the I-Thou way-of-being and relating to students and teaching that these
teachers have built an authentic identity and a sense of responsibility that opens up
spaces for freedom and choice in their lives and for their student’s lives as well.
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CHAPTER 6
CASE STUDIES AND EXISTENTIAL ANALYSIS OF TWO SERVICE TEAMS
Introduction of the Service Teams
The history of the implementation of the service team initiative was set amid
some controversy. The acting superintendent of schools was instrumental in supporting
the implementation of the service teams when the initiative was first introduced by
Shortetown Consultants to the district. After lengthy negotiations with the Cove Island
Education Association a plan was devised to present the plan for introducing the service
team initiative to teachers at individual schools. The superintendent, the director and
assistant director of Shoretown Consultants, and the president of Cove Island teacher’s
union presented the initiative together. Teachers were encouraged to volunteer for
membership on teams or to be facilitators. One important criteria that was decided upon
in negotiation with the teachers union was that membership be voluntary. The following
excerpts are taken from teacher interviews. They are descriptions of the introduction of
service teams by teachers in individual schools. Pseudonyms replace actual teacher’s
names.
We had the director of [Shoretown] Consultants, the superintendent and the
union president come out to our building and speak to the entire staff about
the service teams. What they were about, the process, the procedures, that
there would be a facilitator for each service teams, when you would meet,
the role of outside agencies, role of the facilitators, [Shoretown] Consultants’
role, and after that it was opened up for volunteers. At that time it was paid,
and everybody who signed up for service teams got paid so much for a year.
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People signed up, maybe some for the wrong reasons- some for money, but
the majority signed up because they care about kids, and they wanted to
work with these students. The first year -1 think that we had maybe 25-30
people sign up to be on service teams, and we had I believe six service teams
at that time. Once those people were signed up the consultants came back for
a training for service team members, and then another separate training for
facilitators and once that training was completed, they chose a day to meet
once a week, after school. The director of Shoretown Consultants placed his
consultants on teams. Child Guidance sent someone also, and they starting
the meetings. And so from there, where we are today, we’re still at five
teams, we have roughly 20-25 people on the service teams and they are
meeting now twice a month after school, twice a month during the school
day, and we have one service team that is meeting entirely during the school
day. The funding has been cut a little bit, that’s the purpose of meeting twice
during the school day, and twice after.

-Grace

The superintendent’s office put a posting for teachers who would be
interested in the service teams. There wasn’t a whole lot of publicity about
it... and I think because there wasn’t a lot of information available to
teachers as to what it looks like, what kind of input we are going to put and
what kind of output we could expect from a team that was going to build
relationship, there wasn’t a whole lot of interest, you know I don t think a
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whole lot of people said: Let’s make a team, and so there were teams that
were in existence last year, and I think mine is one of the newest teams that
started out this year. There wasn’t a lot of recruiting. I was more interested
in recruiting than the others seemed to be. -Maria

I heard about the service teams when I was working at Shellcrest School, so
that had to be almost, two, three years ago, when it was very first introduced,
when the director of Shoretown Consultants was talking about it. Nothing
was really happening. I got very interested along with the vice principal who
also wanted that to happen, so I volunteered to be part of it. It never got off
the ground while I was there. So when it came to my present school in the
fall of last year, there was a space, so I was able to apply for that position.
My current position put me in a place to ask to be facilitator for one of the
teams, and that was why I wanted to be in a responsible position, so that I
could have a more pivotal role. There was an opportunity, to create a team,
we started a whole new team. I started a whole new team. I don’t know how
many teams in the school, maybe four or five? in the whole school. You
could apply to be on a team and there were three other people who wanted to
meet early in the morning, and that’s what I was interested in. So we were
able to get together, apply for the position, and then we were given the
opportunity to meet. We didn’t start meeting until December. -Doris
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They invited anyone who would like to begin to work on the service teams.
I’m a special ed. teacher I volunteered. I work with special education kids
and sometimes I need help or suggestions, on how to approach a problem or
to see if there is anything that I’m not doing that I could be doing. I was
looking for more support for myself working with kids who are, you know,
have trouble learning, and learn differently. There are so many people in the
school with so many different talents. They look at problems differently and
I thought that I could learn a lot from everyone, and I have been. It’s a very
interesting process, and I love it. It’s been good for me. The service teams
were even better than I expected them to be. It was deeper, it was more
intense as far as the level that the team members were willing to go to help
you. -Robin

I have been on the Special Ed. Task force since it’s beginning, the very
beginning. The Department of Education’s OCR [Office for Civil Rights]
said that there was some problems here. I was invited to be on this special
edudation task force. Shoretown Consultants were asked to come in as
consultants. And from there, a lot of talk about developing service teams,
and what service teams were about and how they could be beneficial to the
schools began. That’s really when I first heard about it. They felt that the
best way to deal with designated kids and how to lower the numbers [of
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students in special education programs] and to better help them would be to
go with service teams. -Robert
The voices of these teachers present various understandings and levels of
interest when they were first introduced to the initiative. From their reports it is easy to
see that not all teachers were immediately coming forward to join. The lines of
communication were not always in place and some of the teachers seem to have seen
the posting and some did not. From this initial introduction there were some interested
teachers who came forward. It was a small group which validates both the Shoretown
philosophy of starting small and planting seeds of interest, and also with the union
president’s concerns about not having consensus before implementing a new initiative.
The following section will be case studies of both the Glendale and the Sand Edge
school service teams. These case studies will be immediately followed by an existential
analysis. For my analysis I have taken only selected tenets that have been identified as
existential coming from the writings of Jean Paul Sartre, Martin Heidegger and others.
This analysis has been inspired by the work on existentialism and education by Maxine
Greene.
The following sections and profiles of particular teachers have been selected
from the larger context of data, for their ability to most clearly represent the ways in
which existential tenets can shed light on and help explain teacher’s actions, choices,
and meaning making within the initiative.
This is a beginning study and analysis that brings existential concepts directly
into the experiences and choice making of individual teachers and can be expanded
upon in various ways. Other existential issues can be identified and perhaps modified
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according to a feminist or critical viewpoint for example. Existential issues impacting
the standpoints of administrators and other stakeholders involved in educational
enterprises can be uncovered as well. The Glendale Elementary School case study
contains teacher profiles as well as an analysis of the PTO incident which contained
many of the pertinent existential issues and dilemmas these teachers faced. For the Sand
Edge Middle School team the training session and slice of life from their service team
meetings was selected to portray the existential issues that caused the pull and tug of
their choice making within the service team initiative. I will turn first to the Glendale
team.

Case Study of Glendale Service Team
Introduction
Glendale elementary school is located in a residential area of the city of Cove
Island. The housing surrounding the school consists of one and two family houses, built
closely together with small square yards. The school building is old, brick and two
story. There is a small playground area, but most of the schoolyard is paved and
contains a couple of basketball hoops. This elementary school is one of the smallest in
the city with approximately 400 students in grades K-5. The race/ethnicity breakdown
is African American 22%, Asian .8%, Hispanic 47.8%, and White 30.2%. Glendale
school scored highest in the city for third grade and number two in fifth grade on the
IOWA test of basic skills. The principal of this elementary school also traveled to San
Francisco to receive a “Distinguished School” award from Title I, one of only six
awarded in the state.
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The Kindergarten and first grade programs are committed to achievement in
reading and related language arts skills. The first grade service team has a special
education teacher, a Reading Recovery teacher and a language arts inclusion teacher.
They are a dedicated and professional group of professionals judging from their work
on the service team and the results they are getting with a challenging population of
students.
The service teams were introduced by the principal first to the group of first
grade teachers. He was interested in beginning with this first grade level group, and they
are proud to say that they were the first team in their school. Elementary school teachers
are not traditionally on teams, and this group thrived in what was to be a new structure
for them as professionals.
This first grade team is made up of Marlene the facilitator, Jane and
Dorothy the two first grade classroom teachers, Robin, the inclusion teacher (special
education) Katie the language arts teacher for “at risk” students in grades 1-3, Denise,
the child guidance clinician, and the external team consultant Karen. Occasionally the
ESL teacher is present. I was present as well as an observer of the weekly service team
meetings.
Marlene
Marlene served as facilitator of this team. She is the school’s part time Reading
Recovery teacher. I interviewed her in the classroom she uses in the basement of the
Glendale Elementary school. Her classroom is directly across from the school’s
basement kitchen, and although the room is decorated cheerfully, the condition is
substandard. The desks are old, the floor is cracked in many places and the small
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windows are up high, letting in little light. Marlene is friendly and very forthcoming,
easily giving permission for me to tape the interview. She works with individual
students and small groups from 9am-12pm each day, but comes in early on Friday
morning for the service team meeting which begins at 8am. She is always early and
prepared for this meeting. Marlene has been working at Glenwood for 12 years.
Previous to this she had worked as a preschool teacher and as a third grade teacher in a
local Catholic elementary school.
One of the things that appealed to Marlene about the service teams was the idea
of a group of teachers getting together to work on student’s issues. For elementary
school teachers this was a new concept: Marlene: “We really haven’t done anything like
this before with groups of teachers. There were Title I groups but nothing specifically
to look at kids, to look at one child’s problem”.
Maureen told me that the principal of her school came and told them about the
service teams. She seemed to feel that it was his idea to start with a first grade team:
The principal brought it to everybody, he said this was going on and is
anybody interested in doing this. I don’t know how he narrowed it down to
first grade because we started last year, like in April, May I guess we started.
I don’t know if it was just the interest or if he felt that it was a good place to
start. We all thought it was a great idea, the first grade teachers, just
because we knew it would be helping the kids who we have the most amount
of troubles with in the beginning, I mean it’s a tough thing for them to go to
first grade. First grade is tough itself, the transition from the Kindergarten,
and we know what problems we’ve seen with the low achievers in first
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grade. They (The external consultants came to their meeting) made it really
sound like it was something good and it was going to help the kids.- Marlene
One of the ways that the views of the principal are aligned with the philosophy
and goals of the external consultants is in discouraging teachers from sending students
out for psychological testing early on. Marlene describes the principal’s view as being
in agreement with the external consultants goal of coming up with action plans and
pursuing all possible strategies and approaches first. This type of agreement from the
administrative levels serves to support the work of the teams in individual schools. For
this principal the issue of maturity is salient for young children starting out in first
grade. Marlene explains:
Our principal is really a stickler on that. He really does not want any first
grader being tested. He thinks they’re just not ready, to test them in first
grade is really not going to give an accurate picture of what the child is
really like. He used to be a special education teacher himself. He’s just
really a stickler on that. So we have a hard time getting anyone in first grade
through to testing with him. It’s got to be real concrete information when
you know there’s something wrong with a kid, before he 11 even let you have
him tested. And there are some of us who kind of fight him on that. You
know: “Gees, John there’s this kid, and we really need to do something” He
really believes that we can test them to our hearts content and they may
come back with some difficulties, but it’s really the whole maturation
process and that they really were just not ready. -Marlene
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There is an acknowledgment by Marlene that even when teachers and principals
make decisions about students needing testing, the system is backed up and it can take a
long time for the student to be seen to have testing done. The service team process and
inherent paperwork can also provide the necessary documentation on strategies tried
and evaluated for particular students that will be useful for teachers and other
practitioners working with the student.
think in the other grades even when I was teaching third grade, just to get a
child tested was a hard thing to do. In the system in general it just takes so
long and I think because we do all this first in the service teams we have all
this information that we can use. -Marlene
This service team planned to meet at 8am every Friday morning before the
school day started. They were paid extra for their time, as it was outside of the school
day schedule. Marlene remembers being asked to be the facilitator for this group as it
was forming, and having a brief interview with the director of Shoretown Consultants:
The director of Shoretown Consultants just quickly asked me why I wanted
to do it and if it was going to be a good choice for me, if I had the time, and
if I understood everything that was going on as far as the facilitating. I
honestly don’t know if anybody else wanted to do it. (laughter) I remember
a lot of the first grade people saying: “Come on you do it, you do it” When
everyone says: ‘Come on you do it’ I thought: “Well all right” I can’t say I
don’t like it, but it’s not my favorite thing to do. It’s not my favorite thing to
be in that role. I’m not as comfortable being the one to, you know, try and
run the show, I’d rather sit back. So I guess it’s something I have to do.
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-Marlene
Marlene has taken on her position as facilitator in a very professional manner.
She always has a written agenda for the meetings and was one of the first facilitators to
come up with the idea for laminating and enlarging one of the forms that needed to be
filled out during the meeting as an instructional tool for all the members. Marlene
seemed never at a loss for words in the meetings so I was surprised during the interview
to hear her say: “Fm very nervous, I still get worried every Friday”. Marlene works
“behind the scenes” as she describes it to encourage teachers to bring students to the
service team meetings for problem solving.
We have a really good mix of teachers, a lot of teachers who are willing to
give the extra and do extra things, and let’s face it, we have a lot of problems
to talk about. We have a lot of kids and you know some people say: “Fm not
going to bring that one to the service team I can handle that on my own”.
Well you don’t need to do that, and Fve just kind of said: “Oh, give me their
name” and we’ll talk about it. Because if you do that, then what’s the point
of having it? It’s to help those silly little problems: “I can’t get him to stop
tapping that pencil all day” I mean silly little things other people might have
ideas for. -Marlene
As it turned out there were many difficult and complex issues that this team
dealt with even though Marlene characterized the problems as “silly”. The team
members in interviews expressed the important learning process that took place as they
learned the service team problem solving process. Marlene took responsibility for
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following up with teachers on the action plans that were developed in the meetings, as
well as other interpersonal issues.
It is work to keep everybody kind of jelled. Because it’s tough we have
teachers who really want to do this and we have teachers who really don’t
care to be here, and are only here because they know they kind of have to be
here to be on the first grade team. So that’s kind of tough... Everything has
more or less been worked out behind the scenes not at the meetings. If
somebody doesn’t want to do something you say: ‘Well we have to do this’
or I may have gone to somebody to say: “That wasn’t very comfortable
today” -Marlene
Marlene will approach people about issues that have come up during the
meeting, she really seems to be invested in having this team be successful, but is
challenged by what she sees as the responsibilities of her new role: ‘Well, you’ve seen
how some of the meetings go. Sometimes you step on some toes, and I don’t like to do
that. I don’t like to be the one to upset anybody else.
Jane
Jane is one of the two first grade classroom teachers on this team. I interviewed
Jane in her classroom at Glendale School. Entering the school, and seeing the way it has
been taken care of and decorated gives one a feeling of positive energy for learning. It
was over 90 degrees the day I interviewed Jean in her classroom, and she was kind and
expecting me we sat together at a small table that she had cleared before I arrived.
Jean’s classroom was neat and colorful, nicely decorated and her professionalism was
evident in her way of speaking about her work as a teacher. I really enjoyed
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interviewing her. Jane was one of the first people interested in forming a service team
she really saw a need to come together as a group. Jane has had experience with the
system that is in place now for teachers to take concerns about their students. She sees
the service teams as filling a need for issues that she feels need to be addressed but not
at the level of a STAT (Student Teacher Advisement Team) meeting.
Forming service teams seemed like a great chance to kind of weed out those
children that don t necessarily have to go to STAT but that have issues that
need to be addressed. A STAT meeting is for when we think that a child is
having some kind of a difficulty, whether it’s academic in terms of like
speech and language or if it’s their grades are falling behind or they’re below
grade level or they’ve been retained and they’re still not doing well, if
we’ve tried everything and we’ve also tried Reading Recovery and early
intervention, and all those kinds of things, it’s brought to a meeting with the
principal and the adjustment counselor and the reading resource teacher. It’s
called a STAT, when those people are getting together and you’re reviewing
what the status is on the child, How are they doing one on one? How are
they doing in small groups? How are they doing in the whole class setting?
What have we noticed that they are having trouble in? Are they having
trouble with their writing and their reading and their Math? you know in all
the areas? We kind of come up with a game plan as to, we need to have
further testing or something. It’s basically thinking like they might need
some kind of special ed. services, in some way shape or form, whether it be
just for reading, or some children have it just in math or reading and math.
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After you have the STAT meeting it goes to a CORE which involves the
parents.

-Jane

The process for selecting students to bring for problem solving is another aspect
of the service team initiative that needs to be learned by members. Marlene has been
very pro-active in talking with teachers outside the meetings, and encouraging them to
bring students for problem solving. Jane describes it this way:
Well what happens is I usually mention it to another teacher, if they have the
same child I have for homeroom that they have for reading I might say:
‘How about such and such?’ and usually that teacher will be like: ‘Yep,
that’s just what I was thinking’. Teachers run it by each other to see if they
are seeing the same kinds of things. With most of them that have come, it’s
been obvious that they needed to come. There was one of the students who
was doing okay academically, but his attendance was as issue, he was
coming in late and that kind of thing. We have found that some issues
needed to be addressed slowly, and some we can do kind of quickly.
Checking in on them is good we can see how many people we have helped.
Whether it’s by what we have done or the parents helping somehow.
Jane
Evident in Jane’s description of the work of the team is her level of engagement
with teaching and learning, and her ability to articulate the process that she and other
teachers go through both through their work as service team members, but more
importantly in their work as teachers. She also points out the fact that they have had
success in getting parents involved in their children’s learning. The members of this
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team were also interested in the administrative tasks that need to be done, and again
Jane describes her engagement with those procedures:
At the beginning we had the facilitator writing everything down,
filling in all the charts. I don t think she was taking notes, somebody else
was doing that, people were taking turns. She was just kind of doing
everything, everyone thought that that was what she was supposed to do,
then we found out that she’s just supposed to be the one who facilitates, I
know I’m not supposed to use the word in a definition, but just kind of
makes sure people are on track, and stay on course, that kind of thing. So I
think it’s good because I’m a visual kind of learner, so I like to see charts, to
see it spelled out cause if she wasn’t doing that I would en up saying: Can
you tell me again what we’ve said so far, cause I forget, especially when
we’re brainstorming. -Jane
I asked Jane about the step-by-step problem solving process that teachers were
coached on in the beginning. From my observations of their meeting and other service
team meetings I had begun to wonder if the process itself could take on more important
than their discussions about students. I asked Jane about this.
It seemed that way for a while (that the step-by-step method took priority).
There were some other teachers that were complaining to me about it, but I
felt like we had to get through that part until we got passed it, until we knew
what was going on. I would rather have some kind of system because trying
to give out ideas to people without a structure is hard. -Jane
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In talking about the difficulty of the facilitators role, Jane describes some of the
frustrations from the facilitators point of view. There are two first grade classrooms and
the teacher of the other classroom declined to be interviewed citing reasons of time. She
is the one member of the team that is least engaged in the discussions and in fact has
negative things to say about children and families. She is the teacher that they are
referring to in the following interview excerpts:
One particular day the facilitator had said something to me about how:
‘Someone else can do it next year’ she was really sick of it. I don’t know if
it was just that one day, she was really feeling I think a little beaten up by
just different issues, It’s just tricky when you have a lot of different
personalities. Some teachers are just: ‘I did this, I did that, I did that’ and
that’s kind of annoying. When we’re brainstorming we’re supposed to be
brainstorming, we’re not supposed to be interrupting and saying: ‘I’ve done
that, I did that, I tried that and it didn’t work’ and it’s not like a competition
like who has done the most in their room. It’s that we’ve got to find the
right thing that works for this particular child, or the right things. And so it
just kind of gets difficult because there is one teacher who just doesn’t say
anything. I have no idea why. She’s very capable of it. I mean we’re talking
maybe one thing every other meeting. It’s like I’m working and working and
trying to come up with ideas and it’s frustrating. During meetings she just
sits there, and it’s really frustrating. I told her it was completely optional and
she said: “Well how can I not do it when everybody else who works with
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first graders is on it?’ Now this person is on it and does not want to be on it,
and just complains nonstop, and it’s just so frustrating. -Jane
Jane had very positive things to say about support from the principal. He has
communicated to teachers that he feels first grade to be a crucial year in the life of an
elementary school student. Jane describes him:
He’s the best. He’s so good. I just had a conference with this father that was
very difficult and he came and said: ‘I’ll back you all the way’ and that kind
of thing. That just really helps because there are lots of conflicting issues
especially with retention around this time of year. Parents, a lot of them get
really uptight about it and they just don’t want it to happen, but he is very
fair in that if you as a teacher are doing the work that you are supposed to be
doing and he trusts you because you’ve earned his trust, then it works out. I
think that he would do anything that he could for us, especially because it’s
the first grade team he really feels that first grade is very important. -Jane
In the following excerpt Jane speculates on the potential for service teams to
take on more of a decision making role and possibly working more autonomously,
following the vision of the director of the consulting agency.
The thing is we check everything with him. It’s not like we’re making
decisions on our own. We don’t do that, cause we know (laughter). We
know better I guess. It’s just not professional to do that. He’s the man, you
know. He really is. We should not be making a decision like sending notices
home to parents or something without him knowing it. That’s not right I
don’t think. I’m thinking of with the attendance, we wrote up this paper,
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and we didn’t even think for a second that we were going to send this out
without checking with him first. Because we need to get his feedback on it.
-Jane
Jean is describing how she and other teachers in her school work with the
principal. She considers it her ‘professional’ responsibility to check everything with
him. I asked her if she thought that principals might feel threatened by the fact that this
initiative was seeking to empower teachers to take some decision making into their own
hands, especially when they are encouraged to use the “shadow system”. Jane speaks
from her situated existence at Glendale school. To her the give and take that is
emblematic of her and other teachers relationships with this principal is at the heart of
how this school functions successfully. This relationship has built an important well of
support and understanding that these teachers will draw from when conflicts arise.
There are a lot of principals, a lot of teachers who don’t have a good rapport
with the principals and vice versa and so there might be a lot of cut throat
things going on. I can understand how that could happen easily. But I don’t
think that that’s the case here. I think we respect each other. If we have
something legitimate and we can back it up, and we bring it to him, I think
he would look it over, just like we are very open to what he says, it’s kind of
like a give and take. That’s what I think, that s what I feel. I mean of course
there are exceptions to that, but I feel very confident that he thinks meeting
as a service team is a good thing and that this can only help and the more w e
get together the better. He really, he does push for the grade level meetings
as much as possible to bounce ideas off each other and I don’t think he feels
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threatened by that. I don’t know about other grades, but for this team he feels
that way. -Jane
Robin
Robin is known as both the inclusion teacher and the special education teacher.
She is warm and friendly and contributes actively in the service team discussions. Robin
has been working in the Cove Island schools as a special education teacher for over 20
years. She has worked with both middle school and elementary school students. Robin
seems to have endless ideas for other teachers and is always willing to help out with
students in any way she can. She once volunteered to pick up a child on her way to
school when transportation was difficult for one family, despite the fact that the other
teacher were laughing at the idea. Robin enthusiastically describes her students and the
progress they have made and is very encouraging to the less experienced teachers in the
group. She readily agreed to be interviewed and we sat in a room that was formerly a
closet that she used for one to one tutoring. Robin told me about how she became
involved with the service team initiative.

They invited anyone who would like to begin to work on the service teams.
I’m a special ed. teacher I volunteered, I work with special ed. kids and
sometimes I need help or suggestions, on how to approach a problem or to
see if there is anything that I’m not doing that I could be doing, and I was
looking for more support for myself too working with kids who are, you
know, have trouble learning, and learn differently. There are so many people
in the school, with so many different talents. And they look at problems
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differently, and I thought that I could learn a lot from everyone, and I have
been. It’s a very interesting process, and I love it. It’s been good for me.
-Robin

I asked Robin about the step by step problem solving process required for
teachers to learn. The brainstorming piece was challenging for this team to learn but she
feels that they did learn how to do it.
In the beginning it was really really hard for all of us, the brainstorming
part. Karen (Shoretown consultant) said: ‘You really can’t say anything in
brainstorming’. Because we all wanted to comment, you know when we
started to brainstorm: ‘I’ve done that’ but you’re supposed to be quiet, total
quiet while you are brainstorming. That was really hard, but we just laughed
at that. We were just learning how to brainstorm. I think it’s different now,
we’re much better at it.- Robin

Robin found that the process was helpful. She found that the specific steps of the
problem solving process helped teachers to begin to focus on different aspects of a
problem and to prioritize.
I do like the format, it breaks it down: What’s the concern? What’s our
objectives? What are we going to do to try and solve it? I think the
procedure keeps us on track. Because we check in, and make sure we
accomplish, rather than everybody jumping in. I think you could be really
critical of a child really quickly if you didn’t go through that step by step
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process. It keeps you focused, and it also keeps you focused on one thing at
a time, rather than taking off too big a chunk. Sometimes children have a lot
of problems so it helps to take one at a time.-Robin
One aspect of this initiative that Robin particularly appreciated was the ability to
invite outside experts in to the meetings. A lot of the work and subsequent plans
revolved around literacy and reading activities.
The sources that you can pull in if you need to are helpful. If you need an
expert on dyslexia you can call them in, reading specialist, we have a couple
on the team, which is so helpful. A lot of the problems are in reading, so a
lot of the things that they were doing, like a simple thing like the envelopes
with the books that were going home on a daily basis, I’ve started doing with
even a Kindergartner. Now he’s already reading them on his own. This was
an idea that I had gotten from the team. It’s been very productive.- Robin
This first grade team is known in the school for being strong and having a sense
of stability. Other teams in this school have gotten bogged down with interpersonal
struggles and difficult communications with the external consultants. I asked Robin
about why her team is seen as being so successful.
We are all very positive people (on this team) for the most part, I like to
think we are. There is a lot of experience on our team: teachers who have
been teaching for 30 years, plus. They bring a lot to the team, and they are
people who are dedicated, who love children. In this building everyone is
very pro-children or just really into their jobs. The service teams were even
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better than I expected them to be. It was deeper, it was more intense as far as
the level that the other team members were willing to go to help you. -Robin
Robin was one of the only teachers who told me she enjoyed the fact that the
service teams were a place where she could not only get advice, but give advice as well.
This presented a more formal venue and at the same time legitimizing the giving of
support to colleagues.
It’s been really productive, it’s helped me, it’s helped my students, and I like
to think I’ve helped other people with their students where they might have
felt alone before, and now they feel like they have a support system. You
know without running to the counselor all the time. -Robin
Robin, like the other teachers interviewed on this team appreciate the support of
the principal. Robin almost sounded apologetic because of her enthusiastic and positive
comments. She wondered if I should have chosen someone more ‘objective’ to be
interviewed.
I think our principal is very supportive. I’m a very positive thinking person,
so I’m kind of in the minority of things, in the minority of adults (laughter) I
think, in general. I probably was not a very good choice, (to be interviewed).
I approach life in a very positive way. I hope I can be objective enough for
you. -Robin
Robin had an experience with another way of trying to help children years
before when she worked with middle school students. She has always been interested in
trying new initiatives that will help students, but is aware that many of her colleagues
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would not support an initiative that required extra work of teachers. She fears even
bringing her ideas up sometimes.
We started way back when I did middle school. I was over at Shellcrest
when it was 6th -8th. It was about 8 yrs ago. We were advisors to children, in
homerooms. We’d have run meetings for kids, maybe 15 students and each
of us were assigned to so many kids, we had to make phone calls, meet with
them check in with them. And I thought that was wonderful. The middle
school principal started that, and you know a lot of people were negative
about the program because it took time. It was another responsibility, it was
another job, but I really liked it because in the long run it helps you during
the day, cause you build up that rapport with kids. I think it makes things
run smoothly. I think at that time people did not like it very much, teachers,
staff in general did not like it very much. It was a mentorship. I even wanted
to, down at the service team meeting, you are hesitant to say things like that.
Because I think we could even take it a step further, and take a couple of
kids who are struggling under our wings, like a mentorship? But there you
go, that’s another, another jump, so I don’t feel that I’m in a place to suggest
it. It doesn’t necessarily have to be their homeroom teacher. It could be a
science teacher, computer teacher, I mean I think it could be any adult that
they work with. So that they have one adult, one teacher who they have a
good rapport with and they know and they know them. I do think that kids
who might end up being violent can change if they have good people in
their life, even one good person in their life. I was fortunate enough to have
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a close family, and that gets you through a lot, too. I believe that building
those kinds of relationships is very productive. But would I say that right
now? No. probably not. It would have to be more time, because you would
have to make phone calls, you would probably meet with them for a few
minutes in the morning during your prep period at some point in the day
which means you are taking away from the teacher’s time when they’re
planning or meeting with a parent. It’s one more job. I don’t know how
many of them would buy into that. I don’t know of anything like that at the
elementary level. I know it can work, I’ve seen it work. I’m sure everybody
knows it would work. If you start it in Kindergarten, you can tell the children
who are going to have problems right away, maybe by 5th grade, they’ll be
flying. -Robin
The only suggestion that Robin had for the service team initiative would be to
make the meetings longer.
I think we are in a good place right now. I think you could definitely use
another hour, but I don’t know where you’d get that kind of time. I don’t
know everyone’s schedule. I know the time thing is a very touchy thing. So
maybe that’s one area... I would expand to another hour, to finish
something, like last Friday we really got on a roll with one of them, and
then it was time to go. So it would have been nice if we could have even
talked a little further about him. And then we all said: “Okay, okay let’s do
that, we’re gonna do that”. I don’t think we got a total: “Hey lets try this”
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from everyone. A couple of people had to leave because of homeroom.

-

Robin
Clearly Robin’s dedication to her profession comes through in her descriptions
of the team process.
Katie
Katie is the most experienced teacher on this team. She has been in the field of
education for forty years and has a masters degree in reading. She has taught classes in
education at a local college but preferred to come back and work directly with young
children. She has worked in the Cove Island schools in some capacity since 1961.
Katie’s husband recently retired after spending over 30 years as a guidance counselor,
and they have collaborated as educators. She is very friendly, talkative and brings an
upbeat positive spirit to the meetings. Katie contributes a lot of information about
children in an in-depth and articulate way in their discussions of students. She has been
a person who changes the course of conversations with her insights and provocative
questions. She is in some ways the heart of this team, her love of the students and her
excitement in their progress came through in her evaluations of particular curriculum
strategies and reviews of student’s work. I had the chance to observe her working with
3rd grade children and she held a group of 31 students enthralled by her reading and
subsequent discussion of the book from their unit on survival stories. Like most of the
other members of this team, Katie is takes a professional approach to her role as team
member. She is articulate as well as a sensitive listener. Katie brings wisdom of
experience. When particular issues come up she is able to say with confidence that
certain types of learning or even policy decisions will change with time. Clearly her
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team members appreciate what she brings to this first grade team, and often listen to her
advice. Katie describes the service teams coming to Glendale school:
We loved it last year, and in fact we might have made it too academic this
year, I don t know. We 11 have to see and think about it. Last year we were
the first ones to jump on. No one in the school was in it. And we just raved
about it, we loved it. The reason that we loved it was that we came together
as first grade teachers. We didn’t come on board with this until the second
half of the year. Being the teacher at risk just gave me an opportunity to hear
from really expert first grade teachers. I know reading but I don’t know
anything developmentally about what children should be doing in first grade.
We are in a fortunate spot because our principal provides us with the grade
level meetings, but those meetings are more academic, it’s more standards
based, we’re talking about the writing prompt and where are we going to
being it? How we are going to approach giving the test. What day are we
going to give it? . We just go over the agendas that are at hand and we don’t
delve into the kids.

-Katie

Katie was so positive about everything that I felt like I was trying to stir up
trouble when asking questions about support from the administration. This school still
has functioning STAT team that Katie spoke highly of. She wanted to tell me that the
teachers at this school do have input into decisions that are made on behalf of students.
Interestingly although in other schools the external consultants told teacher that there
were no more STAT teams, Katie describes how both the service teams and the STAT
team can exist and work together.
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We have a very successful STAT team so the teachers do have a big input
here. They meet, if you bring a child to STAT, you have a big input here.
They meet every week every single week. If the service team is correcting
the problem then we don’t need STAT to meet as often. For example there
were three or four that I would have brought to STAT but I didn’t need to.
Because I took the decisions from the team, and I tried them out, and we all
worked together as a team, other people jumped on board to help me service
these children. I didn’t need it. But the school still needs it.

-Katie

The PTO Incident
On more than one occasion in meetings and in casual conversations as I first
began research on this initiative the principal of Glendale school had been spoken of by
both the director and the assistant director of the external consulting agency (without
publicly naming him) as being particularly unsupportive of the service teams. The
director of the consulting agency said of him that he was “politically connected and
wanted to run his own fiefdom” (Shoretown Consultants meeting notes). The Glendale
principal did not regularly attend the district policy meetings while the majority of the
principals in the city did. The director of the Shoretown Consultants ran these meetings.
When I was told that the principal they were referring to was the principal of this same
school that I had been attending weekly meetings at, I was really surprised. Although I
hadn’t as yet met him, there was nothing spoken about at the weekly service team
meetings that would lead me to believe that the principal was seen as being problematic
by teachers in this school setting.
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I was told by some team members and by the principal in an interview that there
was a problem with one of the external consultants sent to work with one of the teams at
Glendale school. I asked the principal how he understood the role of the team’s external
consultants. He described it this way:
I think the consultant’s role should be the implementation piece. I think to
work with the teams on the implementation, to provide their expertise and
their experience in getting the teams going, showing them how the process
ought to work. And again I think it works very well at some grade levels,
and at least one level very poorly. I don’t think that has anything to do with
the expertise of the person. I think you also have to have people who are
going to be able to work with people, and I have a veteran staff. So when
you’re working with a veteran staff you have to work in a respectful manner
with folks because they do bring a lot to the table. So if you come in and
think that you are going to dictate everything to them, then that’s not going
to work. It wouldn’t work for me, it’s not going to work for anybody else.
It’s happened in one of the levels here, the other’s it hasn’t, for them it’s
worked out fine. -Glendale principal
I had been warned by the consultants that this principal was “resistant to the
initiative”, so consequently I had gone into this school expecting these strong teachers
to at least allude to their concerns about him. As a researcher I was also supportive of
the vision of the teams put forth by the director of the agency. I was surprised at the
level of positive regard all of the teachers I’ve interviewed had for this principal. In one
meeting the teachers had gotten very excited by the idea of approaching the PTO for
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some money to fund books for a first grader who was struggling with reading. The
principal had told them the book budget was exhausted for this year, and they were
trying to come up with an alternative way to fund the action plans that come out of the
service team meetings. Karen, the external consultant assigned to this team took a very
pro active position and strongly encouraged them to take this request beyond the
principal to the school management group and the district policy committee through this
“shadow system” to circumvent the decision of the principal. Karen told them:
On a school level, supposedly there is no money. Shoretown Consultants is
working at the policy level to have funding available for ideas that come out
of the service teams. I’m not sure about local businesses in the area,
sometimes they give small grants. I know you also have a business partner
and I know they have been asked a lot. There are seven of you on this team,
you have looked at more than 20 students. You could rally together and push
the PTO to help the service teams. If you even just help one child it would
be worth it and think of all the children you would be affecting on the teams.
I would strongly suggest that the teams (in this school) we’re talking 24-25
people to go to the PTO and say we need money. This would be a more
meaningful way for them to spend money. Writing a letter, documenting
successes this year, two or three teachers could offer success stories, build a
sense of support for the service teams.
Consultant
Katie offers at this point:
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-Karen, ShoretownTeam

There is nothing, there is no money. I can’t tell you how generous the
teachers in this building have been. I work with the student council on
activities like crazy hat day and the teachers are the ones who pay for the
prizes out of their own money. I’m looking back 30 years, what people
spend out of pocket. -Katie
Karen’s response to her is from her standpoint as change agent in the schools.
She says: “I know, I did it when I was in the classroom, and if you keep doing it, it
never changes”. Karen again says to the team: “I would strongly encourage you to bring
these up, when you do the math, all the teams over 100 children affected, push the
envelope with the PTO funding.” At this point Katie said to Jane: “If you are going to
talk to the PTO, we need flowers for the flagpole”. Jane mentions that maybe she
should talk to the site based management team about the service teams. Karen now tells
them that “there are two things: getting support for the service teams and things you
want to purchase”. One of the goals of the service team has been to plant the seeds of
change. The external consultants would like the service team members to advocate not
just specifically for what they need, but for the service team initiative itself. She took
one more opportunity during this meeting to encourage them:
There are four service teams in this school, service teams are doing big
things. There are service teams that have started after school programs, there
are a lot of possibilities. Remember a couple of months ago when we did the
brainstorming? I asked you to make believe you had all the money in the
world. You have to demand things. It is possible for the service teams to do
a lot. -Karen
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During the next week Robin drafted a letter to go to the PTO describing the
work of the service team and requesting a fund of money for picture books on motor
sports for the first grade. After circulating the letter and getting approval from all the
members Robin approached the principal, Mr. Walsh with the letter and he firmly
rejected the idea of the team approaching the PTO for money. She was disappointed, as
they all were, but Robin sort of laughed it off. She said: “He doesn’t want the PTO to
provide money for something that is only for one child and not the whole school. He
didn’t want the PTO to pay for something that the school should pay for” and that “It
was not the purpose of the teams to be looking for money or resources from outside the
school” She went on to say that he “seemed upset about it and wanted to know who
wrote the letter, I told him the whole team did”. Marlene was clearly upset for Robin
and referred to “Robin coming back with her head between her legs”. However Marlene
immediately offered that he “was in a bad mood that day, he was worried about his
mother”. The team’s external consultant Karen and I had a conversation both with
Marlene after the meeting and the two of us spoke in the side doorway on our way out
of the building. We were shocked by the reaction of the members. We wanted to know
why they weren’t more empowered to go back to him or to take it through the “shadow
system” up to the top, such was my confidence in the consultation agency’s vision at
this point. We spoke of women teachers being under the thumb of the male principal.
Looking back now I can see the conflict between an outsiders view and the view of the
situated teachers in this school who felt genuinely supported by the human being who is
the principal of their school.
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Even at the time of my interview with Katie I felt that she was speaking with an
allegiance to this principal that I couldn’t understand or agree with. I thought the
teachers on this team to be operating in a sexist manner. For Katie I wrote it off to her
being an older woman and not really “getting” how he is being sexist and acting in a
way that disempowers the women teachers. I can see now the inherent danger of
/

becoming immersed as a researcher and believing in the shadow system myself. At the
same time I have obtained insight from this very immersion. I couldn’t believe that
Marlene was making excuses for him. What I could see and hear was a group of very
dedicated teachers who needed a small fund of money for books who were being
turned away by a principal who was “having a bad day”. Katie’s description of the
incident broke through my way of seeing it previously and allowed me to appreciate the
humanity and the wisdom of experience in her response. I have included my part in the
following conversation from our interview:

D: The last meeting sounded a little bit frustrating with the letter to the PTO.

K: NO, no, no. That was nothing. Absolutely nothing.

D: People were not disappointed by that? It seems like you are doing
such great work, and it looked like: Oh, geez can’t you even ask for a little bit of
money?
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K: No no, no, no no no, there was a lot going on, and you see because I am a
little bit. I’ve been at this many years, since 1961 this is 2001, this is 40
years in education. These kinds of things are going to happen, that will
happen. It could have been a bad day, it could have been a million reasons.
Never, not here, maybe someplace else, but not here. This school is a
wonderful place to be.

D: You feel really supported?

K: Yeah, Oh, yeah and maybe on another day, that teacher could go back or
one of us could go back, it just happened. No, no. no

D: Well that’s good because it seems like you do this great work...

K: No, I would definitely feel that that’s going to happen. Oh, definitely
maybe not exactly that way. We didn’t get where we are on our IOWA’s We are number one in the city in third grade, and number two in fifth grade.
We have the distinguished school award from Title I. Our principal had to go
to San Francisco for the award. They only choose, I don’t know how many
in the whole nation, and six in the state. You don’t get that award without
good leadership. They’ll be a right time for that issue. The principal has a lot
of things on his mind, and he could have been ready to approach the PTO for
something bigger, I don’t know. But that it will happen, maybe at site-based
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(The site-based decision making team at the school). Robin can go quietly
back. The principal was very close to his mother, and she had open heart
surgery on the day that Robin went in. It was just- you can’t do that. You can
never be discouraged because we are in a wonderful academic school. And
these young teachers have not been other places. You just stand back and
wait a little while and then you go back in or you just function a little bit
differently. I think it is because I have worked very closely with him as the
reading resource teacher, and I have confidence that things will happen
(Interview 2001)
Jane made reference to this incident in my interview with her and she described
it this way:
He does what he can and you know sometimes its tricky with the whole
money thing in terms of like funding. We’ve been discussing pulling some
different money funds from different areas and I think he’s kind of caught
between a rock and a hard place because he has his own things at his school
that he has to do. -Jane
I spoke to the principal about the issue of service teams having a fund of money
to spend. He spoke about it this way:
I think there are some things that the team really can work on and be
effective working on, and other things that we have no control over. You
know one of the teams came up and they wanted more reading books, and of
course the budget’s already been done, they have their allocation of reading
books. Obviously we don’t have any more money for reading books for any
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of the teams. So those kinds of things have come up, you know: ‘if we had
more books for the kids to take home, they’d to better in reading’. The
Shoretown Consultants talked about some kind of a process where the teams
could go after certain resources maybe writing a little grant or something
like that. They told the facilitators but that hasn’t happened yet. - Glendale
principal
I asked the principal if he thought that was a good direction for the teams to be
going in. He told me:
Well you know again, depending on what you’re looking for from the team.
A lot of times some of the things that come up at the teams are sometimes
adult issues, like I’d like to have more books for book boxes, and it really
doesn’t have to do with problem solving and planning around kids who are
having difficulty. So I think we have to be careful that the children’s issues
are at the fore-end of this process. I think team problem solving could
involve spending money but a lot of times, but I think I’ve seen a lot of
times where it hasn’t been the case. So I guess I wouldn’t be against this?
but I think we need to be careful to keep the focus on the kids and the
problem solving and the planning. -Glendale principal
My notes from my interview with the Glendale school principal, Mr. Walsh
express some of my surprise at the close and positive working relationships that as it
turns out are the glue that holds this school together. I wrote that Mr. Walsh had given
me close to 45 minutes of his time for the interview, and he came across as an active
principal who is in close touch with all his teachers. He speaks often to his facilitators to
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find out what is currently happening with the students that they bring to their service
teams for problem solving. One issue that I had questions about at the time was that
since this principal was not really supporting the other tiers of the initiative, he may
have a stronger an influence on the meetings than other principals do. The director of
Shoretown Consultants was concerned that the principal might be giving a lot of behind
the scenes direction and facilitators may be depending on him for this support rather
than transferring their allegiance to the school management group, which is how things
are structured to work. At the time I wrote that: ‘it is hard to break habits of
dependency, and rely on one’s own decision making capacity’. Although the
relationship the teachers have with the principal might be seen as a dependent one, the
teachers really describe it as mutually respectful.
At the time of the interview I also wrote that the principal speaks respectfully of
the teachers in his school, and says he values their expertise. It is hard to make sense of
the sentiment expressed about him at the external consultant meeting, which was that he
was ‘resistant and undermining teachers’ autonomy’. The issue of paying for more
books came up at the consultants meeting as well. Karen, the team’s consultant stated
that the principal was nixing things before they could get to the school management
group meetings and thereby disempowering teachers. The director of the consulting
agency went on at length about this principal without naming him at a subsequent
meeting. The missing piece in a sense is the lack of communication between the
principal and the consulting agency. If the principal had become part of the district
policy committee meetings he might have had some support for his way of seeing these
issues. For example in one of the district policy meetings the director of the consulting
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agency brought up the idea creating a fund of money for the service teams to have
access to. One of the middle school principals responded with: “That’s a dangerous road
to go down. I have teachers who want anything that has MCAS plastered all over it,
they don’t always make good decisions”. How budget decisions are made about is an
important and salient issue for principals to discuss, but the principal of Glendale does
not attend these meetings. I can speculate that the incident that the principal referred to
about another team in the school may have been a disincentive for his prioritizing
communication with the consulting agency. He had said: “When you work with a
veteran staff you have to work in a professional manner.. .if you come in and think you
are going to dictate everything that’s not going to work”. It has become apparent that he
has not prioritized this initiative at least at the upper tiers. Mr Walsh has influenced the
parameters of the service teams in his school by not approving their request to go to the
PTO for funding. He is letting the teachers know that this does not fall within his
expectations for how teacher should be using the service teams. He would like to keep
the focus on the “kids and the planning” and not on the empowerment of the teachers.

Existential Reflections: Glendale School
The following section will consist of an existentially informed discussion of
teacher’s reflections on their experience with the service team initiative at Glendale
school. This discussion will focus on the three previously identified tenets of existential
philosophy as categories of description:
•

The experience of the individual vs. the “Crowd” or the “They”

•

Freedom and limitation: including situated freedom, fear and anxiety

•

Authenticity and responsibility: including angst, choice and teacher identity
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Marlene
Overview
For the teachers at Glendale School the service team initiative represented their
first opportunity to work in a collaborative manner and to professionally discuss the
issues and problems of their first grade students. The opportunity to work
collaboratively to solve student’s problems served as their entry point into the initiative.
For the teachers on this team an opportunity to have these collaborative discussions
would turn out to be a meaningful experience. From this fertile ground they were to
build their largely positive regard for this initiative. They were able to help each other
and keep each other accountable. Marlene liked the structure of the step by step
problem solving process, but she did express some frustration with the training process.
As facilitator, Marlene pointed out the ways that these “professional conversations” of
the service team differed from the more casual ways that teachers might talk about
students and families:
At the service team meeting you would never say the kind of things you
might say in the teachers room. The service teams are a more of a
professional way to look at kids. The teachers room is complaining. On the
service team you might complain, but we fix what we’re complaining about.
Upstairs in the teacher’s room it’s just all everybody spitting out. It’s really
not a lot of: “Oh let me help you do that”. It’s like: “You got a tough
problem over there, you’re stuck with it”. -Marlene

A teacher’s way-of-being is a composite picture in a sense. It includes and
reflects a teacher’s attitudes, aspirations, dispositions, talents and styles of interaction
among other things. (Stengel, 1996; Feldman, 1997). Marlene makes a connection
between a teacher’s way-of-being in the classroom and their work as a service team
member: “Because what you see down here [in the service team meeting] kind of
reflects how they are in the classroom too”.
The Crowd and Authenticity
Marlene sees a contrast between the way teachers usually think about the issues
in each other’s classrooms and the work that the service teams have set out to do.
Teachers outside of your classroom take an I-It standpoint to your problems with
students. The teachers on this team who take an I-Thou relationship to teaching have set
a tone for this team’s work and enabled Marlene to understand this as a change in the
way teachers come together and what types of possibilities that the service teams as a
community of practice can present. The teachers in the teachers room are taking a
viewpoint that places the problems of other teachers in the anonymous “They” construct
enabling them to not see it as their responsibility to help in any way. The service team
initiative is presenting possibilities for these teachers to reconfigure their responsibility
and identity to their profession. They have been given an opportunity to be “free” to
choose collaborative ways of working over the standard account of teaching they have
known up to this point. The limitations they have previously constructed are pushed to
expand. Freedom in it’s situated existence is seen at the same time to represent both
more work and new possibilities for student’s success.
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Responsibility and the “They”
Marlene has expanded her definition of responsibility to the teaching profession
through her experiences as a facilitator of this service team. She is cognizant of the
expectations that have been put upon her in her role as facilitator. She experiences
anxiety about her performance as a facilitator- she tells me that she “still gets nervous
every Friday”. Marlene has shared with me that she has felt pressure from the presence
of both the facilitator and outside evaluators present at most of her meetings. This is a
new situation for Marlene as a teacher. She is being observed in her role and she is
aware of meeting outside expectations while at the same time she is anxious about her
own performance as facilitator. Marlene was able to encourage teachers to bring issues
even if they were “silly” to the meetings. She told me that she had to work behind the
scenes to “keep everyone kind of jelled”. She has understood her responsibility to the
position of facilitator as entailing this type of interpersonal work.. Marlene feels that
teachers who have been “giving of their time and offering their help” in the service
team projects are “seeing a change in the kids” and for them Marlene feels that “it’s
rewarding and it makes them want to be here even more”.
One of the things that Marlene has taken on responsibility for is doing follow
up work with some of the teachers outside of the meeting. There is one teacher on this
team that the others interviewed have spoken about as the most disinterested in being a
member of the service team. The teacher who did not want to be a part of the team saw
this as other, as not interesting having no meaning being what “They” were doing. She
admitted this “They” of the service teams was influencing her existence by saying:
“How could I not be in the team when everyone else who works with first graders is on
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it? I won’t known what’s going on”. (Teacher interview 2001). Since the majority of
teachers in this school and in others were not taking part in the service team initiative
there was a lot of support for not doing this, thus reinforcing the status of the teams as
outside of the mainstream of schooling. This teacher was caught between her personal
beliefs that these teams were not necessary and not part of the way she defines her
responsibility to the teaching profession, and her immediate environing world
consisting of the rest of her grade level teachers who were actively involved in doing
the service team work. Marlene as well as other teachers on this team are interested in
seeing this particular teacher improve. With the advent of the service team structure and
her new role and responsibility as facilitator Marlene now feels that she has some
*

authority to make sure this teachers follows up with students and takes the actions that
she agreed to in the service team meetings. For Marlene the structure of the service
team initiative has given her freedom to take on this new responsibility of seeing that
particular tasks get done by other teachers.
The work of the teams, the content and the process, however helpful and
advancing it may end up being for students is a completely separate issue from the pull
and tug, the ethical space of decision making where teachers are looking to place
themselves in relation to each other, their administrators, the students, parents, PTO and
all the other stakeholders who inform and define both her responsibility to teaching and
her identity as a teacher. It becomes easy to evaluate a program or director of a program
by the stated content, the objectives, the goals for students rather than the nuances of the
process necessary for the transformations and changes to happen. This teacher should
not be judged as not wanting to help students achieve, or not wanting to help solve
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student’s problems or other stated goals of the. initiative, but rather as someone caught
in an examination of her own relationship with the “They” of service team
membership, considering a new interpretation of a teacher’s responsibility (Feldman

2002).
Freedom and Limitation
Marlene as well as the other teachers on this team are concerned first with
student’s problems and progress and what are the “right” decisions for actions taken
towards improving student’s achievement. Maxine Greene calls this “ethical thinking”:
It involves an intensified consciousness of the choices we make... a
thoughtful consideration...critical thinking about...our reasons for
performing particular acts. It means a confrontation of the.. .questions: What
is good? What is just? On what grounds do I make my choices?... Such
questions involve us in ethical thinking the aim of which is to become
clearer about what is involved in moral decisions, to come closer to being
free and autonomous beings in charge of our lives. As people concerned
with education, we are inescapably caught up in pursuit of the worthwhile.
(Greene 1973 p. 220)
For Marlene, she has been guided by the “pursuit of the worthwhile” that moves
her to actively engage with other teachers in making the actions they have decided upon
in the meetings come to fruition. Although Marlene mentioned feelings of anxiousness
and fear, she is guided not by the dictates of the “They” of the service team initiative.
She does not go through the motions of acting like a facilitator in an inauthentic
manner, but rather uses the freedom she has found in her new role in the service of
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students in new ways. She did not invent ways of teaching or interacting with students
by being a facilitator but rather incorporated her way-of-being a teacher, her knowledge
and expertise, with already established strong working relationships with colleagues to
“become” a strong team facilitator.
Marlene discovered that teachers on this first grade team who were not used to
collaboration would not always have issues to bring to the team meetings. She would
make a suggestion to a teacher and get the response that “ I can handle that on my own”
. Teachers who are not used to a collaborative approach define their responsibility to
teaching as being able to “handle” issues that come up in their classrooms. For this
group of teachers one of the starting points is collaborative work - the letting go of what
the director of External consultants called the “lone ranger” philosophy. This is the
entry point where some of these team members “found themselves” and proceeded to
make meaning of their situation. The teachers as a group are not used to collaborating
on methods and curriculum for their students. So for many of them this is a very
positive aspect of the service team initiative. The teachers interviewed spoke positively
about the concept of sharing information and supporting each other as what they
centered their service team work around. These teachers had a newly discovered forum
for professional conversations about their students.
Robin
Overview
For Robin the central idea on this team is the collaborative process. She has
found a forum for the sharing of ideas which she has always been interested in doing.
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She feels strongly that the service team has set up a network of trusting relationships
and can serve to set a positive example for struggling teachers:
I think the service team is having an effect on other conversations teachers
have about children, I think it is stopping some of the outside conversations.
I have seen a change in their teaching It does empower you, I think it is
wonderful that we can look at each other’s work and make suggestions and
say: “That is really good” . I think that’s healthy, it’s very healthy. I think I
have seen that kind of change with some of the members on the team. I do.
Teachers who were negative towards problem solving, negative towards
students before are now more patient, with their students, trying new things,
being less judgmental of their students, opening up to others, which has been
real nice. I think they feel a trust. -Robin
To Robin in particular what the service team means to her is the collaboration
and communication that happens among the members. One of the things that Robin
really liked about the service teams was the fact that not only was she able to receive
ideas from others, more importantly to her she was able to share ideas with others.
“Maybe it is helping some of the teachers who are not so positive become more
positive because they have some tools and strategies to use and they see other people
around them who are teaching differently”.
Authenticity and Responsibility
Robin describes herself as a very positive person and describes the other
members of the team as being “dedicated, pro-children” and “just really into their jobs”.
She wondered that she might not have been “a very good choice to be interviewed” and
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hoped that she could be “objective enough”. Robin’s way-of-being a teacher could be
characterized as I -Thou. She described a program that she took part in a number of
years ago. In this program teachers were “advisors” to small groups of children. Robin
felt that it really helped her in her work but her colleagues did not like it very much
because of the extra time it took to make phone calls and check in with students. Robin
has found herself in the minority supporting the kinds of programs that take some extra
work. Robin does not conform in a sense to the “Crowd” of teachers who are not
interested in change if it is perceived as taking on extra work. Robin centers her work
and defines success for herself as embedded in the relationships she forms with
students. Robin told me: “If you build up that rapport with students then things run
smoothly”. Robin believes in this type of mentorship with students. She describes what
she thinks is most important for struggling students, but at the same time she
understands teachers limitations:
I do think that kids who might be violent can change if they have good
people in their life, even one good person in their life. I was fortunate
enough to have a close family, and that gets you through a lot, too. I believe
that building those kinds of relationships is very productive. But would I say
that right now? No. probably not. It would have to be more time, because
teachers would have to make phone calls, you would probably meet with
those students for a few minutes in the morning during your prep period at
some point in the day which means you are taking away from the teacher’s
time when they’re planning or meeting with a parent. It’s one more job. I
don’t know how many of them would buy into that. I don’t know of
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anything like that at the elementary level. I know it can work, though, I’ve
seen it work. I’m sure everybody knows it would work. If you start it in
Kindergarten, you can tell the children who are going to have problems right
away, maybe by 5th grade, they’ll be flying. I would love to follow the kids.
I have an autistic boy that I have been following through 5th grade, and I
would like to follow him right through high school. The reality of that
happening is probably slim. I could make it happen, you know I could just
make phone calls. -Robin
For Robin the “They” in her lived experience is the teachers who rule out
programs that are seen only from the technical level of extra work. She does not follow
this way of thinking. Robin has developed an more authentic sense of responsibility to
the students she teaches. She is limited by the lack of support from other teachers in
instituting a mentorship program in her school. She says that she wouldn’t even bring it
up, being sensitive to other ways-of-being teachers that are different from her own. In
this passage Robin has set the parameters of freedom and choice. She would love to
follow her students but this would be difficult within the reality of her situated
existence. A structure and support for this way of working does not exist, but she still
feels hopeful that she could do it despite the lack of support by making phone calls.
Freedom and Limitation
Robin in guided by her sense of responsibility to the students she teaches. For
Robin being a responsible teacher would include mentorship types of programs that
would be based on building relationships with small groups of students. Robin is limited
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by the lack of interest, or perceived lack of interest on the part of her colleagues for
putting in the extra time that a mentorship program would take.
For this team of teachers making meaning of service team membership
incorporated a new found discovery of collaborative work in education. This meaning
has been constructed through the intersection of the individual teacher’s ways-of-being
with the structure of the problem solving process.
Robin sees that teachers who have been limited by previous ways-of-being can
go beyond their limitations by being a part of the service team group. The teacher she is
referring to has gone beyond her disinterest in the “they” of the service teams and has
come to trust the group and use suggestions, and gain from the supportive structure that
these particular teachers have built. Membership in a group that together have built a
positive atmosphere for growth supports members and can build structures that enable
them to go beyond the protected self.

Katie
Overview
Katie, the most experienced teacher on the team shared her insights and stories
with the group and often influenced discussions in the service team meetings. Katie’s
influence on this team was important in encouraging positive regard for students and
their abilities. This served to open up freedom and possibilities in their work as
teachers. Katie has a strong voice in constructing what this service team is to it’s
members. In an existential view the world is a human one, a human construction
(Cooper 1995). The lived experience or the environing world for these teachers is each
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other and their collective construction of a way of being a team. They are continuously
building and revising what is and what will be their team from their own personal
standpoints. Katie’s way of seeing teaching and learning and particularly the idea of
possibility when discussing students has a influence on the direction the meetings were
to take. Her insights into student’s behavior and her open discussions with parents have
served as a roadmap for other teachers, (service team meeting notes 2001). Katie spoke
with me in the interview and to other teachers in the meetings from her deeply situated
existence as a teacher in this school. As an outsider I am asking these teachers to look
objectively at their situation: the school they are in, the principals influence, the
effectiveness of the team among other things. For the most part Katie did not see her
existence as separate from the whole. The work that teachers did that came out of
service team action plans is still their work as teachers and as for members of other
service teams it becomes difficult to separate meaning making of their lives as teachers
from meaning making of the service team initiative.
The Crowd vs. an I-Thou Relationship
Katie’s understanding of responsibility to teaching did not present limitations.
Through the language she chose to use in meetings, in the classroom and in our
interview she did not see limitations, but instead focused on the possible as an educator.
She did not express frustrations with student’s life situations. She was living an I-Thou
philosophy in her approach to teaching. An example of this was when Katie volunteered
to collaborate on a parent conference with a family that was extremely angry with the
school system. She worked to find a way to meet the parent as an individual. Katie had
advised the service team not to go ahead with a referral to a psychologist for this
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student. The family had a history of moving from school to school when there were
problems. Katie’s response in a meeting to the suggestion of a referral to a psychologist
was: “They’d just have time enough to pack”. She suggested setting up a conference
first to “really try to communicate”(service team meeting notes 2001) with the family.
The conference was successful in that Katie was able to say: “He finally backed down a
little, I think he finally understood that we were out for his son’s best interests”. They
were able to put off a decision about retention and take reasonable steps and work with
summer school teachers to see if this student could bring his reading level up enough
for promotion to second grade. The other first grade teacher had given up trying to
communicate with this parent whom she said “was yelling and I had to call the school
counselor down to deal with the situation”. So it was potentially volatile, but Katie’s
approach was to meet him as person first (I-Thou) and it worked in making the first
positive connection this Muslim family had made with teachers or administrators in the
Cove Island school system.
Freedom and Limitation
Katie had an influence on me as well. Our conversation helped me understand
that I as an outsider would never be able to understand things from the lived experience
of her vantage point. The teachers on this first grade team had depth of relationship that
had been built up over time through working and supporting each other. The leadership
in this school is important to consider. The principal’s work in a school establishes the
space between freedom and limitation in the teachers’ lived world. A principal can
constrain teachers in their actions or provide opportunities for freedom and choice as
they create a school culture. When the relationship is mutually trustworthy as it is
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between Katie and Mr. Walsh, teachers feel supported and are made to feel that their
concerns are important and that their input counts. A climate an be built that makes a
space for freedom and possibility within their situated existence.
The Glendale School Culture and the PTO Incident
Overview
The importance of the existence of a culture of learning that is characterized by
communities of practice has been established (Senge 2000). When the climate of a
school is not trusting, when teachers do not speak about being supported or listened to,
it has been harder to establish interest in the service team initiative. As Sartre has said
the “negative” is important. Just as the “absence of Pierre” is a characteristic of the cafe,
the absence of trust and positive regard for teachers is a real component of their situated
existence. This absence can have an important effect on freedom and limitations in a
teacher’s work and in the building of a definition of responsibility to the profession.
Freedom and Limitation
The supportive and mutually respectful relationship that teachers described
having with the principal of Glendale was the “well” from which they drew to craft
their understanding and make meaning of his rejection of their proposal to go to the
PTO for funds. The PTO scenario is a good example of the manifestation of freedom
and limitations within the context of this elementary school service team. The work of
the External consultant who worked with this team was focused on empowerment of
teachers. She encouraged them to formulate a plan to ask the PTO for money to buy
some books that the principal had said there was no funding for. Some of the teachers
on the team agreed that approaching the PTO was a good idea, and Robin drafted a
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letter to them. Katie was questioning this approach feeling that the PTO had very little
money. One of the long range goals of the initiative set forth by the director of
Shoretown Consultants was to enable teachers on teams to access small funds of money
that they thought would help implement their action plans for students. When Robin’s
letter was soundly rejected by the principal, there were mixed reactions. The Shoretown
Consultant strongly encouraged the teachers to forge ahead with their plan, even if it
was against the wished of the principal. The teachers who had each expressed to me in
individual interviews that they had strong working relationships with him were finding
themselves in a difficult situation. The consultant was asking them to trust the shadow
system put in place by the service team initiative and take this issue out of the context
of the school because she was convinced that the principal was holding them back from
the autonomy and power that having access to money would hold for them. The
teachers on the other hand considered the issues of freedom and limitation from their
standpoint of an I-Thou relationship with their principal. Some of the ways they
understood this were : “He was between a rock and a hard place with funding” “He was
really worried about his mother, and this was not a good day to approach him”, “There
could have been a million reasons, this is a wonderful place to be”. The teachers did not
see the principal as holding them back from becoming more autonomous. Katie’s broad
interpretation of the PTO incident included all of his accomplishments as a leader of
this school in the area of academic achievement. She allowed him this behavior without
condemnation or criticism understanding that with his mother having surgery this was a
difficult time for him. It occurs to me that this is the same type of understanding that we
hope teachers will impart to their students. This is the situated existence of the principal
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and Katie understands it this way. She is solid in her standpoint of an I-Thou
relationship with the principal.
However the Shoretown Consultants may be viewing him from the standpoint of
the “collective principal”. He is seen as standing in the way of progress. He is acting in
a sexist manner and is disempowering teachers. The Shoretown Consultants have failed
with him perhaps because of this viewpoint. The teachers in this school who know and
work with him have more power to work for change with this principal because they are
drawing from their “well” of positive regard and mutual respect for him. This contrasts
with the negative view from the external consultants. In this way I see these teachers as
being strong, where formerly I saw them as women succumbing to the male in power.
This principal has been described as “sexist, disempowering, politically connected” and
has been accused of “running a fiefdom”. The “fiefdom” comment is interesting
because he is being accused of running his own show, which he has been doing very
successfully, and with close relationships that can be fostered in a small school. A
frequent complaint in education today is that both schools and classes are too large
causing students to fall between the cracks, teachers to not feel heard and principals
who are disconnected from the day to day lives of teachers. How does this initiative
seek to standardize the way particular aspects are implemented throughout the city?
This situation can be viewed as the case of a single human being (with his mother in
surgery) against the opinion of the “collective principal”, the standpoint of the “They”.
It would appear that the “collective principal” does not support empowerment of
teachers.
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Authenticity and Responsibility
Katie talks of “Robin going quietly back” to the principal and approaching him
again at another point in time. This can be seen as a female subordinate not wanting to
make waves or “push the envelope” as Karen, the team’s external consultant suggested.
Karen was speaking from the standpoint of the change agent who is looking to gain
support for the service team initiative and who believes that teacher need to become
more empowered whether the principal likes it or not. I think it is quite possible for
these teachers to learn from the words of Karen, to become more confident in their
actions when they believe firmly in them. They certainly should feel proud of their
work that they have done on behalf of their students through the service teams. But the
reality of this is that teachers were doing a lot of good work for their students before
this initiative was implemented. How far should teacher go to seek support for any
initiative if it means jeopardizing their already strong working relationship with their
principal? While on the other hand this can be seen as an issue of power. The issue of
money is also an issue of power. Power issues are important in a change initiative.
Robert Evans states it this way: The change process is often not so much a matter of
clear objective improvement as it is a competition for control (Evans 2001). The
Glendale teachers may not see it this way but this characterized interactions within the
PTO incident, becoming part of the team’s experience in their school.
A principal as leader of a group of teachers faces the same consequences of
action and choice making as teachers in classrooms. The Glendale principal had to
define the juxtaposition of his range of acceptance of the service team initiative with
that of the other school principals in Cove Island. He did not become subsumed in the
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“They” of the service team initiative by obeying the dictates of the director and assistant
director of Shoretown Consultants despite pressure from both the superintendent and
the consultants. All of these components can become part of the situated existence, the
standpoint from which teachers are making choices and considering the implications for
those choices. The PTO incident served to enable teachers to see limitations in a new
way. They will process this incident from the standpoint of their school and who they
are as beings who define what their school is and what it can become.
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Case Study of Sand Edge Middle School Team
The following is a case study of a middle school service team. In order to bring
this team into focus I will first profile three individual teachers who serve on this
service team. In the next section I will give a synopsis of the work of this team starting
with the training session provided for the teacher/facilitators at their school by the
external consulting agency. In the final section team members will make meaning of
their experiences on this team and give their suggestions for how the teams might
function within the context of their schools. This case study will include sections on
three members: Mary, Lucy and Marie as well as a synopsis of their work from the
service team meeting notes.
Mary
Mary is the facilitator/teacher of this team a veteran middle school teacher with
23 years of experience. She is a strong guiding voice as facilitator of this team and is
deeply concerned with the problems that students face in their personal lives. Mary
often goes above and beyond what most teachers do in looking for ways to reach out
and help students.
This middle school service team is also an academic team with strong working
relationships among the members. Mary and Marie both mentioned to me that they were
already a strong team before becoming a service team and they wanted it to be known
that their skill and collaborative style was not due to the external consultants coming in
and training them for teamwork. In one of the other middle schools in this city one
teacher told me that teachers at his school thought the external consultants were getting
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credit for work that they felt they had been doing all along. It is difficult for teachers to
support what is supposed to be a new way of working when it contains elements of
work that some teachers already have in place.
As a facilitator, Mary’s style of working was very diligent and serious about
following the procedures and paperwork requirements. She was interested in the service
team’s potential for assisting the students with the overwhelming problems her students
was experiencing. Mary has become increasingly worried about changes that she has
seen over the years that she has been teaching.
What I see happening in education over the course of my career, kids have
more and more problems that are interfering in their ability to function as
students. The problems that they bring to the classroom are just getting
deeper and deeper and worse and worse. It used to be that you had two or
three kids that maybe had something going on. Now it’s: Who doesn’t?
More kids have problems than don’t. -Mary
Mary supported a thirteen year-old student in foster care through pregnancy and
along with another teacher on the team attended the birth of the student’s baby. After
Mary had initiated a conversation about ways that they might help, one of the teachers
brought in a box of clothes for this student. One of the changes that Mary has seen is an
increased need to extend concerns to the people in the lives of students outside of
school, families and others who care for these students.
I think that a lot of times you have parents who didn’t receive an education
and are still struggling, and it impacts the kids. I guess as teachers you
thought you went into teaching to teach, and then you kind of got involved a
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little bit with helping kids with their personal issues but now you’re almost
expected to help the parents, to set up counseling for the parents. A lot of
kids that we have although they’re having difficulties in school, the
dysfunction that we find are in their home, with their parents. A lot of kids
have siblings who are violent and really causing havoc in their homes. They
are just beating people, and hitting people and parents that are afraid of kids.
We have four cases of that this year; it’s just unheard of. I guess they are
mentally ill, you know but you don’t know. They are really destroying the
whole family, and impacting the kids we have. -Mary
There was one particular student that was brought to the service team for
problem solving that fits the description above. This student had an older high-school
age sister who was physically abusive to her mother and her brother. The service team
had discussed ways that they might help with a social service system that was not
responding to this families needs, or to their direct phone calls. They were working
closely with this student in school and working at understanding his life situation at the
team meetings. Mary speaks very kindly of kids in tough situations, describing one
student who was from Jamaica and failing everything as a “real sweetheart”. The
middle school that Mary works in is in the heart of a small urban district in
Massachusetts. The students are mostly poor and from Hispanic and black families.
Mary tells me that she could work in a suburban school, she knows people who call her
all the time to come and teach English in a “safer environment” but she says that she
would miss the challenge. One day there was a boy from her class in trouble with the
principal for taking away a younger students bike and riding it around in the front of the
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school. Mary went out to talk to him, totally unafraid of this boy who had been arrested
for fighting on a number of occasions. Mary is an older heavy-set woman with short
gray hair. He cooperated when he saw Mary coming out of the school he thought it was
tunny that she was out there coming after him. The rest of the day this student spent
kidding her for threatening to “take him out”. Mary has a reputation in this school for
being easy to talk to, and often when confronted in the office by administrators students
will say that they will only talk to Mary. She mentioned that she wanted to take a
student who was in trouble to go for the “famous juice with Mary in the cafeteria”.
I have always been one to look at the whole child, not just the academic
thing. I think it is who I am. I think it is who I am as a person more than any
training. A child in need is just an automatic draw for me. -Mary
One day when I was talking with her she told me a story that really explains her
philosophy of teaching. She had a student a number of years ago that had been to seven
different schools, and was on her third middle school when she arrived at Sand Edge.
Mary took attendance in her English class and when she called out this new students’
name responded with F*** you! Mary’s response to her was “You’re having lunch
with me” She told me that she knew that this student needed to talk to someone. She
saw this as a cry for help. Many teachers would have simply gone the punishment route.
Mary said to her “You can look at my face everyday at lunchtime”. It took a while for
this student to open up, but eventually she was able to articulate her problems. Mary felt
that these meetings were crucial for this student’s survival at this school. Mary
described it this way: “She didn’t become the perfect student, but finally she stayed in
school and graduated from here, and went on to high school and I’m very proud of
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that”. Mary majored in social work when she was in college and she mentions that as
being a strong influence on the way she views her work as a teacher.
When Mary and I discussed the evaluation of the service teams I told her
that grades were being collected and that the new superintendent wanted to know if
grades had improved as a result of the service team process. Mary has a different belief
about what education should be about.
I think there is way too much emphasis on grades, grades, grades, testing,
testing. They are so in tune to getting this child to get grades that some of the
important parts of education are going out the window. Sometimes it’s nice
to just take time and sit down and talk to a kid and say: “How are you
doing?” Instead of thinking I can’t take 5 minutes for that because there is
not a standard that associates with me saying how are you doing today? At
least in my career I have had 25 wonderful years so if they really try and
force me into that box I can walk away. I can say: it’s not what I want it to
be. Education is supposed to be magic, it’s supposed to be difficult, but it’s
also supposed to be that magical moment when you think: “I’ve got it” when
all of a sudden it clicks, all of a sudden this matters to you. -Mary
Mary’s deep commitment to education and the children of this district is clearly
what guides her actions as a teacher and facilitator of this team. She mentions that it is
“who she is as a person” that guides her work.
Lucy

Lucy is new to teaching. This is her second year at Sand Edge middle school as
this 7th grade team’s science teacher. She spent seventeen years working in the
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environmental laboratory business as a bench chemist and as manager of a lab. She had
become increasingly frustrated with this type of work:
For the last seven years I’ve been running a company in Beachcrest and kind
of running myself into the ground as well. I was putting in on average 60
hours per week. Physically it was affecting me. I have a 10 year old and an 8
year old. I was trying to juggle them, the house, my husband, and a
management job. So for the last two years of that job, I was trying to find
something I could do that would still use my science background, but would
be a little more family related as well. I was watching the news one night
and I saw that the state had a recruitment program where they were offering
training, so I decided to look into that. -Lucy
Lucy went through seven weeks of training that included teaching Chemistry to
11th graders in a summer school program. As the program ended she was offered a job
at Sand Edge. This large urban middle school was not what Lucy had in mind when she
thought about becoming a teacher. She explains:
I ended up here at Sand Edge but I would have preferred a job in a suburban
area. But in most suburban areas there is not a large turnover of staff to
begin with. They are really looking for experience and you know
qualifications. I didn’t really even have an interview with a suburban area
until I was already teaching here at Sand Edge. It was October when I got a
phone call. I said I am sorry I am already employed. I am not going to leave
here just to jump for a different a position. I’ll be here next year as well,
after that I don’t make any promises. -Lucy
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Lucy has expressed strong feelings about the “lack of discipline” in her school.
She has said that she feels like she has very little control over the class and limited
backup from administrators. Lucy makes a distinction between what she sees as “urban”
problems and the way she sees suburban schools:
I think educators should narrow down the focus also. Really think about
what is our job as educators? Is it our job to be in people’s homes?
We’re carrying all the responsibility of these kids and we are giving none
of it to the families, and it’s not right. And it’s only in urban, in city
areas that this is happening. In suburban areas it’s very different. Schools
are doing the teaching and I think they are relying on the families much
more heavily. Lucy
Lucy feels that families should be more responsible but efforts to reach them
often can backfire. She explains:
Our hands are very tied. There is very little you can do, and we call home all
the time. Most of them, if they are coming from a bad home they are
bringing these problems into the school. They are already coming with
baggage. You know generally if they come from a good home, the parents
are very involved in their child’s life. The child, if they act out they are only
going to do it once, because they know there’s going to be repercussions at
home. We don’t have that situation with 99% of these students. You say you
are going to call home and they are like: ‘who cares’. A lot of times the
parents can be very abusive on the phone. I personally have never had a real
abusive situation with a parent, but I’ve been present when other teachers
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have. The teachers will call to tell the parent that the student was caught
cheating on a test and the parent will start screaming and swearing at the
teacher. We’ve had parents here actually come after teachers. The gym
teacher was almost attacked out in the yard. The parent came after the gym
teacher because she had raised her voice at the daughter. We have
restraining orders against some parents, they can’t come anywhere near the
school. So how can you be calling parents for their support? They need to
have stricter discipline policies that they adhere to all the time. There should
be no tolerance at all for disruption in school. -Lucy
Lucy’s frustration centers around what she feels is the “welfare problem”. She
expresses the “bootstrap” philosophy, that anyone should be able to rise out of a
difficult situation and be successful:
I personally have very strong feelings on the welfare system. I think
nothing is going to change with education until welfare is totally overhauled. I
think welfare is that overlying problem that is breaking down education. Many
of the kids in this school are third generation welfare. How cans that even
happen? How much effort is being put in by these people who don’t advance
any further? You can look at studies, there are people in all different types of
communities raised with all different types of disadvantages who have put a
great amount of effort in and have been able to pull themselves out of those
depressed areas and be successful. -Lucy
Although Lucy is frustrated in her efforts at teaching she does gain some
satisfaction from her work as she describes below:
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I’ve had some great moments with the kids. Some groups are better than
others. Some days are better than others. But when you actually make
contact it’s a great feeling. We are doing review right now for the final
exam, and I handed out a review worksheet, and a bunch of the kids said:
Oh, this is easy I remember that. And I thought Wow, that’s great they
remember. Other kids, they come to school, no pencils, no notebook every
single day. They do not pay attention, they do not study for the tests, they do
not do the homework, and I never give up on them. Everyday I am handing
out paper, handing out pencils, trying to do lessons as creative as possible
hoping that one thing might spark an interest and turn them around. There
still might be that spark that could somehow affect them and change their
life around.-Lucy
Lucy is struggling with defining her roles and responsibilities as a teacher in this
school and as a member of the team. Unlike Mary she does not feel the same need to
work on and solve their family and social problems. Lucy feels a responsibility to teach
the subject matter of science, as this is what she feels she was hired to do. Lucy seems
confused by the fact that a teacher’s job does not follow a job description the way it
might in other professions. She feels that there are far too many expectations that take
away from what she feels should be the main responsibility of teachers:
I think number one, education has been so diluted it is unbelievable. If you
went into industry or business, people generally have job descriptions, and
those are the jobs that they do. Most businesses don’t keep piling on more
and more and more duties. It seems like in the teaching profession, every
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time some little glitch or problem occurs, somehow it gets added to the
teacher’s duties. There is less and less time to actually focus on the
academics, because you are spending all your time focusing on the behavior
and the emotional and all the other things which really shouldn’t be a
teacher’s job. I think a teacher needs to focus only on controlling the class so
that they can be teaching the academics needed.-Lucy
Lucy is not sure she will stay teaching in this type of school environment. She
often expresses frustration with the students she teaches and what she sees as problems
in “urban schools”.
Marie

Marie is new to the teaching field. After spending many years as a case manager
for mental health and mental retardation social service systems she was ready for a
change of career. Marie is very articulate about defining her job as a teacher and the
need to switch from what she calls a “nurturing personality” that she had as a social
worker to the different persona that a being a teacher requires. Marie says that creating
order is one of the most important aspects of her work now “because without order
nothing else happens” . Marie explains:
Teaching takes a different personality. Here’s where I am coming from: It’s
a different persona. I’m pretty comfortable on the emotional and social
realms and they have to be touched upon as well as the academic anytime
you’re dealing with young people. But you don’t have a lot of time. The
academic is the important piece. You need to target lots of people, you need
lots of thing and you don’t have time. -Marie
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Marie sees a need for basics skills education for the students she teaches even if
it involves drill and practice types of lessons, but at the same time she has high
expectations.
Certainly drill and practice is necessary, I think that the students I’ve met
here this year, this population needs the drill and practice. I’m not a fan of
dressing things up to be fun but I am a fan of the idea of dressing things up
so that the purpose including drill and practice is bigger. The children’s
world frequently is very small and it needs to become bigger with
possibilities. - Marie
One of the issues that Marie brings up is student’s disconnection to their
communities. As an example of possibilities for addressing this Marie tells me about a
school without classrooms that she recently heard about in New York City. There is no
building. Marie explains:
They have offices and space you know conferency types of rooms, that
kind of thing but they don’t have classrooms. They have to go out and create
lessons in the same curriculum - in my case, it would be maybe world
history from Ancient Greeks- in the city, using the resources in the
community. There hasn’t really been an evaluation yet, but I was reading a
little write-up of things that are being tried and I’d love to know how it is
working out, specifically because they are drawing against kids who have
been labeled failures. So it’s not cream of the crop kids. This appeals to me
because it is the same community that they’re disconnected with. It sort of
builds connections for them with the place where they live - understanding it
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better, you know how they fit, where they might fit in, how they could go
different places. Because many of the children I meet have no idea what
else is out there, they have no idea except for that very small world. I don’t
think they see, they don’t know that there’s anything different outside of
what they know in their immediate environment. I think that’s one
difference that somehow happened over the years. Maybe those communities
just got smaller, they’ve gotten tighter.-Marie
Marie again talks about this theme of disconnection and what she feels really
needs to happen for students failing in school:
It’s not just the single child, it’s a family and families that are disconnected.
It takes a lot of time to reach out to make a relationship. Most of our children
come from families who have personally experienced - their parents - have
personally experienced failure in school. They’re not over-thrilled with
school people. You know their experience with them has been negative.
Personal experience. So that a school person’s calling to say there’s a
problem here, a problem there many times isn’t a surprise because they
experienced the same issues when they were in school. To get beyond that I
think requires creating relationships. Teachers can’t do that. But it is
important because if the relationship does not get created what you have are
mothers who are saying: “Who are you? I know what you are like. I’ve been
in school too. And you were nothing but pain for me and now you are pain
for my son”. And to overcome all of that requires relationships. Teachers
don’t have the time to do that. It’s not that you can’t do those things or you
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shouldn’t have those qualities in you but that’s not your job. But for many
children it is those issues surrounding poverty and the disconnection from
communities that are really the problem.-Marie
For Marie there is the paradox of knowing what it is that many of these students
really need. She acknowledges the importance in schools building relationships with
families who have had their own negative experiences with schooling. At the same time
she recognizes that the job of a teacher does not allow time and space to address these
most pressing issues. There is the expectation that teachers are covering the subject
matter that these students will be tested on. Marie has a deep understanding of her
students and the inequalities that that suffer. Her comments during service team
discussions are influenced by her years in social work, and knowledge of family
systems. She is working hard at becoming a successful teacher and clearly demonstrated
her ability to be a reflective practitioner.
The work of the team
The membership of this team consists of Mary the teacher/facilitator, Lucy the
science teacher, Marie, the social studies teacher, Judy the math teacher who is also a
veteran with 20 years of teaching experience. There is also a young novice male
English teacher and an assistant teacher, Bernice who works with some students oneon-one and for individual instruction with all students. These teachers comprise one of
the 7th grade academic teams who have decided to become a service team in this school.
Occasionally the assistant principal attends these meetings. The team’s external
consultant comes to the team meetings every other week, and the clinician from the
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mental health agency attends weekly. I have attended weekly as well in the role of
observer.
The training session
At the end of Oct. as some of the teams were planning their first
meetings, the assistant director of the consulting agency came to Sand Edge Middle
School to do a training session for all of the service team teacher/facilitators. When I
arrived the teachers were complaining about how late the assistant director was. The
training meeting was held after school at 4pm in one of the classrooms. The teachers
were assembled in the room waiting as the assistant director of the consulting agency
came in apologizing for being late, laden with notebooks and handouts. As she
hurriedly began the session, one of the first questions the teacher/facilitators had was
how long their service team meetings should be. The answer was that an hour was ideal,
but 40 minutes would work. Mary attended this meeting along with six other
teacher/facilitators. She asked a lot of questions while remaining basically skeptical in
keeping with the mood of the teacher/facilitators at this training meeting. There were
seven service teams in place at the beginning of this school year. All the team meetings
had been scheduled during school day hours. This was an issue that all the service team
schools across the city were grappling with. One of the reasons for this was the fact that
teachers were being paid extra if they met before and after school. The superintendent
was working with the principals to move all the meetings to the school day schedule to
reduce the cost.
This assistant director of Shoretown Consultants spent time going over all the
forms that they would be responsible for. She told them: “It is your job to support the
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process” . As it turned out many of them were unsure just what the process was. She
explained to them how each team will be staffed by a consultant from the external
agency and “that person will be your partner at your team meeting every other week”.
“In the second year” , she went on to say, “the consultant will only come to meetings
once a month, and in the third year only by phone or email”. She reassures them:
“people will eventually get it” . There were questions about the clinician from the child
guidance agency: “Will the clinician be there all the time? After three years? . The
assistant director tells them that eventually there will be members of other community
agencies coming to their monthly school management group meetings (all
teacher/facilitators and principal) one of the goals being the coordination of community
resources for students outside of school.
Most of this group of middle school teachers were very skeptical and had
a lot of concerns that they did not hesitate to raise. They asked the assistant director
questions about confidentiality: “Should we be using first names?” The answer that she
gave was: “Legally it has been all checked out - use professionalism”. The teachers
then brought up points about access to confidential information about students. They’ve
had experiences in the past where they were not able to obtain information from either
the guidance counselor or the school nurse when they had concerns about particular
students. The assistant director responded with: “Nurses think they have this magical
power to keep things confidential. You should be able to know medications and side
effects”. She went on to say that: “If information is withheld, like from the nurse, this
should go to the management group”. At this point the school management group had
yet to convene a meeting so teachers had no context for this.
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There was little recognition or insight here on the part of the assistant director of
the social context of the school environment including relationships with colleagues.
The assistant director seemed to be implying that the service team members were the
ones who now have magical power as a result of team membership. There are no
suggestions about how to work with the school nurse, except to go over her head when
she doesn’t do what you as teachers tell her to do. The orientation and explanation of
the service team initiative was not school wide, and this school nurse as well as many
other staff people in the targeted schools may not even have heard of service teams. The
assistant director conveys a strongly confident attitude about the service team process,
with a bit of impatience for those in schools who are not cooperating with the
implementation of the service team initiative at this stage of it’s development.
The shadow school system
At this point in the training the external consultant begins to sketch out
the scaffolding of what I will call the “shadow system” they are hoping to have in place,
although they are conveying to teachers that it is already in place. This scaffolding
contains the service team as the first tier, followed by the school management group,
and finally the district policy committee. When the team members themselves are not
able to implement the action plan that they have devised for a particular student
(because of lack of staffing, for example) then concerns go via the teacher/facilitator to
the management group. By introducing this new system the assistant director is
conveying the idea that old ways of working are changing, and teachers can now use
this new system to circumvent old systems through the problem solving process of the
service teams.
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Teachers were voicing skepticism about these kinds of changes and were
expressing concern about the consequences that this new system would have on both
their ways of teaching and on their working relationships with colleagues. The teachers
brought up their concerns when the assistant director told them that they should invite
the school nurse to the service team meeting if there is information they need from her.
The question was: “If we need information do they have to come? And what if they
refuse to come?” The assistant director responded with: “Go right to the principal if
someone refuses to come.” She tells them that the principal and assistant principal have
“received training” . The teachers are speaking from the standpoint of a school district
divided in its support of the initiative: “If the principal isn’t behind this how will they
respond if we say the nurse is refusing to come?”
The facts are that this is not a school wide initiative. There are only seven
teachers at this meeting in a school that serves over one thousand students. The assistant
director is implementing this initiative under circumstances of very little interest or
enthusiasm. This follows their philosophy of starting by getting a few facilitators
interested and believing that it will grow . There is a sense of pressure however as this
trainer states over and over that “membership on teams will become mandatory for all
teachers” the following year so “you might as well get on board now”. The belief of the
external consulting agency is that this initiative will have power and will spread by
getting small groups of teachers on board to start the process. At times there seems to be
so much blind faith in this initiative that the immediate concerns and questions of
teachers are not given much time or attention. There turned out to be many complaints
about not being adequately trained from both teacher/facilitators and service team
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members. Lucy the science teacher on this team had the impression that members would
get more training:
None of us have training in any type of social work aspect, or psychological
aspect of student behaviors. I don’t feel that there has been any support or
training for us on service teams. When we got into it we had thought there
would be a lot of training; ongoing hands on training: ‘This is how you do it,
this is the steps involved’. The [Shoretown] consultants were only there at
the most every other week, not even every week, and if questions arose, they
are not really readily available on a day-to-day basis. -Lucy
A teacher/facilitator at one of the other middle schools in the city was surprised
at the fact that there was so little community building among the participants at the
training that she was required to attend. She explains her experience with facilitator
training:
Their training? They don’t even like the word training. (Director Shoretown
Consultants] hates the word training, workshop? he hates that. That was
hardly a training. We all went to the professional development building.
There were a couple of different schools represented, and it was just pretty
much going over the forms. There were no real introductions even. There
was no team building, there was no coming together on any level. Even just
to rely on each other for support. No exchange of phone numbers like: “Hey
if you get stuck give me a call” You know what I’m saying? Introduce the
consultants, but there was nothing. It was just: “These are the forms. This is
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how you fill it out. Make sure you do this, this, and this, any questions?” Teacher Interview
Other teachers taking part in the initiative have expressed concerns about not
having been adequately trained as well. The response from the external consultants has
always been that they will learn as they go, the important learning will take place
through the actual work on the teams. They were not interested in providing any types
of team building or group dynamics activities, they gave the impression that those
activities were outside of their purview.. From my observations the external consultants
pushed ahead with their implementation schedule no matter what controversy existed in
the present schools that they were in. If there were administrative staff at schools who
worked in support of this process these issues might be addressed, but they might not be
prioritized, or treated consistently throughout the district.
At the Sand Edge training meeting there wasn’t much response from the
assistant director to the question of: “what to do if the principal isn’t behind the
initiative”. The superintendent of schools in Cove Island is fully supporting this
initiative, and the directors of the consulting agency know that they have her backing if
the teams run into lack of support from the principal. This does turn out to be an
important issue. As the training went on many topics were covered in a brief amount of
time. The assistant director gives advice on how to distinguish between a “teacher
problem” and a “kid problem”. She touches on gender roles, cultural competence, and
goes over individual forms. She mentions to this group of teacher/facilitators that they
should keep track of students on I.E.P.’s because the “district wants to know how many
special education students are coming to the teams”.
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The next question that a teacher brought up caused quite a stir. The assistant
director had been stressing that whatever the team members wrote into an action plan,
no matter how impossible it seemed would be eventually implemented. If as a team they
couldn’t implement an action plan, then it would proceed up the hierarchy (shadow
system) to the school management group, then on to the district policy committee and
eventually it would be implemented. The assistant director gave them the impression
that no matter what they thought was necessary whether it be small groups, more
intensive reading instruction, or an after school program, for example it would happen.
In one of the service team meetings the team consultant was reiterating this part
of the philosophy and encouraging teachers to put down what they were thinking. In
this poorly resourced school the teachers were hesitant to write down small group
instruction or one-to-one math instruction. Marie said: “of course we want small groups
and one-to-one instruction, there are hundreds of students here who could benefit from
that”. The external consultant assigned to this team replied that the service team
initiative is meant to open doors, and writing what they need into an action plan is just
the beginning of that process. This consultant told them that all that they should start
with the needs of one child, and if that child was able to get the needed services or
curriculum requirements then doors would be open to change the system for other
students as well.
The teachers were skeptical. The question that started the same controversy
during the training session was: “What if teachers felt that a kid needed some special
services like the resource room, do we have to go through the whole special education
process to get a kid in to use the resource room?” The assistant director responded with:
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“They don’t need an IEP to get services”. At this point there is a huge reaction with
everyone talking at once, in tones that expressed disbelief about this new concept. The
assistant director said loudly to be heard over all the noise: “They don’t need an IEP for
services, legally. At the same time the teachers were saying: “There’s going to be a
fight here and This is going to be difficult” and other similar comments.
The assistant director was speaking from the framework of this shadow system
where the hope is that things will become streamlined and students will get the
curriculum and services they need without all the red tape that the existing system was
requiring. She is speaking from the framework of the vision of what was still to be
created. The teachers who are based in the day-to-day lived realities of their teaching
and collegial work respond with: “Currently we don’t have the authority to do that”.
The assistant director then takes them through the steps of the process. She tells them
that they take it to the management group and they say: “This particular action that we
named can’t happen because the teacher said No, not without an IEP.” A teacher
responds: “Right now we are in a situation where those cross-overs don’t happen.” The
assistant director responds with a sarcastic tone: “Just so you know, there are schools in
Cove Island that are doing that”. (I believe that she is referring to the alternative high
schools that are very small programs with much more potential for flexibility, making
this seems like a pressure tactic). The discussion proceeds with the assistant director
giving them the language to use in the scenario. She tells them: “What you are going to
do is describe in your intention that: ‘What this kid needs is one-on-one for part of the
day’, then it gets figured out, maybe it will be in the resource room or PA class”.
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Teacher: “So the management group, the principal cannot say: ‘We’re not doing
that ? Assistant director: Right, it has to be worked on if you are describing an
intervention”. Teacher: “But we have to work with what we have”. The assistant
director, now losing patience says in a loud voice: “No, No, No, No if you say ‘resource
room’ they say: ‘No’, but if you say: ‘intensive small group instruction for math’ then
the school management group can figure it out”. She tells them to “rethink the roles of
our less traditional staff and traditional staff’. Interestingly a short time later when they
are going over all the paperwork, she tells them to “be realistic in their objectives” and
to make objectives “measurable and concrete” . Making their objectives measurable
and concrete will prove difficult for the Sand Edge team as they eventually tackle the
overwhelming social problems of their students through the service team process.
The shadow system that is being set up by the external consultants invites
teachers to bypass the rules that are currently in place. In this training the assistant
director is asking them to go ahead and trust this new shadow system that in reality is
still in process. The Shoretown Consulting agency has the power of the superintendent
behind them. The superintendent has promised to support all levels of the initiative. The
assistant director of the external consulting agency continues to encourage them to
challenge both the system that they are working under as well as individual colleagues.
For example she guides them with: “Don’t always think that the school adjustment
counselor is the best person, don’t go by the person’s title but rather who is the best
person to implement this action.” When she tells them that a staff person might respond
to their requests by saying: “Just tell me what to do and I’ll do it”, I notice teachers
smiling at each other. As the training ends one of the teachers who earlier had
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mentioned that one of her service team members was correcting papers during their
meeting, said: “For the meeting tomorrow are there are basic guidelines like don’t bring
your work and correct papers while you are here?”
This brings out another aspect of the work of the teacher/facilitator- that of
doing this collaborative work with teachers who will have varying levels of interest in
the service team initiative. These teacher/facilitators are potentially in difficult
situations where they are being asked to implement this step-by-step process with
teachers who may not be interested in taking part, but have been pressured into joining a
team. One of the teachers in this group understands the types of changes that the
assistant director has been talking about while acknowledging the dilemma of
volunteerism. She summarizes the training: “You can choose to be on a team, but it
seems like everyone will be involved so really this is going to result in major changes in
the building”.
The team meetings
The Sand Edge Middle School team met on Wednesday mornings from 9:25 to
10:05. They gathered in the math teacher’s classroom that adjoined Mary the facilitators
room. This team did a good job of setting aside time and attention to the work of the
service teams. They would start each meeting by reviewing the previous weeks notes.
Mary was a very organized facilitator and would always have a typed agenda ready and
have already divided up the tasks of the meeting beforehand so that they were never
without a note taker or a teacher who is presenting a profile. Mary would ask or
teachers would offer to add onto the agenda issues of immediate concern, for which
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they were never at a loss. After the previous week’s minutes were read, a teacher would
present a profile of a student brought to the team for problem solving.
One Wednesday morning in January, Lucy the science teacher presented the
following profile of a student. This female 7th grade student was described as being
“large for her age and totally, totally withdrawn and prone to emotional outbursts”.
Lucy said that she had sent her to “in house” (detention) a couple of weeks previously
because she had “flung all her stuff around the classroom in a matter of seconds when
other kids started to tease her about her weight”. She is tardy almost every day, received
four F’s in the current term and her parents were recently divorced. The teachers agree
that they have never seen her smile and one teacher commented that: “her sadness is so
deep”. They say she has one or two friends, but most often the other students pick on
her and someone in her neighborhood has been throwing rocks thorough her windows at
home.
Mary expresses her concern “that there are outbursts”. Mary is wondering if a
new start with a new group of kids would help her somehow: “I would like this to be a
comfortable place for her to be”. Marie adds that: “It’s not just here, at home it is the
same way”.
This middle school is in a poor section of the city and students carry the burden
of poverty and extreme social problems that stand in the way of academic success. This
team is attempting to use the service team process to make their way towards solutions
for the types of problems that this population presents. In this case the Child Guidance
clinician asks them to begin to separate the “problem” from the “concern” as a way to
jump start work towards an action plan. The problem the teachers decide is “self
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esteem” or “her perception of herself’. Their discussion centers on the fact that they see
the problem as having more to do with this student herself than with the issue of other
students teasing her. Lucy says she was speaking with other people who know the
student and they had some serious concerns about her: “We were saying that we
wouldn’t be surprised if she committed suicide in a few years”. Mary has concerns
about the student and her ability to connect with others: “The teacher is gone that she
had developed a relationship with last year, this could be huge. She did tell Fran (vice
principal) that she might be willing to talk to me. I’ll see if I can’t reach out to her today
to have lunch”.
The discussion that followed expresses the difficult position that teachers are in
when faced with issues that typically require a disciplinary action but are clearly about
mental health needs. Lucy had brought up the fact that she had sent this student to “in
house suspension” for her disruptive behavior. When this student was sent to “in house”
Fran the vice principal called the student’s mother to let her know about it. Marie
described what happened: “The mother started screaming at Fran and saying that all the
teachers were useless including the principal. Every swear in the book was used. And
she was going to come down and take her kid out.” Following this description, the
team’s consultant spoke about how she sees this student’s outbursts:
If she does have an outburst it seems to me that is a warning sign that
something is going on inside. She is in crisis. Outbursts should be a sign that
she needs to talk to a counselor, not sent to ‘in house’. Even if this is not
usually done in this school, this could be a special plan for her. She could go
see a counselor when this happens. -Shoretown Team Consultant
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Marie has tried to get this student to go see the school counselor before: “ I
couldn’t budge her when I wanted to get her to go down and see a counselor”. Mary the
facilitator responds to the urgency: “We need to make sure that there is a counselor
available to see her on an emergency basis, especially if you think there is potential for
suicide” The consultant expresses concern that this student was being placed in a
punitive environment. Marie suggests: “Even if there is a place where she can go to get
privacy with an adult”. At this point they go over their action plan:
•

Evaluation for depression from doctor

•

Teacher trying to form a relationship with her

•

Try to get mother to come in

•

Counselor available for emergencies

Mary makes a plan to talk to the student that day and take her to “my famous
juice in the cafeteria”, she said: “I will ask her who she would like to see (which
counselor). The consultant recaps the process: “That’s great, you are taking her on as a
level three problem solving about herself, by included her in the problem solving”.
As the meeting adjourns an interesting thing happens. Mary picks up a form and
said to one of the other teachers: “Robert Brown gave me this form, I guess we still
have STAT teams, I didn’t think we did anymore”. The service team members have
been told that the service teams are to replace the STAT teams, but the reality of
implementation is that they do still exist in this school and others. This adds to the
confusing position teachers are put in as regards service team membership and
agreement with this new shadow system that is supposed to be in place. There is the
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pull and tug of the long-range vision and the reality of life for the teachers who have
been the first to try out the service team process in their schools.

The School Management Group Meeting
The School Management group is the next tier up from the service team
meetings. This group consists of the principal, the assistant director, and all of the
teacher/facilitators in the school. The first of these monthly meetings took place in mid
December. The assistant director of Shoretown Consultants explained that the purpose
of these meetings was to “do problem solving on actions that cannot be implemented”
not to “second guess the team’s decisions”. She addressed the principal with “You
should be part of the District Policy Committee’s struggles”. This principal is new to
the job, and he tries to clarify what these meetings are about: “So if a team is stuck on
an issue with a kid they bring it here?” The assistant director of Shoretown Consultants
corrects him and says: “when their decision cannot be implemented”. In the
teacher/facilitator’s training described above it was mentioned that the principal and
vice principal had “received training” with the implication that they were in agreement
with this system. The question asked by the principal in this school management group
meeting gives away the fact that he is still learning about this process. One of the
underpinnings of the service teams is that they as a team develop the ability to come up
with an action plan and move to have it implemented. This is a more complex concept
than just “getting stuck on a an issue with a kid”. One of the facilitators brings up an
issue of a girl from Jamaica who does not speak any English and speaks a dialect that a
Jamaican speaker could not understand. Because of a lack of progress in general
communication and in any aspect of her education Mary had made arrangements to
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have a CORE evaluation done on this student. Mary says: “It cut us out of the service
team link”. The service teams were meant to solve problems for students to avoid
sending them for testing, but the teachers felt that enough time had gone by and
different approaches tried so that they wanted the testing done. The assistant director
said that “Maybe she hasn’t been taught- that isn’t a disability”. Mary responded to her
with: “This child is emotionally fragile”. The assistant director tells them that the issue
of how to grade her should be brought to the District Policy Committee meeting. One of
the teacher/facilitators mentioned that there should be a district wide policy. The
assistant director laughed at this and interrupted her with: “They’re not going to do it
this year”
The principal agrees that this should go to the district policy committee: “This
time it is Jamaicans, it could be Somalians it needs to be addressed down the line.”
One of the Sand Edge teacher/facilitator brought up another student that she said
the child guidance clinician had suggested getting a psychological assessment for. She
said: “We’re looking for a quick easy report so the child guidance clinician can get
counseling for this student through her agency. This facilitator was told by the team’s
Shoretown consultant not to go ahead and do this yet, wait until the issue had been
brought to the School Management Group meeting. This was clearly a case of decision
making taken out of the hands of teachers and replaced with the new authority of this
..

shadow system as led by the assistant director of Shoretown Consultants. In this case it
is clear to see that the goals of the Shoretown Consultants are not always aligned with
what the teachers understand to be the best interests of individual students.
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This team’s Shoretown Consultant was not sanctioning this referral. She referred
this situation to the school management group led by her supervisor, the assistant
direcotor of Shoretown Consultants. The assistant director has put herself in the position
of deciding which students will eventually be brought in for psychological evaluations.
Although this initiative claims that it seeks to empower teachers in their decision
making, these teachers are being discouraged from making their own decisions about
sending students for psychological evaluations. This goes against one of the
expectations that the city has for this initiative - reducing the number of referrals out for
psychological testing. tThis case presents the service team initiative as serving this goal
over the needs of individual students.. When the assistant director spoke about the
Jamaican student in the following way: “Maybe she hadn’t been taught-that isn’t a
disability” it doesn’t appear that she is aware that her comments are being directed to
that student’s teachers. Even when the teachers directly involved are right in front of
her, her response still seems to be about the “collective teacher”. The “collective
teacher” sends students out too often for this type of testing when they just might need
modifications in the curriculum or strategies for classroom management. It is the
viewpoint of the “collective teacher” that colors the assistant directors responses in this
case causing a conflict with the teacher’s and child guidance clinician’s assessment of
this student’s needs. This is where communication breaks down and feelings of
resentment about this initiative can start. Mary responded to her with “this child is
emotionally fragile”. Clearly Mary knows this student and she knows this school system
that she has been working in for over 20 years. She is making her best judgment about
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this student, and is met with comments that suggest that the teachers might not be
doing.
This meeting continues with another disagreement. Mary brings the issue of
time that it takes to do the paperwork required. Mary: “According to what was
presented to us it takes an over an hour. I know that the people I work with say that they
are not getting paid for doing the summary of information form”. The assistant
director’s response was: “If it is taking you 1 x/2 hrs. you are worrying about it way too
much. Mary responds with: “Realistically you have to go to the office records to get the
date of birth and other information on the form it takes a long time. By the time I meet
with Mr....and Mrs...”. The assistant director then tells her that she “shouldn’t be
meeting with all those people”. Another facilitator is prompted to ask: “So it can be
done within the meeting?”. The assistant director: “To the best of your knowledge
outside of the meeting, the whole purpose for filling it out prior to one of those
meetings is so you can clear your head before the meeting”. One of the other
facilitators asks a question about making a referral for testing under the service team
initiative and stated that “it needs to be clarified”. The assistant director lost patience
here and said: “It has been gone over and over and over, but I’ll go through it again”.
Facilitators brought up complaints voiced by their team members: “Why should I do
this, I don’t get paid?” and “My members feel like they are beating a dead horse”.
Another facilitator who was frustrated with her team stated: “I am not anyone’s boss,
and I don’t want to take on that role, I know there was a bit of whiplashing being
encouraged at the dinner (dinner meeting sponsored by the Shoretown Consultants).
The assistant director responded with: “That’s not what the conversation was about at
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the dinner”. This teacher/facilitator was part of the conversation at the dinner and the
assistant director was disagreeing strongly with what she had to say. There was no
discussion of the content, just a statement of disagreement. The assistant director then
assertively stated that they needed to get to other issues before the training ended. There
was an air of resentment left as the assistant director cut off the discussion. The meeting
ended with two teacher/ facilitators challenging the assistant director who had stated:
“The bottom line is that all teachers eventually will be on service teams”. The two
responses were: “ I would think that would have to be tied to the contract” and “ The
only thing the service teams have added to the (academic) teams is paperwork”. These
teachers were clearly skeptical of the news that all teachers would eventually be on
service teams. This news combined with the assertive and sometimes impatient attitude
of the assistant director of Shoretown Consultants served to create a negative stance
towards the service teams that would surface in subsequent meetings, particularly when
things were not going well for students. The I-It relationship was evident here and trust
was breaking down between this school’s facilitators and the outside agencyShoretown Consultants. This meeting was an opportunity to see how this tier of the
service team initiative was meant to function.
Many of the Sand Edge team’s meetings were spent discussing the case of one
student whom I will call Jason. This team brought this student up for discussion at
seventeen of their team meetings. The teachers ended the year feeling extremely
frustrated both with the lack of progress this student made academically and with the
service team initiative as a vehicle for helping students in this position. Reducing the
number of referrals to special education and alternative programs is an expectation of
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the school system as far as the work of the service teams. In one of the District Policy
Meetings the director of Shoretown Consultants discussed this idea:
It is operational policy that a service team does not make a referral to special
education until they go through level two and level three problem solving.
[This requires calling in outside experts to help with student] We could make
a rule about not referring to alternative schools until two or three levels are
consulted. -Director, Shoretown Consultants
The director of the agency is stating this in response to some initial statistics that
have come out about special education referrals. The rate had gone down but not
significantly. He is suggesting that it might be made even more difficult for teachers to
make these referrals. These are the kinds of decisions that are made globally for the
collective teacher, but will potentially cause problems for individual teams.
This policy in particular was to clash with the case of Jason at Sand Edge School
in ways that became detrimental to this initiative. The teachers at Sand Edge became
frustrated with solving the problems of this one student.
We tried to work with outside agencies as well, but the focus was containing
him within the regular school day schedule, with the history we got about
him from last year, I mean all the other teachers knew about him in the
school. He was that disruptive. Sometimes it was the fights and the violence
and so on and sometimes it was just total disruption having a whole floor of
people running around in anyone and everyone’s business and you know
fights spilling up. Maybe he wasn’t physically involved with it but he was
responsible for getting it all going. We did a lot of work and minimized that
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quite a bit. You know, we kept him within those boundaries. We made no
impact academically. So that’s also frustrating... But the result was that we
haven’t had a team with seventeen million fights because we have not
allowed, you know we had convinced him that he didn’t want to do that with
us. I mean you might imagine with somewhat of a different kid maybe that
would be the first two months and then by some miracle they settle down
and connected and do well academically. I mean that is the goal, academics
is always the goal.

- Marie

Mary, the facilitator of this team felt that an alternative placement would be
necessary for Jason, due to the amount of work it was taking them just to contain him in
this large school. This team worked hard staying on top of Jason and started off the
school year having faith that the service team process would be the vehicle to help
students like him. The teachers on this team became increasingly frustrated with the fact
that it seemed that the service team process ended up standing in the way of meeting the
needs of this student.
Due to the fact that at this stage of the implementation the service team tiers
were not institutionalized, there were still other existing venues for obtaining services
for students. When they tried to go through the old channels, they were told that they
had to go through the service team process first. So to this team it was an endless cycle
of being sent back to brainstorm and try something else with a student that they knew
was not going to be successful in this setting.
Their old systems that were relied on in the past for finding alternative
placements now had roadblocks. The service team process that was supposed to be
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helping students was standing in the way of them making a referral for placement at one
of the alternative schools. This team was asked by the assistant director of the
Shoretown Consultants to document again and again what they had tried with him and
they were able to do that. Mary felt that she knew in September after having him in
class for a few weeks that he would eventually need an alternative placement. This team
of teachers worked long and hard to get him to a place where he was not continually
disrupting all the classes on this team. Mary concludes that: “As long as Jason is in our
world with 120 other kids, he is not going to make it. We have improved his behavior
and been very successful at keeping him here”. Other comments from team members
were: “He just doesn’t take advantage of what we have offered”, “He’s here once a
week”, “He’s just not interested in academics” and “He’s just here for social reasons,
he’ll pick a girl of the day”. These teachers clearly know this student well and have
attempted to help him, in their words: “What haven’t we tried?”. In the following
meeting they make a list of some specific actions that have been tried:
•

Getting him a position helping the coach of a college basketball team (the
teachers even bought him a tie to wear for this)

•

He was referred to the mental health agency in town for testing for potential
learning disabilities

•

Academic accommodations at school, constant teacher attention

•

Repeated attempts at interventions with mother

Mary states that “we have made remarkable progress in terms of his behavior,
but we are not making a dent with him as far as academics are concerned, he needs a
small group placement or next year he starts from scratch all over again. He has
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responded to the goodwill we have given him. We have gone out of our way to show it
and he has responded”. The issue of whether or not to pass him onto the next grade was
brought up.
Mary said: “If the end result is that you can pass eventually, then why work?”
One of the teachers, in thinking towards the following school year said: “We need to
know from the school, are we going to have these kids back again? Unfortunately this
service team’s work was not recognized by the assistant director of Shoretown
Consultants. When they took requests for an alternative special education placement to
the school management group meetings the response was that they had not documented
enough of what they had tried. The assistant director of the consulting agency was
responding again from the standpoint of the “collective teacher” who is perhaps not
trying hard enough, resists trying anything new, and tends to look to for ways of getting
students taken out of their classes.
Existential Reflections: Sand Edge School
The following section will consist of an existentially informed discussion of
teacher’s reflections on their experience with the service team initiative at Sand Edge
Middle School school. This discussion will focus on the three previously identified
tenets of existential philosophy as categories of description:
•

The experience of the individual vs. the “Crowd” or the “They”

•

Freedom and limitation: including situated freedom, fear and anxiety

•

Authenticity and responsibility: including angst, choice and teacher identity
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Lucy
Introduction
Lucy is a teacher who is new to the field. Only in her second year of teaching
Lucy was also expected to take part in the service team initiative along with her middle
school academic team. Through her daily experiences as a teacher and a member of the
service team Lucy has been pushed to reveal her potentials and limitations as a novice
teacher trying to construct meaning in her situation. Lucy has strong feelings about
where she thinks the problems lie in education today. In this challenging urban
environment Lucy has revealed her current understandings of teachers responsibilities
which in reality are limiting her ability to perceive any freedom or choice for teachers.
Although Lucy’s position tends toward the negative she is beginning a process for
change by trying to fully understand her present situation through the process of
revealing her potentials and limitations.
The “Crowd” or the “They”
Lucy thinks educators should “narrow down the focus” and asks: “Is it our job to
be in people’s homes?”. It seems that Lucy came to teaching with a narrow focus of
understanding. Lucy’s beliefs about education mirror those of the “Crowd” or the
general public. She expects to have “control” of the class so she can focus on teaching
science. She might be seen as lost in the “They”. Has she been subsumed by her notions
about how things should be in schools? She rejects the way students behave and labels
is as “undisciplined”. She is more comfortable with a view that sees “Crowd” control as
her focus rather than on the development of relationships or community and trust in a
classroom. This contrasts with Mary’s view that building relationships forms the basis
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of effective teaching. Lucy feels constrained and limited by the behavior of students and
the fact that there is a ‘lack of discipline” in her school, she states that: “there should be
no tolerance at all for disruptions in school”.
Lucy takes part in the service team meetings. She discusses students and
contributes when called upon by taking minutes or making suggestions. However in our
interview she stressed that she feels that the service team initiative is a “waste of time”.
Lucy is new to teaching and has come to it without traditional teacher training. She
seems to be surprised by what she has found, feeling that “education has been so
diluted”, and that the focus is not an academic issues but things like “behavior and
emotional” issues. Lucy feels that these issues “really shouldn’t be a teacher’s job”.
Lucy is limited by both real and perceived limitations about what a teacher’s job should
entail. It will be difficult for her to find freedom and possibility because of perceived
constraints on her job as a teacher. She is also limited by her beliefs about students. She
has stated that she sees a difference between suburban and urban students and their
families, and the ways that families support schools. If she does not believe or see
possibilities in her situated existence as a teacher, will she be able to encourage freedom
and possibility in her students?
Authenticity and Responsibility
Lucy has an understanding of teaching that stays mostly at the technical level.
She works hard to keep students motivated but her beliefs about this school and the
“undisciplined” students has led her to label certain problems as “urban”. This
viewpoint reflects an I-IT way of thinking about students. Lucy rejects the idea that
responsibility to teaching involves incorporating an understanding of students personal
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lives. She sees “collective students” who don’t have parents who support them or care
about them. Lucy also blames the welfare system and believes that people from any
community can pull themselves out of it with effort. Lucy’s students are not individuals
with lives that she can relate to. Lucy was the teacher who chose to send the very
depressed student to “in house suspension” for her outbursts in class. She tends towards
an I-it relationship with her teaching, and she makes a clear distinction between the
social and emotional issues that come up and the academics which she feels is a
teacher’s job. She feels that the teacher’s job should be only about “controlling” the
class in order to cover the academic material. Lucy has yet to get beyond her
dichotomous thinking. She sees limitations more than possibilities.
Lucy has taken an technical view in the extreme. She sees her students as
separate components, rather than as holistic beings. She wishes to ignore the “behavior
and emotional” because they do not fit into her constructed responsibility to teaching.
There is certainly support for her way of seeing schooling and learning. To some degree
it reflects the standard account-the ideal of schools with quiet obedient students who
keep their private and personal lives out of the schools, and keep their emotions and
behavior in check through stricter discipline policies. She has come to reject the service
teams for the fact that they are dealing with issues that she sees as being outside of the
purview of teachers responsibilities and consequently Lucy sees no value in the
initiative.
Freedom and Limitation
Lucy does not believe that she has freedom or choice in her existence as a
teacher. She is caught between what Sartre refers to as “facticity” and transcendence
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(1957). Like the woman whom Sartre describes who ignores the fact that her suitor has
taken hold of her hand and transcends the situation by not responding, Lucy does not
respond to the lives of the individual students she teaches. Existentially speaking one
can either become bogged down with the facticity of our existence like the waiter in
Sartre’s example who goes through the motions of what he thinks a waiter should be
doing, or move toward the other end of the spectrum and ignore facticity in the daily
life choices we make (Sartre 1957).
Lucy has said that: “Our hands are very tied, there is very little you can do”.
This exemplifies the belief that from her perspective she has very little power as a
teacher. She does not see that there is a way to open up possibilities.
Importantly however Lucy eventually makes suggestions that attempt to place
her current understandings in a larger reality, suggesting a positioning of teachers on
service teams that would give her a starting point to opening up spaces for freedom and
choice in her work. From Lucy’s perspective she learned that they “got nowhere” with
this team process. The way that she made meaning of the “root of the problem” was to
blame the families:
All of us on the service team feel that we really accomplished nothing but
getting ourselves aggravated. Anything that we did do, we would have done
just amongst ourselves as a team, without all the extensive documentation.
We felt like every time we went to a higher level than just our service team,
we got nowhere with it. Things took a long time to get an answer, or answers
came back very ambiguous. Things would go full circle and absolutely
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nothing was accomplished and in most cases the root of the problem was the
family that they were coming from. -Lucy
In the above quote Lucy blames both “higher levels” and the “root problem of
the family”. Lucy is grasping at answers because she is up against a wall in her
understanding of the situation. Lucy clearly does not see a way out of her situation and
so she reverts back to speculating about staying with “strictly academic problems”.
A middle school teacher who I interviewed a few years ago told me that it took
him a full ten years of experience with school reform to finally feel that he had changed
his way of teaching. He explained that without a lot of support and encouragement that
he compared to “like cheerleading from the sidelines” (Teacher interview 2000). It is
very easy for teachers to revert back to both their old ways of teaching as well as ways
that they had been taught themselves. This is how deeply ingrained and accepted the
standard ways of schooling are. For Lucy the “root of the problem” is the family. By
drawing a line in this way Lucy absolves herself of any sense of responsibility for the
influential social context of the student’s lives. She has stated that she understands her
responsibilities as teaching science, not getting involved in student’s families. She sees
attempts at this type of involvement as a fruitless activity in her present school situation:
We have no way of really making a difference with the family. We have
families that won’t even allow you to come into their homes. They won’t
come into school, they won’t take your phone calls. You can do anything
you want here at school, but once you reach that roadblock, that’s it. We
couldn’t do anymore. That was the case with just about every student we
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chose to address. Maybe we should have focused more on strictly academic
problems with students. -Lucy
Lucy’s experience teaching at this urban middle school is challenging her
previous notions about teaching and responsibility. She sees or is trying to see this
division of the world as being “out there” with her teaching and the meaning she makes
of it as coming from outside herself. There are standards that must be met, she must
meet them and the social context of her student’s lives is getting in the way of
accomplishing her goals as a science teacher.
In this way the human being, the student-as-being is not seen in a holistic
context. It is as if the components of students can be separated and compartmentalized:
school for academic learning and social workers for problems. For the strongest of
students this kind of vision is unrealistic, for the typical student in Lucy’s school this
viewpoint will only serve to frustrate teachers and keep narrow the range of methods
and possibilities for teaching. As the principal of the alternative high school said earlier,
students who have really struggled in school need more not less time spent by teachers
finding and connecting with them as individual human beings. While at the same time
the dictates of the teaching profession and the rising tide of standardization direct
teacher’s attention away from finding the starting points for the most disenfranchised
students. This describes the situated existence for many teachers.
The questions of teacher identity and responsibility are issues that most teachers
will grapple with throughout their careers. Teachers like Lucy are forced to confront
their own strengths and limits within the currently expanding expectations of teachers
and their role in schools. Parker Palmer tries to get at the heart of this aspect of teacher
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identity. He describes a discussion among faculty members at one of his workshops for
teachers. They were debating what to do when students share personal experiences in
class that some regard as “more suited to a therapy session than a college classroom”
(1998 p.12). One side of the debate were those who felt that the subject is primary and
should never be compromised in favor of student’s lives. The other side, the student
centered teachers felt that the lives of the student’s should come first even if it meant
shortchanging the subject matter. Here is how Parker Palmer understands this dilemma:
The gap between these views is unbridgeable until we understand what
creates it. At bottom these teachers are not debating teaching techniques.
They were revealing the diversity of identity and integrity among
themselves, saying in various ways: Here are my own limits and potentials
when it comes to dealing with the relation between the subject and my
student’s lives. (Palmer 1998)
Perhaps if Lucy understood her experience to be interpreted experience there
would be more room for an expansion in understanding roles and responsibilities of
teachers and others. Identity is evolving according to Palmer requiring questioning of
what fits and does not fit, “what is integral to my selfhood and that I choose life giving
ways of relating to the forces that converge within me” (Palmer 1998). Teacher identity
and sense of responsibility to students can be seen by the reflective teacher as a work in
progress, as teachers constantly work to locate themselves in ethical space (Taylor
1989).
In the following quote Lucy does try and locate herself in ethical space. She
makes some suggestions about how the service teams might fit into what she perceives
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to be the teacher’s roles and responsibilities. She positions her work as an important
piece of a larger puzzle:
I think we could be one piece of the service team puzzle, in trying to
communicate what we see in the classroom and maybe test out suggestions
on how to handle various things. I think the guidance department should be
the main component of the service team. My expertise is in science and
teaching science. The teachers should be giving the feedback and
implementing the suggestions in the classrooms. We don’t have the training
or the expertise to identify a certain type of problem and what the remedy for
that problem would be. We can identify in the classroom that yes, this
student does have some type of problem and it seems to be behavioral but
maybe it’s a learning disability and maybe he or she should be tested, but
beyond that we don’t have that training. For teachers with limited time,
teachers have a tremendous workload it is relentless, it is constant planning.
So to squeeze in something like service teams where there is a lot of
documentation, there’s a lot of thinking about things, there’s a lot of follow
up phone calls we just don’t have the time. -Lucy
Lucy presents a scenario that would be a starting point for her own learning and
potential for freedom and possibility. In the same way that Parker Palmer spoke about
teachers “revealing their limits and potentials” Lucy is revealing a way for her
potentials to be encouraged. In the type of team she is suggesting the guidance
counselor would run these meetings and the teachers would give their feedback and be
able to ask for suggestions. Lucy would be comfortable in this type of situation where
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she knows that someone else who is trained in diagnosing student’s problems would
make the final decisions about students and do the necessary paperwork and phone calls
that are now being asked of teachers on teams. As a novice teacher Lucy has been thrust
into this controversial new initiative and has been pushed to reveal both her limitations
and potentials within the situated existence of this urban middle school. Change and our
response to change is determined by our ways of making meaning of it. Teachers must
consider: What will this change do to my attachments and beliefs? How can it fit into
the sense I make of my world? The bottom line is that teachers must find meaning in the
undertaking in order to accept the losses and confusions that change will bring. (Evans
2002). In the same way that Marita helped her team to focus on a starting point for the
student who draws cartoons, Lucy has revealed her starting point for possibility and
change. Within a large initiative the hard work comes down to identifying those
beginning points for change.
Sartre wrote that the human being is not only free in every positive sense we
may have of this, but is “doomed to freedom”. As such we entirely responsible for our
lives and the actions that we both take and choose not to take. In this way, an existential
viewpoint links responsibility to freedom.

Mary
The “Crowd” or the “They”
The Sand Edge Middle School team has worked hard at incorporating the
problem solving method into the work of their existing academic team. The facilitator,
Mary, has been instrumental in steering the team’s discussions in ways that coincide
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with her beliefs about teaching. Mary’s way-of -being a teacher is to become involved
in a personal way with her students. The I-Thou (Buber 1937) relationship forms the
basis of her work as a teacher. She does not function as one of the “Crowd” of teachers.
Mary has developed a reputation at her school for being easy to talk to and as a teacher
who cares about her students. As facilitator of a service team Mary was often interested
in having the teachers discuss the impact of student’s family lives on their school
performance. The service teams were used to tackle the most difficult problems. Mary
has said that “a child in need is an automatic draw for me”. She does not separate care
about student’s lives from her work as a teacher. In fact this is why she is there. Mary’s
way-of-being is to see individuals that she teaches and not crowds or “collective
students”.
In Mary’s work she prioritizes the outcomes for individual students as criteria
forjudging the system or initiative. She does not measure success by what the “They”
deems appropriate. For some teachers interpreting the service team initiative would be
to follow the step by step procedures and documentations as the work of the service
team. Mary stays in touch with at level of responsibility to teaching that she has
defined. For her this has included the groundwork she has done with her existing
academic team. The fact that this 7th grade academic team was “already a strong team”
according to both Mary and Marie has important implications for the way this initiative
is interpreted and evaluated by the teachers on this team. They did not want to be seen
as the “Crowd” or the “collective teachers” who do not collaborate and problem solve
for students and need to learn how to do this.
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Authenticity and Responsibility
The types of over whelming social problems that students are bringing to school
is really what these teachers are trying to battle. This causes angst for them as they
struggle with trying to solve problems for students while being aware of the limits of
their situated existence as teachers. This team already knows much about how to do this
work, how to problem solve, engage the families, adapt and adjust curriculum, build
relationships with individual students and work with administrators. They know there
could be more and they are not sure who to blame as they look for solutions that they
often think are beyond what they see as possible in their situated existence as teachers.
Some of what they reject in the service team initiative are the same concepts that they
have already tried with no success. The introduction of the service team initiative
which had been made mandatory for these teachers might represent a negation of their
personal attachment to the work they have already done and the collaborative group that
they have each contributed to the building of. Recognition and validation are important
in relation to the work or projects one chooses. Sartre talks about how we are reflected
in the work we do (1957). The “self’ of this group is negated when choice is taken away
and they are forced to join and initiative that seeks to introduce them to a new way of
working which for this group is not a new way. They stand to lose more than they will
gain with this change. What is at stake for them is the positive reputation this academic
team already has in this school as a strong collaborative team.
Freedom and Limitation
Mary defines what she sees as the kind of change that will help her team in their
situated existence. She compares the old model with expectations for this new one:
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1 think the solutions for change are still a little hesitant. I think what happens
with the old model is that you have a lot of people coming in and telling you
how to deal with kids, and they haven’t been in contact with kids for a long
time. I don’t know if the service teams are going to break through that
hierarchy. I think that is the frustration. When you are on it (the service
team), and you get enthusiastic, and you think okay, we’ve got a plan for this
kid, and then you are kind of told that we can’t do it. That’s not the way we
do it I don’t think it’s just in building I think it’s bigger than us.-Mary
Mary is doubting that the change this initiative will bring will have much
meaning for this team. She sees that within the meetings they are made to feel hopeful
and empowered, but when it comes to implementation of their plan, they are told by the
upper levels of the initiative that they cannot do it. To Mary this initiative has just been
frustrating and has not given her a chance to do anything that she wasn’t already doing.
She is a teacher who is guided by a strong sense of who she is as a teacher but has not
felt validated for her work within this initiative.
Marie
Freedom and Limitation
Marie seem to have a combined perspective containing elements of both Mary’s
way-of-being and the more practical aspects of teaching expressed by Lucy. She
understands the need for relationship building in the lives of these students, but she does
not see this as a job that teachers’ have time for with all the other expectations. The
way she sees it is: “It’s not that you can’t do those things or you shouldn’t have those
qualities in you but that’s not your job”. Marie feels that the students she is teaching
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need a lot of work on basic skills, and she sees the importance of practicing basic skills
in the classroom. However the fact that she has reflected on her work as a teacher
enables her to look at the bigger picture and see how this type of learning can fit into the
larger context of student’s lives. Marie feels that “the children’s world frequently is
very small and it needs to become bigger with possibilities”.
Rather than trying to ignore the student’s family context, Marie has insight into
some of the reasons for the fact that so many of her students are disenfranchised. She
recognizes that the students need their worlds to become “bigger with possibilities”.
This can be seen as a search for freedom and choice in their lives.
The “Crowd” or the “They”
Through Marie’s reflections she builds an explanation for student’s lack of
interest in, and motivation to see themselves as having a place in the larger world. The
fact that there may be a family history of an I-It relationship with school the family may
have constructed a way of thinking about school. To these families school is a necessary
evil in their lives. If the school did not provide anything positive for the parents they
would be less likely to support their children through school. One of the facilitators
mentioned in her interview that there are students who don’t believe that “you are there
to help them or that you can touch them as human beings”. These students have
constructed their own idea of what school is. The reality for them is that school may be
a positive place for some kids but not for them. From their standpoint, school is a place
that punishes them, may be biased towards them because of their race or class, does not
provide them any freedom, is not relevant, interesting or authentic, and does not value
them as human beings. It can represent the “other”- a place for someone who exists
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outside of their lived world. They may not have had an I-Thou relationship with anyone
in the school. If they have had one I-Thou relationship with a teacher or counselor it
may not have been enough to sustain them through the expectations of their day to day
situated experience of school. Marie understands that meaning is important, and is
concerned that students are not finding meaning or connection in school. Marie has
identified a serious problem for many students that can be seen as a result of this
generational disenfranchisement. From Marie’s perspective, teachers simply don’t have
the time it would take to create these relationships Although she admits that relationship
building is necessary in the lives of these students she doesn’t see how teachers under
the current structure would manage this. Understanding and choice come in to play.
Each day teachers are faced with choices in their classrooms. They are guided by their
knowledge of the subjects they teach, knowledge of human development, and the
intersection of these and other factors with their being-as-teachers. After the
considerations of a teacher’s knowledge about subject matter and human development
and other concerns comes what Maxine Greene has called “doing philosophy” (1973).
Teachers make choices based on their own ongoing construction of what it means to be
a responsible teacher. One way this can manifest itself is with the recent mandated
standardized testing movement in the U.S. In Massachusetts passing this state mandated
standardized test, the MCAS, has become mandatory for high school graduation.
Teachers are in positions to choose how they will structure their classes with that in
mind. Teachers may choose to give up more intellectually interesting and challenging
curriculum units, or project based curriculum for example in order to leave room for
practicing test questions and familiarizing students with test taking skills. Teachers feel
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morally responsible for helping students get their diplomas or just to achieve passing
grades even if it compromises what they have come to believe are the best methods to
educate. They are pushed to consider changing their ideas about what being a
responsible teacher entails. In addition to their struggle with responsibility in thenteaching, they are blamed if students do not pass these tests that they and other teachers
have not had a voice in devising.
Freedom and Limitation
Marie is struggling to incorporate her knowledge of the importance of the IThou relationship in the lives of students and the practical work of the behaviors that
need to change in the classrooms. She stays aware of the knowledge of the “whole
universe of student’s problems” with the situated existence of students in schools. Marie
has been on two service teams. The one she was on last year (starting midyear) she felt
dealt with more “behavior modification kinds of issues”. The solutions they were
coming up with were about helping a student organize his backpack and sending notes
home to parents about homework that had to be signed. She has compared the two
experiences and states that at least the team that dealt with more mundane problems
were “less frustrated because the solutions were within their grasp” She questions both
the structure and leadership in schools as important factors. She refers to a program that
works at connecting students to the communities they live in through their education, in
this way she is reflecting on the use of freedom on the part of teachers to open up
possibilities for students. Marie sees limitations of working with the public school
structure as it exists. She sees leadership as important from both superintendents and
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politicians. Marie has taken a systems view of schooling and sees limitations in the
larger systems as well:
It’s a systems issue I mean there are plenty of examples of individual
schools within messed up systems. The right leadership, with the right
investment at least for a period of tune can perform miracles. And maybe
that will come out of the meetings, the service team meetings in the sense
that there may be the potential for doing something about this. There are a
lot of committed people. I think people don’t understand, they are already
there. There is the army, they are willing to do it. Our superintendent was
quoted and he has yet to deny it that the reason that children are failing is
because of teachers. Teachers are getting dumped on I mean they’re angry
and resentful. I really and truly understand that. You know ‘why doesn’t
Johnny read? Well, you know it’s his teacher’s fault.’ I mean even with the
service teams it still is 28-30 kids, in the eighth grade 35 kids who walk into
your room with incredible needs. You’re all alone. And it’s your fault you
haven’t fed the wedding feast at Cana with your four slices of bread.
-Marie
Marie is explaining the challenging context that many teachers find themselves
in today. There are many expectations directed at teachers who are increasingly
challenged to re-conceptualize the way they define a teacher’s responsibilities. Marie is
more aware of ways to put the bigger picture together and put a single service team’s
work into a larger context. Her experience with teaching is that of seeing at once the
“incredible needs” of 35 students in front of her, feeling pressured to increase academic
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achievement first and foremost being told to take part in the service team meetings
taking on students with the most challenging social problems, all within a school
system where the superintendent is quoted in the newspaper as blaming teachers for
failing students. Marie sees the lack of strong leadership as a constraint. She feels that
the “army is there” of teachers who are willing to do the necessary work, but leadership
is lacking. She has said the right leadership can “perform miracles”.
All of these things comprise Marie’s situated existence as a teacher. These
pressures that surround her inform her perceptions of freedom and limitation in her
teaching and in the choices she must make in her classroom each day. She is in
agreement with Lucy that the service team initiative has been a “waste of time” and that
she has “gained nothing” from the service team meetings. For Marie there is agreement
that student’s problems need attention and relationships are necessary in their lives.
However she feels that it should not be up to teachers who are under pressure from
many directions to also solve the types of problems that have more to do with poverty
and disconnection from community than with responding to various classroom teaching
techniques.
Marie feels constrained in her situation by the issue of time and the level of
student problems. She may come to adapt and develop new understandings of the
teaching profession including ways of defining responsibility as she continues to teach
and reflect on her experiences and perceptions in this and other school settings.
The Work of the Team
The work of the Sand Edge Middle School team started with the training session
for teacher/facilitators at the school. The backdrop to the training session was
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characterized by a lack of freedom or choice. Although in the original presentation at
some of the schools teaches were told membership was optional, the Sand Edge Middle
School principal, on the advice of the superintendent had decided to place all teachers
on teams and consequently facilitators did not volunteer, but were named by the
principal. This backdrop was to cause resentment among teachers whose colleagues
across the city were not necessarily told they had to be on service teams. The teachers
who attended this training session did not welcome this initiative but presented a
skeptical and negative attitude towards the prospect of forming service teams.
The “Crowd” or the “They”
During the training session at Sand Edge Middle School, the assistant director of
External Consultants was operating from the base of what I have referred to as the
“collective teacher”. There were times when the visionary leadership was in conflict
with the real needs of individual teachers on teams. In this case the response from the
Shoretown Consultants was to “the collective teacher” rather than the individual. When
looking through the lens of the “collective teacher” individual concerns matter less as
long as there are some teachers in each school who support the process. The director
and assistant director of Shoretown Consultants believe that teachers will eventually
come around and support the service team initiative once they get the hang of it.
The teachers in the Sand Edge training session had a strong reaction to the
assistant director’s characterization of an IEP (Individualized Education Plan) when she
told them that students didn’t really need them to get services.
One of the problems was that there was never any interest coming from the
teachers in this school to begin with. When the assistant director began the discussion
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about I.E.P’s she expected the teachers to feel empowered and free by stating that
students don’t really need IEP’s for services. The type of reaction that occurred was just
the opposite. Teachers expected this to cause more problems and even to say: “there’s
going to be fights here”.
Authenticity and Responsibility
The situated existence of these teachers in this school context were not
considered as important starting points for change. The vision for what this initiative
could be was held by the assistant director of Shoretown Consultants. The teachers at
this meeting did not share this vision, however. This gap was to remain for the 7th grade
team in the case study. In an existential view, the negative, what is not there can have as
much impact on the way a situation is viewed or understood as what is more visible or
positive. For the assistant director the absence of interest and support looms large in this
setting and impacts her work at trying to successfully put forth this initiative. She does
not reflect on this or let her work consist of meeting them at this point, instead she
sticks with reiteration of the vision that sits above and out of reach of this group of
teachers. Sartre feels that negativity or absence is part of reality: “When I go to the cafe
to meet Pierre and fail to find him, his absence, his not-being-there, is as real and vivid
a property of the cafe as the noise, smoke and other positive features” (Sartre 1957 p.

21)
Our hopes, fears, aspirations, concerns and expectations are what make our
world a human one. It is these characteristics that are a reaching out of our
consciousness to our lived world. In the same way that Pierre can only be absent to one
who was expecting to see him, the concepts of support and interest in the initiative are
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not there for teachers who expect them to be, who see these features as important in the
consideration of their human condition in these particular circumstances.
Freedom and Limitation
The training continues with more concrete information for teachers with no
attention paid to the being of the teachers but rather a stress on the logistics of the step
by step problem solving process. The Shoretown Consultants are asking teachers to put
their faith in a system that is not established yet. The training session was an
introduction to the new system that was to be put in place by an external consulting
agency. Teachers are being asked to take part in an initiative that goes against existing
systems and could be seen as undermining relationships within the school environment.
They are asked to “not go by the person’s title” (like school adjustment counselor) but
rather who the “best person is to implement an action”. Asking teachers to do this puts
them in a position of having to make difficult choices when they do not feel that the
initiative is supported by colleagues and administrators.
The teachers on this urban middle school team have stated that students on their
team are coming to school with need bigger solutions than what they can provide in
school. One of the service team meetings discussed a girl they had described as very
depressed but her behavior resulted in a disciplinary action. The team consultant told
the team that “outbursts are a sign that she needs to be seen by a counselor”. This is the
position that teachers are in when they try to make meaning of freedom and choice and
their responsibilities as teachers rather than mental health clinicians. Although the goals
of the service team initiative are towards more autonomous behavior on the part of the
teachers the context of that freedom is crucial. One of the goals of the service teams as
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stated to the school department was to reduce the number of referrals to alternative and
restrictive programs. When the Sand Edge team, using their new autonomy and freedom
stated that they wanted one of their students evaluated for alternative placement, it was
not received positively by the assistant director of the Shoretown Consultants. They
were confused and disappointed by repeated requests to go back and try something else
or that more documentation of what was tried was necessary. By continually asking the
teachers on this team to document actions taken, the assistant director of the consulting
agency did not building trust with the teachers as they work for the best course of
action for this student.
From my observations this type of non-supportive interaction that the external
consultant has with teachers serves to damage the reputation and credibility of the
initiative. If through the actions of the assistant director of this agency they had been
able to obtain an alternative placement for this student earlier in the school year these
teachers may have felt differently about the service team initiative and it’s
implementation in Cove Island.
The “Crowd” or the “They”
The assistant director was treating this team from the standpoint of the
“collective teacher” or the anonymous public. The lived reality of their work with
students was that they had been going above and beyond with various types of strategies
and had come to the conclusion that this highly disruptive student needed an alternative
school setting. The assistant director failed to successfully negotiate the territory
between the “collective teacher” upon which this initiative is based and the individual
teachers-as-beings whom the consultants wish to change. She has negotiated with them
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in a manner closer to the I-It relationship rather than the I-Thou relationship. According
to Rollo May: technically she may have been entirely correct, existentially she was
entirely wrong in ignoring the emotional standpoint of the teachers (1983). Although
the goals for service team members are towards a more autonomous way of working,
teachers need guidance through this transformation. Michael Fullan describes the
mistake that well intentioned change agents could make:
When change agents assume they have the right answer and ignore the
processes that foster this transformation they can be as authoritarian as the
staunchest defenders of the status quo. (Fullan, 1991 p.36)
Although the goals of the assistant director are to empower teachers and
streamline processes for getting students the services they need, the process has not
been developed with teachers in ways that have enabled them to see what they have to
gain from it in the lived reality of their settings.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction: Existential Reflections on Existentialism

Throughout the previous three years that I have been involved in collecting data
on this school reform initiative public education has come under great scrutiny.
Teachers have become less able to be reflective about the experience of teaching or the
art and craft of teaching but rather must spend their time increasing the amount of
factual knowledge they must insert into the curriculum in order for students to give this
information back on standardized tests.
Socrates told us that an unexamined life is not worth living. Within their given
existences teachers have developed ways of making sense of their lives and work and
all that they are asked to take responsibility for. The standpoint of the “teacher as being”
(Stengel, 1996 Feldman 1997 Hultgren, 1989) has helped me to uncover concepts and
language to explain teachers meaning making activities within this school reform
initiative. Existentialism focuses on those issues having to do with the individual
person’s existence. As I assess my own understandings and learnings from using this
existential lens I have had to first untangle my own confusions. One of the emergent
understandings for me in this study has been to see a separation between what
existentialism is and what it means to extract an existential way of reflecting on
particular situations. This reflection is done as part of our search for meaning. This act
of examining and reflecting through an existential lens on the situations and the
language chosen to describe and make meaning of those situations, has led to change in
the form of a deeper understanding of the human processes involved in both meaning
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making and learning. To that end from my standpoint as an educational researcher
concerned with understanding and improving schools, I borrow these concepts from
existentialism.
An existential process
I take existentialism first as a separate body of knowledge. Existentialism can
be seen as a visiting and revisiting of our choice making and perceived freedom. One of
my misunderstandings that I have uncovered is in thinking that “this” (my new
understandings and ways of seeing and understanding teachers) IS existentialism.
Rather than contradicting the existential view by confusing it with a developmental one
I only wish to use the existential view to deepen our wisdom of understanding and
awareness of how we might be using those ‘things having to do with our existence’ as
underlying constructs in the ongoing meaning making activities that comprise our lives,
and in particular, the meaning making activities within this school reform initiative. I
will be existential in that I will use this definition as a construct and visit and revisit
how the very study of this process promotes change and learning
We begin with a study of existentialism. The next step was to apply it to
educational situations, but of course it is already there, schools being composed of
human beings immersed in their situations making choices. So this “applying” is really
an act of uncovering. It is a process of finding the places where the tenets I have
identified from existential writings seem to exist. For the purposes of understanding the
process of using these tenets as scaffolding for sorting ideas it helps to think of the
tenets as magnets. As each tenet attracts its own types of ideas from the data, a space
clears for new understandings to emerge.
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One thing that I have learned over time from working with this data is that my
job as researcher has changed over the course of the study. I am moved to look to
uncover interesting findings and plant the seeds that will grow them at the same time. I
stand back and watch what happens. Teaching can be seen in this way as well, as a
dialectic process.
I have learned something about how my mind, and probably other’s minds
work. I begin by defining and sorting with clearly defined categories. I see this now not
as an end in itself but my way of making meaning as a being-who-researches. With an
emergent approach this initial sorting may lead to other ways of structuring with the
goal of staying true to original research questions and not privileging method over all
else. Existentialism carries within it a concern for the individual person, authenticity
and freedom. Within the existential lens I find that my doubts and angst are understood
as part of our human condition and form a more complete package of who we are as
humans who teach and work and seek meaning in our daily lives. This knowledge
allows me to move forward confident in the fact that nobody can escape from the life
process of repeatedly locating ourselves within the pull and tug of conscience, morality
and human needs. Thus understood, spaces for freedom have opened up for me in the
research process.
New Understandings
Public schools in the U.S. have historically been seen as democratic institutions.
Many people expect that schools be equitable and provide opportunities for all students.
Teachers are caught in a particular time in history. With the advent of standardized
testing on a large scale and vouchers for religious schools among other changes, the
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virtues that were ubiquitous to public education have been disregarded or marginalized
as the potential for new values and virtues arises (Goldin 2002). It is within this larger
framework that public school teachers struggle to maintain their identities as teachers.
Changes have been rapid for teachers and administrators in the area of accountability.
They have found themselves at the center of political attention, for better or for worse,
and there has been little time to examine what schools are at risk of losing in the process
of meeting these demands. The current climate for teaching toward standardized test
outcomes may conflict with the cultivation of a more creative and expansive attitude
towards educating students. This could leave us at risk for losing ways of understanding
what is actually going on for individual students in the learning process and a loss of
interest in seeing what might be possible in learning situations. The standardization
movement, similar to the way Rollo May describes the scientific method, will push to
see students perhaps only in forms tailored to our own pre-conceptions with the next
step being to “make him over into the image of our own prelidictions” (May 1983). In
an increasingly standards based climate the teachers are asked to turn their attention
away from individual students as starting points and towards a bottom line of meeting
standards. I hope to turn attention back to a consideration of individual students by
considering the complexity of the working lives of individual teachers and how they go
about making meaning of a school reform initiative.
Increasingly the human side of school reform implementation and analysis is
often marginalized in favor of an emphasis on rationality, student outcomes or formal
structures. The perspective of the Teacher-as-Being, which is grounded in existential
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philosophy is a conceptual framework that acknowledges the human condition, our
situated existence and the lived world of teachers.
The Existential Lens
One of the aims of using an existential lens has been to go beyond a technical
rational outcomes based view of school reform initiatives. An existential focus brings
the starting point for analysis back to the human self and the being of the teacher. An
existential framework goes beyond structures that are linear and rational understandings
of teachers’ experiences to include issues of the human condition and the being of the
teacher. By borrowing tenets from existential philosophy explanations can be built for
teacher’s meaning making within the realities of their environing worlds.
In this way philosophical thinking is not outside of the human being looking in,
but seeks to be centered in the human condition, and to convey understandings from
that vantage point. It is from this vantage point that I have built a framework for
understanding teachers’ meaning making experiences. Such a framework with
existential tenets in mind has enabled me to reveal the complexity, ambiguity, and
richness of what happens in schools (Eisner 1989). The subjective reality of individual
teachers becomes the window through which we look with an existential lens. How
does the experience of the individual teacher compare with the standard account or the
way things have been done previously? The meaning that a reform actually has for
teachers the way that teachers make sense of it in their work effects the implementation
of any changes or reforms in schools (Fullan 1991).
I started with the idea that each teacher on a service team had legitimate reasons
for ways that they ultimately made sense of this initiative. The choices that they made
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were judged by others as “resistant” or “on the right track” or “just needing to come
around” (Interview with assistant director of Shoretown Consultants). As I spoke to
various teachers and facilitators I began to understand the complexity of their individual
school environments and that the lived complexity of the social relationships built
within the school environment would play a part in the understandings teachers would
build about the initiative.
Three Emergent Constructs
Three important constructs have emerged from this study of analyzing school
reform from an existential lens. They are 1) The Standard Account, 2) The Collective
Teacher and 3) The Shadow System. The development of these constructs serve to
deepen an understanding of teacher change within a school reform initiative. For the
purposes of professional development, seeing these concepts as problematic can serve
to give teachers a more critical viewpoint on teacher change and development and help
locate the individual educator’s standpoint within the larger context of political and
social considerations in our society.
The Standard Account
For the field of education the standard account describes the ways in which most
people, the general public, would define education. This account would contain answers
to the questions: What is a teacher’s role? What kinds of things should be taught in
school? How should students be disciplined? What kinds of books, teaching tools,
videos, ways of speaking, dressing and talking should be taken up in schools? Although
there are many answers to these questions and for many teachers freedom to choose
within these areas, there does exist a ‘"way of understanding” schooling that is taken for
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granted and not often questioned. It is seen as preordained, having a solid base of some
sort, carved in stone as it were. What is more likely to be questioned are ways of
schooling that are seen to go against these notions that exist about schooling.
When Lucy from the Douglas Middle School Team defines urban schools she is
drawing upon general perceptions and understandings that are “out there” about urban
students, rather than taking into account the individual lives of the students she teaches.
She has drawn conclusions about what comprises a teacher’s responsibility by deeming
some activities as social work and out of the realm of a teacher’s duties. Although there
is a need to define and understand professions and their parameters of responsibilities, it
is important to remember that although seeming to be ubiquitous, these constructs about
schooling are human ones. And as such should be questioned and interacted with in
order to be understood and made useful to the practitioner.
Understanding the concept of the standard account of education as problematic
may cause angst and uncertainty but can also lead to more freedom and a deeper
understanding of, and satisfaction with, the profession of teaching. One of my goals
working within this existential view was to find ways to confront the teacher with
herself and by doing this find constructs and patterns that build roads for the meaning
making process that goes beyond everyday understandings. A questioning of the
standard accounts of teaching and learning that have been handed down can begin to
break to bonds that hold us to the ways things have always been done. Existentialism
tells us that the estrangement that occurs when we bring this to consciousness is the
very thing capable of stopping us in our tracks. We find that it is the angst, unsettling
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feelings, and feeling of disconnection from the world that we need to be connected to
that pulls us both towards and away from freedom and choice in our situated existence.
The Collective Teacher
The construct of the collective teacher is drawn directly from the idea of
standard account. In the process of ordering our world and making meaning there has
emerged a composite picture of a typical teacher. This picture of what a teacher is and
does of course can vary according to individual standpoints. However, similar to the
construct of the standard account there does exist a somewhat agreed upon image that
the general public holds about what a teacher’s responsibilities should be. I have
described the process and philosophical underpinning that the director of Shoretown
consultants has taken in the development of this particular method of team problem
solving. This is not an individualized method, it is not constructed by the individuals in
a particular school but rather it has been set up with the “collective teacher” in mind.
This is another composite picture in a sense of a teacher who has been teaching and
working in a particular way with students who have not achieved success in school. The
simplified version is that these teachers are doing something wrong and if they did the
“right” things, students might begin to be successful. The service teams are a
collaborative model. This has been designed to counteract the fact that the collective
teacher is a “lone ranger” in the words of the director of the consulting agency.
It seems logical to conclude that something designed for the “collective teacher”
would have elements that will conflict with the complex lives of real teachers who
become service team members or choose not to. Existential thinking stresses the
experience of the individual person in contrast with the mentality of the “Crowd or the
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“Public”. The “collective teacher” in its attempt to be all teachers loses the standpoint of
individual human experience.
I have identified teachers who “already do” what the service team initiative is
promoting. There are teachers in the system who are already on teams at the middle and
high school levels who have developed strong collaborative working relationships who
are asked to become a service team one day a week. They are challenged to make
meaning of this initiative in their environments. The problem solving approach that is
put forward by the service team initiative assumes that the collective teacher will be
learning this anew and little attention is given to teams who are already doing problem
solving for students. The richness of experience that individual teachers or teams of
teachers bring to schools is not necessarily taken into account when the effort is to get
all teachers in the city using the same procedures.
One incentive offered to teachers is to become a facilitator of a team. There is a
stipend offered for taking on this position and it is also meant serve as professional
development for teachers. This position like the service teams themselves offers an
opportunity within a controversial context. Some teachers have been seen as “traitors”
for joining and in particular for becoming facilitators (Teacher Interview 2000). Some
facilitators have teachers on their teams who refuse to participate, while others manage
to work together successfully. The extra remuneration is a point of controversy as well,
drawing in union involvement as the dilemma of how to blend this role currently into
teacher’s contracts and the long term concern of supporting the existing system when
the grant money runs out. From the existential view authenticity in teaching must be
built from honest relationships. Teachers cannot be authentic while at the same time
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admitting that they are just carrying out dictates from a higher authority. If teachers
desire an authentic life they will need an environment that supports their “becoming”
teachers through rich experiences that leave room for consideration of issues pertaining
to the human condition. In contrast the collective teacher is seen as needing explicit
directions for problem solving in order to be effective teachers.
Since the service team initiative is spread through the teacher training sessions
by the director and assistant director of Shoretown Consultants, this face to face
interaction can be crucial in building interest in the initiative. The training session that I
observed was fraught with a lack of trust and misunderstandings. One of my
conclusions was that there was a conflict between the assistant director’s representation
of the vision for the initiative and the teacher’s lived reality in this middle school
environment. The assistant director was presenting sweeping changes for these teachers.
For example her controversial statement that “You don’t need an IEP legally to get
services” caused a major uproar. The kinds of change she was introducing were not
even believable to teachers. She was presenting the shadow system with hopes that
these teachers would be inspired when in reality they couldn’t be more skeptical about
it. The assistant director, in another instance treated the Douglas team like “collective
teachers” by making assumptions about their efforts to keep an extremely challenging
student in their regular public school classrooms, (pg. ) Although this new system was
presented as something that would free the teachers to make more autonomous
decisions the contextual reality within which teachers could be making choices and
“becoming” more autonomous and free are not considered. Little attention is given to
the standpoint of the individual teacher and the human condition.
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The director of Shoretown Consultants devised the service team problem solving
method based on an image of the collective teacher. Perhaps another neglected area is
that of process. How will teachers make the transition from thinking like a “collective
teacher” to thinking like an effective teacher working on a service team? Service team
work assumes an ability to work collaboratively with colleagues. Often teachers
working in traditional schools, especially more experienced teachers, may not have
been in situations that fostered a collaborative way of working. This reveals another
pitfall in a sense of using a “collective teacher” standpoint. Real teachers reveal variety
and richness of experience. In whatever composite picture of “collective teacher” that
comes to mind there will be missed opportunities and mistaken assumptions.
My research revealed teacher’s comfort levels as they made meaning of what
was being asked of them. For example Lucy eventually revealed her starting point if she
were to be successful within this initiative. It would need to be in a group where she
was a “piece of the puzzle” not the person putting it all together and taking action. She
felt that if the guidance department took the lead, she would be a willing participant in
both giving feedback on the students and taking and trying out suggestions from others,
(pg. ) In this way she was revealing her own limitations, potentials and possibilities.
She did not share the underlying goal or vision for education with the Shoretown
Consultants. There was a lack of alignment with her goals as a teacher and the goals of
the service team initiative. These are the things that emerge as important in the reality of
teacher’s working lives.
The variety of teacher’s staring points, ways-of-being, understandings of the
profession and subsequent meaning making activities holds sway in the choices they
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will make when confronted with change or new possibilities. The existential lens
reveals the complexity of the human condition for teachers in their situated existence.
The concept of the “collective teacher” marginalizes and simplifies this complexity in
order to build a problem solving method that would in theory fit every teacher.
In this initiative the fact that the service team methodology was designed for the
“collective teacher” as well as the fact that there was no acknowledgement of this,
became problematic. This had implications for the team consultants and the assistant
director who were at risk for alienating teachers by taking a negative position (negative
in the sense of the absence of, as well as in the sense of a value judgment) as a starting
point in both policy and human interactions.
The Shadow System
The director and assistant director of Shoretown Consultants as well as their
team consultants were architects of the shadow system. Their goal was to encourage
change at every level by substituting their system, which consisted of hierarchical levels
within the service team initiative. The past work of Shoretown Consultants had shown
the importance of working at all levels for successful implementation (Interview with
director 2000). Although the highest level, the District Policy Committee, to which all
school principals were invited as well as representatives from social services, was well
run and well attended, the other levels leading up to it were not functioning in most
cases. The director and assistant director in particular spoke as if this system did indeed
exist. They encouraged teacher/facilitators to bring issues of concern to the School
Management Group meeting, which was in theory all of the team facilitators and the
principal. This meeting rarely happened in schools mostly due to scheduling conflicts.
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They were then told that if this meeting didn’t prove satisfactory to them they could
take their issues to the District Policy Committee, thus circumventing the principal and
other administrators in the building. This was the point in the shadow system in which
conflict began to erupt at Glendale School with the PTO incident. The principal of
Glendale did not attend the District Policy Committee meetings and did not support his
teachers approaching the PTO for money. Meanwhile, the idea was strongly encouraged
by the team consultant. She was confident in this shadow system and felt that the
teachers would and should circumvent the principal. This left the teachers in the
difficult position of having to decide where to place their allegiance. Another example
is the Douglas School service team who followed the rules of the shadow system and
did not get the alternative placement for the student that they had requested. When
conflicts like this happen it seems that the larger issues or the vision for the initiative
matters less than what the teachers are willing to sacrifice in their day to day work
environment. It becomes easy to see how the risks can outweigh the benefits in some
school circumstances. The fact that the superintendent fully backed this initiative only
adds to the difficult position teachers and teacher/facilitators found themselves in.
The concept of the shadow system representing the service team initiative for
teachers can be seen as a political issue as well. In order for the service team initiative
take hold enough teachers must build the shadow system so that it eventually becomes
the only system. This takes belief in the goals and in the vision. The support of the
superintendent was a key element in the limited success the initiative had. The union
disagreement with moving forward with this initiative was a constant presence in the
schools. It was not spoken of openly but there was a sense of vigilance around issues of
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extra work for teachers or for example the fact that a union representative called the
principal of a school where an administrator was referred to as the service team
coordinator (Interview 2002). Teachers reported (Interview 2002) that these issues were
discussed at the union meetings. This superintendent was about to come to the end of
her term and there was support in town for a new superintendent to be hired. The Cove
Island school committee were not all in support of the current superintendent. Whether
or not money would be budgeted for the service teams for the following year was in
question, and consequently there were teachers who were hesitant to invest in a program
that might not exist the following year. This led to teachers and schools divided in their
support of the initiative.
One way of looking at this is to see these particular teachers as functioning at a
very limited level of reflective practice. They are acting so inauthentically that they
have become “out of touch with their own existential reality” (Greene 1978). The
decisions they make are not based on their responsibility to the teaching profession or to
the students they teach, or even to themselves, but to the letter of the law of their
contracts. Thus for some teaching has been reduced to specific tasks completed at
specific times and their personal ways of meaning making and responsibility are seen as
separate and possibly private issues. If a teacher has been teaching for many years in a
system that has not sought alignment with the teacher as an individual, and has not
fostered a climate where authenticity, freedom and autonomy are welcomed they will
not only not be expecting it, but might not recognize these qualities of the human
condition as something teachers should be concerned with in their work. They would
therefore not be looking for these qualities in a school reform initiative.
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The team consultants played a particular role within the shadow system. They
seemed to straddle the shadow world and the real worlds of teacher’s lives in schools. I
would describe Dan and Marita’s work as that of “being” the dialectic. They worked to
bring the vision of the service teams to teachers through the building of relationships
with teacher/facilitators and team members. This seems to be the crucial link for
successful teams. They often had their work cut out for them as my data revealed. They
were asked to do this team building work in a city that for the most part, was not
welcoming this initiative.
What effect can a shadow system have on an existing school system? What is
supposed to become of the old system? The director of Shoretown Consultants shared
with me in an earlier interview that he felt that if the service teams became established,
the teachers who were not interested would eventually leave and weed themselves out
(Interview 2001). The eventual goal would be that all teachers would be on teams and
what I am calling the shadow system would become the only system. But for now this
system as it still exists in the shadows is not seen as authentic or meaningful to most
teachers. The director of the consulting agency has made the mistake of conflating
willing service team membership with effective teaching and problem solving for
students.

The Context of Schools
Maxine Greene (1967) has asked how teachers can benefit from applying an
existential viewpoint to educational endeavors. The selected tenets of existential
philosophy did serve to create a larger and more understanding framework for
understanding teacher’s individual experiences within the context of their individual
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schools. One important concept that emerged was the importance of the dialectic
between the development of teacher’s individual identities and the culture of their
school communities, while marginalizing the complexity of the lived world of teachers.
Starting Points
The service team initiative covers a wide range of areas and entry points for
teachers professional development as collaborative team members working on problem
solving for students. The extent to which teachers accept this initiative and are
interested and feel successful within it is the extent to which they can find meaning in it,
opening up the possibility that it can be quite different things to different people. There
were differences in the entry points of the Glendale and Douglas teachers. One of the
ways to differentiate the experiences of these two teams is to identify their starting
points. The service team initiative covers a wide range of activities and levels of
operation. The team meeting itself can be seen as just one piece of the larger project.
For the teachers on the Glendale team the opportunity to work in a collaborative group
discussing their students and creating action plans together was a new experience. This
became their entry point into the initiative. It was a logical next step for teachers who
were collaborative but did not have a place to do this type of work or have these
discussions in a structured and supported manner. It would be a very different
experience to try and do this work without a sanctioned meeting time or a structure in
place to support decisions made and action plans created. Robin mentioned that she
“could make phone calls and make it happen” in reference to trying to institute a type of
mentorship program but it seems that she knew it would be difficult if she was doing it
alone and unsupported. The Douglas middle school team on the other hand was an
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established academic team before they decided to also become a service team. They had
already been working together and collaborating on ways to help out struggling
students. So for this team there was a different entry point. They were looking for
decisions to be made from outside of the school setting, having already felt that they
had exhausted the possibilities within the school setting. For the Douglas team their
initial acceptance and ultimate rejection of the initiative rested on decision making at
the upper levels of the initiative. In feeling that the initiative was a waste of time they
revealed that they had less to gain or learn from the initiative in the ways that meaning
had been made of the service team initiative in their school situation.
Leadership
The effect of leadership and administrators was an interesting finding. The
culture of a school-the tone that is set for choices and constraints, what freedoms and
limitations are supported or encouraged impact the teacher’s way-of-being in much the
same ways that students in classrooms are affected by and respond to the atmosphere or
culture of individual classrooms. The context or environing world is an important
ingredient for the encouragement of authentic work. Students define and make meaning
of schooling and learning, understanding what it means to be a student, by being a part
of the intersection of their teacher’s way-of-being with the subject matter and the
relationship with the students they teach. In the same way leadership by administrators
in schools has an impact on how teachers understand what it means to be a teacher in
particular settings. This brings to mind the vulnerability of the self, an area that is
particularly neglected in adults. To use a parallel to the “standard account” the
individual vulnerable teacher can be seen as juxtaposed to the ways that professionals
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are expected to work. The standard account would tell us that we should be finished
learning by the time we are adults. Teachers are there to influence not to be influenced.
They know what’s best and make the important decisions in classrooms because they
have already mastered what they perceive their students to be still learning. They have a
degree, after all and certification. The standard account expects teachers to be in charge,
to take control of the class. Consequently student teachers must somehow cross over
that line from learner to teacher. But what has been revealed in this study is the human
condition. Teachers, like the rest of the human race, are impacted, influenced and
affected by those who surround them in their environing worlds of teaching. Principals,
administrators, colleagues, parents, consultants, superintendents, union presidents as
well as students present opportunities for limitations and freedom in the life of a
teacher. We do “care about the distance” as Heidegger said, and we will continue to
ever-negotiate that distance, a contingency of our existence as human beings.
Making our way through this in a conscious and aware manner approaches what
Maxine Greene calls “doing philosophy”. The strongest and most influential educators I
have interviewed for this study know this and have found a way to live on both sides of
these lines-knowing at once how important is to reveal your humanity in your work and
knowing how to build strong fences around your opportunity to do this. They do not
take “No” for an answer when working for what they believe is best for your students.
Far too often teachers are constrained by each other or what they perceive to be the
standpoints of administrators. Often fear of losing their jobs constrains teachers from
looking for the possible or seeing how things might be otherwise (Greene 1967). Some
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teachers involved in this initiative were constrained by their beliefs that this problem
solving work should be done by social workers, not teachers.
One of the implications for this constrained way of thinking is that curriculum
and setting expectations for students might be narrowed to fit assumed or anticipated
cognitive developmental levels. Expectation levels of teachers might be set by pre¬
defined categories, rather than using the starting point of the human self. The starting
point of the human self with an attitude toward possibilities, creativity and varied ways
of seeing the world might yield a different kind of education, and would encourage
expansion rather than categorical thinking.

Freedom
The construct of freedom and limitation helped to show that consciously
involved teachers are always placing themselves in “ethical space” (Taylor 1989).
Teachers who have not gone beyond a technical view of teaching, who see their
responsibility as a series of rote tasks will not notice because they will not be looking
for moments that present themselves as opportunities to make choices that will open up
possibilities. These teachers are “out of touch with their own existential reality”
according to Maxine Greene:

There are many who protect themselves by remaining basically uninvolved...so
lacking in expectancy they no longer care... feelings of powerlessness, coupled
with indifference may permit the so called ‘hidden curriculum’ to be
communicated uncritically to students... Alienated teachers, out of touch with
their own existential reality...are not personally present to others or in the
situations of their lives. This is because human beings who lack an awareness of
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their own personal reality (which is futuring, questing) cannot exist in a ‘werelation’ with other human beings (Greene 1978, p.28).

The service team initiative holds as one of its goals to encourage teacher
autonomy in taking action and making decisions about students. But this new freedom
must be seen within a realistic context. Choices can only be made within the teacher’s
situated existence, and autonomy can be difficult to embrace when the change is too
disruptive and the trade-offs deemed not worth it for individual teachers in individual
settings. Some component of the change initiative has to ring true or resonate for these
teachers in order for personal possibilities to open up. Teachers like Robin and others
on the Glendale service team who had been involved in some informal collaborating
saw the service team initiative as providing them a sanctioned and supported forum for
collaborative work. This was the “hook” or entry point for them. From this entry point
they were able to build positive regard for the initiative that respected this type of
collaborative exchange.
The freedom of the Glendale team was brought into question with the P.T.O.
incident. The principal set parameters around what he thought were acceptable service
team topics, and going to the P.T.O. was not one of them. Their freedom was
constrained. From the standpoint of the External Consultants he was standing in the way
of the initiative taking hold. As a researcher at this point I remind myself that the
service team initiative, rather than being a teacher’s main job, is just one part of their
larger universe of responsibilities as a teacher in the school. Their standpoint is not my
standpoint as an outsider and I acknowledge that I cannot see or fully understand the
choices teachers make and the meaning they make of this initiative within their
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lifeworlds. I can only acknowledge and respect the existence of that standpoint in all it’s
complexity. One of my goals in this study was to uncover and convey a sense of that
complexity, to counter the simplistic explanations about why a particular school reform
effort or any project might work or not work-how it might be seen as successful or
unsuccessful.
Focusing through the lens of these tenets had enabled my ability to build
explanations for teacher’s actions. This type of theoretical orientation does not exclude,
but seeks to include the subjective experience. I have worked to build a framework that
is inclusive of the issues that seem to underlie choice making, issues having to do with
our existence and the human condition.
Revisiting Existentialism
I have found the existential tenets of the “Crowd”, freedom and limitation, and
authenticity and responsibility to serve as constructs within which to find teachers
explanations of that complexity. I have tried in Maxine Greene’s words to “do
philosophy” by listening to teachers and other involved in the implementation of this
initiative and keeping in mind the common ground that we walk on.
The revisiting and reevaluating aspect of existentialism has deepened my
understanding that this type of negotiating and renegotiating can spark a moving
forward. Leaving existentialism behind as it were I can look at where it has taken me,
although this is not about moving forward in a linear fashion. There is no goal but an
endless cycle of revisiting as our existence dictates, but we do learn there is a movement
that tempts us to see as a move forward, but might be understood as a deepening. In this
work towards understanding, the acts of writing and speaking in themselves develop
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new understandings in various ways. Having started with existentialism I can explain
the ways it has led me to investigate and to speculate about what kinds of factors
influence teacher’s choices in their situated existences. It has allowed me to see in and
name as human or “having to do with our existence” those characteristics that
appear to pull people towards particular choices.
Resonance
As I have read and come to understand existential thinking it has had a particular
resonance for me. I can describe this experience of resonance as a physical feeling, a
shift, an opening in my thinking, a break in a wall where I never knew a wall existed, a
deepening of understanding that moves me towards acceptance of various standpoints.
There is a real opening and broadening. It is a feeling of freedom because I have been
freed of my previously held beliefs. Something happens in that moment of
enlightenment. It is as close to what we know to be ‘"truth” than anything else that we
can count on. It gives us pause as we agree to incorporate that new knowing into the
realm of what we have already decided we can count on as real. It gets beyond the
gatekeeper of our minds and hearts. Maxine Greene calls this the “light of the possible”.
For some and at particular points in time this can represent a burden or can be seen and
felt as deeply disturbing, having left the safety of those previously held beliefs behind.
But what is also true is that we are free to choose. And this step or stage of seeing the
light or having something enter consciousness is what we like to think of as the first
step toward change. By consciously pursuing these experiences we attempt to meet the
challenges that the existentialists have named. The end result can be a new standpoint:
more neutral, less polarized. In this study this deepening manifests itself as
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understanding individual teachers meaning making as they work within this school
reform initiative. Existential constructs are constructs and although there is nothing
developmental about an existential viewpoint we are learning about the existential
viewpoint and are changed by it.
“Negativity” and the Expansion of an Existential View
From my perspective, as I understand existentialism I would include the reality
of negativity. What is positive must exist in order for the existentialist to juxtapose the
theories. I have come to understand that angst, dread and the burden of freedom could
not even be understood or named if there was not something to make them
understandable against within the human context. Can we expand on some positive
aspects of the human condition? Or must that which is labeled existential only have to
do with dread, angst, the burden of freedom and nausea?
Perhaps to complete the picture I have come to consider negativity. Negativity is
important Sartre tells us. What is meant by negativity here is the absence of something.
One way to think of this is to liken it to a negative number. It is negative due to it’s
location rather than negative in the sense of a value judgment. What is not there, Pierre
not being at the cafe is as much a factor for someone expecting to meet Pierre as the
smoke and chairs and dishes and waiters (Sartre 1957 p.21). What “is not there” in the
standard account of existential thinking is the positive- the insight and possibility that
freedom brings. That which existential thinking posits itself against must be life and
possibility, authenticity, “good faith” the feeling of being at home in the world, without
which an existential viewpoint would not exist. In order to locate teacher’s perceptions
and choices through an existential lens I must therefore be able to consider a continuum
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within parameters. I wish to extend the parameters of existential thinking to include
Sartre’s concept of Negativity and include the positive. I also wish to add movement to
the theory, movement in that we visit and revisit, take stock when moved to by
existential forces-angst, dread, fear and use the identified constructs of “The Crowd”,
freedom, and authenticity when they are useful in the reaching of our consciousness
towards the future. An example of use of negativity is Heidegger’s concept of “beingtowards-death” (Cooper 1999). Being towards death is seen to help us live the fullest
kind of life. A life that embraces the fact that death whirs continuously beneath the
membrane of life (Yalom, 1980). It is life in its fullest definition.
When seen as a construct the at-homeness of particular concepts usually
excludes the existential. Those familiar and at once deeply disturbing feelings are not
seen holistically. Can we expand on the concept of feeling “at home” making room for
the tragic, the burden of freedom, angst, dread and nausea that we also find at home?
Existentialists would keep this as a snapshot of who we are, like a rock not to be
changed, or tampered with. Can we embrace or at least come to accept all of who we
are in our existence as human beings? Does the existentialist wish us to learn from
existentialism?
The Self
How we make decisions about any endeavor might be seen on the surface as
logical and rational we might make a list of the pros and cons of a new job or a new
house or even a new relationship, but what drives us ultimately to make the choices we
make is much more complex and it ultimately comes to rest in the deepest part of
ourselves where we have and will continue to build who we are, the most complex as
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the most simple. The questions we had as children the fears, anticipations, the
becomings play a part in the choices we make, in the way we understand and desire
freedom, and the way we build an understanding of an authentic responsible life. We go
back to the place where our fears, the facticity of our existence, our freedom and
autonomy as individuals were bom in us. This is where this revisiting and meaning
making take place. It is the place where we have worked out ways of making peace with
those realities, of moving forward despite the facticity of our existence. This is the
protected, and always out of our reach of fully understanding, human self. We question
what freedom we might be giving up by a particular choice, we wonder if we are going
along with someone else’s choice for us, whether it be a partner in a relationship or
what has always been expected to be the next move up in a career. We wonder if we
will lose ourselves in a relationship or job choice and wonder if we can remain
authentic. These are the questions we are meant to live with.
The goal of this study was not to make decisions about this initiative or about
the ways teachers made meaning of it. I did not set out to point out shortcomings or
make suggestions. Instead I wish to put forth an understanding that even the best of
plans contain within them the seeds of their own downfall, as well as the potential for
growth. But this is not to say that the vision for this initiative was flawed in some way.
In fact this is the only way we have to create such visions that serve to move and inspire
us. They are human visions put forward by collecting ideas from other human beings
each as wonderful and flawed as the next. The world we continue to create will always
be a human one and I have come to believe that reflection and taking time to “do
philosophy” can serve to turn our attention to the always underlying issues of the human
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condition as starting points. Building on a framework of existential tenets can enable us
to uncover possibility and freedom in the search to find new directions for moving
forward together.
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